


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FOREWORD

 
 

It is with great pleasure and pride that we present this 3rd Volume of Sijill – a 

compilation of issues 101 - 150.  It is Sijill’s third consecutive year of weekly publication. 

The 1st volume of Sijill was published on the occasion of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s 

RA Milad (in Issue 53), and it is a happy coincidence that we publish this 3rd Volume on 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin’s TUS Milad in Issue 154.  

 

Sijill has seen a lot in this past one year - since the Milad of Imam-uz-zaman in 1437H to 

the same auspicious day in 1438H. 

 

It has seen the light of truth, strength and confidence in the continued cross-

examination of Syedna Qutbuddin in the Bombay High Court. The fervor of faith and the 

gushing of Imami tayeed in the last Ashara waaz of Syedna Qutbuddin. 

It has shed floods of tears at the great tragedy of the wafaat of our beloved Aqa Syedna 

Khuzaima Qutbuddin. 

It has witnessed with awe-filled eyes the grand and auspicious Takht-e-Nashini 

(ascension) of his Mansoos Aqa Syedna Taher Fakhruddin to the takht-e-imami.   

It has recorded, in these challenging times, the miraculous spread of the word of the 

Dawatul-Haq even farther and wider through the waaz of Syedna Fakhruddin broadcast 

worldwide and watched by lacks of Mumineen : 528,000 Mumineen visited the official 

Dawat website www.FatemiDawat.com for a total of about 11 million times. It has 

recorded the establishment of numerous jamats in India and worldwide. 

 



It has rejoiced at the victory of Syedna Fakhruddin in the Gujarat High Court and the 

dismissal of the petitions of Shz Mufaddal Saifuddin. 

It has been humbled by the great privilege of being a part of the historic and formative 

eras of both Dais, Aqa Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin and Aqa Syedna Taher Fakhruddin. 

 

We, the khidmat guzars of Sijill have the great honour and privilege to present to you 

this volume as a monument to these, our, times. We hope you will treasure it as much 

as we have treasured the opportunity to be a part of history in the making.   

 

This collection of the third year’s issues, and the weekly Sijill, are published with Syedna 
Fakhruddin’s raza and doa mubarak. May Allah Ta’ala grant our beloved Aqa Maula Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin longest life till Yawm-e-Qiyamat, and may He keep Mumineen Mukhleseen in 
security and happiness under his benign shade. 

 

 

-Aziz Qutbuddin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NEW SERIES AND INITIATIVES IN SIJILL VOLUME 3: 
Below is a brief summary of some of the new components or publications that we have added 

this last year: 
• Bayanaat, sadaqallah, qasidas, madehs and other remembrances in shaan and memory 

of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA  

• Photo gallery of Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA janaza mubaraka 

• New Publication: Sakinato Tasabeeh Barakatil Qutbiyah - hafti for ziyarat of Syedna 

Qutbuddin RA 

• Arabic content including Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS address to Mumineen of Yemen, 

shahadat bayan from Ashara, and other bayanaat also uploaded with Arabic subtitles 

• Second Fatemi Dawat Annual Report 
• Eid ul-Adha Hizb-e-Khalilullah Report 1437H 
• Quran majeed series by Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin 
• Islamic Finance video and eBook series by Shehzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin 

• New look of Sijill PDF and HTML layouts to enhance ease of reading and content 

discoverability 
• Series about, “Disagreements of the Jurists: A Selection from Syedna al-Qadi al-

Nu’man's Kitaab” 

• “Calculation of Zakaat” eBook published in multiple languages 

• Ashara Lisan-ud-Dawat talkhees and summary excerpts 

• Coverage of academic conferences, including Taqreeb conference in Kolkata, Shehzada 

Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin speech in Delhi, Shehzadi Dr Bazat Tahera Bensaheba 

interviews 

• Series on the events after Syedna Burhanuddin’s RA wafaat by Shehzada Dr Abdeali 
Bhaisaheb Saifuddin 

• Ten Virtues of a Mumin eBook by Shehzada Dr Aziz Bhaisaheb Qutbuddin 

 

We have continued to develop, expand, and publish from last year: 

• Aqa Maula’s prayers for Mumineen, Muslimeen and Ibadullah 
• Aqa Maula’s Vision and Philosophy 
• News of Hazrat Imamiyya, with write-ups, photographs, audios and videos, including 

Ashara Mubaraka waaz and other waaz and bayaan highlights  
• Announcements of Aqa Maula’s upcoming programs, including namaaz, waaz, sabaq, 

bethak, majlis, and jaman 



• Instructions for ‘Amal on all holy occasions, including texts, translations, audios and 

videos 
• Aqa Maula’s directives for calculating Zakaat in current financial systems, and an 

explanation of its importance and calculation 
• 1438H Hijri calendar with key religious dates 

• Editorial article (Sijill article) based on an ayat of the Qur’an, a hadith of Rasullullah SA, 
or a kalaam of Amirul Mumineen SA, Imams SA and Dais SA. 

• Qasidas and Doas, with translations in Dawat-ni-Zabaan and English, and commentaries 
• Publications and articles, including the series Dawat History and Biography, Ikhwanus 

Safa, Women in Islam, and Fatimid literature.  
• Fatemi Madrasa content, including texts, translations and multimedia modules for 

wuzu, namaaz, and qasida, with riwayat modules 
• Legal updates, including news of ongoing Bombay and Gujarat High Court Suits 
• Hikaayat (lit. stories) series: morals and fables that are presented in the books of 

Da’wat, many from the Rasail of Ikhwanus Safa 

• Sabaq information 
• Media articles 

HISTORY OF SIJILL 
The first Sijill was published with the purpose to announce to Mumineen Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
First Misaaq Majlis after the wafaat of Syedna Burhanuddin.  The 52nd Dai-l-Mutlaq Maulana-l-

Muqaddas Syedna Mohammad Burhanuddin passed to his heavenly abode on 16th Rabi-ul-

Awwal 1435H (17th January 2014). His true successor Syedna Qutbuddin conducted in Darus 

Sakina Khatmul-Qur’an majlis for Burhanuddin Aqa for forty solemn days of mourning. Then on 
4th Rabi-ul-akhar 1435H, on the mubarak occasion of Imam-uz-zamaan al-Tayyib’s Milaad, 
Imam-uz-zamaan’s Dai conducted his First Misaaq. Recounting the story of the 21st Imam al-
Tayyib’s birth on 4th Rabi-ul-akhar 524H, Syedna Idris Imaduddin RA transcribes in the ‘Uyun al-
akhbaar that the 20th Imam Aamir RA wrote of this auspicious newborn to Maulatuna Hurratul 

Malika SA in Yemen, and of his Nass upon him. Aamir Imam’s “Letter of Glad Tidings” is called in 
Arabic “Sijill-ul-bishaarat.” Soliciting Sijill-ul-bishaarat’s bishaaraat and barakaat, the weekly 

newsletter has been named “Sijill”. 
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Updates
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“Happiness Captures Love”
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Milad Imam-uz-zaman SA

Fatemi Madrasa
Wazeefa Multi Media eModule

EBook
The Ten Virtues of a Mumin

Rasulullah SA narrated the account of 
a day when Eisa Nabi AS met Yahya 

Nabi. Eisa Nabi smiled at Yahya Nabi, but 
Yahya Nabi frowned in response and said, 
“O Spirit of Allah, you laugh as though you 
have no fear of Allah’s punishment!” Eisa 
Nabi replied, “O Nabi of Allah, you frown as 
though you have no hope in Allah’s rehmat 
and mercy!”  Allah Ta’ala then revealed to 
both Yahya Nabi and Eisa Nabi: “The one 
I love most is the one who smiles most” 
(ahabbukuma ilayya abashshukuma).

In this short anecdote is a great les-
son and philosophy: be happy and hopeful 
in life. It is not the case that this world is 
free of sadness and grief – but our Hudaat 
encourage us to be happy and hopeful in 
keeping faith in Allah Ta’ala, His mercy and 
rehmat. Remembering and counting our 
blessings and ne’mat helps us to be happy 
and hopeful.

Even in times of grief Amirul Mumi-
neen SA asserts that, “a mumin’s happiness 
can be seen on his face, his sadness is con-
cealed in his heart” (al-muminu bishruhu fi 
wajhihi wa huznuhu fi qalbihi). To cope with 
the sadness and sorrow in our heart, we 
seek refuge in sabar and the remembrance 

of Imam Husain SA. Syedna Burhanuddin’s 
RA doa always echoes in our ears: “ay par-
wardigaar, tu mumin ne hamesha khush-u-
khurram raakhje, ek Husain na gham siwa 
koi gham na dikhawje.”

These hadith and sayings encourage 
an overall positive and optimistic outlook 
in life. The smile on an individual’s face is 
an essential manifestation of that outlook. 
Rasulullah said: “When a mumin meets his 
brother mumin, he should call out the sa-
laam greeting to him, grasp his hand, and 
look at him with a happy face. This applies 
to our interactions with fellow Mumineen 
but also applies to how we meet and greet 
people in all aspects of our life. To this ef-
fect, Amirul Mumineen has said, “be smil-
ing and happy with everyone” (al-bishru bi 
jamee’-in-naas).

Cheerfulness and happiness have a 
great impact on ourselves and those around 
us. Amirul Mumineen said, “happiness 
captures love” (al-bashashatu hibaalatul 
mawaddah). When a mumin is happy he 
draws others towards him. For some it is a 
natural trait, for others it requires conscious 
effort.

For many of us, remembering the smil-

ing face of our loved ones brings immense 
joy. Remembering the smiling face of Syed-
na Burahnuddin RA even brings tears of joy. 
May Allah Ta’ala keep his successor, Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS in happiness and 
health. May we always find peace and hap-
piness by seeing his smiling face. May Allah 
Ta’ala always keep mumineen in happiness 
and joy and may they never feel grief except 
in the remembrance of Aqa Husain SA. May 
our happiness in this world continue with 
the eternal happiness of the Hereafter.

News & Events
Milad Imam-uz-zaman SA

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS 
travelled to Bakersfield, California on 4th 
Rabiul Aakhar. Aqamaula TUS presided 
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“Happiness Captures Love”

(Amirul Mumineen SA)

A Mumin is always cheer ful and happy.
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over Imam-uz-zaman SA Milad Khushi Majlis in which Qasida 
Mubaraka composed by Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, “Miladu 
Maulanal Imamit-Tayyibi” was recited.

By the wasila of Imam-uz-zaman SA, may Allah Ta’ala grant 
longest life in full health to Aqamaula TUS.

EBook
The Ten Virtues of a Mumin

Fatemi Madrasa is pleased to present the Wazeefa Multi Me-
dia eModule. “Wazeefo” literally means “precious daily task” and 
this module is designed to encourage our children to do tasbih of the 
names of our Awliyaullah everyday so that they imbibe the barakat 
of these names and this wazeefo becomes an intrinsic part of them 
as they grow up.

Who are the Awliyaullah of our era? 
They are Panjetan Paak, Imams and Du’at 
Mutlaqeen. Awliyaullah are Allah’s repre-
sentatives among us; it is they who know and 
show us the way to Allah, it is they who will 
lead us to Heaven if we follow their guidance. 
They are thus the focus of our love and devo-
tion. They are the source of our greatest bless-
ings and the cause of our salvation. Maarefat 
(recognition) of them is the bedrock of our 
aqeeda, the foundation of our deen. Imam 
Mohammed ul Baqir SA has said, “What is 

deen but Love?!” – Deen starts with love: love of God, and love 
of His Awliya (followed by love of Mumineen, 
and then love of humans, and all living things).

We recite the litany (tasbeeh) of Awli-
yaullah’s names after every farizat namaaz (in 
taqarrub, Du’at fateha, and doa le-Dai-l-asr). 
We remember all the Awliya and we remember 
Allah when we recite the names of Panjetan, 
the waaris of the Imams - Imam uz Zamaan 
Tayyeb SA - and the Imam’s na’ib, waaris of 
the Du’at, Dai-z-Zamaan Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin TUS.

By reciting these names, we remind ourselves of the purpose 
of our lives on Earth. Even just reciting their names brings blessings. 
Remembering them with gratitude should be a part of our everyday 
lives. Thus, we regularly pray “wazaifuna tasbihu asmaa’ikum aya 
* banil Mustafa daaban wa ne’mal wazaa’ifu” (reciting the litany 
of your names O Aale Muhammad, is our wazifa, our precious daily 
task). It is also in this light that Syedna Qutbuddin wrote “tasbih 
kare che Mumineen” in remembrance of Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
RA.

When we recite the names of our Awliyaullah, they come 
to our aid in our times of need. The famous doa, naade aliyyan 
mazharul ajaaeb, tajidho awnallaka fin nawaebe, says, “call out the 
name of Ali, manifestation of wonders, and he will come to your aid 
in your times of difficulty.”

The Fatemi Madrasa multi media eModule is produced by In-
siya Baisaheba Shz Taher Bhaisaheb and contains a short clip in 
which children can recite the names of Awliyullah along with the 
video, Panjetan names and audio, printable words for coloring and 
decorating, and connect the dots writing practice (with color coded 
words to demonstrate morphology). It is published on 
FatemiMadrasa.com.

Fatemi Madrasa
Wazeefa Multi Media eModule

In the 100th issue of Sijill, 
we presented an eBook on Rasu-
lullah’s SA hadith about the ten 
virtues of a Mumin in this World 
and the Hereafter, which during 
Ashara Mubaraka 1437H, Syed-
na Qutbuddin TUS narrated and 
explained. In the previous ten 
Sijill Articles we highlighted and 
explained each of the ten virtues 
of a Mumin in this world, and in 
the 100th Sijill we highlighted 
the ten virtues of the Hereafter. 
Syedna introduced the hadith 
saying that this is a bishaarat for 
the Shi’a of Amirul Mumineen SA. He added that in one sense, 
those with true walaayat would necessarily have these virtues. 
If for some reason one with walaayat does not possess these 
virtues, then upon hearing this bayaan he/she should make a 
firm commitment to acquire them.

Rasulullah said, “he who is given the gift (rizq, rozi) of the 
walaayat of Ali has attained the goodness of this world and the 
Hereafter, and I do not doubt that he will enter Jannat.” Ali’s 
love and walaayat entail twenty virtues: 10 in this World (Du-
nya) and 10 in the Hereafter (Aakherat). 

The ten in this world are: 

1. renouncing materialism (Sijill Article 90); 

2. desire to seek knowledge (Sijill Article 91); 

3. piety and scrupulosity (Sijill Article 92); 

4. eagerness and desire for worship (Sijill Article 93); 

5. sincere repentance (Sijill Article 94); 

6. waking up in the night for tahajjud prayers (Sijill Article 95); 

7. to put trust in God and not people (Sijill Article 96); 

8. memorizing the Quran Majeed (Sijill Article 97); 

9. aversion to this world (Sijill Article 98); 

10. generosity (Sijill Article 99). 

11. 

The ten virtues of the Hereafter are described in the 100th Sijill 
Article.

Click here to read the eBook posted or download the PDF.

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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Syedna Jalaal’s Amaanat (Integrity)

(Surat al-Shu’araa’: 107)

I am to you a messenger worthy of all trust (amin).

The 16th of Rabiul Aakhar is the Urus 
Mubarak of the 25th Dai Syedna Jalaal 

Shamsuddin RA.
Our Hudaat Kiraam guide us in mat-

ters of faith and they are exemplars of in-
tegrity. The 24th Dai Syedna Yusuf Najmud-
din RA sent Syedna Jalaal, the 25th Dai, 
to Ahmedabad from Yemen. Syedna Jalaal 
traveled to Yemen to seek ‘ilm and knowl-
edge from the 23rd and the 24th Dais. Af-
ter arriving in his hometown, Ahmedabad, 
Syedna Jalaal bought a piece of land in Sa-
ranpur (a suburb of Ahmedabad) with his 
personal funds so that a structure could be 
built that would accommodate a gathering 
of all Mumineen. He collected all his sav-
ings from various businesses to cover the 
building expenses, but the funds were not 
sufficient - his personal funds only covered 
half the expenditure. In addition to being 
Mazoon-e-Dawat, he was also vaali al-hind, 
the one in charge of Dawat affairs in India, 
and had access to Dawat funds in baitul-
maal (treasury). He felt that it was better to 
draw from it only after obtaining the bless-
ings of Syedna Yusuf. The construction was 
halted for half a month until Maamji, son of 
Shaykh Mujaal learned of the stalled work. 

Maamji took it upon himself to manage and 
finance the project to completion. He did so 
to serve Syedna Jalaal and to gain the bless-
ings and joy of this world and the Hereafter.

Syedna Jalaal’s vigor to do good for 
Dawat and Mumineen, and his integrity and 
amaanat in the handling of Dawat funds de-
spite the nobility of the cause is notewor-
thy. It is also remarkable that Syedna Jalaal’s 
noble intention was completed by the gen-
erosity of Maamji. Allah Ta’ala suffices his 
Awliya’. 

The integrity of Syedna Jalaal and of 
our Awliyaa’ Kiraam is a lesson for us in our 
dealings with Dawat and in our business. 
Such values are epitomized by our Hudaat 
and it is upon us to follow their example. 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA often recalled 
an individual who was the only Mumin in 
the town he lived in. The integrity and trust-
worthiness of the Mumin was such that all 
the townsfolk entrusted their valuables to 
him for safekeeping.

The amaanat of our Du’aat Kiraam 
goes beyond integrity in material things. 
Their integrity in safeguarding the amaanat 
of Imamuz-zaman SA, that is to establish his 
Dawat and ensure its continuity is profound. 

Each Dai is therefore known as ‘Dai Allah 
al-Amin’ (the trustworthy Dai of Allah). 
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Shz Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb will preside over Milad Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA Khushi Majlis on 20th raat of Rabiul 
Aakhar 1437H (Thursday, 28th January 2016) after Maghreb/Isha 
namaaz at Darus Sakina, Thane. Majlis will be followed by Khushi 
Jaman. The Majlis will be broadcast live through this link and 
will be available for replay.

Mas’uls (Coordinators) in each town will inform local mumi-
neen about their respective Majlis programs. In towns where coor-
dinators are listed, please contact them directly for further details.

Mumineen in other towns and cities should take barakaat on 

this auspicious occasion and recite the Qasida Mubaraka of Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin (RA), in which he describes the shanaat of Burha-
nuddin Moula (RA), recite the Qasida Mubaraka of Syedna Mo-
hammed Burhanuddin (RA), written on the occasion of Eid al-Fitr 
in 1411H, recite the Madeh written by Syedna Qutbuddin TUS in 
shaan of Syedna Burhanuddin RA at the time of Syedna Burhanud-
din’s Takht Nasheeni. This madeh was recited in front of Syedna 
Burhanuddin RA in the grand ziyafat function of Shabab-ul-Eid-iz-
Zahabi that was held in Kamla Nehru Park, Mumbai. Mumineen 
can also participate in Darus Sakina majlis through this link.

Announcement & Amal Details

Milad Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA

On the auspicious occasion of Syedna Burhanuddin’s Milad 
Mubarak we are pleased to present the English translation of the 
Qasida Mubaraka of Syedna Taher Saifuddin (RA), in which he 
describes the shanaat of Burhanuddin Moula (RA), as well as the 

English translation of the Qasida Mubaraka of Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin (RA), written on the occasion of Eid al-Fitr in 1411H.  
Both English translations by Shz Dr Tahera Baisaheba and qasidas 
are published on FatemiDawat.com.

Qasidas in Translation

“Banul Mustafal-ghurrul kiraamu mawaaleena” composed by Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin & “Ya aala tahar-rida anwaarukum laami’a” composed by Syedna 

Mohammed Burhanuddin

Translation excerpts: Banu l-Mustafa 
l-ghurru l-kiraamu mawaaleena

Translation excerpts: Ya aala Taha-r-rida 
anwaarukum lami’a

O Allah, grant a long life to Burhanuddin, proof of your religion
Who has attained abundant luminous virtues

He has attained the form willed by Allah and Imamuz zaman, 
Son of Mustafa—and the form that I willed

The Lord of the Throne has ornamented him with noble virtues
And lofty qualities, alongside humility and knowledge

Mohammed is praised by the whole world
There is no need to describe his lofty virtues—mentioning his 

name suffices

O pure progeny of Taha nabi, your shining lights illuminate
And the raindrops of your bounty drench the world

You are the sons of Murtaza, you are the sons of Fatema 
Your mercy shelters all your followers

You are the sons of the two who sat on Taha nabi’s shoulders
Their lofty station threw their enemy to the ground

For the full translation, view on FatemiDawat.com

For the full translation, view on FatemiDawat.com

“The birthday of Rasulullah is a day of Eid for Muslims” wrote 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin. Rasulullah’s birthday signifies a day on 
which our savior and guide was born. It is a day to celebrate him 
and the noble mission and Dawat he established.

The celebration of the Milad of Imam-uz-zaman SA on the 
4th of Rabiul Aakhar and the celebration of the 52nd Dai, Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin’s Milad on the 20th of Rabiul Aakhar is 

also a celebration of their noble births and the Da’wat that they 
personify.

In his bayaan on the Milad Imam-uz-zaman SA on the 4th of 
Rabiul Aakhar, Syedna Qutbuddin TUS read from Sijill-ul-Bisharat, 
the Epistle of Good Tidings, sent by Imam Aamir SA to Maultuna 
Hurratul Malika AS in which he gave her the good tidings of Tayyib 
Imam’s birth. In the epistle, the birth of the Imam is described as, 

Sijill Article (52)

Syedna Burhanuddin’s Milad – The Burhan & Light from Allah Ta’ala

Each Dai is ‘Amin’ of the Imam, as each Nabi and Imam is the 
‘Amin’ of Allah Ta’ala: faithful to Allah Ta’ala’s message and mis-
sion at all times in any eventuality. 

May Allah Ta’ala grant Afazalul-jazaa’ to Syedna Jalaal RA 
and may he give us the tawfeeq and strength to follow his exam-
ple of integrity, generosity, and devotion in matters of deen and 
dunya. May Allah Ta’ala grant longest life to Dai Allah al-Amin 

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS, the one to whom Syedna Burha-
nuddin RA passed on the amaanat and entrustment of Imamuz-
Zaman’s SA Dawat.  May Allah Ta’ala give Afzalus Jaza to Syedna 
Burhanuddin, who has constructed the beautiful qubba Mubarak 
of Syedna Jalal in Ahmedabad based on the architectural model of 
Rozat Tahera.
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Qasidas in Translation

Qasida written by Syedna Qutbuddin on Syedna Burhanuddin’s Milad

“light brought forth from light.” Syedna Qutbuddin TUS added that 
the city of Cairo, al-Qahirah al-Mu’izziyya, was decorated and illu-
minated with lanterns to celebrate the Imam’s birth. After the 50th 
Dai Syedna Abdullah Badruddin RA passed away, at the end of the 
40 days of mourning, all the Masjids and Da’wat buildings were il-
luminated with lanterns (diwa) for the occasion of Chehlum. It was 
divine providence (inayat) that by the nazaraat of Imam-uz-zaman, 
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA was born. The illumination 
was as it was for the birth of Imam Tayyib SA. The birth of Syedna 

Burhanuddin RA was also as Imam Aamir described, “light brought 
forth from light.

Syedna Burhanuddin, as the ayat quoted in Sijill 52 states, was 
the Burhan, the proof, sent forth for our guidance, and the divine 
light to illuminate our path.

As we celebrate Syedna Burhanuddin’s Milad, we do not sim-
ply celebrate an individual’s birth. We celebrate the day in which a 
divine star was born, when light came forth from light.

Every year on the occasion of Syedna Moham-
med Burhanuddin’s RA Milaad, his Mazoon and 
Mansoos composed a Qasida in which he expressed 
his sentiments, prayers and devotion to his Dai. On 
the occasion of Syedna Burhanuddin’s RA first Urus 
on the 16th of Rabiul Awwal, we published the 100 
verse Qasida that Syedna Qutbuddin composed on 
the occasion of the 100thMilad along with photos.

 On the occasion of the 104th Milad of Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin (last year) we presented 
the Qasida composed by Syedna Qutbuddin TUS on 
the occasion of the 95th Milad (the same year from 
which the Bayaan excerpt is also presented). We are 
pleased to present, again this year, this qasida with 
English translation.

Fatemi Madrasa EBook

Community Service Project The Ten Virtues of a Mumin

This year, to commemorate the auspicious occasion of 
Milad Mubarak of the 52nd Dai Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din RA, and the 53rd Dai Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS, 
the children of Fatemi Madrasa will be taking part in commu-
nity service in their respective local communities.  They will 
participate in activities such as giving food to the needy, do-
nating books to a library, toys/kits/supplies to a hospital, warm 
clothes to a shelter for the homeless, etc.

This initiative is inspired by the guidance and teachings 
of our Aqa Mola. It is an initiative to live by what Rasullulah SA 
said, “all of mankind is part of Allah’s family, and those who 
do good to His family are most loved by Him,” and to practice 
and live by the principles learned in Fatemi Madrasa about the 
importance of being a good human being (nek mumin), helping 
each other, and being kind towards everyone.

All children of Mumineen are encouraged to take part 
in this initiative. Brief reports of each child’s activity will be 
arazed in Hazrat Imamiyyah. Please email these reports to ma-
drasa@fatemidawat.com and indicate the child’s name, home-
town, and age.

In the 100th issue of Sijill, we presented an eBook on Rasu-
lullah’s SA hadith about the ten virtues of a Mumin in this World 
and the Hereafter, which during Ashara Mubaraka 1437H, Syedna 
Qutbuddin TUS narrated and explained. In the previous ten Sijill 
Articles we highlighted and explained each of the ten virtues of a 
Mumin in this world, and in the 100th Sijill we highlighted the ten 
virtues of the Hereafter. Syedna introduced the hadith saying that 
this is a bishaarat for the Shi’a of Amirul Mumineen SA. He added 
that in one sense, those with true walaayat would necessarily have 
these virtues. If for some reason one with walaayat does not pos-
sess these virtues, then upon hearing this bayaan he/she should 
make a firm commitment to acquire them.

Rasulullah said, “he who is given the gift (rizq, rozi) of the 
walaayat of Ali has attained the goodness of this world and the 
Hereafter, and I do not doubt that he will enter Jannat.” Ali’s love 
and walaayat entail twenty virtues: 10 in this World (Dunya) and 
10 in the Hereafter (Aakherat). The ten in this world are: 1) re-
nouncing materialism (Sijill Article 90); 2) desire to seek knowl-
edge (Sijill Article 91); 3) piety and scrupulosity (Sijill Article 92); 
4) eagerness and desire for worship (Sijill Article 93); 5) sincere 
repentance (Sijill Article 94); 6) waking up in the night for tahajjud 
prayers (Sijill Article 95); 7) to put trust in God and not people 
(Sijill Article 96); 8) memorizing the Quran Majeed (Sijill Article 
97); 9) aversion to this world (Sijill Article 98); and 10) generosity 
(Sijill Article 99). The ten virtues of the Hereafter are described in 
the 100th Sijill Article.

Click here to read the eBook posted or download the PDF.
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Syedna Burhanuddin bestows doa for Syedna Qutbuddin at 100th Milad Ziafat   Featured updates: 
 

 

 بسم الل  ه الرحمن الرحيم
 

ما اَْظهَرَْت أعَصارُ آبائِهِ * َشاناً َكمَا اَْظهَرَهُ 
 ُ  عَصْرُه

 
(Syedna AbdeAli Saifudin RA

) 

 

The glory manifested in my 
Imamuz zamaan’s age was 

never seen before 

 

SIJILL ARTICLE: Syedna 
Burhanuddin’s RA Legacy 

The bayt quoted above is from a 

Qasida composed by Syedna 

AbdeAli Saifuddin RA in 

the shaan of the Imam of his age in 

which he declares, “The glory 
manifested in my Imamuz zamaan’s 
age was never seen before.” 

On the 75th Milad of Syedna 

Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, 

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS 

delivered a speech 

offering shukur on the auspicious 

occasion. In this speech, Syedna 

Qutbuddin did araz to Syedna 

Burhanuddin and quoted this verse 

composed by Syedna AbdeAli 

Saifuddin. Syedna Qutbuddin then 

recounted some of the great 

milestones of Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s era including the 
construction of Jame’ Anwar and 
the expansion of Jame’a Saifiyyah. 
Twenty-five years later on the 

100th Milad of Syedna Burhanuddin, 

Syedna Qutbuddin offered shukur 
ziafat in which he recited 

the Qasida-Me’awiyyah, in which he 

has listed the shanaat and the 

unmatched legacy of Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s reign (click here to 
read the photo eBook with English 

translation of Qasida Me’awiyya). 
As Syedna Burhanuddin’s Mansoos 
and Mazoon, Syedna Qutbuddin 

always didzikar of Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s shanaatand guided 

Mumineen to recognize his 

great maqaam and position. Soon 

after Syedna Qutbuddin had 

performed Ashara waaz in 

Ahemdabad, Syedna Burhanuddin 

travelled to Ahmedabad on one 

 

 

NAZARAAT: 
100th Milad ziafat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QASIDA ME’AWIYYAH: 
Photo eBook 
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occasion in the 1400’s H (1980’s), 
because of Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
araz that Syedna Burhanuddin 

grace the town. A procession was 

held to receive Syedna 

Burhanuddin when he arrived and 

such was the vigour and 

enthusiasm of Mumineen 

(especially following Syedna 

Qutbuddin’s Ashara) that upon 
arriving at the point where the 

procession was to start, Syedna 

Burhanuddin exclaimed to Syedna 

Qutbuddin, “the whole of 
Ahmedabad is here” (akhu 
Ahmedabad aawi gayu). During the 

procession, a learned man 

approached Syedna Qutbuddin and 

said, “su shanaat nu zuhoor che.” 
Syedna Qutbuddin immediately 

replied, “balke zuhoor ni shanaat 
che.” 

On the occasion of Syedna 
Burhanuddin's milad, we remember 

his legacy and we offer shukur for 

the great bounties that he 

showered upon us, not least of 

which was his priceless doa for us 

every day and night. We also 

offer shukur to Syedna Burhanuddin 

for leaving in our midst his 

successor who continues to bless us 

with his doa-e-mustajaab.  

 

NAZARAAT: 100th Milad ziafat 

We are pleased to present in this 

issue a short video summary of the 

100
th

 Milad ziafat hosted by Syedna 

Qutbuddin TUS. On the occasion of 

his 100th milad, Syedna 

Burhanuddin granted Syedna 

Qutbuddin the honour of hosting 

the only individual ziyafat in Saify 

Mahal. Syedna Qutbuddin 

presented shukur najwa and a 100 

verse qasida written in Arabic in 

praise of Syedna. He also presented 

Syedna Burhanuddin with a silver 

plaque on which Surat ul-Hamd was 

inscribed in Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin’s handwriting. In this 

ziyafat Syedna Burhanuddin did 

doa for Syedna Qutbuddin, “khuda 
ghani barakat aapay – ghani 

barakat aapay, duniya aney 

aakherat ma sa’aadat aapay…” 

Click here to view the video on 

FatemiDawat.com 

 

NEWS & EVENTS: Syedna 
Burhanuddin Milad 

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS 

presided over Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s RA Milad majlis in 
Bakersfield, California on 20th 

Rabiul Aakhar. Aqa Maula presided 

over Khushi Majlis in which Qasida 

Mubaraka and Madehs of Syedna 

Burhanuddin were recited. 

Syedna prayed: "khuda apno 
salaam Burhanuddin mola RA ni 
taraf pohchawe anay jannatul 
firdaws si ye maula ni nazaraat apni 
taraf jaariya saariya raakhe. 

Burhanuddin mola na wasila si 
ummeedo tamaam karay. Rozat 
Tahera ma be maula ni ziarat jaldi 
naseeb karay." 

 

QASIDA ME’AWIYYAH: Photo 
eBook(Featured from Sijill 47) 

Zikrun-ne’mat is shukrun-ne’mat. 

This saying means that 

recounting ne’mats is part of 

offering gratitude for ne’mats. 
Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s ihsanaat andne’mats
 are innumerable and we offer 

gratitude for them by recounting 

them. As the Dai of Imamuz Zaman, 

Syedna BurhanuddinRA guided us 

for 50 years. He gave us the bounty 

of Aale Muhammad’s ilm. He 
graced us with his priceless do’a day 
and night. His achievements in the 

khidmat of the Imam’s Da’wat are 
immeasurable. In his Qasida 

Me’awiyya (100 verse qasida 
written on the 100th Milad of 

Syedna Burhanuddin), Syedna 

Qutbuddin TUS narrated the events 

celebrating the 100th Milad and 

also recounted some of the 

milestones and achievements of 

Syedna Burhanuddin’s era. Using 
this qasida as a framework, we are 

pleased to present an e-book 

presentation highlighting Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s ihsanaat. 

Last year we presented the abyaat 

of Qasida Me’awiyya in an e-book 

format with accompanying 

photographs. Some of these photos 

were published for the very first 

time and have been taken by Shz. 

Dr. Aziz Bhaisaheb, who was 

fortunate to travel often with 

Syedna Burhanuddin and also 

fortunate to have the opportunity 
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to capture close, personal and 

religiously significant memories 

from Syedna Burhanuddin's RA era. 

 

SIJILL ARTICLE: Muhammad 
Rasulullah & Muhammad Dai 
Allah (From Sijill 48) 

When Syedna Mohammed 

Burhanuddin RA was 

given haddiyyat by Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin RA, he was also given, as 

per the tradition of Da’wat, 
an ‘alaamat, an ayatfrom the 

Qur’an with which he would begin 
all his correspondence. This was the 

tradition for all the Shehazadas of 

the Dai. However, the ayat that 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA 

assigned to Syedna Mohammed 

Burhanuddin RA was none other 

than the ayat quoted 

above,‘Mohammedun Rasulullah’. 
The assignment of 

this ayat foretold Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin’s RA vision and the 
destiny of his eldest son becoming 

the 52nd Dai representing the 

Imam, the successor of Rasulullah, 

and continuing his mission and 

message. Click here to read the full 

article published last year by Shz Dr 

Aziz Bhaisaheb Qutbuddin.  

 

NEWS & EVENTS: Republic 
Day Flag Hoisting Ceremony in 
Darus Sakina 

Shz Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb observed 

India’s Republic Day on 26th 

January 2016 in Darus Sakina and 

held a flag hoisting ceremony in the 

presence of local dignitaries. The 

National Anthem was recited and 

Abdeali Bhaisaheb prayed for peace 

and prosperity in the Indian 

Republic. 
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A Weekly Newsletter by Fatemi Dawat

Light enables vision. Without light 
even a perfect eye cannot see. Like the eye, 
the mind also needs a guiding light. Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA presents this metaphor 
in his qasida ‘al-aqlu fil insaani a’lal jawha-
ri’. In this qasida he says, “enlighten yourself 
with the light of revelation.”

Images of Allah Ta’ala’s light abound 
in the Quran Majeed. One ayat asserts: “you 
have received a convincing Proof (Burhan) 
from your lord and we have sent you a Shin-
ing Light (Nooran Mubina)” (Surat al-Nisa’: 
174). In another ayat it is explained that, 
“Allah Ta’ala is the guardian of those who 
believe. He brings them out of darkness to 
the Light (Noor)” (Surat al-Baqara: 257).

Our Hudaat narrate that after Eisa 
Nabi’s AS crucifixion, he appeared on the 
Mount of Olives (Jabal-e-Zaitun). In this ex-
traordinary circumstance Eisa Nabi asked, 
“what do you say about me?” The gath-
ered apostles (hawariyyeen) said many 
things. Eisa Nabi’s Wasi, Sham’un al-Safa 
(Simon Peter), assertively declared, “I at-
test that you are Allah’s light” (ashhadu 
annaka noorullah). Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
explained in his bayaan, “the flesh [of our 
Hudaat] is but a casing, a cover, that enve-

lopes Allah’s light.”

As mentioned in Sijill 103, on the 
75th Milad of Syedna Mohammed Burha-
nuddin RA, Syedna Qutbuddin TUS deliv-
ered a speech to convey Mumineens’ senti-
ments on that auspicious occasion. Syedna 
Qutbuddin said that, “I wish to present three 
submissions (araz). The first submission is 
that I attest that you are Allah’s light.” Syed-
na Qutbuddin then recited the bayt written 
by Syedna Taher Saifuddin in praise of the 
37th Dai Syedna Noor-Mohammed Noorud-
din RA, I testify that you are Allah’s light 
(noor) embodied in a human form.

Our belief is that our Imam, and in his 
seclusion his Dai, is the light of Allah. They 
are the light that, “bring us from darkness to 
light.” The light that guides us in the dark-
ness of this world. The light that guides us to 
Aakherat. The light that enlightens our souls 
and minds.

As it was Sham’un al-Safa, Eisa Na-
bi’s Wasi, who taught believers how to per-
ceive and do ma’rifat of Eisa Nabi, it was 
Syedna Burhanuddin’s Mazoon and Man-
soos, Syedna Qutbuddin, who taught Mumi-
neen the true ma’rifat of Dai-z-zaman, Syed-

na Burhanuddin.

Today, after the wafaat of Syedna Mo-
hammed Burhanuddin, the light and noor of 
Allah Ta’ala continues to shine in his suc-
cessor, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin. The 
Quran Majeed proclaims, “Their intention is 
to extinguish Allah’s Light (by blowing) with 
their mouths: But Allah will complete (the 
revelation of) His Light, even though the Un-
believers may detest (it)” (Surat al-Saff: 8).

On the auspicious occasion of Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s 79th Milad Mubarak we be-
seech the wasila of Panjetan Paak, Aimmat 
Tahereen, Du’aat Mutlaqeen – especially 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin and Syedna Moham-
med Burhanuddin, and pray that may Allah 
Ta’ala protect and safeguard his light, may 
his light shine and spread throughout this 
world, and may Allah Ta’ala give longest life 
in sehhat and aafiyat to Imam-uz-zaman’s 
Dai, His shining light, Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin. May we and our children con-
tinue to enlighten our souls, our hearts and 
our minds with this divine light.

5 February 2016 27 Rabi al-Aakhar 1437HIssue: 104

“You are the Noor of Allah”

1

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA
I testify that you are Allah’s light (noor) embodied in a human form.
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Fatemi Madrasa
Jeem – Jabalur-Rahmat ‘ The Mount of 
Mercy’ Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin

Milad Madeh
Madeh on occasion of Milad by Shzd. 
Dr. Bazat Saifiyah Baisaheba
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Details
Dai-z-zaman Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin TUS Milad Mubarak

Nazaraat (from Sijill 53)
Signs that indicated the shaan of 53rd 
Dai Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin

Sijill New Look!
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Last year on the auspicious occasion of Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
TUS 78th Milad Mubarak Fatemi Madrasa presented Tohfat Tahera. 
During Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA’s zamaan, Maulana Qutbuddin 
had started to compile this book for children (Khazeenat Tohfat 
Tahera) on the occasion of his daughter Shz Dr. Bazat Tahera Baisa-
heba’s first birthday. In that book, Maulana had written the Arabi 
alphabets and with each letter, such as Alif, he wrote a sifat (praise) 
of the Dai. When the book was arazed to Syedna Taher Saifuddin, 
Syedna Qutbuddin had also written a short story of the first few 
alphabets, with the intention of completing the remaining stories 
later. The spirit of the book was to teach our little children the Ara-
bi alphabets and also the language of Dawat ni zaban by taking 
the name of Dai Zaman and learning his esteemed qualities with a 
short bedtime story that would keep their interest.

Maulana wrote in the introduction that the rest of the alpha-
bet stories would be completed later. Last year on the occasion of 
Milad of Aqa Maula Qutbuddin, the full and completed story ver-
sion was published so that Mumineen and their children may take 
barakaat and use it for learning Dawat ni zabaan. We present on 
Fatemimadrasa.com the fifth story in Lisanud-dawat (with audio re-
cording) and English translation.

Jabalur-Rahmat, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS 

Mount of Mercy, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS

Hyder loves to go hiking. He finds peace in the mountains. He is 
always telling his mother and father, “let’s go hiking! I really like it 
in the mountains!” One day, Hyder climbed the Jungfrau mountain in 

the Alps with his mother and father. He was having a lot of fun and 
told his mother and father that “I feel so peaceful in the mountains. 
How amazing is God’s creation!”

Hyder’s father told him, “wow Hyder, you’re talking so wisely, 
much like a grown up. Do you know that in our deen, mountains have 
honor too? Jabal ur-rehmat is a mountain on the plains of Arafa where 
Rasulullah SA stood during Hajj. In Arabic jabal means mountain and 
rehmat means mercy and bounties. Allah’s rehmat comes down upon 
this mountain especially. When Rasulallah per formed Hajj on Arafa he 
climbed onto this mountain and did a lot of doa.”

Hyder said, “Abba I want to go there too! I want to go on Jabal 
ur-rehmat. I also want Allah’s rehmat.” His father replied, “we will 
go one day insha’allah. After your misaaq we will go for Hajj, and on 
Arafa we will go to Jabal ur-rehmat and take barakat.” He continued 
and said, “shall I tell you something special? Rasulallah himself is 
rehmat-un lil-aalameen. Because of him the whole world can receive 
Allah Ta’ala’s rehmat. In every age, Rasulallah’s shehzada, Imam uz-
zamaan AS, is rehmat-un lil-aalameen. In Tayyeb Imam’s satr (seclu-
sion), his Du’at RA are rehmat-un lil-aalameen. Today, our Dai Aqa 
Maula Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS is rehmat ur-rahmaan. He 
himself is Jabal ur-rehmat - the mountain of Allah’s mercy and boun-
ties. He has such care and compassion for Mumineen in his heart, 
and because we are in his saaya, we are in the saaya of Allah Ta’ala’s 
rehmat. One day insha’allah we will reach heaven in the saaya of Allah 
Ta’ala’s rehmat with Aqa Maula TUS.”

Hyder said, “Amma, Abba, I really want to go to Aqa Maula 
TUS!” His mother answered, “insha’allah we will go soon!” Hyder 
said, “I will tell Aqa Maula TUS that my mother and father taught me: 

Jabal ur-rehmat Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS

Mountain of Mercy Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS”

Community Service Report

This year, to commemorate the auspicious occasion of Milad 
Mubarak of the 52nd Dai Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, 
and the 53rd Dai Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS, the children of 
Fatemi Madrasa took part in community service in their respective 
local communities. They participated in activities such as giving 
food to the needy, donating books to a library, toys/kits/supplies 
to a hospital, warm clothes to a shelter for the homeless, etc. The 
Fatemi Madrasa initiative to promote community service on the oc-
casion of Milad Mubarak was very successful behamdillah. A de-
tailed report will be published in Sijill 105 insha’allah.

Jeem – Jabalur-Rahmat (The Mount of Mercy) – Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin
Fatemi Madrasa

Milad Madeh

On the occasion of Syedna Qutbuddin’s Milad we present an 
eloquent madeh written in shaan of Syedna TUS by Shehzadi Dr. 
Bazat Saifiyah baisaheba. Click here to view the madeh whcih is 
presented on FatemiDawat.com, along with audio recording and 
downloadable PDF..

Madeh on Occasion of Milad by Shzd. 
Dr. Bazat Saifiyah Baisaheba
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Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS 79th Milad is on the 29th of Ra-
biul Aakhar 1437H (Sunday, 7th February 2016).

Bakersfield, CA, USA
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS Milad Mubarak program will 
be held in Bakersfield, California at 1pm inshaallah on 29th Rabiul 
Aakhar (Sunday, 7th February) after Zohor Asar Namaaz. Mumi-
neen, Muminaat and their children will receive sharaf of Aqamaula 
TUS qadambosi inshaallah. All Mumineen are invited for salawat 
and khushi jaman. For venue details contact 
Mulla Taher bhai Merchant (dollar.merchant@gmail.com).

Mumbai
Shz. Dr. Abdeali bhaisaheb will preside over Syedna Qutbuddin TUS 
Milad Mubarak khushi Majlis on Sunday 29th of Rabiul Akhar, 7th 
Feb, at Darus Sakina, Thana, inshaallah, followed by Maghrib Isha 
namaz. Majlis will start sharp at 4.30pm with Quran tilawat. All 
mumineen are invited for khushi jaman thereafter. The Majlis will 
be broadcast live through this link and will be available for replay.
Please note: the replay takes 30 mins to be ready after the live event 
ends.

Other Towns
Mas’uls in Hyderabad, London, Boston, Dubai, Singapore and other 
cities have also organized Milad programs in their respective towns. 
Please contact your local mas’ul and request them for further de-
tails regarding venue and time. Click here to view the FatemiDawat.
com Mas’ul’s Directory.

Amal Details have been published on FatemiDawat.com.

When Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA bestowed haddiyyat upon 
his son whose name he loved the most (as said by Burhanuddin 
Mola RA in his waaz on 17 Shabaan, 1385H), he bestowed him the 
alamat of the 53rd Qur’anic ayat in Surat al-Nahl wa ma bikum min 
ne’matin faminallah (“There is no ne’mat – grace – among you but 
it is from Allah”). This alamat was bestowed to be used by Qutbud-
din Maula TUS in all his correspondence as a signatory line to be 
placed at the top of the letterhead, indicating his high station.

The higher-level significance of this ayat shareefa is explained 
in Dawat texts: “ne’mat” in the ayat refers to the Dai al-Mutlaq, who 
is the most significant of God’s graces amongst us, for he leads us to 
the path of najaat and salvation in the time of the seclusion of the 
Imam. The ayat then reads “The Dai al-Mutlaq who is amongst you 
has been sent by God (and his Wali the Imam).”

Referring to this most momentous 53rd ayat shareefa that was 
bestowed by Syedna Taher Saifuddin to Qutbuddin Mola, the 12th 

son of Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Shehzada Mohammad-ul-Baqir Bhai-
saheb Jamaluddin QR wrote in a dedication of Kitab al-Azhar which 
he presented as a gift to Qutbuddin Maula on his Milad:

Translation excerpt (full translation is presented on 
FatemiDawat.com):

To the greatest Maula and grandest patrician, who shines in 
the firmament of religion like the full moon. The trees and plants 
and stars will bow down in sajda to him. For he has been given [the 
signature-alamat by Syedna Taher Saifuddin]: “There is no neʿmat – 
grace – among you but it is from Allah” (Ayat 53 of Surat al-Nahl), 
Allah ta’ala’s words in His Book, and all His blessings are bestowed 
on him. The tongues of all God’s servants will say to him Naʿam 
“Yes!” (in giving the oath of allegiance Misaq). He is Mazoon of 
the luminous Dawat (al-Dawat-al-Gharra’), Khuzaima bhaisaheb 
Qutbuddin TUS, my Master. My soul, my heart, my liver are all fida 
upon him...

Burhanuddin Maula RA sends a letter to Qutbuddin Maula 
TUS, in which a senior amil indicates that Qutbuddin Maula TUS 
will be 53rd Dai

Many years ago, during the days of the Mubarak Milads in 
Rabi-ul-Aakhar of Imam-uz-Zaman SA, Syedna Mohammed Burha-
nuddin Aqa RA, and his Mazoon and Mansoos Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin Aqa TUS, Shaikh Mohsin bin Shaikh Hebatullah, a sen-
ior amil, wrote a letter to offer mubarakbadi to Qutbuddin Maula. 
In it he observed that the sum of the dates of all the three Milads 
– Imam-uz-Zaman on the 4th, Syedna Burhanuddin on the 20th, 
and Qutbuddin Maula on the 29th – totaled 53. He first presented 
this letter in the Hazrat Imamiyyah of Burhanuddin Maula. Showing 
happiness to the sentiments expressed in the letter, particularly of 
Qutbuddin Maula’s maqam as 53rd Dai, Syedna Burhanuddin then 

Nazaraat (from Sijill 53)
Signs that Indicated the Shaan of 53rd Dai Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin Mubarak

Announcement & Amal Details
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sent the letter to Qutbuddin Maula.
Translation excerpt (full translation is presented on 

FatemiDawat.com):
I present the gift of noble bowings and felicitations, whose 

qualities no listing can do justice to, and sublime greetings, whose 
perfumed fragrance crushed musk cannot match, and from whose 
wafting happiness continues to prevail, to the learned and eloquent 

patriarch, the kind and counselling leader, who, in the Saifiyya Da-
wat (i.e. Dawat of Syedna Taher Saifuddin) is worthy of all praise, 
and who is elevated above its rank-holders (hudood), the good, emi-
nent prince, whose title Qutbuddin plainly expresses his qualities. 
May he always be happy, in a life whose blossoms are fresh and 
fragrant…

Sijill New Look!
On the joyous occasion of Aqa Maula’s TUS Milad Mubarak 

we are pleased to launch a new look for Fatemi Dawat’s Sijill. The 
new design reflects the growth and ever-increasing breadth of this 
newsletter, and we hope it will improve Mumineen’s ability to en-
gage and understand the published material. We appreciate the ded-

icated effort of the members of the Sijill design and technical sup-
port teams in creating this new look. The teams have spent many, 
many hours ensuring that the new design and format looks beauti-
ful in all email-clients and on various devices so that the content is 
readily accessible – jazakumullahu khayran.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Nazaraat
100th Milad ziafat video 

Dai-z-zaman Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin TUS Milad Mubarak 

Click here to read more

Philosophy and Vision of Da‘wat
Click here to read more

This Newsletter
This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Qutbuddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-
ni-zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on fatemidawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill  is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery.
The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Fatemi Dawat Art and 
Architecture Series

Jame’ Anwar Photo E-book
Click here to read more

1437H Hijri Calendar
Click here to read more
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Surat Ibrahim: 7
If you are thankful, then assuredly I shall give you more.
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Maulatuna Fatema Shahaadat Majlis
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In one of his doas, Imam Ali Zainul 
Aabedeen SA offers shukur and thanks to 
Allah Ta’ala: “You gave me sustenance and 
nourishment since I was in my mother’s 
womb…throughout my life I have always 
been blessed with Your ne’mat and grace.” 
In another doa, Imam Zainual Abideen of-
fers praise and thanks for, “the parts of his 
body that are still healthy” even during ill-
ness.

In yet another doa, Imam Zainul Abi-
deen also says that, “every time I praise 
and give thanks to You, further praise and 
thanks is warranted [because You are the 
one who has taught me how to praise]” (kul-
lama qultu lakal-hamdu wajaba lakal-hamd, 
kullama qultu lakash-shukru wajaba lakash-
shukr).” This prayer shows us that it is Allah 
Ta’ala’s grace that He taught us His praise 
and thanks. It is also Allah Ta’ala’s grace 
that He has promised, “if you are thankful, 
then assuredly I shall give you more” (Surat 
Ibrahim: 7).

In the Qur’an Majeed it is stated that, 
“if you count the graces and blessings of Al-
lah Ta’ala, you would not be able to count 
them” (Surat al-Nahl: 18). “And whatever 
ne’mat you have, it is from Allah Ta’ala” 
(Surat al-Nahl: 53). Our life is a blessing, 

our health is a blessing, our sustenance is a 
blessing, our friends and family are a bless-
ing, and – most importantly – the guidance 
of our Awliyaa’ Kiraam is the greatest bless-
ing. The Quranic ayat that was revealed on 
Ghadir-e-Khumm, in reference to the farizat 
of walaayat of Amirul Mumineen SA, de-
clares, “it is today that I have perfected your 
religion and completed my ne’mat upon 
you” (Surat al-Maa’ida: 3). Our greatest 
ne’mat is our Imaan.

Syedna Qutbuddin TUS has often ex-
plained in his sabaqs that the foundation of 
our philosophy and belief is to spend our 
lives in shukur – shukur of Allah Ta’ala and 
shukur of His Awliyaa’. A life lead with the 
philosophy of shukur is a life of contentment 
and peace, sukun.

Syedna al-Qadi al-Nu’man RA said in 
his Kitabul-Himma that it is also important 
to offer thanks to those at whose hands Al-
lah Ta’ala bestows His ne’mats and bless-
ings. It is through Rasulullah SA that we 
received guidance. It is through the Imams, 
and in their seclusion their Dais, that we 
receive Rasulullah’s guidance today. They 
are the ones who taught us to offer shukur 
and for that itself shukur is due. As Imam 
Ali Zainul Aabedeen expressed in his doa 

to Allah Ta’ala, Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA 
expressed in his qasida praise and thanks 
to A’immat Tahereen: I offer thanks to you 
and it is from you that I learned how to offer 
thanks / Thanks is indeed due for the lesson 
of thanks (wa ashkurukum wash-shukra min-
kum ‘alimtuhu / fa kay fa bihi wash-shukru 
lish-shukri laazimu)

It is our faith and belief that all the 
blessings that we receive in this world are 
due to Allah Ta’ala’s grace and His Awliyaa’ 
Kiraam. The universe was created for them 
is for them and it is because of them that we 
receive the bounties of Allah Ta’ala in this 
world, and it is only because of them that 
we are on the path to salvation.

In the seclusion of the Imam, this grat-
itude is due to the Imam’s Dai, who is our 
waliyyun-ne’mat, the one through whom 
we receive the Imam’s blessings and Allah’s 
ne’mats. In a qasida written by Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin during the era of his father, the 
49th Dai, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 
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On the solemn occasion of Maulatuna Fatema SA Shahaadat, 
Shehzada Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb will preside over Majlis in Darus 
Sakina on the 10th of Jumadal-Ula (16th February, Tuesday) at 
7.30PM IST after Maghrib/Isha Namaaz. The Majlis will be broad-
cast live through this link and will be available for replay 30 minutes 
after live broadcast ends. All Mumineen are invited for salawaat 
jaman after Majlis.

Mumineen are urged to gather on this auspicious occasion 
and pray Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s RA qasida Maulatuna Fatema-
tuz Zahra and a salaam in Dawat ni zaban composed by Shz. Dr. 
Bazat Tahera Baisaheba. PDF (with English translation) and audio of 
Qasida and Salaam are presented on FatemiDawat.com.

Maulatuna Fatema Shahaadat Majlis

RA, he says: I praise and thank you, after offering praise and thanks 
to Allah Ta’ala and your Maula our Imam, every night and every day 
(lakal hamdul ba’dal ilaahi wa mawla- * -ka mawlal-wara ghudwatan 
wa masaa’a).

When Syedna Taher Saifuddin wrote the abyaat in this qasida 
in praise of his Mansoos, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin, which 
included the bayt ‘wa tawwil ilaahi’, Syedna Burhanuddin sought 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s permission to recite abyaat in shukur. 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin granted raza. When Syedna Burhanuddin 
stood to recite the abyaat in the Majlis, he called Syedna Qutbuddin 
to his side to recite the abyaat with him. Though all other brothers 
were also present at the time Syedna Burhanuddin called Syedna 
Qutbuddin – an indication of Syedna Burhanuddin’s nazaraat on 
Syedna Qutbuddin.

Also in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s era, Syedna Qutbuddin re-
quested Syedna Burhanuddin to araz shukur to Syedna Taher Saifud-
din on his behalf for his exceptional nazaraat and shafaqat on his 
daughter, Shehzadi Bazat Tahera Baisaheba. After Syedna Burha-
nuddin conveyed the araz, he called Syedna Qutbuddin and told 
him that when he did shukur araz, Syedna Taher Saifuddin was very 
pleased and responded by reciting this ayat, “if you are thankful, 
then assuredly I shall give you more” (la in shakartum la-azeedan-
nakum). Indeed, Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s and Syedna Burahnud-
din’s nazaraat continued multifold on Syedna Qutbuddin and still 
continue today in ruhaniyat.

We offer praise and shukur to Allah Ta’ala for His countless 
ne’mats. But shukur is not only offered by words, it is truly expressed 

by our actions and our deeds.
May Allah Ta’ala grant us the tawfeeq and strength to espouse 

the philosophy of shukur and to live our lives in eternal gratitude to 
Allah Ta’ala and his Awliyaa’ Kiraam. May we always be thankful 
for the ne’mat of each and every breath, our health, our daily bread, 
our livelihood, and our loved ones. May we always be grateful for 
the guidance in Dunya (our values, character and mindset), guid-
ance in Deen (our i, ma’rifat, ‘ibaadat and adherence to Shari’at) and 
most importantly our salvation and najaat.

Our Dai, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, was given the 53rd 
ayat in Surat al-Nahl as his ‘alaamat by Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA: 
And whatever ne’mat you have, it is from Allah Ta’ala. May we al-
ways offer thanks for the ne’mat of his walaayat, and his presence 
in our lives which provides us with guidance, shafaa’at, and najaat. 
May we sincerely thank him by living our lives according to his guid-
ance and following in his example.

We offer thanks to Allah Ta’ala for Syedna’s health and pray 
on the occasion of his 79th Milad for his long life till qiyamat. By 
his wasila and with his doas may we live every day of our life in 
shukur, and in anticipation of Allah Ta’ala’s promise of blessings in 
this world and the Hereafter: If you are thankful, then assuredly I 
shall give you more (la in shakartum la-azeedannakum).

Note: This article draws from Shehzada Taher Bhaisaheb’s 
bayaan in Syedna Qutbuddin’s Milad Majlis in Bakersfield.in Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s Milad Majlis in Bakersfield. 

Fatemi Da’i – Fatemi Dawat (from Sijill 55)

Maulatuna Fatema’s 
SA name comes from Allah 
Ta’ala’s name Fatir (Crea-
tor). In the kitaabs of Da’wat 
the meaning of Maulatuna 
Fatema’s name is explained at 
many levels. On one level, Fate-
ma is from fa ta ma - which lit-

erally means to cut, or separate. In the context of Maulatuna Fatema 
herself, it means to separate the Shi’a from punishment. In several 
of his qasidas, Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA acknowledges Maulatuna 
as the one who safeguards mumineen from Jahannam. This bayt is 
from one such qasida: Their mother is Fatema/ Her love will separate 
and safeguard her Shi’a from fire

Our Imams and their Dai’s chose to use Maulatuna Fatema’s 
SA name to identify their Da’wat.

The Imams are known as a’immat fatimiyyeen (singular al-
Imam al-Fatemiyy), the Dai’s are known as du’aat fatimiyyeen 
(singular al-Da’i al-Fatemiyy), and the Da’wat is known as Da’wat 
fatimiyya or Fatemi Dawat.

The Dawat is recognized as Fatemi Dawat because Maulatuna 
Fatema is the crucial link through which the noor of Mohammed 
and Ali is reunited in the succession of Imams. It is through Fatema 
SA that the Imam is the son of Rasulullah SA and the son of Amirul 
Mumineen Imam Ali SA.

In parallel, the Dai is known as al-Dai al-Fatemi because he is 
the Dai of the Fatemi Imam and establishes the Da’wat of Rasulullah 
SA and Amirul Mumineen SA.

Click here to read the full Sijill Article published last year by Shz Dr 
Aziz Bhaisaheb.

Announcement & Amal Details
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News and Events
Dai-z-zaman Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS Milad Mubarak

Mumineen all over the world celebrated with great joy the aus-
picious occasion of the 79th Milad of Dai-z-zamaan Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin TUS.

In Bakersfield, after Zohor/Asar Namaaz and khushi jaman, 
Darees Majlis was held in Syedna’s TUS presence, with the niyyat 
that Allah Ta’ala grant Syedna a long life in full health and fulfill the 
wishes and ummeed of all Mumineen. Qasidas and madehs arazed 
on occasion of Milad Mubarak were then recited.

Shehzada Taher bhaisaheb did bayaan in which he did zi-
kar of the philosophy of Shukur (see Sijill Article 105). Shehzada 
Taher bhaisaheb conveyed tehniyat and Shukur araz on behalf of all 
mumineen. He also prayed that as we celebrated the 100th Milad of 
Syedna Burhanuddin RA, may we celebrate the 100th Milad of his 
successor Syedna Qutbuddin TUS.

After sharbat and wadhawanu rasam, Syedna delivered bayaan 
in which he expressed his joy that Mumineen had gathered for the 
celebration of Milad Mubarak. Syedna also performed Allah Ta’ala’s 
hamd and shukur for his kulli shifaa’ after dental surgery in the 
US. Syedna also showered Mumineen with his priceless doa in the 
bayaan and recited the shahadat of Imam Husain SA. Syedna also 
prayed for fathe-mubeen in the ongoing case in the Bombay High 
Court.

An audio excerpt of the bayaan is presented on Fatemidawat.com.

After the bayaan, Mumineen who had gathered in Bakersfield 
from various cities in the US received the sharaf and opportunity of 
Aqa Maula qadambosi and tehniyat araz. Maulana listened to eve-

ry mumin’s araz and bestowed doa mubarak with much shafaqat. 
Mumineen present were overjoyed to receive this ne’mat on this 
joyous occasion.

In Mumbai, there was also an atmosphere of happiness as 
Mumineen attended Khushi Majlis in Darus Sakina. Shehzada 
Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb delivered a powerful bayaan mubarak that 
strengthened Mumineen’s faith and aqeeda. Thousands of Mumi-
neen worldwide participated in the Majlis through the internet.

Mumineen also gathered in many other towns and cities in-
cluding Hyderabad, Singapore, Dubai, London and Boston. Photos of 
program in Bakersfield are presented on FatemiDawat.com.

This year, to commemorate 
the auspicious occasion of Milad 
Mubarak of the 52nd Dai Syedna Mo-
hammed Burhanuddin RA, and the 
53rd Dai Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din TUS, the children of Fatemi Ma-
drasa took part in community service 
in their respective local communities. 
They participated in activities such 
as giving food to the needy, donating 
books to a library, toys/kits/supplies 
to a hospital, warm clothes to a shel-
ter for the homeless, etc.

The Fatemi Madrasa initiative 
to promote community service on the 
occasion of Milad Mubarak was very 
successful behamdillah. All reports 
were arazed to Syedna on Milad 
Mubarak. Syedna was very pleased 
and bestowed doa mubarak for the 
children of Fatemi Madrasa and for 
Mu’allimeen who participated in this 
activity for khidmat of Dawat and 
service of their communities. Syedna 
also bestowed doa mubarak for the 
children’s success in their educa-
tion in Fatemi Madrasa and in their 
schools and colleges.

A summary of one project is pre-
sented here in Sijill 105. To view other 
project summaries visit 
FatemiMadrasa.com.

Khadija - Location: Michigan, Age: 15

For my community service pro-
ject, I went and helped a Syrian refugee 
family by helping their kids with their 
homework and teaching them little bits 
of English. I taught them a little bit of 
math and small words like sun, moon, 
sister, brother, etc. This helped me re-
alize how not everyone has the privi-
leges we have, and we should always 
be grateful, and how small things like 
explaining homework is very important 
to them, especially when they can’t 
speak English. They have only been here 
a month and are still adjusting. The kids 
must find it very difficult to adapt in 
school because they do not know what 
is going gone since they only speak Ara-
bic and they must be very lost.
 

Fatemi Madrasa
Community Service Report – Syedna Qutbuddin TUS Milad Mubarak 1437H
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Sijill New Look!
On the joyous occasion of Aqa Maula’s TUS Milad Mubarak 

we were pleased to launch a new look for Fatemi Dawat’s Sijill. 
The new design reflects the growth and ever-increasing breadth 
of this newsletter, and we hope it will improve Mumineen’s ability 
to engage and understand the published material. We appreciate 

the dedicated effort of the members of the Sijill design and techni-
cal support teams in creating this new look. The teams have spent 
many, many hours ensuring that the new design and format looks 
beautiful in all email-clients and on various devices so that the con-
tent is readily accessible – jazakumullahu khayran.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Nazaraat
100th Milad ziafat video 

Dai-z-zaman Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin TUS Milad Mubarak 

Click here to read more

This Newsletter
This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Qutbuddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-
ni-zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on fatemidawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill  is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery.
The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Fatemi Dawat Art and 
Architecture Series

Jame’ Anwar Photo E-book
Click here to read more

1437H Hijri Calendar
Click here to read more
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China (Seen) and the Pursuit of 
Knowledge

1

Rasulullah SA Hadith
Seek knowledge even if as far away as China

In the time of Imam Ali Zainul Aabi-

deen SA, a group of people decided to travel 

to China from Madina to seek knowledge. 

Their well-intentioned but misled purpose 

was to follow – quite literally – Rasulullah’s 

SA Hadith, “pursue knowledge even if it is 

as far away as China” (utlubul ‘ilma wa law 
bis-seen). When a man named Behlul Dana 

heard of this group’s journey to China, he 

quickly went to place in the desert outside 

Madina from where he knew the group’s 

caravan would pass. When the caravan 

traveling to China approached Behlul, they 

found him sifting through the desert sand 

with a sieve. Curious about his behavior they 

asked him what he was doing. He replied, “I 

have lost my needle in my home, in Madina, 

and I am searching for it.” The caravan peo-

ple said, “there is none as foolish as you, 

if you have lost your needle in Madina why 

are you searching in the desert?!”. Behlul 

retorted, “actually, there is none as foolish 

as you. Imam AS is in Madina and you are 

going to China for knowledge!”

Rasulullah’s SA Hadith encompasses 

many levels of meaning. Rasulullah him-

self said, “I was sent with profound words” 

(bu’istu bi-jawami’il kalim). On one level, 

this Hadith underscores the importance 

of expending all possible efforts to seek 

knowledge – the travel to China nine hun-

dred years ago was an arduous journey. A 

concerted effort is essential in seeking all 

knowledge, but especially the knowledge of 

Aale Mohammed.

There is also another level of mean-

ing in this Hadith. The word used for China 

in Arabic is “seen”. This Arabic word also 

means, “something that is well protected.” 

Our Hudaat Kiraam have explained that in 

this Hadith, “seen” refers to the Imam’s 

heart (seenu in Dawat ni Zaban – sadr in 

Arabic). It is in this vein that Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin refers to this Hadith in his qasida, 

“Seek knowledge, O people, this knowl-

edge, and work hard for it / Delve into its 

deeps, until you reach faraway China!” 

(qawmitlubul-‘ilma haazal-‘ilma wajtahidu / 
wa awghilu feehi hatta tablughus-seena).

In a qasida, Syedna Qutbuddin TUS 

described Syedna Burhanuddin’s RA heart 

as “a sea of knowledge” (sadruhu bahru). 
Today, that sea of knowledge is in Syedna 

Qutbuddin’s heart. It is this knowledge that 

sustains Dawat and provides spiritual nour-

ishment for our souls. Fortunate are those 

make an effort to seek knowledge from this 

sea.

May Allah Ta’ala grant us the strength 

to pursue knowledge – especially the knowl-

edge of Aale Mohammed – till the ends of 

the worlds. May Allah Ta’ala give us the re-

alization and value of the ‘ilm of Aale Mo-

hammed in the heart of Dai-z-zaman. May 

we not search for needles in the desert!

Updates

Sijill Article
China (Seen) and the Pursuit of Knowl-

edge >>

Ikhwanus Safa Article 
Series
‘ILM – Part 4 – The Classification of 

Knowledge >>

News & Events
Shehzadi Dr. Tahera Baisaheba Awarded 

Fellowship of the Shi’ah Institute  >>

Dai-z-zaman Syedna Khuzaima Qut-

buddin TUS Milad Mubarak>>

Sijill New Look!
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We are 

pleased to present 

the article, Ilm 

4 – The Classifica-
tion of Knowledge: 
Philosophical Sci-
ences, in the series 

of articles on the 

Rasail Ikhwan al-

Safa. These rasail 

were composed by 

the ninth Imam, 

Imam Ahmad ul 

Mastur SA, at a time 

when religion was 

pitched against or in 

contradiction to the 

advances of science 

and the ‘enlightenment’ of philosophy. This article series is written 

by Shzd. Tayyeba Baisaheba.

The previous articles discussed the profound question, what 

is the purpose of our lives on this earth? The purpose of life is one 

of the most profound questions of humanity that many have tried 

to answer over the centuries, achieving the truth to a lesser or 

greater degree. The Ikhwan al Safa not only answer this essential 

question in their Rasail, they also present a compact and practical 

program by which man can achieve this ultimate purpose of life.

The Ikhwan explain that the supreme purpose of this life is 

for the individual soul to rejoin its Divine Origin, and the process 

of unification and purification of the soul begins with Ma’refat and 

Walayat/Muhabbat (recognition and love) for the representative of 

the Divine in this world, the Imam uz Zamaan. After Ma’refat and 

Muhabbat (recognition and love) of the Imam and his Dai, for the 

further purification of the soul the following virtues are required:

1. Acquisition of knowledge – ‘ilm

2. Good actions in accordance with this knowledge – ‘amal

3. Good character traits and virtues – akhlaaq.

This week’s article is the fourth article in a 10-part-sequence 

of articles on ‘ilm. This article outlines the third and final category 

of knowledge (the first and second categories – primary sciences 

and religious sciences - were discussed in the previous article): 1) 
primary sciences e.g. language, mathematics, literature, music, 

history, geography, vocational skills etc.; 2) religious sciences e.g. 

zahir, tawil, history of Dawat, fiqh (jurisprudence) etc. 3) philo-
sophical sciences e.g. primary sciences (arithmetic, engineering, 

astronomy, music & geography), logic (creation of poetry, debate), 

natural sciences (meteorology, minerology, botany) and theology 

(rational and intellectual principles, knowledge of souls, universe 

as a microcosmic human being). The classification discussed in 

this article demonstrates the vision and broadness of thought of 

the Ikhwan us Safa. Below is an excerpt from this week’s article:

The Ikhwan us Safa’s classification of knowledge includes all 
fields of knowledge, from the mathematical and logical sciences to 
the natural and corporeal to the psychological and finally the theo-
logical (deen). The Ikhwan have a holistic approach to knowledge 
and philosophy; it embraces a realistic view towards the material 
needs of man, and those sciences today seen as ‘secular’ are in-
cluded in their curriculum.

Astronomy & Astrology: Astronomy is the knowledge of the 
structure of the universe, the skies and the heavenly bodies – stars, 
planets, etc. – and the imaginary zodiac. Astrology deals with how 
these heavenly bodies influence the happenings on the face of the 
earth and the lives of humans – birth and death, generation and 
decay, fortunate and catastrophic events. The aim of this ilm is for 
man to look up at the grand magnificent vista of the universe and be 
filled with wonder and awe about the Creator. It should also inspire 
a belief in the predestined workings of Divine Providence, including 
the reality of the end of this world and in the existence of a hereafter 
beyond space.

Mineralogy: This is the knowledge of minerals, metals and 
precious stones, their different types, how they are formed etc. 
Maadin is matter at the lowermost level of “mawaleed”, the first 
product of nature emerging from the asfala safeleen, the nether-
most level of matter at the center of the earth. This matter will then 
go higher and higher: the highest of the metal is connected to the 
bottom level of plants; the highest of the plants is connected to the 
lowest of the animals; the highest of the animals is connected to 
the human being; and the highest of humans is connected with the 
angels. Thus matter rises through different levels to reach the a‘ala 
illiyeen, the level of the purely spiritual beings.

The Universe is a Macrocosmic Human Being: The Ikhwan 
us Safa say that the earth in its entirety is like a living being with an 
intellectual soul, like one human being doing everything in coordi-
nation, obedient to and worshipping its Creator. Everything in the 
world is interconnected, all the levels of existing things are linked to 
each other, from the topmost ‘falak ul-muheet’, the sky which is the 
boundary of space, to the lowermost ‘markaz’ or core of the earth.

Knowledge of the Hereafter: The knowledge of the aakher-
at, of eternal life after death, is the lubbul lubaab, the crux and the 
quintessence of all ilm, and the root of all hikmat. It is the most 
noble and exalted ilm after the ma’refat of Allah. This classified ilm 
is revealed to awliya’ ullah through wahye and is their sole preroga-
tive. It is difficult for the common person to even comprehend and 
grasp, let alone picture or imagine it; only those who have reached 
the required high level of knowledge and are sincere and pure of 
heart are permitted access to it. Those who are not fortunate enough 
to obtain this ilm have to have faith, believe.

This ilm begins with the knowledge that the essence of one’s 
existence is one’s soul. The soul is a jawhara ruhaaniyah, spiritual 
in its essence, alive in itself, potentially knowledgeable and innately 
active; it is able to change from one state to another to reach towards 
per fection. The Ikhwan us Safa exhort all to pursue the knowledge 
of one’s soul, to learn where this wondrous nafs has come from, why 
it has come and where it will go. Knowledge of one’s soul is the 
necessary prelude to the knowledge of the soul’s journey through 

this world and its eternal life in the hereafter.
The ilm al-ma’ad includes the knowledge of the eras and 

epochs and cycles of cosmic times with the aim of understanding 
the beginning of the world, its principles of progression, its limit and 
how it will end, and the life force that holds it together. It goes on to 
study the reality of the resurrection (ba’s) of the soul upon the death 

Ikhwanus Safa Article Series

  art   he assifi ati   e e
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of the body, the Day of Judgment or Qayamat, the scales (mizaan), 
hisaab, reward for the believers in jannat and punishment for the sin-

ners in jahannam.

However, the ultimate focal concern of the Ikhwan is the 

knowledge of deen -- of spirituality, soul, and God. The funda-

mental aim of all knowledge, they say, is to gain recognition of 

the spirituality of one’s own soul and its Divine Creator. This is 

the reason that we see that all the divisions and subdivisions of 

knowledge lead toward this principle. All types of knowledge can 

be fruitful if that knowledge leads ultimately to the final goal of 

understanding the ‘self and its Creator; ie. all knowledge leads to 

God.

After having gone through just the classifications of knowl-

edge one cannot but be amazed/overwhelmed by the vastness, 
breadth and depth of the knowledge covered by the Ikhwan us 

Safa. The deeper one plunges, the more depth one discovers, lead-

ing to the realisation that, as the saying goes, ‘the more you know, 

the more you know how much you do not know,’ how much there 

is still to know -- “arifta shay’an wa ghaabat ‘anka ashyaa’u”. 

And finally, when you reach the highest level, tawheed, comes the 

realisation that after all this knowledge, where the essence of God 

is concerned you can know nothing, as the Quran says, “lekay la 

yaalam baada ilmin shay’an”. 

Read the full article on FatemiDawat.com.

We are pleased to report that Shzd Dr. Bazat Tahera Baisa-

heba has been appointed Honorary Fellow of The Shi’ah Institute 

in London “in recognition of academic excellence in the study 

of Shi’ah Islam.” The Shi’ah Institute Fellowship is a scholarly 

association that aspires to bring together both established and up 

and coming scholars from across the world, working within a wide 

variety of disciplines, including anthropology, architecture, art, 

ethnomusicology, history, language, law, literature, philosophy, 

religion, and theology, with the express aim of facilitating inter-

disciplinary and inter-regional collaboration under the umbrella 

of Shi’ah studies. The list of current Fellows includes renowned 

scholars from eastern and western academic institutions.

May Allah Ta’ala give Shzd Dr. Tahera Baisaheba continued 

success in the khidmat of Dawat in the saya of Syedna Qutbuddin 

TUS. 

Mumineen all over the world celebrated with great joy the aus-

picious occasion of the 79th Milad of Dai-z-zamaan Syedna Khu-

zaima Qutbuddin TUS.

In Bakersfield, after Zohor/Asar Namaaz and khushi jaman, 

Darees Majlis was held in Syedna’s TUS presence, with the niyyat 

that Allah Ta’ala grant Syedna a long life in full health and fulfill the 

wishes and ummeed of all Mumineen. Qasidas and madehs arazed 

on occasion of Milad Mubarak were then recited.

Shehzada Taher bhaisaheb did bayaan in which he did zi-

kar of the philosophy of Shukur (see Sijill Article 105). Shehzada 

Taher bhaisaheb conveyed tehniyat and Shukur araz on behalf of all 

mumineen. He also prayed that as we celebrated the 100th Milad of 

Syedna Burhanuddin RA, may we celebrate the 100th Milad of his 

successor Syedna Qutbuddin TUS.

After sharbat and wadhawanu rasam, Syedna delivered bayaan 

in which he expressed his joy that Mumineen had gathered for the 

celebration of Milad Mubarak. Syedna also performed Allah Ta’ala’s 

hamd and shukur for his kulli shifaa’ after dental surgery in the 

US. Syedna also showered Mumineen with his priceless doa in the 

bayaan and recited the shahadat of Imam Husain SA. Syedna also 

prayed for fathe-mubeen in the ongoing case in the Bombay High 

Court.

An audio excerpt of the bayaan is presented on Fatemidawat.com.

Click here to read further highlights and view photos.

News and Events

Dai-z-zaman Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS Milad Mubarak

Shehzadi Dr. Tahera Baisaheba Awarded Fellowship of the Shi’ah Institute
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Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Fatemi Madrasa
Community Service Report 1437H

Click here to read more

This Newsletter

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Qutbuddin’s office and will be published in 

Dawat-ni-zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on fatemidawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill  is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery.
The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Syedna’s Bayaan Excerpt
79th Milad Mubarak Bayaan

Click here to read more

1437H Hijri Calendar
Click here to read more

Sijill New Look!
On the joyous occasion of Aqa Maula’s TUS Milad Mubarak 

we were pleased to launch a new look for Fatemi Dawat’s Sijill. 

The new design reflects the growth and ever-increasing breadth 

of this newsletter, and we hope it will improve Mumineen’s ability 

to engage and understand the published material. We appreciate 

the dedicated effort of the members of the Sijill design and techni-

cal support teams in creating this new look. The teams have spent 

many, many hours ensuring that the new design and format looks 

beautiful in all email-clients and on various devices so that the con-

tent is readily accessible – jazakumullahu khayran.
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Surat al-Ahzab: 21

Rasulullah SA is an exemplar for those who desire/want/aspire to Allah Ta’ala and Aakherat

Updates

Sijill Article
Rasulullah is an Exemplar for You >>

Qur’an Majeed Video:
Shz Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb Qutbuddin 

Recitation

Fatemi Madrasa
Ta’qeeb Do’a Multi Media eModule

Ikhwanus Safa Series
‘ILM – Part 4 – The Classification of 

Knowledge >>

News & Events
Shehzadi Dr. Tahera Baisaheba Awarded 

Fellowship of the Shi’ah Institute  >>

Sijill New Look!

The concept of an exemplar— a role 

model and guide that we should follow—is 

clearly expressed in this ayat in the Qur’an 

Majeed: “Rasulullah SA is an exemplar 

for those who desire/want/aspire to Allah 

Ta’ala and Aakherat” (Surat al-Ahzab: 21). 

For the entire Muslim Ummah, to emulate 

and follow Rasulullah’s example and Sun-

nat is a cornerstone of the faith.

For Mumineen, this concept is strong-

ly manifest in Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed’s 

RA statement that he made when he was 

imprisoned and falsely accused of apostasy. 

Syedna Qutbuddin said, “we are the ones 

who follow the true Sunnat [of Rasulullah]” 

(ayn sunnat par hamay che).

For us however, Rasulullah’s example 

is not only a model framed in the distant 

past, which was a very different time and 

context. In every age, Rasulullah’s example 

is alive through a guide and exemplar – a 

guide who we can see and hear. One guide 

we trust who not only truly follows the 

example of Rasulullah, but personifies its 

relevance in today’s age.

Each Imam, and in his seclusion his 

Dai, fulfills the role of an exemplar (uswa-

tun hasanah) for the Mumineen in his time. 

That is a condition of Allah Ta’ala’s Justice. 

If not, the many good people who came 

after Rasulullah’s time would be at a clear 

disadvantage for not having a living guide 

and exemplar.

Each Imam, and in his seclusion 

his Dai, is an exemplar in how to follow 

the tenets of the Shari’at that Rasulullah 

prescribed 1400 years ago. Syedna Mo-

hammed Burhanuddin RA often said in his 

waaz that the manner in which we pray 

namaaz today is precisely the man-

ner in which Rasulullah SA prayed.

Each Imam, 

and in his seclusion 

his Dai, is an exem-

plar as to how to 

deal with the 

ever-changing 

circumstances and 

dynamics of life. Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin RA was the first Dai to 

fly in an aircraft and pray namaaz while 

in flight. Syedna Qutbuddin TUS clearly 

guided Mumineen regarding the calculation 

of zakaat in the present financial context. 

Our community’s attitudes and approach 

towards education – especially women’s 

education— trade, other religions, and 

many other things is guided by our Hudaat 

Kiraam. Our Du’aat through their bayaan 

and their example have guided Mumineen 

how to live cooperatively in the mixed 

societies that we now call home. They have 

taught us how to respect other beliefs and 

value systems while being conscious of our 

identity and firm in our beliefs and values.

Most importantly, each Imam and 

in his seclusion his Dai, is an exemplar 

of prioritizing Aakherat. It is narrated by 

Syedna Idris RA in ‘Uyun al-Akhbar that 

when Behlul came to Kufa, 

he saw a group of children 

playing. One child was 

not playing and instead he 

sat alone. Behlul came to 

the child and asked him 

why he was not playing with 

the other children. The child 

recited several munajaat in 

response to Behlul’s ques-

tion. The child lamented the 

finiteness of this world and the burden of 

sins, and exhorted Behlul to worship. The 

conversation continued until Behlul was 

overwhelmed and fainted. When he awoke 

he did not find the child. When he enquired 
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It gives us 

great pleasure 

to present the 

video recording 

of the beautiful 

recitation of the 

ayats quoted in 

the Sijill Article 

recited by Shz. 

Dr. Husain Bhai-

saheb Qutbuddin 

in Syedna Qutbuddin’s TUS Milad Majlis last month. Shehzada Hu-

sain Bhaisaheb is Haafizul Qur’an and with raza and doa of Syedna 

Mohammed Burhanuddin RA spent many years in Cairo, Egypt, 

where he learned tarteel and tajweed from some of the most 

stalwart and well-known reciters. He had occasion to recite in the 

presence of Syedna Burhanuddin RA and also frequently in the 

presence of Syedna Qutbuddin. Once after reciting in a grand majlis 

in front of Syedna Burhanuddin, he did qadambosi and Syedna 

Burhanuddin graciously said, “ghanu achhu parhu.” He has also 

been invited to recite Qur’an at eminent conferences and functions 

by various universities and communities around the world, includ-

ing the prestigious Qur’an Conference at the University of London. 

When in high school, with the doa mubarak of Syedna Burhanud-

din and Syedna Qutbuddin, he stood first in a city-wide inter-

school recitation competition in Cairo. He has received sabaq from 

Syedna Burhanuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin about the meanings of 

the Qur’an. With their raza and doa, he has also received a doctor-

ate degree (PhD) in 2009 from the University of Cambridge, UK, in 

the Qur’an and its interpretation according to the Fatimid Imams. 

Clickhere to view the video.

further, he was told that the child was Ali b. Husain b. Ali – Imam 

Ali Zainul-Aabedeen SA.

We are humble followers of our Imam and of his Dai. In our 

own humble capacity, we must concern ourselves with the prepa-

ration for the Hereafter and not be overwhelmed with the grind 

and materialism of this world. Of course, material needs and 

happiness in this world are necessary also. But what is important 

is that the temptations and necessities of this world do not become 

the end and purpose of our existence.

In an ayat following the ayat quoted above, the Qur’an 

Majeed says, “among the Believers are men who have been true to 

their covenant with Allah: of them some have completed their vow 

(to the extreme), and some (still) wait: but they have never changed 

(their determination) in the least.” This Quranic ayat applies fore-

most to the Du’aat Mutlaqeen, who are true to their covenant to 

Allah Ta’ala and the Imam. They do not change or alter the funda-

mentals of our religion. For this reason, they are our exemplars – by 

following their example we follow the example of Rasulullah SA.

May Allah Ta’ala grant us the tawfeeq and strength to follow 

the example of our Awliyaa’ Kiraam by following the example 

of our Daiz-zaman, our uswat hasanah. May Allah Ta’ala grant 

Syedna TUS longest life in full health to continue to lead us and 

guide us by words and example.

We are pleased to present the video recording of the beauti-

ful recitation of the ayats quoted above, recited by Shz. Dr. Husain 

bhaisaheb Qutbuddin in Syedna Qutbuddin’s Milad Majlis last 

month.

Qur’an Majeed Audio/Video
Shz Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb Qutbuddin Recitation

Fatemi Madrasa
Ta’qeeb Do’a Multi Media eModule

This week, Fatemi Madrasa is pleased to present the Taq’eeb 

Doa mutli media eModule. The importance of praying these doas 

is explained below:

In the Quran Allah Ta’ala says, “call me, I will answer you.” 

There are certain times that are considered more auspicious for 

doa. For example, the time immediately following namaaz is one 

of the times when Allah Ta’ala especially hears a Mumin’s doas. 

According to our Imam, one who prays doa immediately following 

compulsory (farizat) namaaz earns even more reward than one 

who spends the same amount of time in praying the non-obligatory 

(nafilat) namaz.

Therefore, our Mawali Tahereen have set the precedent that 

Mumineen must always pray certain doas after farizat namaaz. 

First we pray Doa e Ta’qeeb, in which we do tawheed of Allah and 

pray salaam on his Ambiya Awliya, and beseech Him to accept our 

namaaz.

Next we pray Doa e Taqarrub. Allah says in the Quran, “O 

you who believe, fear Allah and seek ways to achieve nearness to 

him.” In the Doa e Taqarrub we seek nearness to Allah by taking 

the names and wasila of His beloved Awliya - the Panjetan Paak 

and Imams.

After Doa e Taqarrub, we pray Doa e Dai al Asr, in which we 

pray for the long life of the waaris of all the Dais, the na’ib of Ima-

muz zamaan Tayyeb Imam, the Dai of our age, Syedna Khuzaima 

Qutbuddin TUS, and we pray for his nasr e aziz and fateh mubin.

Then we do Tasbih e Fatema, the tasbih that our prophet Mo-

hammed Rasulullah SA had shown to Maulatuna Fatema AS.

By praying these doas after every namaaz we build our 

hasanaat and increase our bounties for the Hereafter.

This Fatemi Madrasa multi media eModule is produced by In-

siya Baisaheba Shz Taher Bhaisaheb and contains audio, video, and 

photographs which are presented along with translations and easy 

to read Arabic text in order to help children learn and understand 

the importance and meanings of these doas.
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We are 

pleased to 

present the 

article, Ilm 4 

– The Clas-

sification of 

Knowledge: 

Philosophical 

Sciences, in 

the series of 

articles on the 

Rasail Ikhwan us-Safa. These rasail were composed by the ninth 

Imam, Imam Ahmad ul Mastur SA, at a time when religion was 

pitched against or in contradiction to the advances of science and 

the ‘enlightenment’ of philosophy. This article series is written by 

Shzd. Tayyeba Baisaheba.

This week’s article is the fourth article in a 10-part-sequence 

of articles on ‘ilm. This article outlines the third and final category 

of knowledge (the first and second categories – primary sciences 

and religious sciences - were discussed in the previous article): 1) 
primary sciences e.g. language, mathematics, literature, music, 

history, geography, vocational skills etc.; 2) religious sciences e.g. 

zahir, tawil, history of Dawat, fiqh (jurisprudence) etc. 3) philo-
sophical sciences e.g. primary sciences (arithmetic, engineering, 

astronomy, music & geography), logic (creation of poetry, debate), 

natural sciences (meteorology, minerology, botany) and theology 

(rational and intellectual principles, knowledge of souls, universe 

as a microcosmic human being). The classification discussed in 

this article demonstrates the vision and broadness of thought of 

the Ikhwan us Safa. Below is an excerpt from this week’s article:

The Ikhwan us Safa’s classification of knowledge includes all 

fields of knowledge, from the mathematical and logical sciences to 

the natural and corporeal to the psychological and finally the theo-

logical (deen). The Ikhwan has a holistic approach to knowledge and 

philosophy; it embraces a realistic view towards the material needs 

of man, and those sciences today seen as ‘secular’ are included in 

their curriculum.

Astronomy & Astrology: Astronomy is the knowledge of the 

structure of the universe, the skies and the heavenly bodies – stars, 

planets, etc. – and the imaginary zodiac. Astrology deals with how 

these heavenly bodies influence the happenings on the face of the 

earth and the lives of humans – birth and death, generation and 

decay, fortunate and catastrophic events. The aim of this ilm is for 

man to look up at the grand magnificent vista of the universe and be 

filled with wonder and awe about the Creator. It should also inspire 

a belief in the predestined workings of Divine Providence, including 

the reality of the end of this world and in the existence of a hereafter 

beyond space.

Mineralogy: This is the knowledge of minerals, metals and 

precious stones, their different types, how they are formed etc. 

Maadin is matter at the lowermost level of “mawaleed”, the first 

product of nature emerging from the asfala safeleen, the nether-

most level of matter at the center of the earth. This matter will then 

go higher and higher: the highest of the metal is connected to the 

bottom level of plants; the highest of the plants is connected to the 

lowest of the animals; the highest of the animals is connected to 

the human being; and the highest of humans is connected with the 

angels. Thus matter rises through different levels to reach the a‘ala 

illiyeen, the level of the purely spiritual beings.

However, the ultimate focal concern of the Ikhwan is the 

knowledge of deen -- of spirituality, soul, and God. The fundamental 

aim of all knowledge, they say, is to gain recognition of the spirituali-

ty of one’s own soul and its Divine Creator. This is the reason that we 

see that all the divisions and subdivisions of knowledge lead toward 

this principle. All types of knowledge can be fruitful if that knowl-

edge leads ultimately to the final goal of understanding the ‘self and 

its Creator; ie. all knowledge leads to God. 

Read the full article on FatemiDawat.com.

Ikhwanus Safa Article Series
  art   he assifi ati   e e

We are pleased to report that Shzd Dr. Bazat Tahera Baisa-

heba has been appointed Honorary Fellow of The Shi’ah Institute 

in London “in recognition of academic excellence in the study 

of Shi’ah Islam.” The Shi’ah Institute Fellowship is a scholarly 

association that aspires to bring together both established and up 

and coming scholars from across the world, working within a wide 

variety of disciplines, including anthropology, architecture, art, 

ethnomusicology, history, language, law, literature, philosophy, 

religion, and theology, with the express aim of facilitating inter-

disciplinary and inter-regional collaboration under the umbrella 

of Shi’ah studies. The list of current Fellows includes renowned 

scholars from eastern and western academic institutions.

May Allah Ta’ala give Shzd Dr. Tahera Baisaheba continued 

success in the khidmat of Dawat in the saya of Syedna Qutbuddin 

TUS. 

News and Events
Shehzadi Dr. Tahera Baisaheba Awarded Fellowship of the Shi’ah Institute
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Sijill New Look!
On the joyous occasion of Aqa Maula’s TUS Milad Mubarak 

we were pleased to launch a new look for Fatemi Dawat’s Sijill. 

The new design reflects the growth and ever-increasing breadth 

of this newsletter, and we hope it will improve Mumineen’s ability 

to engage and understand the published material. We appreciate 

the dedicated effort of the members of the Sijill design and techni-

cal support teams in creating this new look. The teams have spent 

many, many hours ensuring that the new design and format looks 

beautiful in all email-clients and on various devices so that the con-

tent is readily accessible – jazakumullahu khayran.
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 (Surat al-Anbiyaa’: 69)

We said, “O Fire! be thou cool, and (a means of) wellbeing/safety for Ibrahim!”

Updates

Sijill Article
Allah’s Will & Wisdom>>

Nazaraat
Syedna Burhanuddin’s Last Ashara

Sijill Volume Two
An E-Book of Sijills 51 to 100

Sijill New Look!

When Ibrahim Nabi SA established 

his Dawat, the local chieftain, Nimrood, or-

dered his execution by use of the manjaneeq. 

A manjaneeq is a catapult used to fling large 

boulders and oil at the opposing army. In 

this case, Nimrood ordered his men to place 

Ibrahim Nabi in the manjaneeq and catapult 

him into a large fire. As the Qur’anic ayat 

narrates, when he was launched into the fire 

Allah Ta’ala commanded the fire to become 

“coolness and wellbeing/safety” (bardan wa 

salaama - Surat al-Anbiyaa’: 69).

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA narrates 

this event in his risalat (1374H) on the 

authority of Syedna Ja’far bin Mansurul 

Yaman, the Babul-Abwaab of Moiz Imam 

SA. When placed in the manjaneeq, the an-

gels and malaa’ikat of the heavens wept for 

Ibrahim. Allah Ta’ala commanded Jibra’eel 

to descend from the heavens and offer his 

aid to Ibrahim. When Jibra’eel asked Ibra-

him, “do you need anything” (hal laka min 

haajatin), Ibrahim Nabi SA simply replied, 

“from you, no” (amma ilayka fala). Jibra’eel 

then asked, “from Allah Ta’ala?” Ibrahim 

Nabi SA responded, “nor from Allah Ta’ala.” 

At that point Ibrahim Nabi was thrown into 

the fire and Allah Ta’ala commanded it to 

become “coolness and wellbeing/safety.” 

After Ibrahim was saved, Jibra’eel asked 

Ibrahim, “I understand that when I offered 

to help you may have refused, but you did 

not ask for Allah’s aid?” Ibrahim Nabi ex-

plained, “I did not see fit to ask Allah Ta’ala 

to save me while it may have been in Allah’s 

will and wisdom that I die.” 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin explains that 

Ibrahim Nabi had full faith, yaqeen and ta-

wakkul in Allah Ta’ala’s will to save him so 

that the chain of Nass would continue in his 

progeny till qiyaamat. 

Such is the faith of our Awliyaa’ 

Kiraam in Allah Ta’ala. Such is the extent 

of their surrender to his will. Rida bil qadar 

– being content and happy with Allah’s will 

and wisdom. 

In this world of ever changing seasons, 

of long nights, of difficulties and calamities, 

our awliyaa’ kiraam are an example of sub-

mission to Allah’s will and being content 

with his will and wisdom. We cannot match 

their submission and contentment with Al-

lah Ta’ala’s will, but we can try to follow 

their example.   

In 1434H (2013), Syedna Qutbuddin 

TUS travelled to Sanli-Urfa, the holy site 

in the South-East of Turkey, the site where 

the fire turned to coolness and wellbeing/

safety for Ibrahim Nabi SA. According to lo-

cal legend, the fire turned into water and the 

wood used to fuel the fire turned into fish 

(the lake still exists today). Syedna led im-

aamat namaaz in this area and prayed with 

the wasila of Ibrahim Nabi. After Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s wafaat, during the wasila on 
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In the year 1432H, all Mumineen in Aalam-e-Imaan celebrated 

the grand occasion of beloved Burhanuddin Aqa RA’s 100th Milad 

Mubarak. This mubarak year was inaugurated by Syedna Burha-

nuddin with the blessed zikr of Imam Husain SA during Ashara 

Mubaraka in Mumbai. No one imagined that this would be the 

very last Ashara during which Syedna Burhanuddin would deliver 

his blessed sermons. As was the practice of Syedna Taher Saifud-

din RA with his Mazoon and Mansoos Syedna Mohammed Burha-

nuddin, Syedna Burhanuddin would similarly send his Mazoon and 

Mansoos Qutbuddin Maula TUS to various cities around the world 

to deliver sermons. This year however, Burhanuddin Aqa gave far-

man to Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin to remain with him in Mumbai. 

He then deputed Qutbuddin Maula to lead imamat namaz on pehli 

raat, the 1st night of this year, and thereafter everyday throughout 

Ashara immediately after he would complete waaz mubarak. Burha-

nuddin Aqa also deputed Qutbuddin Maula to lead Maghrib Isha 

namaz everyday, including on the mubarak night of Ashura. On the 

mubarak day of Ashura, Syedna Burhanuddin charged Syedna Qut-

buddin with reciting the doa and taking vasila.

Click here to view the video of Syedna Qutbuddin giving ni-

yyat of namaz for tulul umr of Dai-Zaman on Yaume-Ashura from 

the qibla of Ghurratul Masajid Saifee Masjid, Mumbai.

Each Mumin remembers with loving memory the qudsi and 

noorani manzar when Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin Maula used 

to rise on the takht after completing waaz mubarak to give Imami 

shahi salaami and barakat to all Mumineen and Muminaat. Syedna 

Burhanuddin used to say many a time in his waaz mubarak that my 

barakat and blessings reach all mumineen, and “the highest among 

them (receives) the highest portion (al-a’la fal a’la wal afdal fal 

afdal)” of these blessings. Syedna Qutbuddin received this highest 

portion of these heavenly blessings throughout the mubarak reign 

of Burhanuddin Aqa, and today continues to bestow those Imami 

barakaat to all Mumineen and Muminaat.

Click here to view the video which captures the holy occa-

sion of Burhanuddin Aqa’s Imami shahi salaami after completion 

of waaz during Ashara Mubaraka 1432H. The noorani manzar of 

Burhanuddin Aqa bestowing nazaraat and salaami to his Mazoon 

and Mansoos can also be seen.

May Allah Ta’ala give Afdalul Jaza to our Maula and Mun’im 

Burhanuddin Aqa in Jannat-e-Firdaws, and bestow longest life till 

Qiyamat to his waaris, who is today our Maula and Mun’im, Syedna 

Khuzaima Qutbuddin.

We are pleased to present 

the second volume of Sijill: the 

Weekly Newsletter of Fatemi-

Dawat.com. This volume con-

tains issues 51 - 100, and it cor-

responds to the second year of 

the 53rd Dai-l-Mutlaq, Syedna 

Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s TUS ten-

ure as Dai. This volume covers 

one lunar year, a full Misri cal-

endar year from Imamuz-Zaman 

SA Milad in 1436H to Imamuz-

Zaman SA Milad in 1437H, 3rd 

Rabiul Aakhar 1436H to 29th 

Rabiul Awwal 1437H - a total 

of 50 weeks.  It chronicles the major events, directives and teach-

ings of Syedna Qutbuddin’s Fatemi Dawat.  Sijill attempts to engage 

mumineen spiritually through understanding of our philosophy and 

prayers, and socially by connecting mumineen to each other and the 

current events of Daiz Zaman. 

 The issues of this volume were published during a historic 

period in Dawat.  This year saw the beginning of the final hearing 

of the declaratory suit filed by Syedna in the Bombay High Court 

and Syedna Qutbuddin’s cross examination. The year was also the 

year of significant outreach to mumineen as well as other dignitar-

ies and officials, such as Syedna’s meeting with the President of 

India in New Delhi.  However most importantly, Sijill has presented 

to Mumineen all over the world, with the utmost humility and re-

spect, the bayaans and messages of Syedna Qutbuddin, especially 

during the mubarak months of Shehrullah al-Mu’azzam and Ashara 

Sijill Volume Two
An E-Book of Sijills 51 to 100

Nazaart
Syedna Burhanuddin’s Last Ashara

the 15th of Rajab, Syedna prayed to Allah Ta’ala: O lord grant us 

contentment and pleasure in your will (rida bilqadar), we beseech 

doa and ask for our wishes to be fulfilled. But we ask you that you 

grant us those wishes that are you in your wisdom (hikmat), we are 

happy with that, we are at peace.”

May Allah Ta’ala grant us rida bilqadar. May Allah Ta’ala en-

able us to follow the example of our awliyaa’ kiraam and be content 

with Allah Ta’ala’s will and wisdom. May Allah Ta’ala strengthen 

the Dawat of Haqq and grant a long life in sehhat and aafiyat to its 

guardian (dhani), Syedna Qutbuddin TUS.

Qutbuddin Maula takes vasila mubaraka on Yaume-Ashura
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Mubaraka. 

 The Sijill community is ever expanding and has increased 

about many folds since the last year.  Sijill and the Fatemi Dawat 

website are a manifestation of Syedna Qutbuddin’s vision for Mumi-

neen to be actively engaged in Deen and Dunya.  The Sijill Team 

has significantly expanded and developed the scope of the content 

presented such as the Fatemi Dawat Health initiative, the Fatimid 

Art & Architecture series etc.  FatemiDawat.com was aggressively 

re-organized to improve accessibility and user experience, includ-

ing but not limited to the Amal Details,  Qasidas/Marsiyas/Salaams 

sections. We hope the website will continue to facilitate thousands 

of more and more Mumineen in bandagi and prayer.  Given that 

our website now has over 1300 pages, perhaps most importantly, a 

comprehensive and robust search feature was added to help Mumi-

neen find material efficiently.  

This collection of the second year’s issues, and the weekly 

Sijill, are published with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RUS raza 

and doa mubarak.

May Allah Ta’ala grant our beloved Aqamola Syedna Khuzai-

ma Qutbuddin longest life till Yawm-e-Qiyamat, and may He keep 

Mumineen Mukhleseen in security and happiness under his benign 

shade.

Sijill New Look!
On the joyous occasion of Aqa Maula’s TUS Milad Mubarak 

we were pleased to launch a new look for Fatemi Dawat’s Sijill. 

The new design reflects the growth and ever-increasing breadth 

of this newsletter, and we hope it will improve Mumineen’s ability 

to engage and understand the published material. We appreciate 

the dedicated effort of the members of the Sijill design and techni-

cal support teams in creating this new look. The teams have spent 

many, many hours ensuring that the new design and format looks 

beautiful in all email-clients and on various devices so that the con-

tent is readily accessible – jazakumullahu khayran.
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Sijill Volume Two

In one of his Majalis, Syedna al-

Mu’ayyad al-Shirazi writes that life in ei-

ther of the extreme climates – extreme cold 

or extreme heat - does not flourish. In the 

blistering cold of the Arctic or the sizzling 

heat of the Sahara, life is nearly impossible 

to sustain. Life flourishes most where the 

climate is temperate. The abundance of the 

flora and fauna of the equatorial belt of the 

earth is astounding.

Syedna al-Mu’ayyad uses this analogy 

to represent the extremes in religion and to 

underscore the importance of balance. Bal-

ance is the key to success in this life and it is 

also the key to preparing for life in the Here-

after. The analogy of extreme climates is ap-

plicable in many different contexts. For ex-

ample, to believe only in the esoteric hidden 

meaning (batin or tawil) of the Shari’at and 

Qur’an is comparable to extreme heat while 

believing only in the exoteric literal mean-

ings and practice (zahir) of the Shari’at and 

Qur’an corresponds to the extreme cold. It is 

only through the middle ground of embrac-

ing both zahir and tawil that life in the Here-

after is possible.

Another context: to believe that Ali 

Amirul-Mumineen SA is God is one extreme 

(ghulu) that leads to perdition, and to believe 

that Rasulullah SA is a mere mortal is an-

other extreme (qulu) that also leads to perdi-

tion. The middle and correct path in this is 

that Rasulullah is a human being (bashar), 

but he is unlike the rest of us because he is 

the only one who receives revelation (wahy). 

This balanced concept is conveyed in this 

ayat in which Allah Ta’ala instructs Rasu-

lullah SA: “Say O Mohammed, I am but a 

human being like you, (but) I receive revela-

tion” (Surat al-Kahf: 110).

The principle of bal-

ance applies in almost every 

aspect of life: faith, spend-

ing, diet, exercise, work 

etc. Any of these in either 

extreme leads to disas-

ter. For example, with 

respect to spending, the Qur’an 

Majeed asserts, “do not keep 

your hand chained to your neck, 

nor open it completely, or you will sit blame-

worthy and destitute” (Surat al-Isra’: 29). In 

another ayat, the Qur’an Majeed instructs 

us to, “eat and drink but do not waste [or 

be excessive]” (Surat al-A’raf: 31). Balance 

is one of the cornerstones of our philosophy 

and belief and it is one of the fundamentals 

of our Hudaat’s guidance. The Shari’at of Is-

lam embodies this principle in every stipula-

tion and aspect.

The Qur’an Majeed clearly establishes 

this core principal of balance and modera-

tion in this ayat ‘we have made you the com-

munity of the middle path’ (Surat al-Baqara: 

143). Syedna al-Qadi al-Nu’man RA explains 

in the Da’aim that this ayat refers to our 

Imams. Our Imams guide us to the middle 

of the path, away from the cliffs of extrem-

ism. Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA has contex-

tualized the meaning of this ayat beautifully 

in the first bayt of one of his qasidas in the 

praise of A’immat Tahereen, “O progeny of 

Mustafa, O community of the 

middle path. It was in your 

praise that Jibraeel came to 

earth with the Revelation” 

(ya ‘itratal Mustafa wal-

ummatal wasata * jibreelu 

bil-whayi fi midhatikum 

habata). In another qasi-

da, Syedna Taher Saifuddin em-

phasizes that the Imams path, 

the middle path is indeed the 

best path, “The Imams are the community 

of the middle path, their road is the middle 

road, and the best of roads is the middle 

one.” (hum ummatun wasatun mahajjatuhum 

atat * wusta wa khayrul anjudil awsaatu).

Rasulullah SA said, “this knowledge is 
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In this way, we have made you the community of the middle path
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preserved by Just (i.e. fair) Maulas in each successive generation 

who follow the moderate path--they remove the corrupt changes 

made by the ignorant, the deceitful alterations made by its enemies, 

and the false interpretations put forward by the exaggerators” (yah-

milu hazal-‘ilma min kulli khalafin ‘udulahu yanfun ‘anha tahrifal-

jahileen wantihaalal-mubtileen wa ta’wilal-ghaleen). Our Just Maula 

today is our Dai, Syedna Qutbuddin. He guides us to the middle path 

in our faith and aqeeda and guides us to strike the correct balance 

in our life between deen and dunya.

May Allah Ta’ala grant us the tawfeeq and inspiration to fol-

low the middle path by following the Imams and Du’aat. May we 

always strive the correct balance in our lives between deen and 

dunya, while prioritizing deen. May Allah Ta’ala grant longest life 

in full health to Syedna Qutbuddin TUS, the personification of the 

middle path (ummatan wasata).

Hikaayat (lit. stories) refers to the morals and fables that are 

presented in the books of Da’wat. Many of these Hikaayat are 

presented in the Rasail of Ikhwanus Safa. The morals presented 

in these stories often highlight the transience of this world and 

the importance of the goodness of character. We are pleased to 

present a selection of these Hikaayats on Fatemidawat.com.

Below is an excerpt from the hikayat presented this week, 

which ends with the adage, “there is a bigger calamity for every 

calamity.”

It was said in an Indian parable that foxes went out looking for 

something to eat, and they saw a dead camel. They were pleased and 

said, “We have found something we can live on for a very long time, 

but we fear that we might beat each other up [over it]. We should not 

let the strong among us overcome the weak. We should assign some-

one who is stronger than us to divide up this blessing, so he may give 

each one of us what is due to him, and he can take for himself what 

is due to each one of us.” They agreed on that.

As they were saying this, a wolf passed by. They said, “This is a 

wolf that has come to us, and he is strong and trustworthy. His father 

was a king a long time ago, and he treated us well. He supported us, 

so we are satisfied with [his son].”

They spoke to the wolf and made him this offer, and he 

responded after thinking it over and he said to them, “You will find 

what will please you.” He took up their matter and he divided some 

of [the camel] that day justly.

When night came, the wolf thought to himself, “Dividing up 

this camel for these foxes is a matter of weakness and triviality. I 

should not do that because I possess strength, and they do not. This 

is a livelihood that God led me to, and he chose me to have it. So 

what compels me to feed it to them, when God will allot another for 

them, and I could save it for myself?”

To read the full translation visit FatemiDawat.com. The trans-

lation of this hikayat is by Dr. Shatha Almutawa.

Hikaayat

Foxes and the Wolf

News and Events

Syedna TUS Qadambosi Bethak

Legal Update

Court Hearings on 22nd April & 2nd May

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS, the Plaintiff in the De-

claratory Suit filed in the Bombay High Court, will appear in the 

Honorable High Court for his testimony on the 22nd of April 2016 

(16th Rajab 1437H) and the 2nd of May 2016 (26th Rajab 1437H) 

inshaallah.

An article was published in the Times of India about the new 

court dates. A copy of the article is published on FatemiDawat.com

On Sunday 28th Jamadil Ula (6th March), the Gregorian 

birthdate of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA (101st birth-

day by the Gregorian calendar), qadambosi bethak was held in 

Syedna’s residence in Bakesrfield, California. Mumineen from 

Bakersfield and elsewhere in the United States were fortunate to 

do qadambosi and araz to Syedna TUS.
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In the year 1432H, all Mumineen in Aalam-e-Imaan celebrat-

ed the grand occasion of beloved Burhanuddin Aqa RA’s 100th 

Milad Mubarak. This mubarak year was inaugurated by Syedna 

Burhanuddin with the blessed zikr of Imam Husain SA during 

Ashara Mubaraka in Mumbai. No one imagined that this would 

be the very last Ashara during which Syedna Burhanuddin would 

deliver his blessed sermons. As was the practice of Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin RA with his Mazoon and Mansoos Syedna Mohammed 

Burhanuddin, Syedna Burhanuddin would similarly send his Ma-

zoon and Mansoos Qutbuddin Maula TUS to various cities around 

the world to deliver sermons. This year however, Burhanuddin Aqa 

gave farman to Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin to remain with him in 

Mumbai. He then deputed Qutbuddin Maula to lead imamat namaz 

on pehli raat, the 1st night of this year, and thereafter everyday 

throughout Ashara immediately after he would complete waaz 

mubarak. Burhanuddin Aqa also deputed Qutbuddin Maula to lead 

Maghrib Isha namaz everyday, including on the mubarak night 

of Ashura. On the mubarak day of Ashura, Syedna Burhanuddin 

charged Syedna Qutbuddin with reciting the doa and taking vasila.

Click here to view the video of Syedna Qutbuddin giving ni-

yyat of namaz for tulul umr of Dai-Zaman on Yaume-Ashura from 

the qibla of Ghurratul Masajid Saifee Masjid, Mumbai.

Click here to view the video that captures the holy occa-

sion of Burhanuddin Aqa’s Imami shahi salaami after completion 

of waaz during Ashara Mubaraka 1432H. The noorani manzar of 

Burhanuddin Aqa bestowing nazaraat and salaami to his Mazoon 

and Mansoos can also be seen.

May Allah Ta’ala give Afdalul Jaza to our Mola and Mun’im 

Burhanuddin Aqa in Jannat-e-Firdaws, and bestow longest life 

till Qiyamat to his waaris, who is today our Maula and Mun’im, 

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin.

Nazaraat

Syedna Burhanuddin’s Last Ashara

We are pleased to present the second volume of Sijill: the 

Weekly Newsletter of FatemiDawat.com. This volume contains 

issues 51 - 100, and it corresponds to the second year of the 53rd 

Dai-l-Mutlaq, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s TUS tenure as Dai. 

This volume covers one lunar year, a full Misri calendar year from 

Imamuz-Zaman SA Milad in 1436H to Imamuz-Zaman SA Milad in 

1437H, 3rd Rabiul Aakhar 1436H to 29th Rabiul Awwal 1437H - a 

total of 50 weeks.  It chronicles the major events, directives and 

teachings of Syedna Qutbuddin’s Fatemi Dawat.  Sijill attempts to 

engage mumineen spiritually through understanding of our phi-

losophy and prayers, and socially by connecting mumineen to each 

other and the current events of Daiz Zaman. 

 The issues of this volume were published during a historic 

period in Dawat.  This year saw the beginning of the final hearing 

of the declaratory suit filed by Syedna in the Bombay High Court 

and Syedna Qutbuddin’s cross examination. The year was also the 

year of significant outreach to mumineen as well as other dignitar-

ies and officials, such as Syedna’s meeting with the President of 

India in New Delhi.  However most importantly, Sijill has presented 

to Mumineen all over the world, with the utmost humility and 

respect, the bayaans and messages of Syedna Qutbuddin, espe-

cially during the mubarak months of Shehrullah al-Mu’azzam and 

Ashara 

Sijill Volume Two

An E-Book of Sijills 51 to 100

Qutbuddin Maula takes vasila mubaraka on Yaume-Ashura
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Surat al-Zumar: 10

Those who patiently persevere will truly receive a reward without measure!
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Sijill Volume Two
An E-Book of Sijills 51 to 100

There is no one in this world who is 
safeguarded from its trials and tribulations. 
In reality, as Syedna al-Mu’ayyad states, 
“those who are most pious are tested in 
this world to the limits” (al-akhassu bi 
mihnatiha man huwa akhlasu lir-rahmaan). 
Our Awliyaa’ are tested in this way because 
they have the capacity to withstand the tri-
als and tribulations of this world because 
of their unwavering belief in the promise of 
the Hereafter. Though all of us face the trials 
and tribulations of this world, it is the man-
ner in which our Awliyaa’, and those with 
wisdom, confront and deal with such times 
that is inspiring.

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA narrates 
an anecdote from one of Syedna Abdeali 
Saifuddin’s RA risalahs about the wise man 
(hakeem) named Buzur-Jamhar (also known 
as Bozorgmehr – a Persian wise man from 
the 5th century). When Buzur-Jamhar was 
imprisoned in a dark cell, a number of his 
disciples came to meet him and asked him 
about the secret of his vitality. Buzur-Jamhar 
said,

“In the face of calamities, I offer you 
six medicinal potions—whoever drinks 

them will always act rationally: The first is 
faith in God (al-thiqatu billah). The second 
is the acceptance that all that is destined 
will come to pass (kullu muqaddarin kaa’in). 
The third is the lesson that the best source 
of strength is forbearance (sabar) (khayru 
ma tasta’miluhu al-sabru). The fourth is the 
realization that, in many instances, sabar is 
the only recourse (wa in lam tasbir famaza 
tasna’). The fifth is the awareness that 
things could always be worse (qad yakunu 
sharrun a’zamu mimma anta fihi). And the 
sixth is the hope that from one hour to the 
next, God will provide relief (min sa’atin ila 
sa’atin faraj).” Insha’allah o ta’ala”

Syedna Taher Saifuddin remarks after 
narrating this anecdote, “this is the man-
ner in which sensible men should face dif-
ficulties and problems. Allah Ta’ala has said 
“those who persevere with patience and 
sabar will truly receive a reward without 
measure” (Surat al-Zumar: 10).”

The six antidotes described by Buzur-
Jamhar perfectly balance the necessity of 
accepting Allah’s will as well as the neces-
sity of being hopeful for relief and change. 
The way to balance both of these concepts 
is through patience and sabar. Even in the 
darkness of his prison cell, Buzur-Jamhar 
is at peace because of his wisdom in deal-
ing with the calamity he faced. Even in the 
darkness of his cell, he maintains his sanity 
by resorting to sabar. Even in the darkness 
of his cell, he hopes for relief some day – 
min sa’atin ila sa’atin faraj.

Our Awliyaa’ Kiraam guide us, and 
demonstrate through their own example 
how to face the trials and tribulations of this 
world: faith in Allah, acceptance of His will, 
perseverance and sabar, and hope in His re-
lief.

Throughout the years, Syedna Qutbud-
din TUS has exemplified and continues to 
exemplify these virtues. May Allah Ta’ala 
give him longest life in full health and grant 
him nasre-aziz and fathe-mubeen. May Al-
lah Ta’ala grant us the wisdom and inspira-
tion to follow the guidance and example of 
our Hudaat Kiraam in facing the trials and 
tribulations of this world.

A Weekly Newsletter by Fatemi Dawat
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The Six ‘Jawaarish’ (Remedies)
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This week we are 
pleased to present the be-
ginning of a new series of 
excerpts from Syedna al-
Qadi al Numan’s RA, Disa-
greement of the Jurists.

All Muslims believe 
in one qibla, one Rasul, and 
one Quran. Given this basic 
unity, why do they disa-
gree in their interpretation 
of Islam? In Kitab Ikhtilaf 
Usul al-Madhahib (Disa-
greements of the Jurists), 
Maulana Qadi l-Nu’man ex-
plains the causes of, and is-

sues arising from, the dispute among Muslim scholars regarding the 
prescriptions of the Shariat. He explains that Rasulullah’s SA Islam 
is followed by following Ali, and the Imams after him, the one true 
Guide in every age, who inherits Rasulullah’s Nass, and who pro-
vides the correct interpretation of the Quran and the Sunnat. In our 
age, Rasulullah’s heir is our Imam al-zaman Tayyib SA, who guides 
us through his Dai and Na’ib Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS.

Syedna Qadi l-Nu’man (d. 363/974) was a Dai and Qadi (judge) 
of the Fatimid zuhoor Imams al-Mahdi, al-Qa’im, al-Mansur, and al-
Moiz. Moiz Imam said in praise of Qadi l-Nu’man’s sincere devotion 
(ikhlaas), that “if anyone brings me one hundredth of Nu’man’s ikh-
laas, I will personally guarantee him Paradise.” Qadi l-Nu’man was 
a prolific author and wrote many books on a variety of subjects, in-
cluding fiqh, ta’wil, and history. Explicitly endorsed by Moiz Imam, 
these books are considered foundational in the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da-
wat library. Among the best known are Da’a’im al-Islam (Pillars of 
Islam), Asas al-Ta’wil (Foundation of Esoteric Interpretation), and 
Sharh al-akhbar (Explication of Historical Reports).

On FatemiDawat.com we have published a selection from the 
prologue and first chapter of Qadi l-Nu’man’s Kitab Ikhtilaf usul al-

madhahib (translated by Professor Devin Stewart, titled Disagree-
ments of the Jurists, Library of Arabic Literature, New York Univer-
sity Press, 2015, pp. 5-15). Presented below is an excerpt from the 
selection. To read the full selection – on the causes of disagreement 
– visit FatemiDawat.com

                 the reliably transmitted re ort from ʿ lʿ  God’s 
blessings upon him, that he said, upon witnessing the people’s disa-
greement after the passing of the Messenger of God: “Were the mat 
for dispensing justice folded for me, and were I to sit before the peo-
ple, I would judge among the people of the Qur’an by the Qur’an, 
among the people of the Torah by the Torah, and among the people 
of the Gospel by the Gospel.  No two people would disagree over 
a single ruling of the religion.”; the reliably transmitted report from 
the essenger of God: “The best udge among you is ʿ lʿ.  

            In the ability to judge is combined all knowledge that 
the people need regarding God’s lawful and unlawful things, the 
obligations that He has imposed, and His rulings.  Concerning these 
things, the people must submit to the one whose knowledge was at-
tested to and prayed for by the Messenger.  During the entire extent 
of ʿ lʿ’s life after the assing of the essenger of God  those who 
had followed the Messenger before him found themselves needing 
to onsult him on erning the religious law  while ʿ lʿ had no need 
to consult or ask anyone at all about such matters. This is one of the 
things that engendered anger toward ʿ lʿ on the art of those who 
had been regularly consulted and to whom people referred concern-
ing matters about which they disagreed.  An example of this is the 
reliably transmitted re ort attributed to ʿ lʿ a ording to whi h 
he often used to command, “Ask me before you lose me.” He also 
stated, “My eyelids never shut, nor did sleep ever enter my head even 
one day during the days of my life with the Messenger of God until I 
had learned the permitted and forbidden things that Gabriel, peace 
be upon him, had brought down that day, whether a report from the 
Prophet or a citation from the Scripture.  So ask me, for you will not 
find anyone more knowledgeable about what is between the Scrip-
ture’s two covers than I.  There is no verse in the Qur’an but that I 
learned when it was revealed and about what it was revealed.” …

Disagreement Of The Jurists
A Selection from Syedna al-Qadi al-Nu’man’s Kitaab

We are pleased to present the second volume of Sijill: the 
Weekly Newsletter of FatemiDawat.com. This volume contains 
issues 51 - 100, and it corresponds to the second year of the 53rd 
Dai-l-Mutlaq, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s TUS tenure as Dai. 
This volume covers one lunar year, a full Misri calendar year from 
Imamuz-Zaman SA Milad in 1436H to Imamuz-Zaman SA Milad in 
1437H, 3rd Rabiul Aakhar 1436H to 29th Rabiul Awwal 1437H - a 
total of 50 weeks. It chronicles the major events, directives and 
teachings of Syedna Qutbuddin’s Fatemi Dawat. Sijill attempts to 
engage mumineen spiritually through understanding of our phi-
losophy and prayers, and socially by connecting mumineen to each 
other and the current events of Daiz Zaman.

Sijill Volume 2The issues of this volume were published dur-
ing a historic period in Dawat. This year saw the beginning of the 
final hearing of the declaratory suit filed by Syedna in the Bombay 
High Court and Syedna Qutbuddin’s cross examination. The year 
was also the year of significant outreach to mumineen as well 

as other dignitaries and officials, such as Syedna’s meeting with 
the President of India in New Delhi. However most importantly, 
Sijill has presented to Mumineen all over the world, with the 
utmost humility and respect, the bayaans and messages of Syedna 
Qutbuddin, especially during the mubarak months of Shehrullah 

Sijill Volume Two
An E-Book of Sijills 51 to 100
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1437H Hijri Calendar
Click here to read more

Syedna’s Bayaan Excerpt
79th Milad Mubarak Bayaan

Click here to read more

al-Mu’azzam and Ashara Mubaraka.
The Sijill community is ever expanding and has increased 

about many folds in the last year. Sijill and the Fatemi Dawat web-
site are a manifestation of Syedna Qutbuddin’s vision for Mumi-
neen to be actively engaged in Deen and Dunya. The Sijill Team 
has significantly expanded and developed the scope of the content 
presented such as the Fatemi Dawat Health initiative, the Fatimid 
Art & Architecture series etc. FatemiDawat.com was aggressively 
re-organized to improve accessibility and user experience, includ-
ing but not limited to the Amal Details, Qasidas/Marsiyas/Salaams 
sections. We hope the website will continue to facilitate thousands 
of more and more Mumineen in bandagi and prayer. Given that our 
website now has over 1300 pages, perhaps most importantly, a 

comprehensive and robust search feature was added to help Mumi-
neen find material efficiently.

This collection of the second year’s issues, and the weekly 
Sijill, are published with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RUS raza 
and doa mubarak.

May Allah Ta’ala grant our beloved Aqamola Syedna Khuzai-
ma Qutbuddin longest life till Yawm-e-Qiyamat, and may He keep 
Mumineen Mukhleseen in security and happiness under his benign 
shade.to Mumineen all over the world, with the utmost humility 
and respect, the bayaans and messages of Syedna Qutbuddin, 
especially during the mubarak months of Shehrullah al-Mu’azzam 
and Ashara 
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Disagreement Of The 
Jurists
A Selection from Syedna al-Qadi al-
Nu’man’s Kitaab

The turbulent world we live in is often 
disturbing.  Especially in light of the deplor-
able acts being carried out in the name of 
religion. News of attacks in which scores of 
innocent lives are lost appear to be unend-
ing. In the Ayat quoted above, the Qur’an 
Majeed declares that the killing of one in-
nocent soul is the killing of all humanity (Su-
rat al-Ma’ida: 32). In addition to the ta’wil 
significance of this Ayat, on the literal level 
it establishes unequivocally that the killing 
of innocents is completely unjustifiable and 
utterly un-Islamic.

In reality, the people carrying out 
such attacks are the worst enemies of Islam. 
They have accused a large majority of Mus-
lims of being un-Islamic or even apostates 
and unbelievers (kafir), while they rain their 
completely un-Islamic horrors on innocent 
individuals, including Muslims. For every 
murder of innocents in the West, they have 
also murdered thousands of Muslims in 
the Middle East and Asia, especially Shi’a 
Muslims. Rasulullah SA said, “a Muslim is 

someone whose tongue and hand no other 
Muslim fears. A Muslim is brother to a Mus-
lim; he neither oppresses him nor hands him 
over. Muslims are a united front, like one 
hand.” Another version of this Hadith is, “a 
Muslim is someone whose tongue and hand 
no people fear.”  Neither of these descrip-
tions apply to the perpetrators of attacks on 
innocents in the name of Islam. The damage 
they have done to the repute and honor of 
the Islamic Umma is immeasurable.

The attacks are a manifestation of an 
extremist and fundamentalist ideology that 
is completely alien to our own beliefs. 

Our ideology – the Fatimid ideology - 
is that of plurality and tolerance: to live with 
conviction by our beliefs and values and let 
others live by theirs. This ideology is based 
in our philosophical view of the world which 
manifested itself most strongly when the 
Fatimids ruled a vast empire for over two 
hundred years. The following excerpt from 
a paper published on Fatemidawat.com last 
year is worth quoting (“A Foundation for Is-

lamic Tolerance: Reflections on the Concept 
of the Universality of Religions in Fatimid 
Thought, Policy and Practice”)

The Fatimid definition and understand-
ing of pluralism is not indifference or an ac-
ceptance that all beliefs are necessarily valid 
and therefore it is simply a matter of cultural 
difference or a matter of fate as to which re-
ligion one follows. Pluralism is a firm belief – 
with confidence – in one’s faith and identity, 
with the recognition and respect of the uni-
fied origin and the shared values of others. 
This understanding and recognition – not sim-
ply pragmatism – is the key to tolerance and 
interactive peaceful and fruitful co-existence.

Such an understanding and recogni-
tion leads to a move from the term tolerance 
to respect. Tolerance insinuates an innate dis-
like for the other, and has its underpinnings 
in the pragmatic sufferance that is dictated 
by necessity. Respect on the other hand, 
demonstrates that confidence in one’s own 
belief system and identity, but at the same 
time an acknowledgment of the divine origins 
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To Be A Muslim Today

 (Surat al-Ma’ida: 32)

He who kills an innocent soul then it is as if he has killed all of mankind. And he who gives 
life to a soul, it is as if he has saved all of mankind.
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of all faiths and the recognition of our shared human values. These 
values are universal to all religions preached by Prophets: honesty, 
integrity, sincerity and love for mankind. The 51st Fatimid-Tayyibi Dai 
who espouses the Fatimid philosophy of the Universality of Religions, 
expresses the source of his respect for other religions in a verse in one 
of his Qasidas:

There is no religion but within it there are some words from the 
people of Truth from ages past.

In today’s world, there are many elements and groups that use 
religious principles to justify the persecution and even the waging of 
an ungodly war. These groups are very vocal in advertising the religious 
justification of their belligerency to anyone who even slightly deviates 
from their system of belief. In this context it is vital that those of us 
who, contrary to that, find within our religious principles the road-
map for peaceful and respectful coexistence, unapologetically make 
known our principles through our words and our actions.

By adhering to the true Islamic values and respecting others, 

each of us, each Muslim, can be an ambassador of Islam. By doing 
so, each Muslim can do their part to prevent the hijacking of the 
name of our religion by a fundamentalist ideology that is entirely un-
Islamic. The Ayat quoted above continues that he who gives life to 
one soul is like giving life to the entire human race (Surat al-Ma’ida: 
32). Each individual counts.

We thank and praise Allah Ta’ala that He guided us to the true 
values of Islam through his Prophet, his successors and their Du’at. 
Syedna Qutbuddin TUS preaches these values and practices them. 
May Allah Ta’ala give us the strength to follow his example. May we 
also have the strength to detect and stay away from such ideolo-
gies and ideologues. Let us also strive to protect the name of our 
community by adhering to its true values and philosophies. Let us 
pray that Allah Ta’ala grants Syedna Qutbuddin TUS Nasre-Aziz and 
Fathe-Mubeen so that by his life giving presence, the multitudes 
are saved. May Allah Ta’ala grant him a long and healthy life till 
qiyaamat.

Shz Dr Abdeali bhaisab will lead 
maghrib isha namaaz in Darus Sakina fol-
lowed immediately by urus majlis of Syedna 
Ismail Badruddin on eve of 23rd Jamadil 
Ukhra (30th March, Wednesday). All Mumi-
neen are invited for salawaat jaman. 

The Majlis will be broadcast live 
through this link and will be available for re-
play 30 minutes after live broadcast ends.

Mumineen who are unable to attend 
urus majlis in person are urged to Pray Khat-

mul Quran on the Niyyat of the Syedna Ismail 
Badruddin RA Pray Qasida Mubaraka “Al-
lahu Yansuru Da’watan lit-Tayyibi” which is 
presented in this Sijill with English transla-
tion by Shzd. Dr. Tahera baisaheba.

Mumineen should also recite Dawat ni 
zaban salaam written by Shz. Dr. Tahera bai-
saheba in shaan of Syedna. 

Amal Details are available on Fatemidawat.com

Announcment & Amal Details

34th Dai Syedna Ismail Badruddin RA Urus (Jamnagar)

Syedna TUS Doa Message

Brussels & Lahore Attacks

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin strongly condemns the heinous 
and premeditated attacks on innocent lives in Brussels and Lahore. 
Syedna Qutbuddin prays for the victims and their loved ones, and 
for the safety and security of all people in Europe, Pakistan and 

the world. He condemns all those forces and voices of violence and 
hatred that seek to divide us as a global, united, human communi-
ty, and prays for the implementation of peace and justice, and the 
prevalence of good will and compassion in all parts of the world.

The history or akhbaar of Dawat provides invaluable les-
sons for the present. Our challenge is to learn from these lessons. 
History defines the present and is a guiding light for the future 
(al-akhbaar-u-anwaar).

Two years ago we presented the first installment in the series 
of articles on the history of Da’wat and our Awliya’ Kiraam. The 
series will highlight significant episodes in the history of Dawat-
ul-Haqq and will also present brief biographies of our Awliyaa’ 
Kiraam

History & Biography Series

34th Dai Syedna Ismail Badruddin Bawa 

(From Sijill 10)
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This is an excerpt from the article authored by Shzd Dr. 
Tahera baisaheba: 

Syedna Ismail Badruddin was born in Jamnagar, in the Kathia-
war Peninsula of the modern Indian state of Gujarat, in 990 H/1582 
AD. He was the first Dai al-Mutlaq from the line of the royal Rajput 
vizier Raja Bharmal, who (along with his brother, Raja Tarmal), had 
become Muslim and Mumin at the hands of Mawlai Ahmad and 
Mawlai Abdullah, Dais sent to India from Cairo by the 18th Imam 
Mustansir billah SA. They had taken ilm of Aale Mohammed and 
trained for this khidmat by Syedna al-Mu’ayyad al-Shirazi, the Bab-
ul-Abwab of Mustansir Imam SA.

Syedna Ismail Badruddin’s father, Mawla Raj, brought him to 
Ahmedabad, to the presence of the Dai of his age, the 27th Dai 
Syedna Daud ibn Qutub-Shah, when he was twelve years old. Tall and 
well built, he looked fifteen. Syedna Daud asked Mawla Raj about the 
child, and Mawla Raj replied that he was his fifth son. Syedna Daud 
at the very first glance discerned in the young boy signs of coming 
greatness. He said to Mawla Raj, “You have conscientiously offered 
me a fifth (khums) of your wealth, but you have yet to offer me the 
fifth share of your sons.” Mawla Raj was delighted at this request, 

and happily gave charge of the young Syedna Ismail to Syedna 
Daud. Syedna Daud personally undertook Syedna Ismail’s tarbiyyat. 
For many years thereafter, Syedna Ismail lived for eight months in 
Ahmedabad and returned to Jamnagar for the remaining four. Dur-
ing his time in Ahmedabad, he diligently imbibed the ilm and adab 
imparted to him by his Dai z zaman. Syedna Daud then gave him 
raza for namaaz and tawalli, and returned him to his father, Mawla 
Raj, who was elated at his beloved son’s lofty shaan. (Mawla Raj per-
formed Syedna Ismail’s marriage at this time to a pious lady named 
Boodi bai; she would become the mother of Syedna Ismail Badrud-
din’s son and successor, Syedna Abdut Tayyeb Zakiyuddin.) Even 
after this time, Syedna Ismail Badruddin travelled regularly to the 
hazrat of his Dai z zaman in Ahmedabad, and continued to partake 
of the barakaat of the Dai’s tarbiyat, and particularly haqa’iq sabaq. 
Whenever Syedna Badruddin began a new kitaab under the tutelage 
of his Dai z zamaan, he would araz valuable gifts and najwa tush 
shukr. In these years, and throughout his life, he devotedly served the 
Dai as well as his hudood with jaan and maal.

The full article is available on FatemiDawat.com.

Qasida In Translation

“Allahu Yansuru Da’watan lit-Tayyibi”
We are pleased to present the English translation of the 

qasida we recite in shaan of Syedna Ismail Badruddin RA on his 
urus on the 23rd of Jamadil Ukhra. The qasida “Allahu Yansuru 
Da’watan lit-Tayyibi” was composed by one of the Hudud of 
Da’awat. The translation is by Shzd. Bazat Tahera baisaheba. 

A PDF of the qasida in Arabic with side-by-side English translation 
is presented on FatemiDawat.com. 

May Allah grant victory to the Dawat of Tayyib (35th Dai Syedna 
Abdut-Tayyib Zakiuddin)

The great Dai who calls to Imam Tayyib

May He spread across the horizons the light of his splendor
 So every refined soul attains that light

May He extend his rule and console through him our heartbreak
In the passing of Maulana Ismail Badruddin, best of teachers

Sayyid, Mawla, concealed in the earth
 Under large stones and white marble

Risen to the high reaches of the Garden
 Where rivers flow and flow

I lament that sea of generosity
 Giving even when the clouds hold back

Remembering his beautiful character and eminent deeds
I am shaken to the core

Remembering his sweet words
 His exemplary qualities, and his beautiful ways

O what grief, what loss!
 We have lost in him religion’s full moon (Badruddin)!

My Mawla Ismail—he did not choose the high abode
Except after he appointed in his station Syedna Abdut-
Tayyeb Zakiyuddin

May Allah sanctify Syedna Badruddin’s soul, and from the Fragrant 
Gardens
 Send his nazaraat to his devotees

May He grant Mawlana Zakiyuddin a long life
 In bliss, in basil, and in the best of states

Such that all believers gain his bounty
 Flowing always, unmatched

These are a few abyaat from the qasida in translation:
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This Newsletter
This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Qutbuddin’s office and will be published in 
Dawat-ni-zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on fatemidawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill  is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery.
The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

The Arabic language is the beauti-
ful language of the Quran-e-majeed, 
and the Quran is the word of Allah 
Subhanahu which descended on the 
soul of Rasulullah. The principals and 
teachings ascribed in the Quran teach 
us how to live a fulfilling life in this 
world, and simultaneously prepare for 
the hereafter. 

In an effort to have our children 
start reading and hopefully one day 
speaking the Arabic language, and 
imbibe in their hearts the barakat of 
the Quran, Fatemi Madrasa is pleased 

to present the Dawat ni Zabaan Alphabet Module. Our alphabet, is 
comprised of the Arabic alphabet plus a few additional letters.

The Module comprises of (1) a child friendly video in which 
the children can listen to the letters of the alphabet- and speak 
along, and (2) an interactive alphabet chart with the phonetic 
sounds of individual alphabets at the click of a button. (3) We have 
also compiled a fun coloring book of letters and pictures beginning 
with  each letter. (4) Lastly, we have put together an alphabet-writ-
ing practice book, in which the child can practice with dot-to-dot 
letters and then go on to write the letter by themselves.

Parents at home are encouraged to spend time with their lit-
tle children in learning the Arabic alphabet. We hope this will open 
for them the doors to attain the barakat and ilm that is contained 

in the Holy Quran.

Disagreement Of The Jurists

A Selection from Syedna al-Qadi al-Nu’man’s Kitaab
Last week were pleased to present the beginning of a new 

series of excerpts from Syedna al-Qadi al Numan’s RA, Disagree-
ment of the Jurists.  

All Muslims believe in one qibla, one Rasul, and one Quran. 
Given this basic unity, why do they disagree in their interpretation 
of Islam? In Kitab Ikhtilaf Usul al-Madhahib (Disagreements of the 
Jurists), Maulana Qadi l-Nu’man explains the causes of, and issues 
arising from, the dispute among Muslim scholars regarding the 
prescriptions of the Shariat. He explains that Rasulullah’s SA Islam 
is followed by following Ali, and the Imams after him, the one true 
Guide in every age, who inherits Rasulullah’s Nass, and who pro-
vides the correct interpretation of the Quran and the Sunnat. In our 
age, Rasulullah’s heir is our Imam al-zaman Tayyib SA, who guides 
us through his Dai and Na’ib Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS. 

Syedna Qadi l-Nu’man (d. 363/974) was a Dai and Qadi 
(judge) of the Fatimid zuhoor Imams al-Mahdi, al-Qa’im, al-
Mansur, and al-Moiz. Moiz Imam said in praise of Qadi l-Nu’man’s 
sincere devotion (ikhlaas), that “if anyone brings me one hundredth 

of Nu’man’s ikhlaas, I will person-
ally guarantee him Paradise.” Qadi 
l-Nu’man was a prolific author and 
wrote many books on a variety of 
subjects, including fiqh, ta’wil, and 
history. Explicitly endorsed by Moiz 
Imam, these books are considered 
foundational in the Fatimid-Tayy-
ibi Dawat library. Among the best 
known are Da’a’im al-Islam (Pillars of Islam), Asas al-Ta’wil (Foun-
dation of Esoteric Interpretation), and Sharh al-akhbar (Explication 
of Historical Reports). 

On FatemiDawat.com we have published a selection from the 
prologue and first chapter of Qadi l-Nu’man’s Kitab Ikhtilaf usul 
al-madhahib (translated by Professor Devin Stewart, titled Disa-
greements of the Jurists, Library of Arabic Literature, New York 
University Press, 2015, pp. 5-15).  To read the full selection – on 
the causes of disagreement – visit FatemiDawat.com.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Sijill Article
The Six ‘Jawaarish’ (Remedies)

Click here to read more

1437H Hijri Calendar
Click here to read more

Syedna’s Bayaan Excerpt
79th Milad Mubarak Bayaan

Click here to read more

Fatemi Madrasa

Alif Ba’ Module
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Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RA 
Wafaat

Surat al-Baqara: 156

To Allah we belong and to Him we return

Our beloved father has passed away 
to the highest echelons of jannat in the fel-
lowship of Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and 
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA in 
hazrat of Imam-uz-zamaan SA.

Syedna Qutbuddin RA has left in our 
midst his successor, his Shehzada to whom 
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA gave 
the name Taher, the Mubarak name of Syed-
na Taher Saifuddin RA. Syedna Qutbuddin 
RA personally prepared his beloved son and 
made him a likeness of himself in knowl-
edge and character. This year on the 27th 
of Muharram, the urus Mubarak of Syedi 
Fakhruddin Shaheed RA, Syedna Qutbuddin 
RA appointed Syedna Taher as his successor 
and granted him the laqab Fakhruddin. At 
that moment Maulana Qutbuddin advised 
the witnesses to keep the Nass confidential 
and gave the witnesses the handwritten let-
ter of Nass.

Syedna Abu Khuzaima Taher Fakhrud-
din TUS is the 54th Dai al-Mutlaq and the 
representative of Imamuz-Zaman Tayyibul-
Asri wal-Awaan SA. The succession of 
Du’aat Mutlaqeen continues. A Maula has 
passed, A Maula remains. Mawlaka mada, 
mawlaka baqi.

May Allah Ta’ala grant long life till qi-
yamat to Syedna Taher Fakhruddin. May we 
swear our allegiance and misaaq to the Dai 
al-Haqq and board the ark of salvation, the 
safinatun-najaat.

In this difficult time, Aqamaula TUS 
advises all Mumineen to recite Quran Ma-
jeed on the niyyat of our Dai, our compas-
sionate father, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin 
RA.

Information relating to Janaza Mubara-
ka program will be announced soon inshaal-
lah.

Mumineen may send ta’ziyat and con-
dolence messages to info@fatemidawat.
com.

Updates

Na’ye
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RA 

Wafaat

Bayaan
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Bayaan 
Mubarak – Suyum Majlis on 25th Jama-
dil Ukhra 1437H

Announcement
Janaza Program

Biography and Photo 
Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Media
“Farewell, Mr People” – Mumbai Mirror

Announcement & Amal 
Details
32ND Dai Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed 
RA Urus (Ahmedabad)

It is with deep sorrow that we inform Mumineen of the wafaat 
(demise) of the 53rd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA 

on the 23rd Jamadil Ukhra in California, USA.
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Per the wishes of al-Dai al-ajal Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin 
RA, his successor al-Dai al-ajal Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS has 
decided to bring Syedna Qutbuddin’s janaza mubaraka to India for 

janaza prayers and last rites. We are working on completing all the 
procedures and we will inform Mumineen of the date and time of 
the janaza prayers and dafan (burial) soon.

Announcment
Janaza Program

Bayaan

Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Bayaan Mubarak – Suyum Majlis on 25th Jamadil 
Ukhra 1437H

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS delivered bayaan mubarak on 
the 25th of Jamadil Ukhra in Suyum Majlis of Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin RA. Syedna Taher addressed Mumineen with great sor-
row, mourning the loss of our beloved father, our Dai, our Maula, 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin. He remembered with flowing tears 
the shanaat of the 53rd dai, his himmat, his sabr, his shafaqat on 
Mumineen, and his doa-e-mustajab. He also narrated the manner 
in which his father Syedna Qutbuddin performed Nass on him on 
27th Muharram, 1437H, on the Urus mubarak of Syedi Fakhruddin 
Shaheed. He recited from the Nass misaal which Syedna Qutbud-
din wrote with his own hand, describing Syedna Taher as “a sahib 
with great virtue, quintessence of the noble Dais, worthy of the 
gaadi of the Dais, who stands in the saff of the Duat Mutlaqeen.” 
Syedna Fakhruddin bestowed doa for all Mumineen, Muminaat 
and their children in this most difficult of times by the wasila of 
Imam Husain SA and his shahadat. Click here to view the 30 min bayaan video on FatemiDawat.com

Al-Dai al-
Ajall al-Fatemi 
Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS 
succeeds our most 
beloved and for-
ever remembered 
Muqaddas Maula-
na Syedna Khuzai-
ma Qutbuddin RA, 
as 54th Dai of the 
Dawoodi Bohra 

community. As Moiz Imam said to Syedna Qadi l-Nu’man, “One 
Maula has passed away, but another Maula remains.” (Maulaka 
mada wa-maulaka baqiya). This year on the 27th of Muharram, the 
Urus Mubarak of Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed RA in the Poconos, 
USA, Syedna Qutbuddin performed Nass on Syedna Taher as his 
successor and granted him the laqab Fakhruddin. Maulana Qut-
buddin advised the witnesses to keep the Nass confidential and 
gave to their safekeeping his handwritten wasiyyat of Nass.

Beloved eldest son of Syedna Qutbuddin, Maulana Taher was 
born in Mumbai on 26th Rabiul Akhar 1388H (21 June 1968), 
during the era of the 52nd Dai Muqaddas Maulana Mohammed 
Burhanuddin RA, who gave him the mubarak name of his revered 
grandfather Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA. Syedna Burhanuddin be-
stowed on him many special blessings and honors, including had-
diyyat. In his childhood and youth Maulana Taher had the azeem 
sharaf of taking regular sabaq with Maulana Burhanuddin.

Throughout Maulana Taher’s life, moreover, he received his 

father Maulana Qutbuddin’s continuous personal and special train-
ing in ilm-e Aal-e Mohammed and in the running and siyasat of 
Dawat affairs. For some years, Maulana Taher lived in Cairo, and 
studied Arabic and Quran memorization and recitation. 

In secular institutions, Maulana Taher obtained an MA in 
Arabic literature from London University’s School of Oriental and 
African Studies (SOAS), and prior to that, he topped the cohort 
of Bombay University in his Arabic literature B.A. Like Syedna 
Ismail Badruddin Bawa RA—on whose Urus mubarak this year 
Syedna Qutbuddin obtained wafaat and Maulana Taher became 
Dai— Maulana Taher also possesses acute business acumen, and is 
especially well versed in agricultural development and finance.

Syedna Fakhruddin performed selfless and tireless khidmat 
of Syedna Burhanuddin RA and his Mansoos and Mazoon Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA.

He delivered Ashara waaz in Thane for the first time at a no-
tice of only three days at the young age of 20. Syedna Burhanuddin 

Biography and Photo Gallery

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
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personally asked Syedna Fakhruddin three days before Muharram 
about his readiness to deliver waaz. Syedna Fakhruddin arazed 
that if it is Maulana’s farmaan I will be prepared. Syedna Fakhrud-
din also delivered waaz in Mohammadiyya, Ujjain, Rajkot and on 
the year of Syedna Burhanuddin’s 100th Milad he delivered Ashara 
waaz in Karbala Mo’alla. 

Syedna Taher was also at the forefront of the defense of 
Syedna Burhanuddin Aqa himself when communal forces tried to 
attack him in Bhendi Bazaar, and was fearless in taking the lead 
in his defense, and mumineen who were anxious but not know-
ing what to do then followed him and the danger on Burhanuddin 
Mola’s person was averted. 

He served Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin - then Mansoos and 
Mazoon - diligently since a young age of 14, and later at only 18 
years of age took on the full responsibility of managing all aspects 
of the Mazoon-e-Dawat’s office and activities from khidmat of 
awraq (preparation for sermons), to organising social and other 
institutions, to managing events and audiences for mumineen. 

Syedna Qutbuddin referred many who came to him for advise 

to Syedna Taher Fakhruddin, on matters ranging from marriage 
counseling to business problems, to arbitrating in disputes. Syedna 
Taher has counseled thousands of mumineen in this manner 
through his more than 30 of years of khidmat, transforming and 
turning around the lives of many. All this in extreme and difficult 
circumstances when the Mazoon of Burhanuddin Mola was being 
maligned by people from within the family itself. There were many 
mareka where Syedna Taher was at the forefront in the defense of 
Syedna Qutbuddin when he was attacked, sometimes even physi-
cally, by his detractors.

In the two years since Syedna Burhanuddin’s wafaat in 2014, 
Maulana Taher has been in charge of Syedna Qutbuddin’s Fatemi 
Dawat’s administration in the United States, and has regularly led 
namaaz and conducted majlis in his home in Bakersfield, Califor-
nia, which have been internationally broadcast through YouTube. 
His Muharram waaz in both these past years have also been 
broadcast online, and thousands listed to the waaz and took from 
Maulana Taher’s bayaan the barakaat of Zikr Husain SA and Ilme 
Aale Muhammad SA.

May Allah Ta’ala grant Syedna Qutbuddin the jiwar of Pan-
jetan Paak and Aimmat Fatemiyyeen in Jannaat un naeem, in the 
saff of the Duaat Mutlaqeen, in the shafeeq saya of Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin. May He grant 
Syedna Qutbuddin afzalul jaza, from us, his humblest servants, and 
indeed, from the Dawat of Imamuz zaman SA.

May Allah ta’ala grant Maulana Taher, and all of us who will 
remember Syedna Qutbuddin in every single moment as long we 
live, sabr-e jameel.

May Allah ta’ala grant Syedna Taher Fakhruddin longest life 
till qiyamat, and the strength to perform Imamuz zaman khidmat. 
May Allah grant Syedna Qutbuddin qurratul ayn in his beloved son 
and successor.

This is a brief biography, inshallah in the near future we will 
present a more extensive one

Media

“Farewell, Mr People” – Mumbai Mirror

Khuzaima Qutbuddin, the claimant to the highest religious post 

in the Dawoodi Bohra community, passed away in the US a couple of 

days ago, two months short of his 76th birthday. He was contesting 

claims on the succession to the Syedna’s office made by his nephew 

Mufaddal Saifuddin in the Bombay High Court.

Khuzaima Qutbuddin evoked extreme reactions among people 

for the two ‘faults’ that he carried proudly on his sleeve and lived to 

the end: his grace under sustained pressure, and wider liberalness in 

an increasingly narrow world.

Even as one part of the now-divided Bohra community would 

like to think of him as an audacious contender to the Syedna’s office 

(he said that the succession had been made in absolute secrecy by his 

eldest brother and previous incumbent Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-

din in 1965), another part of the community would remember him as 

the spitting image of his illustrious father, the late Syedna Taher Saifud-

din, who is renowned for his humanism, piety and modernity.

Khuzaima Qutbuddin was a man of many parts. He was above 

all a humanist who extended well beyond the restricting bureaucracy, 

to reach out to individuals in distress and in need. Once they had en-

gaged with him, they would never be forgotten - either by memory or 

name or face -- which says something of his outstanding memory and 

ability to connect across ages, places and time.

He was an educationist who did not merely preach but practiced. 

Nowhere is this better showcased than within his own family; almost 

each child is a doctorate from an international university; the eldest 

daughter graduated from Harvard, is a poet and a celebrated lecturer 

at the Chicago University; one of his sons completed a thesis from the 

University of Manchester on Islamic finance.

The following article was published in the Mumbai Mirror on 
April 2, 2016.
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This Newsletter
This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Qutbuddin’s office and will be published in 
Dawat-ni-zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on fatemidawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill  is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery.

The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS 
will lead maghrib isha namaaz in Darus 
Sakina, Bakersfield and will preside over 
Urus Waaz Majlis of Syedna Qutbuddin 
Shaheed on eve of 27th Jamadil Ukhra 
(3rd April, Sunday) at 7:30 PM PST. All 
Mumineen are invited for salawaat ja-
man.

Shz Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb will lead 
maghrib isha namaaz in Darus Sakina, 
Thane and will preside over Urus Waaz 
Majlis of Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed on 
eve of 27th Jamadil Ukhra (3rd April, 

Sunday) at 7:30 PM. All Mumineen are invited for salawaat jaman.
For mumineen who can not attend Urus Waaz Majlis in 

person, Shz Abdeali Bhaisaheb’s Majlis will be broadcast live 
through this link and will be available for replay 30 minutes after 
live broadcast ends.

On this auspicious occasion, mumineen are urged to follow 
these amal details:

 Do tilawat of Qur’an-e-Majeed on the Niyyat of Syedna 
Qutbuddin Shaheed RA

 Recite Qasida Mubaraka “ALAYKA SALAAM-UL-
LAAHE YA QUTUB-AL-HUDA” (composed by Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin). It is presented with English translation.

 Recite Marsiya Mubaraka “YA QUTBA DINILLAHI” (com-
posed by Syedna Taher Saifuddin).

 Recite the SALAAM written by Shz Dr. Bazat Tahera Ben-
saheba, in shaan of Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed RA.

Last year, we also published a short biographical article 
about Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed RA, it is available on Fatemida-
wat.com

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Golden Panaroma
A Pictorial Commemoration of the 
Life and Service of Syedna Moham-
med Burhanuddin’s Esteemed Ma-
zoon, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin

Click here to read more

Most Beloved Son
This website is about the personal 

experiences and interaction of mumi-
neen with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA during the time when he was 

Mazoon-e-Dawat.
Click here to read more

Announcement & Amal Details
32nd Dai Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed RA Urus (Ahmedabad)

Syedna’s Bayaan Excerpt
79th Milad Mubarak Bayaan

Click here to read more

He was a devout religionist who held the office of the Mazoon 

(deputy) for half a century, arguably the longest that any Mazoon has 

held office. During this tenure, he touched thousands of people with 

his enriching people-orientation before he was cornered and virtually 

incapacitated and methodically disempowered.

He was a deep spiritualist who had been appointed Mazoon at 

the age of 26 by his eldest brother, superseding a long sequence of 

wizened relatives. For decades, he leveraged his deep spiritual knowl-

edge through counsel, advice and help to anyone who selected to en-

gage with him, from within the community or outside.

He was at the end of the day, by all accounts, a fighter who 

weathered the slings and arrows of palace intrigue and sibling rivalry 

with dignity. He was there for those who needed him; he was unflappa-

ble to those seeking to provoke; he was forgiving to those who vilified 

him; he was accessible to those seeking to make amends. And this is 

how he shall be remembered by the many whose lives he touched: as 

a sparkling human being who could well have been simply called ‘Mr 

People’.
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The Grief of His Loss & the Strength 
of His Memory

Surat al-Tawba: 72

Allah has promised to Mumineen, men and women, jannats under which rivers flow, to dwell 
therein, and beautiful mansions in jannats of everlasting bliss. But the greatest bliss is the 

good pleasure of Allah: that is the supreme felicity.

In the Rasail Ikhwan al-Safa, Imam 
Ahmed al-Mastur SA narrates that when the 
wise philosopher Socrates was breathing 
his last few breaths, his disciples gathered 
around him and wept in grief. Socrates told 
them that they, his students, of all people 
should know that he was going to a far bet-
ter place - a place free from worry and de-
ceit, a place of eternal peace. “Why do you 
weep for me when you know that I am leav-
ing your company for the company of great 
philosophers and noble men?” Still weeping 
his disciples replied, “we know that you will 
be in Paradise. We do not weep for you, we 
weep for us. We weep for the benevolent 
and wise father who we are losing. We weep 
for our loss.”

A few years ago, a student of a pres-
tigious university left for some time to seek 
knowledge from Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA. Surprised at her decision, her coun-
sellors questioned her choice. She replied, 
“if you had the chance to sit at the feet of 
Socrates and learn his wisdom, would you 
let that opportunity pass?”

As we attempt to come to terms with 
the loss of Syedna Qutbuddin, we try to 
overcome our state of shock and disbelief of 
coming to Darus Sakina for ziarat, and not 
qadambosi. When we reflect on our memo-
ries, we can scarcely believe that such an 
incredible force of humanity and spiritual-
ity graced our lives and prayed for us every 
night and day. Syedna Qutbuddin completely 

expended his self and soul for the service 
of Dawat and Imamuz-Zaman SA, fighting 
to protect the safinah of Dawat till the very 
end, despite the storms it weathered. He 
stood unwaveringly at the helm of this ship, 
unflinchingly facing each seemingly impos-
sible wave. He served his father Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA throughout his forma-
tive years leading into adulthood, then his 
brother Syedna Burhanuddin RA for 50 
years as his Mansoos and Mazoon, and then 
as the Dai al-Mutlaq he served Imamuz-Za-
man SA for 2 years and 3 months. Through-
out his life, Syedna Qutbuddin’s conviction, 

Updates
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Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS 
will preside over 
Khatmul Quran Ma-
jlis at Darus Sakina, 
Thane, following the 
wafaat of Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA for 40 days 
until 4th of Shaban 
(May 10th). Daily, 
Maulana Fakhruddin 
will lead maghrib/isha namaaz, followed by sadaqalla and ziarat. 
Mumineen are invited for salawaat jaman.

All Mas’uls (coordinators) in all cities are urged to organize Khat-
mul Quran Majlis regularly in these days of ‘azaa’ and mourning.

Mumineen who cannot attend Majlis in person are urged to follow 
these Amal Details:

 Pray Khatmul Quran
 View sadaqallah video (will be posted on FatemiDawat.

com next week inshaallah)
 Recite salaam and qasida composed by Syedna Fakhrud-

din TUS in remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin RA
 Recite other marsiyas in shaan and remembrance of 

Syedna Qutbuddin RA (will be uploaded next week 
inshaallah)

Announcement & Amal Details
Khatmul Quran Majlis

This Arabic marsiya is written by Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 
TUS in shaan and remembrance of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin 
RA. The marsiya has been translated into Dawat ni Zaban as well 
as English. Moulana Fakhruddin has written this qasida mubaraka 
in the tradition of his predecessors. Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA 
wrote a salaam in remembrance of Syedna Abdullah Badruddin RA 
‘Alayka Salaamul-laahe ya Badradeenena’ and Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin RA wrote a salaam in remembrance of Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin RA ‘Alayka Salaamul-laahe daaban mu’abbada’. Syedna 
Qutbuddin began his salaam in remembrance of Syedna Burhanud-
din RA with the verse ‘Alayka salaamul-laahe Burhanadeenena’.

Qasida & Translation

Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS Salaam in 
Remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin RA

sincerity, and compassion was a lighthouse for Mumineen as they 
toiled through this stormy world.

In was in the darkest of times that Syedna’s tawwakul was 
most awe inspiring. Especially after the wafaat of Syedna Moham-
med Burhanuddin RA, when there was an overwhelming sense of 
grief that was interrupted by the abuse and 
violence of those who usurped the seat of Da-
wat, Syedna Qutbuddin led 40 days of Khat-
mul Quran Majlis with incredible respect and 
dignity. In the face of degenerate behavior, he 
was unaffected and concentrated on the days 
of mourning and remembering Syedna Burha-
nuddin. Syedna Qutbuddin was truthful, he 
was on Haqq, and so he was at peace.

Syedna Qutbuddin’s eternal image is of 
a steadfast warrior holding firm the banner of 
Dawat (liwa’), no matter how strong the winds 
filled with hail and stones stormed against him. Despite the unre-
lenting challenges, he stood firm. His strength came from an un-
wavering faith in the Almighty, a relentless conviction to serve His 
Dawat, and a tireless desire to care for Mumineen.

Is not the banner of our Fatemi Imams raised high in the heav-
ens by their Du’aat (Syedna Taher Saifuddin)

Syedna Qutbuddin ascended to Jannat only after passing this 

banner of Dawat to one who is the image of a young Syedna Qut-
buddin and has the spirit and voice of a young Syedna Qutbuddin, 
his son and Mansoos, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. Through him, 
Syedna Qutbuddin’s legacy endures. Through him, Syedna Qutbud-
din’s wishes for Dawat and our community will be fulfilled. Through 

him, we find hope in this difficult time.
Sabar is the only remedy for our crush-

ing grief. Syedna Qutbuddin’s example of sa-
bar, himmat and optimism is unparalleled. His 
compassion and doa for every Mumin, every 
minute of every day, is beyond compare. 
Mumineen will aspire to follow his example 
for generations to come. We will be forever 
grateful that we were fortunate and blessed 
to witness his divine presence. His smile is for-
ever etched in our hearts and his conviction 
will forever inspire our souls. Future genera-

tions will wonder in awe that such a saint in flesh and blood walked 
this very earth. Let us honor Syedna Qutbuddin’s life and sacrifices 
by following his example - by standing steadfast by the truth, and by 
serving his successor in order to fulfill Syedna Qutbuddin’s dreams. 
May Allah Ta’ala give us all the opportunity, the courage, and the 
ability to build and complete Syedna Qutbuddin’s vision together 
under the saya and guidance of Syedna Fakhruddin.
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News & Events

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RA Janaza Namaaz and Dafan

The 23rd day of Jumadil Ukhra, 1437H will forever be etched 
in the hearts of Mumineen as the day our beloved Syedna Khuzai-
ma Qutbuddin RA joined Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA in the hazrat of Imamuz Zamaan AS. 
While Mumineen mourned the wafaat of Syedna Qutbuddin, surely 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 
must be rejoicing that their most beloved son (al-walad-ul-ahabb) 
has joined them in the highest ranks of Jannat.

In keeping with Syedna Qutbuddin’s wishes, after the suyum 
majlis it was announced that Syedna Qutbuddin’s janasheen and 
successor, Syedna abu Khuzaima Taher Fakhruddin TUS had re-
solved to bring Syedna Qutbuddin’s janaza mubaraka to Mumbai.

On 3rd Rajab us Asab, Syedna Fakhruddin arrived Mumbai 
with the janaza mubaraka. Since the wafaat of Syedna Burhanuddin, 
it had always been Syedna Qutbuddin’s ardent wish to perform the 
ziarat of his father, Syedna Taher Saifuddin and his naas, Syedna 
Burhanuddin. It was on this day that his wish was to be fulfilled 
when Syedna Fakhruddin and other family members travelled with 
the janaza mubaraka to Raudat Tahera by helicopter and performed 
tawaaf of the qubba mubaraka from the skies above. 

The next day, the auspicious day of Syedna Noor Mohammed 

Nooruddin RA Urus Mubarak, was the day of Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
final journey. 

On the afternoon of 4th Rajab, Mumineen were drawn in 
large numbers from all over the world by their mohabbat for Syedna 

Below are a few excerpts from the English translation of the 
qasida:

Salaam to you, Maula Qutbuddin! / Source of all goodness, lavish 
in gifts 

Salaam to you, Maula Qutbuddin! / Your virtue shone forth like 
the sun
...
Salaam to you, son of Syedna Taher Saifuddin! / Possessor of the 
highest virtues, O you who hears our call.

Salaam to you, son of Syedna Taher Saifuddin! / Possessor of the 
highest virtues, O you who hears our call.

You have gone from our midst! / I will always grieve your separa-
tion

You ascended to the celestial courtyard / To remain forever in 
Imam uz zaman’s protection.

Your like did not exist in ages past / And in the eons to come, will 
not be born
...
You revivified the practice of the prophet’s faith / You were the 
best model for us to follow

You clarified for us the proof of Nass / Like the clear morning that 
cannot be denied

You continually gave us your precious doa / We will continue 
through the ages to offer thanks for your gifts
...
The Dais are like the martyrs of Karbala / Your station among 
them is unique.

Your radiant face dispelled our darkest nights/ Like the full moon 
that lights the way
...
May celestial rainclouds water your grave/ Pouring droplets of 
God’s grace, barakaat

...

Click here to view the full qasida with Dawat ni Zabaan and English 
translation and audio recording.
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Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS presided over Urus Majlis of 
Syedna Noor Mohammed Nooruddin RA -Mandvi - in Darus Saki-
na, Thane. Majlis began with Khatmul Quran and then was fol-
lowed by sadaqallah by Moulana Taher. Then, the qasida mubaraka 
in shaan of Syedna Nooruddin (written by Syedna Taher Saifuddin) 
and salaam written in Dawat-ni-Zaban by Shz. Dr. Bazat-Tahera 
baisaheba were recited.

Qutbuddin to Darus Sakina, and when Syedna Fakhruddin led the 
call to janaza namaaz there was an outpouring of emotion from all 
present. Just a few short months ago, we had gathered in the very 
same khaymah to hear Syedna Qutbuddin’s waaz during Ashara 
Mubaraka, and the echoes of his kalemaat nooraniyah were still 
clear in the ears of Mumineen, and the memories of the life-lessons 
imparted still fresh. 

Each and every Mumin present had an opportunity to par-
ticipate in carrying the janaza mubaraka, and as they proceeded 
with the janaza toward its’ final resting place, a quiet breeze flowed 
through the air. 

Just the night before, divine providence (inayat ilahiyah) pro-
vided from Syedna Qutbuddin’s khazanah the most appropriate 
cloth to drape over the kafan – the very same piece of cloth formerly 
draped over the Kabatullah which was used to drape the janaza 
mubaraka of Syedna Taher Saifuddin.

As Mumineen proceeded with the janaza, with heavy hearts 
came the realization that this would 
be Syedna Qutbuddin’s last journey – 
maula hamesha waste padhari jai che! 
However, they drew strength from the 
knowledge that if they wanted to see 
Syedna Qutbuddin again, all they need 
do is look towards his mansoos, Syed-
na Fakhruddin.

After Syedna Fakhruddin com-
pleted the dafan, each Mumin present 
obtained the sharaf of pouring earth 
into the qabar mubarak. After Syedna 
Fakhruddin performed the ziarat for 
the first time, sadaqallah majlis was 

held. While reciting the sadaqallah doa, Syedna Fakhruddin recalled 
the multiple and manifest virtues of Syedna Qutbuddin, including 
his compassion and shafaqat on Mumineen, his dedication to the 
service of Imamuz-zaman, his establishment of a clear argument 
and hujjat, and Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s statement “Khuzaima is 
mustajaabud-doa”. Mumineen were moved to hear Syedna Fakhrud-
din eulogising his predecessor and father – especially because the 
virtues extolled rang true in their hearts. 

Tilawat of a qasida and salaam in remembrance of Syedna Qut-
buddin, composed by Syedna Fakhruddin was then done in majlis. 
While it is impossible to summarize the abyaat in such a short space, 
one of the many facets of the qasida focused on Syedna Qutbud-
din’s status as the only mansoos of Syedna Burhanuddin. While 
some lay claim that the word of Allah can be changed on a whim, 
we mumineen understand that in matters of succession, the word 
of Allah is not only firm and resolute but predetermined from the 
beginning of time.

After the sadaqallah majlis, all Mumineen, Muslimeen, and 
other members of the wider community present were able to offer 
taaziyat and condolences to Syedna Fakhruddin and to other family 
members. Syedna Qutbuddin had touched the lives of us all in so 
many unique ways that all present recounted their memories and 
personal experiences to Syedna Fakhruddin and family members. 
Syedna Qutbuddin had also imbibed upon us through his own exam-
ple the virtues of truth and forbearance, and it is these very values 
that help us through these difficult times.

The bond shared by all being not only our mohabbat for Syed-
na Qutbuddin, but also and more importantly his unceasing love 
for us. Apart from those present, taaziyat messages were received 
from all over the world from those Mumineen and well-wishers who 
could not be present in person.

Fateha Jaman was also served, and mumineen continued to 
offer taaziyat and share their experiences with members of Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s qasr until maghrib. Syedna Fakhruddin then led ima-

mat namaaz, and proceeded for ziarat.
Despite the sadness we all felt 

after Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat, we 
take immense solace that he has pre-
pared his son and successor, Syedna 
abu Khuzaima Taher Fakhruddin as 
a likeness of himself, a shining exem-
plar for us all – one who guides us that 
our best commemoration of Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s life is to continue along 
the same path that he has so care-
fully guided us along and continue his 
legacy.

Syedna Nooruddin RA Urus
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Legal Update

Bombay High Court Update 6th April 2016
On the 6th of April the Hon’ble High Court cleared the 

planned dates of cross examination due to the sad passing of His 
Holiness Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, on March 30, 2016. 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will consult with his legal advisors 
and then guide us on the path forward.

Further Update
It is hereby clarified that the Hon’ble High Court has not 

passed any order declaring that the suit filed by Syedna Qutbuddin 
has abated. The Hon’ble High Court has merely cancelled the dates 
which were reserved for hearing of the suit.

As per the legal advice received by us, the scheme of the law 

is that the legal representative of 
the original plaintiff (in our case 
the legal representative of Syedna 
Qutbuddin RA) can make an ap-
plication to be brought on record 
as plaintiff within 90 days. The law 
provides that the suit abates only on 
the expiry of the 90 days from the 
date of the death of Syedna Qut-
buddin RA if no such application is 
made.

Media

Articles
Several articles in leading Indian newspapers have been pub-

lished covering the janaza and dafan program. Click here to view a 
selection of these articles on FatemiDawat.com.

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Most Beloved Son
This website is about the personal 

experiences and interaction of mumi-
neen with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA during the time when he was 

Mazoon-e-Dawat.
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more
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A Maula has Passed, A Maula Remains

Imam Moiz SA

A Maula has passed, A Maula remains.

Syedna al-Qadi al-Nu’man RA, the 
author of Da’aimul Islam and many other 
Dawat Kitaabs, served the 11th, 12th, 13th 
and 14th Imams. He was especially close to 
Imam Mansur SA and Imam Moiz SA. In his 
insightful and inspirational kitaab al-Majalis 
wal-musa’iraat, Syedna al-Qadi al-Nu’man 
reflects on his years in service of the Imams 
and narrates his strong feelings following 
the wafaat of Mansur Imam SA. The follow-
ing is a paraphrase of al-Qadi al-Nu’man’s 
narration:

When Mansur Imam was inflicted with 

his final illness, I was overwhelmed with fear 

and anxiety. Moiz Imam was my approach 

to Mansur Imam in his lifetime and I relied 

on him in all matters. Whenever I met Moiz 

Imam I enquired about Mansur Imam, he 

would reassure and comfort me. One day 

Moiz Imam sought permission for me to en-

ter Mansur Imam’s hazrat with a number of 

Mumineen. When I entered the room I real-

ized the illness was severe and the weakness 

was bearing down on the Imam. My heart 

melted. I continued to meet Moiz Imam and 

enquire about Mansur Imam and he kept re-

assuring and comforting me but the anguish 

on his face could not be hidden. The anguish 

had altered his beaming and radiant face. Day 

after day I saw the anguish multiply in Moiz 

Imam’s face. So much so that my fear and 

anxiety for Mansur Imam was now surpassed 

by my fear and anxiety for Moiz Imam.

On the day of Mansur Imam’s wafaat, 

I met Moiz Imam but I did not know about 

Mansur Imam’s wafaat. When I saw that 

Moiz Imam’s face was normal and was as I 

used to see it before Mansur Imam’s illness 

started to weigh on him, I rejoiced assuming 

that Mansur Imam’s health had improved and 

happily enquired about him. Moiz Imam re-

plied, “Nu’man, if this sun, this moon, these 

stars, this sky, this earth and these mountains 

are transient and evanescent/fleeting, then 

what do you expect for human beings? As 

Allah Ta’ala has said, ‘each and every soul 

will taste death’ (Surat Aale-Imran: 185). ‘All 

that exists will perish save His wajeh’ (Surat 

al-Qasas: 88). I realized that Moiz Imam was 

informing me of Mansur Imam’s wafaat and 

I nearly collapsed on the floor. I saw people 

were around me and regained my composure. 

I left with a choking sorrow and with tears 

flowing from my eyes until I came to a place 
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This video is of the first sadaqallah majlis presided over by 
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS. While reciting the sadaqallah doa, Syedna 
Fakhruddin recalled the multiple and manifest virtues of Syedna 
Qutbuddin, including his compassion and shafaqat on Mumineen, 
his dedication to the service of Imamuz-zaman, his establishment 
of a clear argument and hujjat, and Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s state-
ment “Khuzaima is mustajaabud-doa”. Mumineen were moved to 
hear Syedna Fakhruddin eulogising his predecessor and father – 
especially because the virtues extolled rang true in their hearts.

The video is presented with English translation on Fatemi-
Dawat.com. Mumineen should listen to this video each day after 
khatmul Quran.

Sadaqallah Video

Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS Sadaqallah 
Video with English translation

of solitude and wept uncontrollably. I remained like this for days, and 

whenever my heart was heavy and my fortitude failed me, I went to 

that place of solitude to weep.

The news of Mansur Imam’s wafaat then became known. Day 

after day I saw that Moiz Imam was resolute in sabar and appeared 

stronger. I knew very well how close Moiz Imam was to Mansur Imam 

and for that I was extremely anxious for Moiz Imam’s wellbeing af-

ter Mansur Imam’s wafaat. I realized that Moiz Imam’s fortitude and 

steadfastness was due to the strength of the 

Imamate that had now passed to him. I, how-

ever, could not control my grief and sadness. 

Moiz Imam’s sabar and his fortitude eased 

some of my pain.

I think Moiz Imam must have seen my 

state of inconsolable sadness and sorrow. One 

day he sent me a note in his own blessed hand-

writing: “Nu’man, seek refuge in sabar and 

solace. Your Maula has passed and your Maula 

remains. You will find in me what you found in 

him. I was your path to him and your path to me will remain clear in-

shaallah. Rest assured and be comforted and anticipate all good from 

and find solace in what you seek from us. As I struggled with grief, 

with the strength of Allah’s ta’yeed Moiz Imam consoled me.

After the wafaat of the 51st Dai Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA was in the khidmat of the 52nd 
Dai Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA day and night. During that 
time of overwhelming grief, Syedna Qutbuddin did araz to Syedna 
Burhanuddin these words of Imam Moiz “your Maula has passed, 
your Maula remains” (maulaka mada wa maulaka baqi).

Following the wafaat of Syedna Burhanuddin just a short two 
years ago, we sought refuge from our grief in sabar and sought 
strength from Syedna Qutbuddin. We remembered these words 
“your Maula has passed, your Maula remains.”

Barely having come to terms with the wafaat of Syedna Burha-
nuddin, today we face the reality of Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat. The 
grief is insurmountable. Syedna Qutbuddin’s memories and pres-
ence will remain with us till our last breath. Syedna Taher Fakhrud-

din’s TUS fortitude and steadfastness are due 
to the strength of the Daiship that has now 
passed to him. Our sorrow is inconsolable. But 
in this heartbreaking time, we seek refuge in 
Syedna Qutbuddin’s successor and say “our 
Maula has passed, our Maula remains.”

May Allah Ta’ala raise Syedna Qutbud-
din’s ruh Mubarak in the highest echelons of 
Jannat. May he continue to bestow us with his 
nazaraat from the ruhani hazrat of Imamuz-
zaman SA. May his life continue to inspire us to 

follow his example with resolve and fortitude.
May Allah Ta’ala keep Syedna Fakhruddin in his hifazat till 

the end of days. May we draw strength for sabar from his Imami 
strength. May we continue to see in him Maulana Qutbuddin’s noor 
and suroor.

May we find solace in what Moiz Imam advised Syedna al-Qadi 
al-Nu’man on another occasion after Mansur Imam’s wafaat, “even 
if the physical (jismani) hallowed person is no longer in front of our 
eyes and has risen to Allah Ta’ala’s remhat, the spiritual (ruhani) es-
sence continues without interruption.”

This Dawat ni Zabaan salaam is written by Shzd Dr Bazat 
Tahera Bensaab in shaan and remembrance of Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin RA. The marsiya has been presented on FatemiDawat.
com with a video and audio of its recitation during khatmul Quran 
majlis in Darus Sakina.

Marsiya

In Remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin 
RA by Shehzadi Dr. Tahera baisaheba

The video has also been uploaded to Vimeo click here to view.
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Announcement & Amal Details

Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya – Syedna TUS First Waaz Live Broadcast/Relay

This week we present this video of Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS 
bayaan mubarak in which he has addressed Mumineen in Yemen in 
Arabic regarding the wafaat of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. 
Syedna Fakhruddin recalls the shanaat of the 53rd dai, his him-
mat, his sabr, his shafaqat on Mumineen, and his doa-e-mustajab. 
He also narrated the manner in which his father Syedna Qutbuddin 
performed Nass on him on 27th Muharram, 1437H, on the Urus 
mubarak of Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed. Click here to view the 
video on FatemiDawat.com

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Maghrib Isha namaaz 
and preside over Khatmul Quran Majlis at Darus Sakina, Thane, on 
the eve of the 17th, 18th and 19th of Rajab (22nd, 23rd and 24th 
April), Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyyah, the auspicious days of the 
urus of the 51st Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA.

On the eve of the urus, 19mi Raat (24th April-Sunday), 
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS will deliver his first waaz after becoming 
Dai al-Mutlaq. Urus Majlis will begin at 7.30pm and waaz Mubarak 
will begin at 8.00pm and end at 9.30pm inshaallah. Urus Majlis 
and waaz will be broadcast live. Mumineen are urged to take this 
great opportunity to garner barakaat by listening to the bayaan of 
the Aalim of Aale Mohammed, the successor to the knowledge of 
Du’aat Mutlaqeen, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin. 

Mumineen are urged to follow these amal details published 
on FatemiDawat.com.

Address to Mumineen in Yemen

Video of Syedna Fakhruddin TUS 
Address in Arabic to Mumineen in 
Yemen

The video has also been uploaded to Vimeo click here to view.

Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS will ob-
serve rozas on the 13th, 
14th and 15th of Rajab 
as per the Irshaad of 
Imam Ja’farus-Sadiq SA. 
Mumineen are encour-
aged to do roza on these 
auspicious days and pray 
namaz and Das Surat on 
the 15th of Rajab.

On Thursday, 15th Rajab (21st April) Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din TUS will lead Salatuz-Zawaal and Zohr Asar Namaz in Darus 
Sakina, Thane, followed by Das-Surat Tilawat and wasila.

In 1435H, Shz Dr. Aziz Bhaisaheb wrote this article about 
the signifance and meaning of rozu and namaz during these three 
days. Mumineen are urged to follow these Amal Details:

13th Rajab – Wiladat Maulana Ali SA

 Pray Khatmul Quran
 View sadaqallah video
 Recite salaam and qasida composed by Syedna Fakhruddin 

TUS in remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin RA
 Mumineen should recite ‘Asamiyyazil’ Qasida composed by 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA (presented with English translation).

15th Rajab
 Pray namaaz at Zawaal and do amal as per the instructions in 

the Sahifa.

 Pray Das Surat - Mumineen may pray Das Surat in their Quran 
Majeed while listening to Tilawat audio (recitation by Shz Dr. 
Aziz Bhaisaheb). Audios of all surats are presented on 
FatemiDawat.com

 Pray Sadaqalla doa and listen to Wasila by Maulana Qutbuddin RA.
 Recite Sadaqalla Doa (recording of Syedna Qutbuddin RA).

Wasila Mubaraka by Syedna Qutbuddin RA on 15th Rajab 
1399H Mumbai-Badri Mahal Masjid (37 min)

Ayyamul Beez
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On Tuesday evening of Rajab 27 1437H/ May 3 2016, Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Mab’as day Majlis and will 
deliver bayaan at 4:00PM in Darus Sakina, Thane. Syedna TUS will 
also take the first Misaaq of Mumineen and Muminaat.

Each Haq-na-Dai takes Misaaq of Mumineen, when he 
ascends the gaadi of Dawat. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA has 
passed away to the Higher Abode. His successor, waaris, Syedna 

Taher Fakhruddin TUS, will take Misaaq of Mumineen on the 
mubarak occasion of Mab’as Day, Tuesday, 27th Rajab. It is waajib, 
on all Mumineen to give Misaaq to the Haq na Dai when he takes 
his first Misaaq. If it is not possible for any at this time, they should 
come and give Misaaq as soon as possible.

Amal details for Meraj night and Mab’as day will be pub-
lished in Sijill 115 inshallah.

Mab’as Waaz & First Misaq

This Arabic marsiya 
is written by Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS in shaan and 
remembrance of Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin RA. The 
marsiya has been translated 
into Dawat ni Zaban as well 
as English. Moulana Fakhrud-
din has written this qasida 
mubaraka in the tradition 
of his predecessors. Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA wrote a 
salaam in remembrance of 
Syedna Abdullah Badruddin 
RA ‘Alayka Salaamul-laahe 
ya Badradeenena’ and Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanud-
din RA wrote a salaam in 
remembrance of Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin RA ‘Alayka Salaamul-laahe daaban mu’abbada’. Syedna 
Qutbuddin began his salaam in remembrance of Syedna Burhanud-
din RA with the verse ‘Alayka salaamul-laahe Burhanadeenena’.

Below are a few excerpts from the English translation of the 
qasida:

Salaam to you, Maula Qutbuddin! / Source of all good-

ness, lavish in gifts 

Salaam to you, Maula Qutbuddin! / Your virtue shone 

forth like the sun

...

Salaam to you, son of Syedna Taher Saifuddin! / Pos-

sessor of the highest virtues, O you who hears our call.

Salaam to you, heir of Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-

din! His one and only Mansoos.

You have gone from our midst! / I will always grieve 

your separation

You ascended to the celestial courtyard / To remain for-

ever in Imam uz zaman’s protection.

Your like did not exist in ages past / And in the eons to 

come, will not be born

Qasida & Translation

Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS Salaam in Remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin RA

Click here to view the full qasida with Dawat ni Zabaan and 
English translation and audio recording.

News & Events

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RA Janaza Namaaz and Dafan
The 23rd day of Jumadil Ukhra, 1437H will forever be etched 

in the hearts of Mumineen as the day our beloved Syedna Khuzai-
ma Qutbuddin RA joined Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA in the hazrat of Imamuz Zamaan AS. 
While Mumineen mourned the wafaat of Syedna Qutbuddin, surely 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 
must be rejoicing that their most beloved son (al-walad-ul-ahabb) 
has joined them in the highest ranks of Jannat.

In keeping with Syedna Qutbuddin’s wishes, after the suyum 
majlis it was announced that Syedna Qutbuddin’s janasheen and 
successor, Syedna abu Khuzaima Taher Fakhruddin TUS had re-
solved to bring Syedna Qutbuddin’s janaza mubaraka to Mumbai.

On 3rd Rajab us Asab, Syedna Fakhruddin arrived Mumbai 
with the janaza mubaraka. Since the wafaat of Syedna Burhanud-
din, it had always been Syedna Qutbuddin’s ardent wish to per-
form the ziarat of his father, Syedna Taher Saifuddin and his naas, 
Syedna Burhanuddin. It was on this day that his wish was to be 
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fulfilled when Syedna Fakhruddin and other family members trav-
elled with the janaza mubaraka to Raudat Tahera by helicopter and 
performed tawaaf of the qubba mubaraka from the skies above. 

The next day, the auspicious day of Syedna Noor Mohammed 
Nooruddin RA Urus Mubarak, was the day of Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
final journey. 

On the afternoon of 4th Rajab, Mumineen were drawn 
in large numbers from all over the world by their mohabbat for 
Syedna Qutbuddin to Darus Sakina, and when Syedna Fakhruddin 
led the call to janaza namaaz there was an outpouring of emotion 
from all present. Just a few short months ago, we had gathered in 
the very same khaymah to hear Syedna Qutbuddin’s waaz dur-
ing Ashara Mubaraka, and the echoes of his kalemaat nooraniyah 
were still clear in the ears of Mumineen, and the memories of the 
life-lessons imparted still fresh. 

Each and every Mumin present had an opportunity to partici-
pate in carrying the janaza mubaraka, 
and as they proceeded with the janaza 
toward its’ final resting place, a quiet 
breeze flowed through the air. 

Just the night before, divine provi-
dence (inayat ilahiyah) provided from 
Syedna Qutbuddin’s khazanah the most 
appropriate cloth to drape over the kafan 
– the very same piece of cloth formerly 
draped over the Kabatullah which was 
used to drape the janaza mubaraka of 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin.

As Mumineen proceeded with the 
janaza, with heavy hearts came the real-
ization that this would be Syedna Qutbuddin’s last journey – maula 
hamesha waste padhari jai che! However, they drew strength from 
the knowledge that if they wanted to see Syedna Qutbuddin again, 
all they need do is look towards his mansoos, Syedna Fakhruddin.

After Syedna Fakhruddin completed the dafan, each Mumin 
present obtained the sharaf of pouring earth into the qabar 
mubarak. After Syedna Fakhruddin performed the ziarat for the 
first time, sadaqallah majlis was held. While reciting the sadaqallah 
doa, Syedna Fakhruddin recalled the multiple and manifest virtues 
of Syedna Qutbuddin, including his compassion and shafaqat on 
Mumineen, his dedication to the service of Imamuz-zaman, his 
establishment of a clear argument and hujjat, and Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s statement “Khuzaima is mustajaabud-doa”. Mumineen 

were moved to hear Syedna Fakhruddin eulogising his predecessor 
and father – especially because the virtues extolled rang true in 
their hearts.

Tilawat of a qasida and salaam in remembrance of Syedna 
Qutbuddin, composed by Syedna Fakhruddin was then done in ma-
jlis. While it is impossible to summarize the abyaat in such a short 
space, one of the many facets of the qasida focused on Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s status as the only mansoos of Syedna Burhanuddin. 
While some lay claim that the word of Allah can be changed on a 
whim, we mumineen understand that in matters of succession, the 
word of Allah is not only firm and resolute but predetermined from 
the beginning of time.

After the sadaqallah majlis, all Mumineen, Muslimeen, and 
other members of the wider community present were able to of-
fer taaziyat and condolences to Syedna Fakhruddin and to other 
family members. Syedna Qutbuddin had touched the lives of us all 

in so many unique ways that all present 
recounted their memories and personal 
experiences to Syedna Fakhruddin and 
family members. Syedna Qutbuddin had 
also imbibed upon us through his own 
example the virtues of truth and forbear-
ance, and it is these very values that help 
us through these difficult times.

The bond shared by all being not 
only our mohabbat for Syedna Qutbud-
din, but also and more importantly his 
unceasing love for us. Apart from those 
present, taaziyat messages were received 
from all over the world from those 

Mumineen and well-wishers who could not be present in person.
Fateha Jaman was also served, and mumineen continued to 

offer taaziyat and share their experiences with members of Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s qasr until maghrib. Syedna Fakhruddin then led ima-
mat namaaz, and proceeded for ziarat.

Despite the sadness we all felt after Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
wafaat, we take immense solace that he has prepared his son and 
successor, Syedna abu Khuzaima Taher Fakhruddin as a likeness 
of himself, a shining exemplar for us all – one who guides us that 
our best commemoration of Syedna Qutbuddin’s life is to continue 
along the same path that he has so carefully guided us along and 
continue his legacy.

Legal Update
Bombay High Court Update 6th April 2016

On the 6th of April the Hon’ble High Court cleared the 
planned dates of cross examination due to the sad passing of His 
Holiness Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, on March 30, 2016. 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will consult with his legal advisors 
and then guide us on the path forward.

Further Update

It is hereby clarified that the Hon’ble High Court has not 
passed any order declaring that the suit filed by Syedna Qutbuddin 
has abated. The Hon’ble High Court has merely cancelled the dates 
which were reserved for hearing of the suit.

As per the legal advice received by us, the scheme of the law 
is that the legal representative of the original plaintiff (in our case 
the legal representative of Syedna Qutbuddin RA) can make an 
application to be brought on record as plaintiff within 90 days. The 
law provides that the suit abates only on the expiry of the 90 

days from the date of the death of Syedna Qutbuddin RA if no such 
application is made.
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 

and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Most Beloved Son
This website is about the personal 

experiences and interaction of mumi-
neen with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA during the time when he was 

Mazoon-e-Dawat.
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more
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Remembering Syedna Qutbuddin RA

` (Surat al-Baqara 152)

Remember Me, and I will remember you.

Allah Ta’ala has promised in the Quran 

Majeed that He will remember those who re-

member Him. Allah Ta’ala’s Awliya’ Kiraam 

are living an eternal life in Jannat and they 

too remember those who remember them. 

In the days of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s RA 

Urus Mubarak, Ayyamul Barakaatil Khuldi-

yya, we remember Syedna Taher Saifuddin 

and are assured of his nazaraat on us as we 

have held firm to the daaman of his succes-

sors Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, 

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, and Syed-

na Taher Fakhruddin TUS.

We remember Syedna Taher Saifuddin 

and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin both 

saying in their bayaans – especially wada’ 

bayaan – that they will intercede on our be-

half in the hazrat of Imamuz-zaman SA af-

ter their wafaat just as they beseeched doa 

for us in their lifetime. In one bayaan Syedna 

Taher Saifuddin said,

“Let me relate to you a personal mat-

ter, my brothers, if death comes to me be-

fore the zuhoor of Imam-uz-zaman, I will go 

to the hazrat of Imam-uz-zaman, and even 

then I will strive to alleviate your problems... 

do not forget me. My brothers, all my life 

I will endeavor for you, and when death 

comes I am certain that my Maula Imam-

uz-zaman will be pleased with me. If any 

Mumin does araz through me, I will surely 

present his araz to my Maula Imam-uz-za-

man: O Maula, I beseech you to alleviate his problems. A Mumin is always in my heart, al-

ways remember, I am your true well-wisher, 

I am your father, my affection towards you 

is such that only God or my Imam knows its 

depth...” 

Today we remember Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin and Syedna Mohammed Burha-

nuddin, and we are confident of the interces-

sion they will make on our behalf.

We also remember their successor 

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin. It has been 

less than a month since Syedna Qutbuddin’s 

wafaat and every Mumin recalls with tears 

their memories with Maulana. After janaza 

and dafan, Mumineen were besieged with 

grief. Each was recalling his or her experi-

ences and memories with their beloved fa-

ther. 

One Mumin recalled how every time 

he came to Maulana Qutbuddin – even in a 

crowd – he enquired about his children by 
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name and asked him to bring them to him. He also recalled when he 

met Syedna Qutbuddin soon after Syedna Burhanuddin’s wafaat. In 

those difficult times, he asked Maulana how he was. Syedna simply 

replied, “I am truthful, and so I am at peace.” 

Another Mumin recalled his childhood experience with Syed-

na Qutbuddin, “I was around 7 or 8 years old and I was standing 

in a long line for children right behind the bethak of Syedna Burha-

nuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin. This was the Eid ul Fitr majlis. Sud-

denly there was a huge rush and I got crushed beneath 3 or 4 other 

children. Not knowing what to do and in extreme pain I shouted 

“Moula, Moula!” and I reached out to Syedna Qutbuddin. Syedna 

Qutbuddin immediately looked behind, and gave me his hand and 

pulled me out. This action of his caught a lot of people’s attention 

and then they also helped to pull me out. I was in complete tears. 

Syedna Qutbuddin did not wait for anyone to help me and immedi-

ately extended his hand to me. When we say Haq na sahib aa duniya 

si hamney chhuravsey, I experienced it.”

Another Mumina remembered Syedna Qutbuddin’s ziyarat in 

Rozat Tahera, “It was after the iftetah of Anwar. Mumineen who had 

travelled to Misr were invited to Mumbai for Burhanuddin Moula’s 

RA bethak. At night they had gathered to do ziyarat at Raudat Tahera 

with Qutbuddin Maula. I must have been a little over 8 years old. I 

observed Maula do ziyarat, slowly, the way he always did. Then eve-

ryone stood up with Maula and with one voice recited Tasbih Karey 

Chhe Mumineen. I was standing right across from Maula through-

out the recitation of the marsiyah. The image of him standing there 

under the lights, the heartrending and beautiful marsiyah he had 

penned being recited, his sincere expressions of piety and devotion, 

have stayed with me all these years. Over the years I have had the 

opportunity to observe him do ziyarat many times, especially dur-

ing Karbala-Najaf KUN safar, especially at Maulana Abbas Alam-

dar’s Zarih Mubarak, as though channeling the spirit and strength of 

that Maula for the difficult days ahead and the sacrifices to come.”

Another Mumina recalled how she experienced the effect of 

Syedna Qutbuddin’s doa, “My husband and I had difficulty having 

children. The doctors had diagnosed me as infertile. My in-laws had 

given up hope, my mom was saddened with the news. In 1997, I vis-

ited India and I had the faith that when I do araz to Maula Qutbud-

din -if aap will smile I was going to have a child regardless of what 

anyone believed. I was also crazy enough to demand from Maula 

that if I have children my first had to be a boy. Aap gave my husband 

and me 1 kg sugar each. Hubby ate it all but I ate only some of mine. 

I had seen Maula in Feb and in March I went to my doctor with the 

news of the pregnancy test in my hand. I was pregnant and had a 

boy Khuzaima, name Maula gave. I continued with the 1 kg sugar 

for the next 10 years. The barakat of that sugar was so great that I 

have 4 beautiful children. After my last one 8 years ago I went back 

to Maula and asked what to do with the left over sugar that I still 

couldn’t finish. Maula had the biggest smile on his face, asked me to 

bury it in my backyard. Just imagine the same happening with the 

individual who went to Rasulallah and asked for children and Imam 

Hussain kept giving him 7. My Maula is the Dai of imam Hussain.”

We remember Syedna Qutbuddin RA. We are confident that his 

nazaraat flow from Jannat towards those who remember him.

We encourage mumineen to share their personal experiences 

with Syedna Qutbuddin RA in his 50 years as Mazoon and his 2 

years and three months as the Dai al-Mutlaq by emailing info@

fatemidawat.com. A selection of these messages will insha’allah be 

published in future issues of Sijill. 

Har ghari yaad karye che tamnay

Maula hargiz na bhuljo hamnay 

Nathi sabra hamara aa gham nay

Bawasahib guzri gaya che

May Allah Ta’ala raise Syedna Qutbuddin in the highest ech-

elons of Jannat. May we continue to remember him and garner his 

nazaraat. May we sincerely follow and serve his successor Syedna 

Taher Fakhruddin, the living remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin.

On Tuesday evening of Rajab 27 1437H/ May 3 2016, Syedna 

Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Mab’as day Majlis and will 

deliver bayaan at 4:00PM in Darus Sakina, Thane. Syedna TUS will 

also take the first Misaaq of Mumineen and Muminaat.

Each Haq-na-Dai takes Misaaq of Mumineen, when he 

ascends the gaadi of Dawat. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA 

has passed away to the Higher Abode. His successor, waaris, 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, will take Misaaq of Mumineen on 

the mubarak occasion of Mab’as Day, Tuesday, 27th Rajab. It is 

waajib, on all Mumineen to give Misaaq to the Haq na Dai when 

he takes his first Misaaq. If it is not possible for any at this time, 

they should come and give Misaaq as soon as possible.

Amal details for Meraj night and Mab’as day will be pub-

lished in Sijill 116 inshallah.

Announcement

Mab’as Waaz & First Misaq
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Shehzadi Tahera Baisaheba composed a heartrending marsi-

yah in the remembrance of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA which 

was recited in the Khatmul Quran Majlis on the eve of 11th Rajab. 

These are a few verses from the marsiyah which captures the emo-

tions of mumineen upon the wafaat of their Dai, their Maula and 

their father:

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

  dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Farzando royi pukari rhaya che, bawajisaheb aawo

berehm dunya ni taabish ma hamnay, muki ne maula na jaawo

ma’sum chhota bachchawo na, chehra pe haath phreraawo

Aqa husain ni aapna lab si, paachhi shahaadat sunaawo

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Bawa shafiq na saya utha che, dhoop si kon bachawe 

dukh ni kahani hamari suni ne, himmat kon barhawe 

dunya ni gardish ma haath ne thaami, kon bhala ab sambhale 

naaz kari ne beta kahi ne, kon bhala ab bulawe

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Tepan ma Dai Qutbedeen maula, keedi deen ni himaayat 

aalam ma tham sachchai na gara, baala kara haqq na raayat 

hujjat wo shaan si qaa’im kidhi, shaamil thi rab ni inaayat 

sikko Qutub no ta hashr baaqi, baaqi che nass ni aayat

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Allah Ta’ala na banda haqiqi, din raat bandage karta 

rabb na kalaam si pata tasalli, din raat Quran parhta 

Khaliq ni dil ma raakhta taqwa, bija koi si na darta 

ehle wala ne doa si nawaaze, lamba sajdaawo deta

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Saiful huda na kanaf ma pohncha, bawa ye dil si lagaya 

kitni khushi hasay saiful huda ne, maara Khuzaima aaya 

Burhanedeen ye tarheeb kidhi, aankho ma ehne wasaaya 

Tayyib Imam na saaya ma Aqa, a’la maqam ne paaya

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Firdaws na paakeza kiyaara, Qutbul huda na roza 

sabr ne himmat na uncha manaara, Qutbul huda na roza 

bebas ne dukhyaara na sahaara, Qutbul huda na roza 

ham gham ma dooba huwa na kanaara, Qutbul huda na roza

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Har ek musibat ma har ek bala ma, baktar che naam e Khuzaima 

hare k doa ni maqbuliyat par, mohr che naam e Khuzaima 

sheh na wasila si har kaam thaai, zukhr che naam e Khuzaima 

pyaas bujhawe khuldi banaawe, kawthar che naam e Khuzaima

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Taqdees karjo Jannat ma sheh na, ruh ne rabbul anaam 

karjo baland ne baala imami, haykal ma sheh no maqam 

noor na aalam ma aapjo a’la, ghur fat daarus salaam 

pohnchaawjo maula ne khudaya, ehle wala no salaam

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Maulana Taher Fakhredeen Aqa, Qutbul huda na jaani 

‘ilm o adab ma husn o khuluq ma, Qutbul huda na saani 

Dai mutlaq mazhare Tayyib, urwat wusqa khudani 

Qutbul huda na mansoos e haqq che, bawa ni zina nishani

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Bawajisaheb ye aapi tasawwur, Dai dhani che tamaara 

aap hawe si cho Aqa maula, aap cho bawa hamaara 

aap no saayo Qutub no che saayo, aap hamara sahaara 

Dawat e hadiyah na asmaa ma, chopanma aap sitaara

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Maut toh haqq chhe Tahera Baz’at, hare ek dunya si jaase 

raakh tasalli tu ek din pohonchse, bawajisaheb na paase 

dunya ma dekhi khush thata maula, dekhi waha khush thaase 

bawajisaheb no chehro rupaalo, Jannat ma paacho dekhaase

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara

dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

The marsiyah has been presented on FatemiDawat.com with a video 

and audio of its recitation during Khatmul Quran majlis in Darus 

Sakina.

The marsiyah presented last week was originally written by She-

hzadi Tahera baisaheba following the wafaat of Syedna Mohammed 

Burhanuddin RA. It was recited with Syedna Qutbuddin’s niyyat 

and name in the Khatmul Quran Majlis (as we recite darbar-e-Hatim 

with niyyat and name of Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA).

Marsiya

In Remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin RA 

by Shehzadi Dr. Tahera baisaheba
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News & Events

Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya – Syedna TUS First Waaz Highlights & Selected 

Video Clips

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 

TUS led Maghrib Isha namaaz and 

presided over Khatmul Quran Majlis 

at Darus Sakina, Thane, on the eve 

of the 17th, 18th and 19th of Rajab 

(22nd, 23rd and 24th April), Ayyamul 

Barakatil Khuldiyyah, the auspi-

cious days of the urus of the 51st 

Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Saifud-

din RA.

On the eve of the urus, 19mi 

Raat (24th April-Sunday), Syedna 

Fakhruddin delivered his first waaz 

after becoming Dai al-Mutlaq.

The flow of Imamuz-zaman’s 

SA ta’yeed was manifest in the 

bayaan. The heritage of the ‘ilm of the 51st, 52nd and 53rd Dai 

was apparent in every sentence. For mumineen the bayaan brought 

solace that Syedna Qutbuddin lives in his successor. It brought 

gratitude that they are blessed and comforted to have a guide such 

as Maulana Taher. For the enemies of Dawat it was a hujjat that 

they would do well to heed.

We are pleased to present 8 short clips from the waaz in 

which Syedna TUS did bayaan about the following:

1. The first excerpt is from Maulana Taher’s bayaan in which he 

explains the detrimental effect of leaving Haqq ni Dawat. He 

specifically addresses the events that occurred after Syedna 

Qutbuddin’s wafaat and how those who have left Haqq ni Dawat 

have also left basic human values. Syedna Fakhruddin strongly 

posits that “silence is consent” and asks that if someone were to 

behave in this way after someone in our families passed away, 

would we simply stand by and watch? Maulana Taher states that 

the sahib who has left us was our Maula, who was also Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s Mazoon for 50 years, and whose prayers we ben-

efited from night and day.

2. In the second excerpt, Maulana Taher recounts Mansoor Imam’s 

letter in which he describes to Moiz Imam the tribulations he 

faced during the ten years of battle with Dajjal, as “very small, 

in God’s path” (khuda ni raah ma aa to ghanu thoru chhe.)

Syedna Fakhruddin then recounts Syedna Qutbuddin’s efforts 

in the Bombay High Court, in which, with Imamuz Zamaan’s 

tay’eed, he personally fought the legal battle and gave testi-

mony in court. Maulana Fakhruddin reminds us that after Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s wafaat, when Syedna Qutbuddin offered a public 

munazarat, debate, and mubahalat, the other side did not engage. 

Syedna Fakhruddin himself now offers a public munazarat. He 

states that he will continue Syedna Qutbuddin’s efforts in the 

court case, and as his predecessors stated the truth, so will he. 

He prays to Allah ta’ala for nasre-aziz and fathe-mubeen.

3. In the third excerpt, Maulana Taher recounts the shaan of Syedna 

Qutbuddin’s waaz mubarak. He also narrates Syedna Burhanud-

din’s nass and appointment of Syedna Qutbuddin as his succes-

sor. And just as Syedna Burhanuddin prepared Syedna Qutbud-

din, Syedna Qutbuddin prepared Syedna Fakhruddin. Maulana 

Taher remembers the time when he was 20 years old, and Syedna 

Burhanuddin asked Syedna Qutbuddin if Maulana Taher would 

go for Ashara Mubaraka waaz. There were only three days left 

before the date of the first waaz, and Maulana Taher had not 

done waaz before. Maulana Taher, despite the daunting nature of 

the task, arazed that he was ready to do as Syedna Burhanuddin 

stated. Syedna Burhanuddin said with hikmat and lutf, “If Bhai 

(Syedna Qutbuddin) prepares him (Maulana Taher) he will be 

ready [to perform waaz in three days].

4. In the fourth excerpt, Maulana Taher narrates Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin’s jalaal in the face of dushmano’s threats, where he 

said to them, do not think you will frighten me with your threats 

of bloodshed. My forefathers have given their lives for Dawat, 

and I am also fida on my Maula Imamuz zamaan. Similarly, 

Syedna Burhanuddin was an exemplar of high courage. And simi-

larly, Syedna Qutbuddin, Husain’s Dai, spoke to you in this very 

place with the Quran in his hand, saying I swear an oath by this 

Quran that Burhanuddin Aqa has performed Nass on me; just as 

Imam Husain swore an oath on the Quran (in his last khutba on 

Aashura). Maulana Burhanuddin told Maulana Qutbuddin about 

the Nass directly, not through a second or third person. Maulana 

Taher says that he said to someone, at the very least see and 

listen to Maulana Qutbuddin’s bayaan on the (Fatemi Dawat) 

website; the person replied, being taken in by the dushmano’s 

dekhaawa, why should I listen to anything else; Maulana Taher 

sent a message to him that this is not ‘beeji kai waat,’ this is 

Burhanuddin Mola’s waat, Burhanuddin Mola’s farmaan, that 

Syedna Qutbuddin is telling you. And who is Syedna Qutbuddin? 

Burhanuddin Mola’s Mazoon for 50 years, whom he trusted. 

Syedna Ali bin Mohammed in the lofty kitaab of Taj ul Aqa’id 

says of the exalted rutba of Mazoon, that “The Mazoon always 

speaks the truth, whether it goes in his favor or against him.” 

Whenever a schism happened in the 900 years of Dawat us satar 

history, those mumineen who stayed with the Mazoon remained 

on haqq. We are the Dawoodi Bohra qawm, we are on haqq, we 

are the people of Jannat. Maulana Taher told this person that 

the Quran says “Whosoever is blind in this world, will be blind 

in the hereafter;” if you will blind yourself to the truth now, be 

prepared for its outcome in the next life. At the end of the clip, 

Maulana Taher gives thanks to Allah that we are with the sahib 

who speaks truth, and we speak truth.

5. In the fifth excerpt Syedna Fakhruddin narrates the events after 

Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat. In the face of numerous difficulties 

of bringing the janaza mubaraka to Mumbai, Syedna Fakhruddin 
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said to bhaisahebs they should do tasbeeh of Syedna Qutbud-

din’s name in the face of every challenge, and the obstacle would 

be overcome. Maulana Taher also states that Syedna Qutbuddin’s 

wish for ziyarat of Syedna Taher Saifuddin and Syedna Moham-

med Burhanuddin in Rauzat Tahera was also fulfilled, alham-

dulillah, helicopter maa tawaaf didho. Syedna Fakhruddin then 

narrates how the night before dafan, divine providence (inayat 

ilahiyah) provided from Syedna Qutbuddin’s khazanah the most 

appropriate cloth to drape over the kafan – the very same piece 

of cloth formerly draped over the Ka’batullah which was used to 

drape the janaza mubaraka of Syedna Taher Saifuddin.

6. In the sixth excerpt from maw’ezat bayaan, Syedna Fakhruddin 

discusses the philosophy of shukr. He narrates excerpts from 

Imam Zainul Abideen’s doa in which he expresses gratitude 

to God for showing him how to express gratitude. Maulana 

Fakhruddin recollects that Syedna Qutbuddin always would say, 

live your life in a constant state of gratitude. Maulana Ali said, 

“Contentment is the greatest wealth” (al-Qanaa’ato kanzun la 

yanfad). Syedna Fakhruddin then narrates the araz of a Mumin 

bhai who asked how to reconcile the concepts of wanting 

growth in business and contentment, whom he answered by 

saying the reconciliation is in the philosophy of giving shukr—it 

imparts contentment by making one aware of one’s countless 

blessings, and also prompts the increase of those blessings, for 

Allah ta’ala says, “If you give thanks [for My blessings], I shall 

give you more,” (la’in shakartum la’azeedannakum). Syedna 

Fakhruddin also narrates the importance of this philosophy of 

shukr in keeping faith and courage in the face of the ups and 

downs in business.

7. In the seventh excerpt, Syedna Fakhruddin narrates the fourth 

meaning of hamd and states that Amiral Mumineen Maulana Ali 

carries the banner of hamd. Maulana Fakhruddin narrates the 

time when Rasullullah sent Usama to call upon Amiral Mumi-

neen. When Usama arrived to Maulana Ali’s house he saw that 

he was in a long sajda, in doa.  Syedna Fakhruddin remembered 

Syedna Qutbuddin’s sajda and doa, and how for hours he would 

pray for Mumineen all his life. In the past six months especially, 

when he was ill, he would spend all his time in prayer, in long 

sajdas to Allah ta’ala, he would do doa for two hours after fajr 

namaaz every day.

8. In this excerpt Maulana Fakhruddin narrates the shaanaat of 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin and recites verses from his autobio-

graphical qasida which started with hamd. Maulana Fakhruddin 

remembers Syedna Qutbuddin’s numerous ihsanaat on Mumi-

neen and tells Mumineen to always continue to remember and 

recount Syedna Qutbuddin’s blessings, because that is showing 

gratitude for his blessings - and if we do so, Syedna Qutbuddin 

will continue to shower us with his blessings from Jannat.

The full waaz was broadcast live and is available for replay using 

this link.

Photos of waaz are also published on FatemiDawat.com.

Ayyamul Beez

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS observed rozas on the 13th, 14th 

and 15th of Rajab as per the Irshaad of Imam Ja’farus-SadiqSA.

On the 15th of Rajab after Salatuz-zawaal Das-Surat, Syedna 

Fakhruddin beseeched doa mubarak with the waseela of Pan-

jetan, Aimmat and their Du’aat, especially the 51st, 52nd and the 

53rd Dai al-Mutlaq.

Syedna narrated how Imam Ja’farus-Sadiq enquired about 

Dawood when his mother came to the Imam’s hazrat. Dawood’s 

mother informed the Imam SA that her son was imprisoned by 

the Abbasid caliph. Imam SA advised her to do the roza of the 

13th, 14th and 15th of Rajab, pray Salatuz zawaal, istiftah, Das 

Surat and the Sadaqallah Doa. Soon after Dawood was released 

and returned to Madina.

Syedna also narrated how in the Imam’s seclusion, Maulatuna 

Hurratul Malika is in the shaan of Umm Dawood, and how each 

Dai beginning with Syedna Zoeb RA beseech doa, pray istiftah 

and establish Dawat in the darkness and difficulty of the night 

of seclusion. All Dais since Syedna Zoeb till Syedna Khuzaima 

Qutbuddin have beseeched doa for mumineen. Syedna especially 

remembered the waseelas and doas of the 51st and 52nd Dai’s, 

and the 53rd Dai for whom Syedna Taher Saifuddin said “Khu-

zaima ni doa mustajaab che.”

Syedna also explained the significance of the 8 rak’ats of 

Salatuz zawaal.

We mumineen are fortunate to be included in Syedna 

Fakhruddin’s doa-e-mustajaab. May Allah Ta’ala fulfill Mumi-

neen’s wishes by the hurmat of Syedna’s doa.

The 23rd 

day of Jumadil 

Ukhra, 1437H will 

forever be etched 

in the hearts of 

Mumineen as the 

day our beloved 

Syedna Khuzaima 

Qutbuddin RA 

joined Syedna 

Taher Saifuddin 

RA and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA in the hazrat of 

Imamuz Zamaan AS. While Mumineen mourned the wafaat 

of Syedna Qutbuddin, surely Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and 

Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin must be rejoicing that their 

most beloved son (al-walad-ul-ahabb) has joined them in the 

highest ranks of Jannat.

In keeping with Syedna Qutbuddin’s wishes, after the suyum 

majlis it was announced that Syedna Qutbuddin’s janasheen 

and successor, Syedna abu Khuzaima Taher Fakhruddin TUS 

had resolved to bring Syedna Qutbuddin’s janaza mubaraka to 

Mumbai.

Click here to read the full article about the events of this 

day and to view photographs.

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RA 

Janaza Namaaz and Dafan
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 

and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Most Beloved Son

This website is about the personal 

experiences and interaction of mumi-

neen with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-

din RA during the time when he was 

Mazoon-e-Dawat.

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

This video is of the first sadaqallah majlis 

presided over by Syedna Fakhruddin TUS. 

While reciting the sadaqallah doa, Syedna 

Fakhruddin recalled the multiple and manifest 

virtues of Syedna Qutbuddin, including his 

compassion and shafaqat on Mumineen, his 

dedication to the service of Imamuz-zaman, 

his establishment of a clear argument and 

hujjat, and Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s statement 

“Khuzaima is mustajaabud-doa”. Mumineen 

were moved to hear Syedna Fakhruddin        

eulogising his predecessor and father – espe-

cially because the virtues extolled rang true in 

their hearts.

The video is presented with English 

translation on FatemiDawat.com. Mumineen 

should listen to this video each day after khat-

mul Quran.

The video has also been uploaded to 

Vimeo click here to view.

Sadaqallah Video

Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS Sadaqallah Video with English translation

Last week we present this video of Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS 

bayaan mubarak in which he has addressed Mumineen in Yemen in 

Arabic regarding the wafaat of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. 

Syedna Fakhruddin recalls the shanaat of the 53rd dai, his him-

mat, his sabr, his shafaqat on Mumineen, and his doa-e-mustajab. 

He also narrated the manner in which his father Syedna Qutbuddin 

performed Nass on him on 27th Muharram, 1437H, on the Urus 

mubarak of Syedi Fakhrud-

din Shaheed. Click here to 

view the video on FatemiDa-

wat.com

The video has also 

been uploaded to Vimeo 

click here to view.

Address to Mumineen in Yemen

Video of Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Address in Arabic to 

Mumineen in Yemen
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A few days before Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
RA wafaat, there was a request made for 
dates of the continuation of Syedna’s cross 
examination in the Bombay High Court. At 
the time Syedna was in Bakersfield, Califor-
nia because he had traveled to the USA for 
health purposes. The doctors were optimis-
tic that Syedna would be able to travel to 
Mumbai and also attend court. When those 
present – including Syedna Fakhruddin and 
two other Mumineen - asked Syedna Qut-
buddin for his decision regarding his travel 
to Mumbai and the court dates, Syedna re-
cited this ayat: “if you have resolved [to do 
it], then rely on Allah (fa iza azamta fataw-
akkal ‘alal-laah – Surat Aal-Imran: 159). In 
hindsight, this utterance was prophetic.

The ayat that Syedna Qutbuddin re-
cited was also pronounced by another Dai 
at the onset of a parallel and unforgettable 
journey. The Dai was Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
RA, and the journey was his final journey 
to Matheran. When Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
was leaving Saify Mahal to go to the train 
station, Busaheba Sakina Aaisehaba came 
for shifa and wada’. She was nine months 
pregnant and distraught that Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin was leaving Mumbai so close to 
her delivery date. Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
bestowed exceptional shafaqat on her be-
fore leaving, and she alone did qadambosi. 
As they were in the car, driving towards the 
train station, Syedna Taher Saifuddin told 
Shehzada Hatim Bhaisaheb, “apnay jayye 
che to Sakina ne ghanu bhari hatu, magar, 
fa iza azamta fatwakkal ‘alal-laah” (Sakina 
was very distraught that we are going, but 
“if you have resolved [to do it], then rely on 
Allah). 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s utterance of 
this ayat before his final journey was divine 
providence. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s 
utterance of this ayat before his final jour-
ney was indeed the same.

As in every journey in life, Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s reliance was on Allah Ta’ala in 
his final journey. Syedna Qutbuddin mani-
fested the virtue of Ibrahim Nabi’s tawak-
kul both in life and in wafaat. 

May Allah Ta’ala elevate Syedna Qut-
buddin’s ruh mubarak in the highest darajaat 
of Jannat - in the company of Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin and Syedna Mohammed Burha-
nuddin. May Allah Ta’ala grant us sabar and 
solace in the saya of Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
successor, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.
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Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s RA Janaaza 
Mubaraka
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Hafti for Syedna Qutbuddin’s RA Ziarat
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Syedna Abdul Qadir Najmuddin RA 
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Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya – Syedna 
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Prophetic Utterance

(Surat Aal-Imran: 159)

If you have resolved [to do it], then rely on Allah
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It is our tradition that we recite surats – especially yaseen, 
doas and qasidas – during ziarat of our Du’aat Kiraam. Syedna 
Burhanuddin RA gave raza mubarak for the publication of “Tas-
beehul Barakatit-tahera” (1385H is the year of Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s wafaat and the numeric value of the name of the hafti 
is also 1385). This hafti was published for Mumineen to pray from 
when they came for the ziarat of Syedna Taher Saifuddin in Rozat 
Tahera. This hafti has been used in Rozat Tahera since that time, 
and continues to be used also after Syedna Burahnuddin’s wafaat.

After Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat, a hafti has similarly been 
published for Syedna Qutbuddin’s ziarat in Darus Sakina with 
the raza mubarak of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin. The historic name 
of the publication is “Sakinatu Tasabeehil Barakatil-qutbiyya” 
(1437H is the year of Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat – and the nu-
meric value of the hafti name is also 1437). Syedna Fakhruddin 
has advised that those who are out of Mumbai or cannot come 
for ziarat should recite the included surats, doas and qasidas with 
the niyyat of Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Syedna Mohammed Burha-
nuddin and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s ziarat. The hafti also 
includes salaams on the 51st, 52nd and the 53rd Dais.

The eBook and PDF version of the hafti, “Sakinatu Tasabee-
hil Barakatil-qutbiyya” are available on FatemiDawat.com

Publications

Hafti for Syedna Qutbuddin’s RA Ziarat

In the wake of Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya and the Janaza of 
our beloved Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin at the beginning of Rajab, 
we present this unique Nazaraat article. 

When Syedna Taher Saifuddin passed away to the heavenly 
abode in Matheran on the 19th of Rajab, Syedna Burhanuddin sum-
moned Syedna Qutbuddin and singled him out with honors which he 
did not bestow upon anyone else. 
Only some of these priceless naz-
araat may be revealed here: 
 Syedna Burhanuddin asked Syed-

na Qutbuddin to accompany him 
in the car in which he took the 
Janaza Mubaraka of Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin from Matheran 
to Saify Mahal.

 Syedna Burhanuddin consulted 
Syedna Qutbuddin where he 
thought Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
should be buried. Syedna Qut-
buddin did araz to Burhanud-
din Maula that he consider the 
mubarak place of Qasr-e-Husaini 
for burial, which today is Rozat 
Tahera.

 When Syedna Burhanuddin 
opened the kafan mubarak to see Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s noo-
rani face for the very last time, he summoned only Syedna Qut-
buddin to attain this most high honor with him.

 As per the amal of Duat Mutlaqeen, Syedna Burhanuddin walked 
behind the Janaza of Syedna Taher Saifuddin as it was carried on 
the shoulders of hundreds of thousands of Mumineen from Saify 
Mahal to Saify Masjid. Burhanuddin Maula tasked Qutbuddin 

Maula to oversee the arrangements. Near Chowpatty, the crowd 
of Mumineen became virtually uncontrollable and the police, out 
of fear, unilaterally decided to put the Janaza in a car. At that 
moment, Qutbuddin Maula stopped them with the niyyat that 
as many Mumineen as possible should attain their most fervent 
desire of giving shoulder to the Janaza. Amidst the chaos, he or-

ganized the police officers into a 
ring formation around the Janaza, 
by which they regained control, and 
were then able to systematically 
let in Mumineen for attaining this 
most holy sharaf.

We are also presenting some 
unique photographs from Syed-
na Taher Saifuddin’s janaza. In 
one of the photos presented here 
the parda of baitullah which was 
draped over Syedna Taher Saifud-
din’s Janaza is visible. Just the night 
before Syedna Qutbuddin’s dafan, 
divine providence (inayat ilahiyah) 
provided from Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
khazanah the most appropriate 
cloth to drape over the kafan – the 
very same piece of cloth formerly 

draped over the Kabatullah which was used to drape the janaza 
mubaraka of Syedna Taher Saifuddin.

May Allah give Afzal-ul-Jaza to his Dais, Syedna Taher Saifud-
din and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin and Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin. May their nazaraat from a’la illiyeen continue to flow 
towards their waaris Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, and from him 
towards all Mumineen, Muminaat and their children. Ameen.

Nazaraat & Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s RA Janaaza Mubaraka
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Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Syedna 
Abdul Qadir Najmuddin RA urus majlis and Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin RA Khatmul Quran majlis on 26mi raat of Rajab 
(Sunday 1st May) after maghrib/isha namaaz at Darus Sakina, 
inshallah. Mumineen are invited for salawaat jaman after majlis.

Mumineen are urged to follow these amal details:
 Do tilawat of Qur’an-e-Majeed.
 Recite Qasida Mubaraka “Saqa Naw’un” by Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin, presented with audio on FatemiDawat.com

 Recite Dawat ni Zabaan salaam in shaan of Syedna Najmud-
din by Shz Dr. Bazat Tahera Baisaheba, presented with audio 
on FatemiDawat.com

Announcement & Amal Details
Syedna Abdul Qadir Najmuddin RA 
Urus

On Lailatul Me’raj, Rajab 27mi raat (2nd May, Monday) 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Maghrib Isha Namaaz and 
Washeq in Darus Sakina, Thane, followed by Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin RA Khatmul Quran majlisinshaallah. Mumineen are 
invited for Salawaat jaman after Namaz and Majlis.

On Tuesday evening of Rajab 27 1437H/ May 3 2016, Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Mab’as day Majlis and 
will deliver bayaan from 5PM – 6PM IST in Darus Sakina, Thane.  

The bayaan Mubarak 
will be broadcast live 
and also be available for 
replay through this link.  
Syedna will also take the 
first Misaaq of Mumineen 
and Muminaat after bayaan 
mubarak. 

Each Haq-na-Dai 
takes Misaaq of Mumineen, 

when he ascends the gaadi of Dawat. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA has passed away to the Higher Abode. His successor, 
waaris, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, will take Misaaq of Mumi-
neen on the mubarak occasion of Mab’as Day, Tuesday, 27th 
Rajab. It is waajib, on all Mumineen to give Misaaq to the Haq na 
Dai when he takes his first Misaaq. If it is not possible for any at 
this time, they should come and give Misaaq as soon as possible.

Roza on Mab’as Day ‘Mo’tius-su’alaat’
On the auspicious day of Mab’as we perform roza to cel-

ebrate the beginning of Islam and the many ehsaans and blessings 
of our Nabi Mustafa. According to our Ahlul Bayt AS if a Mumin 
does roza on Mab’as day and does iftaar by praying ‘allahumma 
ya mu’tiyassu’alaat’ doa it is kaffarat (atonement) for 60 years 
and the sins and dayn (debts) of Dunya will be eased. It is a tradi-
tion that on this day we encourage and teach even young children 
to do roza, as much as they are able, depending on their age. This 
is to impress upon children the importance of this day, the ehsaan 
of Rasulullah, and our identity as Muslims. It is also to begin 
establishing the habit of roza which, eventually as adults follow-
ing Rasulullah’s Shari’at, they will do for 30 consecutive days in 
Shehrullah. (We encourage young children to do roza – as much as 
they are able to – on Mab’as day and the day of Lailatul Qadar).

Lailatul Me’raj, Mab’as Waaz & First 
Misaq

In Sijill 15 we 
published an article 
on the significance 
and history of 
Me’raj & Mab’as of 
Rasulullah, “MO-
HAMMED” article 
by Shz Dr. Bazat 
Tahera Baisaheba on Rasulullah SA published in Islam: A Short 
Guide to the Faith , and “Minal Mumineen” historical photo and 
narrative regarding Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s leading role in the 
historic renovation of Masjid-e-Aqsa. To learn about the signifi-
cance and importance of Me’raaj night and Mab’as day, Mumi-
neen are encouraged to explore the aforementioned articles (also 
available in Dawat ni Zaban and Gujarati).

 Click here to view PDF for Washeq niyyat and doa on Me’raaj 
ni raat – 27mi raat

 Listen to Wasila (will be uploaded soon) after Washeq namaaz 
and doa – 27mi raat

 Recite qasida mubaraka ‘Tahan-Nabi’ composed by Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin and presented on FatemiDawat.com with 
audio and English translation – Mab’as day 27 mi Rajab

 Listen to bayaan Mubarak of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS led Maghrib Isha namaaz and 
presided over Khatmul Quran Majlis at Darus Sakina, Thane, on 
the eve of the 17th, 18th and 19th of Rajab (22nd, 23rd and 24th 
April), Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyyah, the auspicious days of the 
urus of the 51st Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA.

News & Events

Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya – Syedna 
TUS First Waaz Highlights & Selected 
Video Clips presented with English 
translation - subtitles
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The 23rd day of Jumadil Ukhra, 1437H 
will forever be etched in the hearts of 
Mumineen as the day our beloved Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA joined Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin RA in the hazrat of Imamuz 
Zamaan AS. While Mumineen mourned the 
wafaat of Syedna Qutbuddin, surely Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin must be rejoicing that their 
most beloved son (al-walad-ul-ahabb) has 

joined them in the highest ranks of Jannat.
In keeping with Syedna Qutbuddin’s 

wishes, after the suyum majlis it was an-
nounced that Syedna Qutbuddin’s janasheen 
and successor, Syedna abu Khuzaima Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS had resolved to bring Syed-
na Qutbuddin’s janaza mubaraka to Mumbai.

Click here to read the full article about 
the events of this day and to view photo-
graphs.

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RA Janaza Namaaz and Dafan

On the eve of the urus, 19mi Raat (24th April-Sunday), 
Syedna Fakhruddin delivered his first waaz after becoming Dai 
al-Mutlaq.

The flow of Imamuz-zaman’s SA ta’yeed was manifest in the 
bayaan. The heritage of the ‘ilm of the 51st, 52nd and 53rd Dai 
was apparent in every sentence. For mumineen the bayaan brought 
solace that Syedna Qutbuddin lives in his successor. It brought 
gratitude that they are blessed and comforted to have a guide such 
as Maulana Taher. For the enemies of Dawat it was a hujjat that 
they would do well to heed. 

We are pleased to present 8 short clips from the waaz in 
which Syedna TUS did bayaan about the following: 

1) “The loss of basic human values,” 
2) Jihaad of Mansur Imam and Syedna Qutbuddin, 
3) “If Bhai prepares him, he will be ready,” 
4) Syedna Qutbuddin’s Mohar of Sachhai, 
5) Zikr of Janaza and Dafan of Syedna Qutbuddin, 
6) The Philosophy of Shukr, 
7) Maulana Ali, Syedna Qutbuddin’s Sajda and Doa, 
8) Dawat’s True Inclusion Policy. 

Last week we present this video of Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS 
bayaan mubarak in which he has addressed Mumineen in Yemen in 
Arabic regarding the wafaat of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. 
Syedna Fakhruddin recalls the shanaat of the 53rd dai, his him-
mat, his sabr, his shafaqat on Mumineen, and his doa-e-mustajab. 
He also narrated the manner in which his father Syedna Qutbuddin 
performed Nass on him on 27th Muharram, 1437H, on the Urus 

mubarak of Syedi Fakhrud-
din Shaheed. Click here to 
view the video on FatemiDa-
wat.com

The video has also 
been uploaded to Vimeo 
click here to view.

Address to Mumineen in Yemen

Video of Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Address in Arabic to 
Mumineen in Yemen

This video is of the first sadaqallah majlis 
presided over by Syedna Fakhruddin TUS. 
While reciting the sadaqallah doa, Syedna 
Fakhruddin recalled the multiple and manifest 
virtues of Syedna Qutbuddin, including his 
compassion and shafaqat on Mumineen, his 
dedication to the service of Imamuz-zaman, 
his establishment of a clear argument and 
hujjat, and Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s statement 
“Khuzaima is mustajaabud-doa”. Mumineen 
were moved to hear Syedna Fakhruddin        

eulogising his predecessor and father – espe-
cially because the virtues extolled rang true in 
their hearts.

The video is presented with English 
translation on FatemiDawat.com. Mumineen 
should listen to this video each day after khat-
mul Quran.

The video has also been uploaded to 
Vimeo click here to view.

Sadaqallah Video

Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS Sadaqallah Video with English translation

The full waaz was broadcast live and is available for replay using this link.
Photos of waaz are also published on FatemiDawat.com.
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Most Beloved Son
This website is about the personal 

experiences and interaction of mumi-
neen with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA during the time when he was 

Mazoon-e-Dawat.
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more
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The Quran Majeed refers to Misaaq – 
including synonyms such as ‘ahd and bay’at 
– more than seventy times. These referenc-
es include the misaaq of Anbiya’ AS, even 
Adam Nabi AS.

Misaaq is an oath or covenant with 
Allah Ta’ala at the hands of his waliyy. Ad-
dressing Rasulullah SA, the Quran Majeed 
asserts, “those who give bay’at (Misaaq) to 
you are in truth giving bay’at (Misaaq) to Al-
lah. It is Allah’s hand that is [placed] on their 
hands” (Surat al-Fath: 10). 

When a Mumin pledges his allegiance 
to Allah Ta’ala and His waliyy he commits 
essentially to two things:
1. The first part of the commitment per-

tains to belief and ma’rifat. Specifically, 
the belief in the Oneness of Allah Ta’ala, 
and that Muhammad is his messenger 
(Rasul), Ali Amirul Mumineen is his suc-
cessor (wasiyy) and that in every age an 

Imam in the lineage of Muhammad and 
Ali must be present whom we must rec-
ognize. The succession of Imams, father 
to son, by Nass will continue till the Day 
of Judgment. In the time of the Imam’s 
seclusion, the Imam’s Dawat will contin-
ue through the three maratib: Dai, Ma-
zoon and Mukasir. During seclusion the 
recognition of the Dai is equivalent to the 
recognition of the Imam. The succession 
of Dais by Nass will continue until the 
Imam’s zuhoor or the Day of Judgment. 
The crux of this belief system is that in 
every day and age, an Imam, a represent-
ative of Allah Ta’ala, a successor of the 
knowledge and authority of Rasulullah 
and living guide, must be present whom 
we must recognize for guidance and our 
salvation. In the Imam’s seclusion that 
role is fulfilled by Dai as the representa-
tive of the Imam.

2. The second commitment pertains to ac-
tion (‘amal). Each Mumin who takes the 
Misaaq pledges to act upon the stipula-
tions of the Shari’at and the seven pillars: 
walaayat, tahaarat, salaat, zakat, sawm, 
hajj and jihad. The actionable part of wa-
laayat is ta’at and obedience to Imamuz-
zaman and, in his seclusion, his Dai. We 
specifically also pledge to pray the five 
farizat namaaz, do the roza of Shehrul-
lah, submit the obligatory zakaat, per-
form Hajj if able, and physically and mon-
etarily aid the Imam and his Dai in any 
struggle.
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garnered Allah’s Pleasure
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Details
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Bay’at al-Ridwan – The Misaaq that 
garnered Allah’s Pleasure

(Surat al-Fath: 18)
Allah’s Good Pleasure was on the Believers when they gave their bay’at (misaaq) to you 

(Rasulullah) under the Tree: He knew what was in their hearts, and He sent down Tranquility 
(sakeenat) to them; and He rewarded them with a speedy Victory (fathe-mubeen).
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On Lailatul Me’raj, Rajab 27mi raat (2nd May, Monday) Syed-
na Taher Fakhruddin TUS led Maghrib Isha Namaaz and Washeq 
in Darus Sakina, Thane, followed by Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA Khatmul Quran majlis. In a heartrending wasila Syedna 
beseeched doa for all mumineen.

On Tuesday afternoon, Rajab 27 1437H/ May 3 2016, Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin presided over Mab’as day Majlis at 4pm in 
Darus Sakina, Thane and performed bayaan mubarak. The flow 
of Imamuz-zaman’s SA ta’yeed was manifest in the bayaan. The 

heritage of the ‘ilm of the 51st, 52nd and 53rd Dai was apparent in 
every sentence. After bayaan mubarak, Syedna Fakhruddin, took 
Misaaq of Mumineen on the mubarak occasion of Mab’as Day.

We are pleased to present 7 short clips from the waaz in 
which Syedna did bayaan about the following: 
1. In the first excerpt, Syedna Fakhruddin explains Rasullulah SA 

hadith: “he who prays this kalimah with ikhlaas (sincerity), 
has entered heaven’, dakhala al-jannah.” Rasullulah was then 
asked, what it means to pray the kalimah with sincerity. Syedna 
further expounded on the deep significance of Rasullullah’s 
hadith, and explained that praying kalimat al-shahadat with 
sincerity means to recognize (ma’rifat) the Imams, and then, 
in the time when the Imam is concealed and hidden, recognize 
(ma’rifat) their Du’at Mutlaqeen. The first and foremost part 
of this sincerity is keeping walayat (inner loyalty and love) for 
these Hudud, to love them and to obey them. If one does this, 
then as Rasullulah has said, dakhala al-jannah, he has entered 
heaven.

2. In the second excerpt, Syedna Fakhruddin further explains 
the irreplaceable importance of walayaat and faith. Syedna 
Fakhruddin stated that the meaning of “Mumin” is “one who 
believes/one who has faith.” Just as no one doubts that the 
Prophet, the Imams, the Duat will go to heaven – there is also 
no doubt that if we have the walayaat of Dai-z-zaman that 

News & Events

Syedna TUS Mab’as Waaz & First Misaq - Highlights & Selected Video Clips 
presented with English and Arabic translation subtitles

The Misaaq is a covenant that every Mumin gives to Allah 
Ta’ala and his waliyy. The Quran Majeed asserts that each individual 
will be answerable for the pledges of his Misaaq (Surat al-Isra’: 34). 
When a Mumin gives Misaaq, that is when he is spiritually connect-
ed to the Imam and receives a flicker of his divine noor (nuqtatut-
noor). The more knowledge a Mumin attains and the more ‘amal he 
performs, his noor increases. 

In the ayat quoted above, the Quran Majeed expresses Allah 
Ta’ala’s pleasure with those who pledged their allegiance and gave 
Misaaq to Rasulullah, under the shade of a tree in Hudaybiyyah, out-
side Makka Mukarramah. After the hijrat to Madina Munawwara, 
Rasulullah returned to Makka six years later to perform Umrah. He 
was stopped at Hudaiybiyyah where he negotiated with the repre-
sentative of the Quresh tribe of Makka to give him safe passage for 
Umrah. As the negotiators left to confer with others in Makka, the 
possibility that they may be returning not by themselves with an an-
swer but instead with an army could not be ruled out. In that tense 
and uncertain time, the relatively small group of people with Rasu-
lullah – 1400 to 1500 according to most reports – renewed their al-
legiance and Misaaq to him. Allah Ta’ala was pleased by the resolve 
of these Mumineen and expressed his pleasure and for this reason 
this Misaaq became known also as bay’at al-ridwan (the Misaaq 
that garnered Allah’s pleasure). Allah Ta’ala bestowed them with 
tranquility (sakeenat) and promised them a clear victory in the near 
future (wa asaabahum fathan qareeba).

As recorded in the kitaabs of Dawat, every Imam and every 
Dai has taken Mumineen’s Misaaq. Every Imam and every Dai has 
renewed the Misaaq after the wafaat of his predecessor.

After the wafaat of 53rd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin RA, his successor the 54th Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS renewed the Misaaq of mumineen on the auspi-
cious day of Mab’as, the day Rasulullah was commanded to call 
people to Islam. It was also an auspicious coincidence that Rasu-

lullah’s Dai took Misaaq under the shade of trees, reminiscent of 
Rasulullah’s bay’at al-ridwan. Sitting in Darus Sakina, Mumineen 
felt the sakeenat that Allah Ta’ala bestowed in their hearts and were 
assured of Allah Ta’ala’s promise of victory.

We offer hamd and shukur to Allah Ta’ala that 1400 years after 
bay’at al-ridwan we gave Misaaq and bay’at to Rasulullah’s Dai, sit-
ting under the shade of a tree in Darus Sakina. By doing so, we gar-
nered the same pleasure (rida) from Allah Ta’ala as those who gave 
bay’at to Rasulullah. With our sincere commitment to Allah Ta’ala 
we were bestowed 
with the same 
tranquility (sa-
keenat) in Darus 
Sakina that the 
muhajireen and 
Ansaar were be-
stowed with. Hav-
ing given Misaaq 
to the Dai al-Haqq, 
we are as assured 
of Allah Ta’ala’s 
promised victory 
as they were.

May Allah 
Ta’ala grant us the 
inspiration and 
strength to remain faithful to our Misaaq and to act upon the com-
mitments that we have pledged to Him. May Allah Ta’ala give long-
est life and Fath-e mubeen to Rasulullah’s Dai – through him we 
have pledged our Misaaq to Imamuz-zaman SA and Allah Ta’ala. 
May Allah grant tawfeeq to those who had given their Misaaq to 
the 52nd Dai Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, to give Misaaq 
to the successor of his successor, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin.

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS takes first misaaq of 
Qutub Khan Bhaisaheb, the grandson of   Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA and grandson of 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA.
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we will enter heaven too. Syedna Fakhruddin recounted when 
Syedna Burhanuddin had stated with great vigour that a Mumin 
cannot doubt if he will go to heaven or not and that if he does 
doubt this, then he is not in fact a Mumin.

3. In the third excerpt, Syedna Fakhruddin narrates the histori-
cal event of Rasullulah’s hijjrat to Medina. With great detail, 
Syedna Fakhruddin explains how Rasullulah made each of the 
Muhajireen (those who traveled to Medina with Rasullulah 
from Mecca) a brother with a local Muslim from the Ansaar, in 
Medina. This ensured that there would be a strong support sys-
tem and brotherhood amongst all members. Syedna Fakhruddin 
explained that Rasullulah paired everyone except Maulana Ali, 
whom he made his own brother and pair. In this excerpt Syedna 
Fakhruddin also recounts the question regarding this histori-
cal event that was asked to Syedna Qutbuddin in sabaq, and 
explains Syedna Qutbuddin’s answer, which at the time made 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin very happy and proud.

4. In the fourth excerpt, Syedna Fakhruddin explains the tawil 
meaning of Rasulullah’s SA said “waiting for the next namaaz.” 
Syedna Fakhruddin explains that after the wafaat of one Dai it 
is necessary to give Misaaq quickly and without delay to his 
successor. Maulana Taher explains that Rasullulah instructed 
those who did salaam to him, to do salaam to Maulana Ali 
immediately afterwards, a sign, according to a bayaan in one 
Dawat kitaab, that Maulana Ali was the waaris of Rasullulah. 
Syedna Fakhrudin explained that similarly, Syedna Burhanuddin 
instructed Mumineen to do salaam to Syedna Qutbuddin im-
mediately after they did salaam to him, also a sign that Syedna 
Qutubddin was the waaris of Syedna Burhauddin.

5.  In the fifth excerpt, Syedna Fakrhuddin explains the meaning 
of “rehmat”, based on a description in Syedna Qadi al-Numan’s 
kitaab. Syedna Fakhruddin explains that the entire universe 
would not have been created if it was not for Rasullullah, and 
just as Rasullulah was the source of rehmat for the Mumineen 
of his time period, in every day and age there is a source of 
rehmat for Mumineen. In every time period, there is an Imam, 

and in his seclusion, 
amongst Mumineen 
there is a Dai. The 
Imam’s faiz and 
ta’yeed is ever flowing 
towards his Dai. Syed-
na narrated in detail 
examples of the faiz 
and ta’yeed that has 
flowed towards Du’at 
Mutlaqeen. Syedna Fakhruddin specifically also expounds on 
the importance of this ta’yeed in the context of nass.

6. In the sixth excerpt, Syedna Fakhruddin states that Rasullu-
lah’s Shariat is truly amazing - it is “samhaa”—it accommo-
dates everything and everything is encompassed in it. Syedna 
explained how Shariat accommodates in namaaz and roza. 
Syedna then narrated in greater detail, how Shariat accom-
modates and shows us how to practice business. He recited 
the verse from the Qur’an, “Allah has made business halaal 
(lawful) and riba (usury/interest) haraam (unlawful).” Maulana 
Taher explained the instructions given by Imam Jafar al Sadiq if 
you have to borrow money, but the lender is not willing to give 
you a loan without charging interest. Mumineen should draw a 
contract, in which the extra which is required to be paid as in-
terest is actually a separate contract of sale. By drawing up this 
kind of contract the process becomes lawful. Syedna compared 
this to the contract of nikah (marriage) which renders halaal an 
act that is otherwise a great sin.

7. In the seventh excerpt, Syedna Fakhruddin stated Rasulullah’s 
philosophy, wisdom and vision for education. Rasullulah said, 
“Seeking knowledge is mandatory (farizat) for each Muslim 
man and each Muslim woman.” Maulana Taher explained that 
in this statement Rasullulah explicitly mentioned both men and 
women. He did not say that men should seek a lot of educa-
tion and women should not, or that they should only seek up 
to a small limit, or that they should only study Home Science. 
The example of Hurratul Malika is awe-inspiring as she was a 
great hujjat of the Imam. She achieved the very highest stations 
in ‘ilm. Syedna Fakhruddin emphasized that girls should seek 
and receive education a good education. He argued that in our 
philosophy there is no glass ceiling for girls and no restriction 
from going into different fields.

The full bayaan mubarak was broadcast live and is available for 
replay using this link. Photos of the program are also published on 
FatemiDawat.com.

On 4mi raat of Shabaan (9th May, Monday), the Chehlum 
night of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, his successor Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus 
Sakina. After Namaaz Syedna Fakhruddin will preside over 
Khatmul Quran and Sadaqallah Majlis in the saya of Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s roza. Mumineen, Muminaat and their children are 
invited for salawaat jaman after Majlis.

Mumimeen mukhliseen who are not able to attend are 
urged to:

 Gather in remembrance of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, 
pray Khatmul Qur’an and hold niyaaz jaman. If it is not possi-
ble to gather, then even in their homes mumineen are advised 
to pray Qur’an and do salawat jaman. No one should forego 
this auspicious day’s barakaat.

Recite qasida mubaraka written by Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 
in remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin (presented on Fatemi-
Dawat.com with Dawat ni zabaan, English translation and 
audio recording).

Recite Dawat ni zabaan marsiya by Shz Dr. Bazat Tahera 
Baisaheba in remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin (present on 
FatemiDawat.com with audio/video recording). 

Announcement & Amal Details

Syedna Qutbuddin RA Chehlum
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Summary: In keeping with the precedents set by previous Dais, 
to maintain the sanctity of the faith and also address issues relating 
to social practice and the law of the land, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 
Saheb says that khafz (khatna - medically known as Clitoral Hood 
Reduction [CHR]) of girls should only be allowed after they attain 
legal adulthood, after which they are free to make their individual de-
cision whether to do the medically, legally and religiously sanctioned 
procedures.

In the early 1900s, the 51st Dai al-Mutlaq His Holiness Dr. 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin Saheb RA—seeing the law of the land and 
the needs of modern society—clarified several temporal traditions 
of the faith. For example, he gave clear instructions to the com-
munity that men and women should be allowed to marry only after 
they reach legal adulthood, even though the faith tradition allows 
them to be married after attaining physical maturity. It goes with-
out saying that these instructions have been continued by the 52nd 
and 53rd Dais, and continue to be given today by the 54th Dai His 
Holiness Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.

Syedna Fakhruddin has always been concerned about pro-
tecting the rights of women and especially girl children in the com-
munity, and wishes to issue this statement now to clear the confu-
sion caused by misguided declarations made by those who have 
usurped control of the community. They have made declarations 
contrary to the faith, limiting the education of girls, forcing a glass 
ceiling on the role women play in society, and undermining the po-
sition they have in a marriage. Women in the community have been 
bringing their plight to Syedna, especially a group of women who 
have recently brought to Syedna’s attention the trauma which girl 
children undergo when circumcision (khafz) is carried out without 
proper medical supervision. 

Amirul Mumineen Molana Ali ibn Abi Talib AS clearly says 

that if the khafz is done then it may be done only after the girl 
reaches the age of seven. Molana Ali AS also says that this pro-
cedure is where part of the ‘clitoral hood’ may be removed, so 
that women would have more pleasure when they are with their 
husbands (as cited in the Daaim ul-Islam of Syedna al-Qadi al-
Nu’man). 

In view of the trauma that many girls undergo, in keeping 
with the law of the land, and following the precedents set by the 
previous Dais, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Saheb says that khafz 
(khatna) of girls should only be allowed after they attain legal 
adulthood, after which they are free to make their individual 
decision whether to do the medically, legally and religiously sanc-
tioned procedures.

The procedure is Clitoral Hood Reduction (CHR), also called 
Clitoral De-Hooding (CDH), or Hoodectomy, which is a medically 
sanctioned procedure, which many women choose to have done in 
many countries including the USA by licensed surgeons. The khafz 
procedure as just explained is analogous to CDH – in contrast, 
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) is a horrific and un-Islamic 
practice and Syedna Fakhruddin condemns it categorically.

Syedna TUS Statement on Khafz (Khatna - CHR)

Khafz should only be done after girl reaches legal adulthood

It is our tradition that we recite surats – especially yaseen, 
doas and qasidas – during ziarat of our Du’aat Kiraam. Syedna 
Burhanuddin RA gave raza mubarak for the publication of “Tas-
beehul Barakatit-tahera” (1385H is the year of Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s wafaat and the numeric value of the name of the hafti 
is also 1385). This hafti was published for Mumineen to pray from 
when they came for the ziarat of Syedna Taher Saifuddin in Rozat 
Tahera. This hafti has been used in Rozat Tahera since that time, 
and continues to be used also after Syedna Burahnuddin’s wafaat.

After Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat, a hafti has similarly been 
published for Syedna Qutbuddin’s ziarat in Darus Sakina with 
the raza mubarak of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin. The historic name 
of the publication is “Sakinatu Tasabeehil Barakatil-qutbiyya” 
(1437H is the year of Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat – and the nu-
meric value of the hafti name is also 1437). Syedna Fakhruddin 
has advised that those who are out of Mumbai or cannot come 
for ziarat should recite the included surats, doas and qasidas with 
the niyyat of Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Syedna Mohammed Burha-
nuddin and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s ziarat. The hafti also 
includes salaams on the 51st, 52nd and the 53rd Dais.

The eBook and PDF version of the hafti, “Sakinatu Tasabee-
hil Barakatil-qutbiyya” are available on FatemiDawat.com

Publications

Hafti for Syedna Qutbuddin’s RA Ziarat
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Janaza Namaaz and Dafan.
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News & Events
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Video Clips presented with English 
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Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

In the wake of 
Ayyamul Barakatil 
Khuldiyya and the 
Janaza of our be-
loved Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin at 
the beginning of Ra-
jab, we present this 
unique Nazaraat 
article. 

When Syedna Taher Saifuddin passed away to the heavenly 
abode in Matheran on the 19th of Rajab, Syedna Burhanuddin sum-
moned Syedna Qutbuddin and singled him out with honors which 
he did not bestow upon anyone else. Only some of these priceless 
nazaraat may be revealed here: 
 Syedna Burhanuddin asked Syedna Qutbuddin to accompany him 

in the car in which he took the Janaza Mubaraka of Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin from Matheran to Saify Mahal.

 Syedna Burhanuddin consulted Syedna Qutbuddin where he 
thought Syedna Taher Saifuddin should be buried. Syedna Qut-
buddin did araz to Burhanuddin Maula that he consider the 
mubarak place of Qasr-e-Husaini for burial, which today is Rozat 
Tahera.

 When Syedna Burhanuddin opened the kafan mubarak to see 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s noorani face for the very last time, he 
summoned only Syedna Qutbuddin to attain this most high honor 
with him.

 As per the amal of Duat Mutlaqeen, Syedna Burhanuddin walked 
behind the Janaza of Syedna Taher Saifuddin as it was carried on 
the shoulders of hundreds of thousands of Mumineen from Saify 

Mahal to Saify Masjid. Burhanuddin Maula tasked Qutbuddin 
Maula to oversee the arrangements. Near Chowpatty, the crowd 
of Mumineen became virtually uncontrollable and the police, out 
of fear, unilaterally decided to put the Janaza in a car. At that 
moment, Qutbuddin Maula stopped them with the niyyat that as 
many Mumineen as possible should attain their most fervent de-
sire of giving shoulder to the Janaza. Amidst the chaos, he organ-
ized the police officers into a ring formation around the Janaza, 
by which they regained control, and were then able to systemati-
cally let in Mumineen for attaining this most holy sharaf.

We are also presenting some unique photographs from Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin’s janaza. 
In one of the photos pre-
sented here the parda of 
baitullah which was draped 
over Syedna Taher Saifud-
din’s Janaza is visible. Just 
the night before Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s dafan, divine 
providence (inayat ilahi-
yah) provided from Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s khazanah the 
most appropriate cloth to drape over the kafan – the very same 
piece of cloth formerly draped over the Kabatullah which was used 
to drape the janaza mubaraka of Syedna Taher Saifuddin.

May Allah give Afzal-ul-Jaza to his Dais, Syedna Taher Saifud-
din and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin and Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin. May their nazaraat from a’la illiyeen continue to flow 
towards their waaris Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, and from him 
towards all Mumineen, Muminaat and their children. Ameen.

Nazaraat & Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s RA Janaaza Mubaraka
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As we observed the 40th day since 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RA wafaat, 
Chehlum, our sorrow was renewed. We re-
membered that it was less than two and a 
half years ago that we mourned the wafaat 
of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA.

Yet, this is the reality of life. In the 
Quran Majeed Allah Ta’ala addresses Ra-
sulullah SA and plainly states, “you will die 
and they will die” (innaka mayyitun wa in-
nahum mayyitun – Surat al-Zumar: 30). To 
come to terms with the death of any loved 
one is painful. How can we learn to come to 
terms with the wafaat of Syedna – the nai’b 
of the Imam, our guide, our spiritual father?

Each Imam, and in his seclusion each 
Dai, will only appoint one who is [exactly] 
like him (la yuqimu illa mislahu). This con-
tinuation of succession is fundamental to 
the survival of Dawat and its heritage of 
knowledge. It is the basis of the fundamen-
tal promise that, at all times, Mumineen will 
have divine guidance. Allah Ta’ala’s justice 
necessitates this continuation. Highlighting 
this point, Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA said 
while describing his successor Syedna Mo-
hammed Burhanuddin in one of his qasidas 
that, “this young man is me.”

In our present context, this becomes 
all the more relevant: each Imam and Dai 
only appoints one who is like him, because 
otherwise the sorrow of a Dai’s loss would 
be impossible to overcome.

After Rasulullah, despite the turmoil 
that ensued, the Shi’a found solace in Amir-
ul Mumineen’s SA presence among them. 

After Syedna Burhanuddin’s wafaat, 
despite the turmoil that ensued, Mumineen 
found solace in Syedna Qutbuddin. 

Now, as we come to terms with Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s wafaat, our only solace is that 
we have in Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, 
one who is like him. Syedna Fakhruddin is 
indeed a young Syedna Qutbuddin.

Syedna Qutbuddin’s ‘ilm (knowledge) 
has been inherited by Syedna Fakhruddin. 
The compassion and care that Syedna Qut-
buddin had for Mumineen, is now espoused 
by Syedna Fakhruddin. The resolve that 
Syedna Qutbuddin had to establish Imam-
uz-zaman’s Dawat, is now carried by Syed-
na Fakhruddin. 

Chehlum is in one sense a day of fare-
well (wada’). Syedna Qutbuddin’s memories 
will always remain and his presence will al-
ways be missed. However, his successor is a 

living testament to Syedna Qutbuddin’s life. 
May Allah Ta’ala sanctify Syedna Qutbud-
din’s ruh mubarak in a’la iliyyeen, the high-
est levels of Jannat. May Allah Ta’ala grant 
longest life to his successor Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin. And may Allah Ta’ala grant sa-
bar and solace to Mumineen on the loss of 
their beloved father.
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Finding Solace

(Surat Yousuf: 18)
Patience is Fitting.
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This week we are pleased to present audios and PDFs of qasidas and marsiyas in remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin RA.

Qasidas & Marsiyas

Compilation of Selected Qasidas & Marsiyahs in Remembrance of 
Syedna Qutbuddin RA

Marsiya in rememberance of Syedna Qutbuddin 
by Shz Dr Husain Bhaisaheb 

Qasida in rememberance of Syedna Qutbuddin 
by Shz Dr Aziz Bhaisaheb 

Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara 
by Shzd Dr Tahera Baisaheba 

Dil ni dharkan Khuzaima Khuzaima 
by Shzd Dr Tahera Baisaheba 

Noor rupala suhaamna, Maula Qutbul huda 
by Shzd Dr Saifiyah Baisaheba 

Qutbedeen ni itni ne’am chhe 
by Shzd Dr Saifiyah Baisaheba 

Ghana yaad aaway chhe Bawaaji saheb 
by Shzd Fatema Baisaheba 

Qutbedeen guzri gaya 
by Shzd Arwa Baisaheba 

Maula Khuzaima sheh Qutbedeen 
by Shzd Aamenah Baisaheba 

Maula Khuzaima Qutbedeen 
by Qutub Khan Bhaisaheb

Syedna Fakhruddin presided over Khatmul 
Quran Majlis and recited Sadaqallah every night 
until Chehlum. On 4mi raat of Shabaan (9th May, 
Monday), the Chehlum night of Syedna Khuzai-
ma Qutbuddin RA, his successor Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS led Maghrib Isha Namaaz in 
Darus Sakina. After Namaaz Syedna Fakhruddin 
presided over Khatmul Quran and Sadaqallah Ma-
jlis in the saya of Syedna Qutbuddin’s roza.

This week we present the video of Shz Dr 
Aziz Bhaisaheb’s heart rending speech, in which 
he recalled and recollected Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
countless blessings. He narrated the events sur-
rounding Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat, and did zikr 
of the shaan of Syedna Qutbuddin’s successor, 
Syedna Fakhruddin. Through his numerous ac-
counts of shukr and sabr, Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb’s 
speech caused each Mumin’s eyes to be filled 

with tears and uplifted their souls by sharing mem-
ories of Syedna Qutbuddin. 

Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb began his speech by 
quoting a verse from Syedna Fakhruddin’s qasida, 
and he said that the rains of divine barakaat pour 
down on Syedna Qutbuddin’s qabr mubarak. He 
then quoted the ayat, “remember God, as you re-
member your father – if not more (Surat al-Baqara: 
200)…”

Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb then elaborated on many 
of Syedna Qutbuddin’s shanaat. In Africa, Mumi-
neen did araz to Syedna Taher Saifuddin that when 
Syedna Qutbuddin came to their town it was as if 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin himself had graced their 
city. Syedna Taher Saifuddin told them, “didn’t I 
tell you I would come again?” Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb 
reflected, “although I have not seen Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin myself, today I can tell you that we have 

News & Events
Syedna Qutbuddin RA Chehlum & Shehzada Dr Aziz bhaisaheb Speech Video, 
Highlights and Photos
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all seen and experienced Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin…”

Then Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb 
reflected on the fact that Syedna 
Qutbuddin always prayed for mum-
ineen and bestowed doa mubarak. 
He narrated some anecdotes from 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s and 
Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din’s zaman. Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb 
reminded Mumineen that Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin also said in Lailatul 
Qadar “Khuzaima ni doa mustajab 
che.” Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb contin-
ued and said that the night of Chehlum is a night of shukr, especial-
ly for this doa we received. With great sorrow he said, “The voice 
of Syedna Qutbuddin’s doa still echo’s in my ears…”

Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb recounted that Syedna Fakhruddin stated 
in his bayaan just as Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed’s time as Dai was 
a few years, similarly Syedna Qutbuddin’s time as Dai was a few 
years. But Syedna Qutbuddin’s each day was equal to another’s life-
time, and his life time was equivalent to an era. In his speech, Shz 
Aziz Bhaisaheb narrated a few incidents in which Syedna Qutbud-
din’s shaan was manifest…

Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb then narrated with very personal detail 
the events surrounding Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat on 23 Jamadil 
Ukhra, Syedna Ismail Badruddin’s urus night. He drew many paral-

lels between Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s wafaat and Syedna Qutbud-
din’s wafaat…

Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb explained that our sabar is grounded 
in the fact that Syedna Qutbuddin has left his successor, Syedna 
Fakhruddin, who is exactly like him. Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb prayed 
that just as we did khidmat of Syedna Qutbuddin that we may today 
be able to do Syedna Fakhruddin’s khidmat. He prayed for Busa-
heba who was at Syedna Qutbuddin’s side for over 50 years, and 
that she may be able to do sabar. Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb prayed that 
may we always receive Syedna Qutbuddin’s nazaraat and may we 
always have the wealth of his remembrance. He prayed that we can 
live by the lessons he taught us.

Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb ended his bayaan and said that some say 
that the 4th of Shabaan, 
(the day of Chehlum), 
is also the birth date 
of Imam Husain. He 
prayed the shahadat of 
Imam Husain and led 
Mumineen in matam of 
Ya Husain.

Click here to view the 
full video of his speech.
Click here to view photos of the majlis and ziarat on FatemiDawat.

On Lailatul Me’raj, Rajab 27mi raat (2nd May, Monday) 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS led Maghrib Isha Namaaz and 
Washeq in Darus Sakina, Thane, followed by Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin RA Khatmul Quran majlis. In a heartrending wasila 
Syedna beseeched doa for all mumineen.

On Tuesday afternoon, Rajab 27 1437H/ May 3 2016, Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin presided over Mab’as day Majlis at 4pm in 
Darus Sakina, Thane and performed bayaan mubarak. The flow 
of Imamuz-zaman’s SA ta’yeed was manifest in the bayaan. The 
heritage of the ‘ilm of the 51st, 52nd and 53rd Dai was apparent 
in every sentence. After bayaan mubarak, Syedna Fakhruddin took 
Misaaq of Mumineen on the mubarak occasion of Mab’as Day.

We are pleased to present 7 short clips from the waaz in 
which Syedna did bayaan about the following: 1) Praying the kali-
mah with sincerity, 2) Meaning of the word “Mumin”, 3) Rasul-
lulah’s hijrat to Medina, 4) The taawil meaning of “waiting for the 
next namaaz”, 5) The meaning of “rehmat”, 6) Shariat samhaa 
- and its implications on business, 7) Rasullulah’s philosophy and 
vision of education.

The full bayaan mubarak was broadcast live and is available 
for replay using this link. Photos of the program are also published 
on FatemiDawat.com.

Syedna TUS Mab’as Waaz & First Misaq - Highlights & Selected Video Clips 
presented with English and Arabic translation subtitles

Summary: In keeping with the precedents set by previous Dais, 
to maintain the sanctity of the faith and also address issues relating 
to social practice and the law of the land, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 
Saheb says that khafz (khatna - medically known as Clitoral Hood 
Reduction [CHR]) of girls should only be allowed after they attain 
legal adulthood, after which they are free to make their individual de-
cision whether to do the medically, legally and religiously sanctioned 

procedures.
In the early 1900s, the 51st Dai al-Mutlaq His Holiness Dr. 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin Saheb RA—seeing the law of the land and 
the needs of modern society—clarified several temporal traditions 
of the faith. For example, he gave clear instructions to the com-
munity that men and women should be allowed to marry only after 
they reach legal adulthood, even though the faith tradition allows 

Syedna TUS Statement on Khafz (Khatna - CHR)

Khafz should only be done after girl reaches legal adulthood
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Publications
Syedna Hafti for Syedna Qutbuddin’s 

RA Ziarat
Click here to read more

News & Events
Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya – Syedna 
TUS First Waaz Highlights & Selected 

Video Clips presented with English 
translation - subtitles

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

them to be married after attaining physical maturity. It goes with-
out saying that these instructions have been continued by the 52nd 
and 53rd Dais, and continue to be given today by the 54th Dai His 
Holiness Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.

Syedna Fakhruddin has always been concerned about pro-
tecting the rights of women and especially girl children in the com-
munity, and wishes to issue this statement now to clear the confu-
sion caused by misguided declarations made by those who have 
usurped control of the community. They have made declarations 
contrary to the faith, limiting the education of girls, forcing a glass 
ceiling on the role women play in society, and undermining the po-
sition they have in a marriage. Women in the community have been 
bringing their plight to Syedna, especially a group of women who 
have recently brought to Syedna’s attention the trauma which girl 
children undergo when circumcision (khafz) is carried out without 
proper medical supervision. 

Amirul Mumineen Molana Ali ibn Abi Talib AS clearly says 
that if the khafz is done then it may be done only after the girl 
reaches the age of seven. Molana Ali AS also says that this proce-
dure is where part of the ‘clitoral hood’ may be removed, so that 
women would have more pleasure when they are with their hus-
bands (as cited in the Daaim ul-Islam of Syedna al-Qadi al-Nu’man). 

In view of the trauma that many girls undergo, in keeping 

with the law of the land, and following the precedents set by the 
previous Dais, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Saheb says that khafz 
(khatna) of girls should only be allowed after they attain legal 
adulthood, after which they are free to make their individual de-
cision whether to do the medically, legally and religiously sanc-
tioned procedures.

The procedure is Clitoral Hood Reduction (CHR), also called 
Clitoral De-Hooding (CDH), or Hoodectomy, which is a medically 
sanctioned procedure, which many women choose to have done in 
many countries including the USA by licensed surgeons. The khafz 
procedure as just explained is analogous to CDH – in contrast, 
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) is a horrific and un-Islamic 
practice and Syedna Fakhruddin condemns it categorically.
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On the 17th of Shabaan 1385 (10th 

December 1965), Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin RA took the first Misaq of 
Mumineen as the 52nd Dai al-Mutlaq. In the 
Majlis in Saify Masjid, Syedna Burhanuddin 
RA delivered bayaan before the recitation of 
the Ahdul-Awliya’ ibarat. In this bayaan he 
publicly appointed Syedna Khuzaima Qut-
buddin RA as his Mazoon, referring to him 
thrice as his “most beloved son.”

In the bayaan, Syedna Burhanuddin 
prayed for himself and said, 

“May Allah Ta’ala grant me aid in 
all matters. Just as my father Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin – with what shaan he per formed 
khidmat – I am his son, I beseech his wasila 
and pray, and I beseech Imamuz zaman’s 
wasila and pray, May Allah Ta’ala grant me 
aid in all matters and himmat and ta’yeed. 
It is a great khidmat – may I continue to do 
it according to the wishes of Imamuz zaman. 

And may I continue to do khidmat of Ima-
muz zaman till the end of my life (anay mari 
zindagi na tamaam lag mein Imamuz za-
man ni khidmat karu) May I sacrifice my 
soul for Imamuz zaman.”

In the same bayaan, after appoint-
ing Syedna Qutbuddin as his Mazoon and 
referring to him as, “the one whose name 
was most loved by Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
RA” and also as his (Syedna Burhanuddin’s) 
“most beloved son,” Syedna Burhanuddin 
said,

“So I Mumluku Aale Mohammed, ad-
vise my most beloved son (al-waladul ahabb) 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin: [you must] continue 
to serve the Dawat with ikhlas, just as Maul-
ana Taher Saifuddin has taught you, in that 
manner until the end of [your] life continue 
to serve.” (Dawat ni khidmat ikhlaas na 
saath karta rehjo, jem Maulana Taher 
Saifuddin ye tasawwur aapi che, ye mis-

sal ikhlaas na saath zindagi na tamaam 
lag khidmat karta rehjo).

The similarity between the words 
used by Syedna Burhanuddin RA for him-
self and then for his Mansoos and Mazoon 
is remarkable. While Syedna Burhanuddin 
advised other hudood to do khidmat and 
prayed for them in this Majlis, he used the 
same words “zindagi na tamaam lag” only 
for himself and his Mansoos and Mazoon 
Syedna Qutbuddin. 
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Best of Beginnings & Best of Endings 
- Syedna Burhanuddin’s RA Do’a for 
himself and for his Mansoos & 
Mazoon on 17th Shabaan

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA

Our beginnings were the best of beginnings by them – our Imams. And by them we pray for 
the best of endings.



Syedna Qutbuddin’s life was a manifesta-
tion of this doa. For nearly 53 years he served 
Dawat according to the tasawwur given by 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin and according to the 
advice of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin, till 
the end of his life (zindagi na tamaam lag). 

The audio of Syedna Burhanuddin’s 
memorable and meaningful prayer for him-
self and for Syedna Qutbuddin is presented on 
Fatemidawat.com.

On the occasion of the 53rd anniversary 
of Syedna Qutbuddin’s appointment, we re-
member and reflect upon the unparalleled kh-
idmat of Syedna Qutbuddin with ikhlaas and 
sincerity to the very end of his life. May Allah 
Ta’ala grant us the inspiration and strength to 
follow his example and serve Dawat and Dai 
till the end of our lives. May Allah Ta’ala give 
longest life in full health to Syedna Qutbud-
din’s successor, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.
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On the 27th of Rajab 1437H in the Mab’as Majlis, the Majlis 
in which Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS took the first Misaq of 
Mumineen, Shehzada Dr. Husain bhaisaheb recited in captivating 
tajweed the beginning of Surat al-Fath.

He aptly ended the 
recitation with this ayat: 
“Verily those who plight 
their fealty to thee do no 
less than plight their fealty 
to Allah: the Hand of Al-
lah is over their hands: then 
anyone who violates his 
oath, does so to the harm 
of his own soul, and anyone 
who fulfils what he has cov-
enanted with Allah,- Allah 
will soon grant him a great 

Reward. (Surat al-Fath: 10 – innallazina yubay’unaka innama 
yubayi’una-Allah…).” 

A video of the recitation is presented on FatemiDawat.com.

Quran Majeed Video

Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb 
Tajweed Recitation of the beginning of 
Surat al-Fath

17th Shabaan 1385H – Syedna Burhanuddin RA Bayan Audio Excerpt
The Appointment of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA (From Sijill 68)

50 years ago on the 17th of Shabaan 1385H (10 December 
1965), Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA took the first Misaaq 
as Dai-l-Mutlaq in Saifee Masjid, Mumbai. In the bayaan before the 
Misaaq, Syedna Burhanuddin appointed his brother, Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin, as his Mazoon. Earlier Syedna Burhanuddin ap-
pointed Syedna Qutbuddin as his Mansoos in private and gave him 
the ruby ring that Syedna Taher Saifuddin had given him when he 
appointed him….

…We are pleased to present (once again) the audio of Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA publicly appointing Syedna Qutbud-
din TUS as his Mazoon, and indicating to men of learning that he 
was also his Mansoos, on 17th of Shabaan 1385. This three minute 
audio excerpt from Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin’s RA bayaan 
on 17 Shabaan 1385H (December 1965) appears to have been 
edited before it has been entered into evidence by Shehzada Mu-
faddal bhaisaheb Saifuddin. The photo slideshow has been created 
by FatemiDawat.com. Presented below is a translated transcript of 
the bayaan excerpt.

Click here to view the video and to read the English transla-
tion of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin’s waaz excerpt. Click here 
to read the Sijill Article 18 by Shz Dr Aziz Bhaisaheb, What Did 
Syedna Burhanuddin Want? 17 Shabaan 1385H.

Media Coverage of Syedna TUS Statement 
on Khafz (Khatna - CHR)

Khafz should only be done after girl 
reaches legal adulthood

A number of promi-
nent newspapers reported 
on Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din’s TUS statement on the 
Khafz. The following is a 
selection of articles that ap-
peared in English and Gu-
jarati newspapers including 
the Times of India, Mid-Day, 
the Free Press Journal and 
others.

This is the summary of 
Syedna’s statement published two weeks ago on FatemiDawat.
com:

In keeping with the precedents set by previous Dais, to 
maintain the sanctity of the faith and also address issues relating 
to social practice and the law of the land, Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din Saheb says that khafz (khatna - medically known as Clitoral 
Hood Reduction [CHR]) of girls should only be allowed after they 
attain legal adulthood, after which they are free to make their 
individual decision whether to do the medically, legally and reli-
giously sanctioned procedures.
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Announcement & Amal Details
Shabbaraat - Thumm Washeq

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 
TUS will lead Maghrib Isha and 
Thum Washeq Namaaz on 15mi 
raat of Shabaan (Friday evening, 
20th May) in Bakersfield, Cali-
fornia. 

In Mumbai, Shehzada Dr. 
Abdeali bhaisaheb will lead 

Maghrib Isha and Thum Washeq Namaaz on 15mi raat of Shabaan 
(Friday evening, 20th May) at Darus Sakina, Thane. Mumineen are 
invited for Salawaat Jaman after namaaz.

It is indeed an effort and a task 
to pray the 15th raat washeq. To stand 
straight and focus on ‘ibaadat for so 
long. The washeq is a manifestation of 
the effort required to stand firm in the 
walaayat and taa’at of Awliyaa’ullah 
and their Hudood. Distractions in this 
world are many; but what is most im-
portant is that we face the Masjid-e-
Haraam, the Ka’ba with our bodies 
and the Imam with our soul – and 
stand firm in our commitment and belief of the Imam’s Dai. He is 
our path to the Imam. He is our path to salvation.

It is also worth noting, at a time when Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
enemies are attacking the very position of ‘Mazoon’ to try and 
discredit the veracity of Syedna Burhanuddin’s RA Mazoon and 
Mansoos, that the position of Mazoon is one of the 14 Hudood 
which are signified in the Shabbaraat washeq, alongside the Dai. 
This is but one example in which the position of the Mazoon is 
established as among the Hudood who lead to the Oneness of the 
Almighty and the straight path. A position that we have been rec-
ognizing in the Misaaq for hundreds of years and been acknowl-
edging through so many of our actions in ‘ibaadat, such as the 
15th raat washeq. Those who did not accept Syedna Burhanud-
din’s Mazoon in his lifetime have gone astray. Those who do not 
believe Syedna Burhanuddin’s Mazoon after his wafaat, are truly 
misguided. The praying of the thum washeq without recognizing, 
believing and trusting the Hudood that its 14 rak’ats signify is 
indeed pointless. 

Click here to read about the significance and meaning of 
15mi raat and Thumm washeq. Maulana Ali SA has said that the 
eve of the 15th of Shaban is one of the four most auspicious nights 
in the year: eve of the 27th of Rajab (Me’raj ni raat), 15th Shaban 
(Shabbaraat), the night of Eid-ul-Fitar and the night of Eid-ul-Adha 
(lailatul Qadar is on a different level by itself)…

Shabbaraat

h  ashe   sta  fir  as a 
pillar (thumm) in our commitment to 
this Dawat (From Sijill 17)

Mumineen who cannot attend are urged to follow these amal 
details:

 Pray Maghrib, Isha namaz (also sunnat and nafelat)
 Pray 14 rakaat Washeq (niyyat posted on FatemiDawat.com)
 In each rakaat pray Surat al-Hamd 14 times, Surat Qulhuwa-

allahu Ahad 14 times, Surat Qul-a’uzu birabbil falaq 14 
times, Surat Qul a’uzu bi rabbin-naas 14 times, and pray 
Ayatul-Kursi once.

 Pray Shabbarat Doa (translation and PDF posted on Fatemi-
Dawat.com)

 Pray Sajadawajhi doa (PDF posted on FatemiDawat.com)
 Listen to wasila mubaraka by Maulana Qutbuddin RA from 

1406H in which he lead namaaz on this auspicious night in 
Masjid-e-Kufa, Najaf-e-Ashraf, Iraq (audio posted on Fatemi-
Dawat.com)

Allah, bestower of favors (no one bestows favors on you!), full of 
majesty and splendor, resplendent with kindness and generosity! There 
is no God but you. O support for seekers of sanctuary! O haven for 
seekers of refuge! O protector of those who scream for help! O He 
answerer of the prayer of the helpless! O helper of the oppressed! O 
shelter for seekers of asylum! O most merciful of the merciful! 

Allah, if you have written me down in the Mother of the Book 
that is with you as a wretch and destitute, erase from me the label of 
destitution and wretchedness. And write me down instead as blissful 
and wealthy. Allah, if you have written me down in the Mother of the 
Book that is with you as deprived, one whose sustenance is slashed, 
erase my deprivation and the slashing of my sustenance.

For you have said in your Noble Book, that you revealed to your 
Prophet Muhammad, Allah’s blessings on him and his progeny—“Allah 
erases what he wills, and writes down what he wills, for the Mother of 
the Book is with him” (Quran, Ra’d: 39).

You have also said—and you are the most truthful of speakers—
‘My mercy encompasses all things’ (modified from Quran, A’raf:156). 

Encompass me with your mercy, O most merciful of the merciful!

Doa translation (From Sijill 17)
This is a translation of the doa that is prayed after the 15mi 
raat washeq (translation by Shzd Dr Bazat Tahera baisaheba): 
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Syedna Qutbuddin RA Chehlum & Shehzada Aziz bhaisaheb Speech Video, High-
lights and Photos

Syedna Fakhruddin presided over Khatmul Quran Majlis 
and recited Sadaqallah every night until Chehlum. On 4mi raat of 
Shabaan (9th May, Monday), the Chehlum night of Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin RA, his successor Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS 
led Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina. After Namaaz Syedna 
Fakhruddin presided over Khatmul Quran and Sadaqallah Majlis in 
the saya of Syedna Qutbuddin’s roza.

Last week we presented the video of Shz Dr Aziz Bhaisa-
heb’s heart rending speech, in which he recalled and recollected 
Syedna Qutbuddin’s countless blessings. He narrated the events 
surrounding Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat, and did zikr of the shaan 
of Syedna Qutbuddin’s successor, Syedna Fakhruddin. Through 
his numerous accounts of shukr and sabr, Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb’s 
speech caused each Mumin’s eyes to be filled with tears and up-
lifted their souls by sharing memories of Syedna Qutbuddin.

Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb began his speech by quoting a verse 
from Syedna Fakhruddin’s qasida, and he said that the rains of 
divine barakaat pour down on Syedna Qutbuddin’s qabr mubarak. 
He then quoted the ayat, “remember God, as you remember your 
father – if not more (Surat al-Baqara: 200)…”

Click here to read the full summary of the speech and to view 
photos of the majlis.

Click here to view the full video of Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb’s speech.

News & Events

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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Syedna Hafti for Syedna Qutbuddin’s 

RA Ziarat
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News & Events
Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya – Syedna 
TUS First Waaz Highlights & Selected 
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translation - subtitles

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more
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Updates

Sijill Article
Shari’at Samhaa’ – Liberal & Accom-
modating

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyi-
bi Doctrine
Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in Sim-
ple Terms

Media Coverage
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Interview in 

Mumbai Mirror 22nd May 2016

Quran Majeed Video
Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Tajweed 
Recitation of the beginning of Surat 

al-Fath

Rasulullah’s SA Shari’at is not simply 
about prayer and fasting, it is an all-encom-
passing holistic way of life. His Shari’at is 
Samhaa’ – liberal, accommodating and flex-
ible —it recognizes and accommodates con-
ditions that may arise in life. It prescribes 
prayer but allows one who is ill to pray 
whilst sitting. It prescribes fasting but al-
lows one who is ill to compensate the fasts 
later. These are but a few examples.

Similarly, Shari’at is liberal, accommo-
dating, and flexible in the context of worldly 
affairs. The Quran Majeed says “…they say, 
‘trade is like usury’ [but] Allah has made 
trade lawful (halaal) and has made usury 
(riba – interest) unlawful (haraam)” (Surat 
al-Baqara: 275). If one is in a situation where 
he has to take a loan from someone but the 
lender is not willing to give the loan with-
out charging interest, what should he do? 
Imam Ja’farus Sadiq AS says that in such a 
case, for the portion that he has to pay as 

interest, he should enter into a purchase and 
sale contract. Some argued that this was 
simply a loophole. The Imam answered that 
on the contrary, “how good is fleeing from 
haraam to halaal” (ne’mash-shay’ul firaaru 
minal haraame ilal halaal).

Our Imams and Du’aat – including 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna Mo-
hammed Burhanuddin RA – have entered 
into such transactions. They have received 
loans with such contracts and even given 
loans with such contracts. Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin referred to this in his testimony in 
the Gulla case, even giving examples of his 
predecessors in office who have also done 
so.

As his predecessors did, Syedna Mo-
hammed Burhanuddin forbade interest and 
encouraged business. His zamaan was one 
of sa’aadat and prosperity in which he en-
couraged qarzan hasana. He did not forbid 
the application of the contract shown by 

Imam Ja’farus Sadiq. He never would forbid 
it as it was prescribed by the Imam. The Dai 
is the protector of the Imam’s Shari’at and 
it is his responsibility to guide Mumineen to-
wards it and show how to abide by it in an 
ever changing world. 

During Syedna Burhanuddin’s time 
there were those who stopped Mumineen 
from escaping to halaal from haraam. The 
identity and agenda of these people became 
clear after Syedna Burhanuddin’s wafaat.

Syedna Qadi al-Nu’man refers to this 
ayat in Da’aimul Islam: “they take their 
priests and their ruhbaan to be their lords 
and not Allah” (Surat al-Tawba: 31). Then 
on the authority of Imam Ja’farus Sadiq he 
says, “they did not pray to these “priests” 
nor fast for them. But these “priests” made 
what was haraam into halaal, and the peo-
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Shari’at Samhaa’ – 
Liberal & Accommodating
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Hire

Trade contracts

HARAAM HALAAL
Shariat shows buy-sell and 

other instrucments which can 
neutralize interest

Surat al-Baqara: 275

that is because they say, ‘Trade is like usury’: God has permitted trade, and forbidden usury.
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ple following them acted as if it was halaal. And these “priests” 
made what was halaal into haram, and the people following them 
acted as if it was haraam.”

While these “priests” change halaal into haraam, the true 
guardian of the Shari’at, the Dai of the Imam, shows Mumineen 
how to escape from haraam into halaal. 

We are pleased to present this week a series of questions and 
answers based on the research undertaken by Shehzada Dr Abdeali 
Bhaisaheb Qutbuddin for his PhD thesis on the Principles of Fatimid 
Tayyibi Finance. In 2003, his research and thesis was undertaken 
with the raza and doa mubarak of Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din. As the title implies, in his thesis he has outlined the principles 
of Fatimid Tayyibi finance and has shown how they apply to present 
day financial institutions and instruments. 

Several easy to understand articles and documents, distilled 
from this thesis, will be prepared and published so they are accessi-
ble to Mumineen and that they may use them to avail of the financial 

facilities available in today’s world while remaining within the realm 
of halaal. 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS referred to this thesis in his 
bayaan on the Mab’as day in the context of Shari’at being samhaa’ 
and accommodating (click here to view the excerpt). As the guard-
ian of Rasulullah’s Shari’at and as the Dai of the Imam who is en-
trusted with the duty to guide Mumineen, Syedna Fakhruddin has 
instructed that this thesis is published in a manner that is easily ac-
cessible to Mumineen and which they can refer to if the need arises. 

We offer praise and thanks to Allah Ta’ala for the guidance 
of his Rasul, his Imams and their Du’aat, especially Daiz-zamaan. 
Through him 1400 years after its revelation, we abide by Shari’at in 
our lives – in our prayers, in our fasting and in our trade. May Allah 
Ta’ala give Mumineen the tawfeeq and strength to live by the pre-
scriptions of Shari’at and garner divine grace. May Allah Ta’ala give 
longest life to our guide, Dai of our Imam, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin.

A selection of ideas from the Ph.D thesis submitted to the 
University of Manchester by Shehzada Dr.Abdeali Bhaisaheb ibn 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin Saheb (RA). The guidance given by 
Imams and Dais through the ages according to the principles of Sha-
riat and the need of the hour. (The Ph.D was completed in 2003 with 
the raza and doa Mubarak of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA).

You have been a devout follower of Syedna Mohammed Burha-
nuddin RA, who said that riba (interest) was haram and exhorted 
mumineen to follow the guidance of the Imams and Dais. 

You are a Dawoodi Bohra who, following the passing away 
of Syedna Burhanuddin RA, is being misguided by the few control-
ling the many. You have been traumatised by the words ‘bank loan’ 
and ‘insurance’ used by them. You have been compelled to liquidate 
your equity investments by them. You have probably even been re-
ported against for investments in companies, a practice started by 
them. This document is for you. 

We have a fundamental argument to start this document with. 
Something that will get you to sit straight, focus and cut out all 
the distraction for the next 12 minutes (the time taken to read this 
provocative document). We believe that our deen has an answer to 
every problem. Every complex issue faced by man. Every technical 
subtlety of our lives. Every answer to the transmigration of the soul. 
What we should do if we miss a fast. What we should do if we miss 
a couple of lines in namaaz. How we should seek forgiveness if we 
err. Except one thing. Except how we may borrow in a righteous 

(halaal) way? How is that possible.
So now that we have your attention and excitement, it might 

be the right time to start with a brief quiz. 
Would you know that the Fatimid Imam Ja’far al-Sadiq AS ap-

proved a device (Ina) that permitted lenders to add an element of 
sale in their contracts and in this way convert their interest charg-
es to profit payments in keeping within the moral and technical 
bounds of Fatimi Tayyibi law? 

Would you know that in the early seventeenth century India, 
the Fatimi Tayyibi scholar Syedi Aminji bin Jalal recorded the Da’i 
al-Mutlaq’s decree on a hundi, a prevalent form of credit note? 

Would you know that the 45th Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Tyeb Zai-
nuddin RA dealt with the insurance contract in the early nineteenth 
century? 

Would you know that 51st Da’i al-Mutlaq, the venerable Syed-
na Taher Saifuddin RA made a number of far-seeing decrees on 
financial phenomena (bank credit, equity shares and government 
bonds) that were emerging for the first time ever? 

We presume that answer to each of these questions was ‘No.’ 
We won’t get into how and why these basic principles of Fa-

timi Tayyibi finance got distorted or removed from the collective 
understanding of the community (just yet). 

However, what we will get into is what the Fatimi Tayyibi law 
states on riba (interest) and gharar (undue speculation). Riba and 
gharar are prohibited in Fatimi Tayyibi law for three reasons. One, 
to prevent exploitation of the weak and needy, Two, to protect par-
ties in the negotiation process. Three, to prevent fraud. 

Fatimi Tayyibi law views riba as potentially repressive. And 
gharar as excessively risky and speculative. So Fatimi Tayyibi law 
did something effective to make these practical and functional. It 
neutralised gharar in some cases. It introduced free mutual consent 
into the contract. It protected contract sanctity and promoted eq-
uity. Subtle but transformational. 

The result: Fatimi Tayyibi law permitted a generous applica-
tion of free will, mutual consent and prescribed devices (subject to 
equity and the larger good) into financial practices.

With the objective to transform what was perceived as limit-
ing into something liberating.

Small change. Wide impact. 

Click here to read the full article on FatemiDawat.com

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know about Complex Islamic Finance in Simple Terms
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In an exclusive interview to Mumbai Mirror, Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din TUS presented his vision to bring about positive change in the 
Dawoodi Bohra community in order “to liberate the community 
from oppressive practices…to get the community to what it always 
was - forward-looking…to extend our community from the self-
ishly insular to the expansively integrated…where we are not seen 
as takers but givers…where we are not seen as clannish but as cata-
lysts of a society of progress.”
This is the full-text of the landmark interview:

‘I WANT TO FREE COMMUNITY FROM OPPRESSIVE 
 PRACTICES’ 

Exclusive Interview
SYEDNA TAHER FAKHRUDDIN
By Pramila Bhat

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin, the claimant to the position of the 54th 
spiritual leader of the Dawoodi Bohra community, is a modern man 
engaged in the challenging assignment to transform the face of a 
conventional community. 
He brings to his job an out-of-the-box approach: boarding school 
education in Australia, practicing agriculturist in California and 
founder of a consistently profitable hedge fund in the USA on the 
one hand and deep training in Islamic sciences, Fatimid philosophy 
and MA in Arabic literature from London University’s prestigious 
School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) on the other. 
His father Khuzaima Qutbuddin, who passed away in the US in 
March, was locked in a bitter succession battle with his nephew, 
Syedna Mufaddal Saifuddin, who took over as the 53rd Dai al-Mut-
laq in 2014. Taher Fakhruddin has not only taken up the mantle 
from his father, but is also continuing to fight the succession battle 
at the Bombay High Court. 
Syedna Fakhruddin combines Islamic traditions with applicability, 
bringing to his office renewed energy and vitality. A vocal advo-
cate of plurality and tolerance, he professes that the only way for 
Muslims (and devotee for any community) to play a greater role is 
to go out, get your hands dirty and make a positive difference for 
the world at large.
You made a landmark statement a week ago on how female 
genital mutilation was ‘horrific’ and ‘un-Islamic’. Is this a major 
shift in stance?
Leadership is about providing practical solutions to real-life prob-
lems without compromising principles. That is what I did: protected 
girls from the trauma and left it to the conscious decision of adults 
to decide whether to have this ‘khafz’ procedure conducted, which 
is different from the un-Islamic and horrific female genital mutila-
tion.
You used the word ‘un-Islamic?
Absolutely, since the practice of ‘khafz’ is not intended to dis-
empower women, but is an elective procedure intended to - and 
I quote from our ancient texts - ‘provide more pleasure to women 
when they are with their husbands.’ This is akin to medically and le-
gally sanctioned procedures which many women of different faiths 
and communities choose to undergo. I must reiterate that there is 
no compulsion in faith, and a religious leader must be dynamic to 
read the scriptures and interpret them appropriately to maintain the 
sanctity and relevance of the faith in rapidly evolving times. And 
it is at such junctures that the compassionate face of Islam - ‘re-

hmat’ as it is called in the Quran - needs to be emphasised and 
restored. 
This decision appears to be indicative of a direction that you have 
defined for yourself and the community.
It is definitely indicative of a priority. A priority to liberate the com-
munity from oppressive practices. A priority to get the community 
to what it always was - forward-looking. A priority to extend our 
community from the selfishly insular to the expansively integrated. 
A priority where we are not seen as takers but givers. A priority 
where we are not seen as clannish but as catalysts of a society of 
progress.
How much of a change is the administration - that is you - 
likely to kickstart in the first place?
Good question. Over the last few years, there has been a complete 
murder of governance within the Bohra community. A handful of 
extreme elements in the community have made money and power 
their achievement index over piety and knowledge. They worked 
from the shadows but following the passing away of the 52nd 
Syedna in 2014 they finally came out in the open to oppose my 
father, who had been the 52nd Syedna’s deputy for 50 years. My 
father Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin brought a suit against them in 
Bombay High Court, and now, my father having sadly passed away 
recently, I intend to continue that fight for truth and principle and 
the future and wellbeing of the Dawoodi Bohra community. The 
community and the religion it has selected to practice has been 
corporatized. There is a need for this to change and that change 
needs to begin at home.
Why is this imperative?
Because time is running out. People are disenchanted with most 
institutions (including organised religion). The corruption that one 
sees in organised religion - and here I would largely talk of the one 
I grew up in - is far more than what one sees in most other walks 
of public life. This disenchantment is leading to extremism on the 
one hand and loss of values on the other. There is an absence of 
moderation and governance in religious life. Religious leaders need 
to step up and fix it.
So what is the kind of order that you would like to establish?
My biggest challenge will be to connect with the younger genera-
tion. To connect with the young, one needs to provide an environ-
ment that makes them achieve their potential. To help them achieve 

Media Coverage

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Interview in Mumbai Mirror 22nd May 2016
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their potential one needs to guide in values counselling. Talk their 
language. See eye-to-eye. Not issue colour-coded ID cards to estab-
lish ‘faith-levels’ of community members. Not ask neighbours and 
family members to spy on each other and report non-compliance 
with diktats. Not ask parents to educate their daughters in only 
Home Science so that they may be restricted to ‘a corner of the 
home’. And definitely not to burst fire-crackers and burn effigies 
when someone (who does not quite share your ideology) passes 
away. So what is needed is a governance structure necessary to pre-
vent vested interests and extreme elements from prevailing in the 
first instance. There is a need for the moderate voice to be heard. 
Moderate?
Absolutely. There is a growing feeling that religion is black or white; 
the middle path is out of fashion. In fact, the very mention of reli-
gion being compassionate raises eyebrows today. This is a sad real-
ity because religion is ‘samhaa’ - the literal meaning of which is 
‘liberal’. The Quran addresses our religious leaders as ‘people of 
the moderate path’ which will come as news to a number of people. 
Religion is not something that you see as a stick brought down on 
the knuckles each time someone deviates; religion needs to be seen 

as a refuge - benign and accommodating. Sadly, and here I speak 
of my community, religion has come to be identified with diktats, 
conformance, reporting and fear. 
You sound like a critic. Tell me something that you have actu-
ally done that has made a difference.
For the first time in our history, we have started publishing annual 
reports for our community organization with the objective to en-
hance transparency and governance (two words you will never hear 
within the broad Dawoodi Bohra diaspora); we published online 
and offline calculators to make it easier for community members 
to calculate ‘zakaat’ for themselves (rather than be coerced into 
paying arbitrary amounts); we use the internet, Skype and YouTube 
to widen access to sermons, lessons and general engagement; we 
have started providing guidance on women’s issues and protecting 
women’s rights which would have been unthinkable; we are resolv-
ing long-standing misconceptions on the subject of Islamic finance, 
which goes completely counter to what the extremists within the 
community would like to hear. This is only an indication of the ur-
gent need to reset the compass within the community so that it 
returns to what it always was - the liberal face of a liberal religion. 

On the 27th of Rajab 1437H 
in the Mab’as Majlis, the Majlis in 
which Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 
TUS took the first Misaq of Mumi-
neen, Shehzada Dr. Husain bhaisa-
heb recited in captivating tajweed 
the beginning of Surat al-Fath.

He aptly ended the recitation 

with this ayat: “Verily those who plight their fealty to thee do no 
less than plight their fealty to Allah: the Hand of Allah is over their 
hands: then anyone who violates his oath, does so to the harm of 
his own soul, and anyone who fulfils what he has covenanted with 
Allah,- Allah will soon grant him a great Reward. (Surat al-Fath: 10 
– innallazina yubay’unaka innama yubayi’una-Allah…).” 

A video of the recitation is presented on FatemiDawat.com.

Quran Majeed Video

Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Tajweed Recitation of the beginning of 
Surat al-Fath
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It is narrated that when Rasulullah SA 
left Madina for one of the battles before 

Shehrullah, his Ashaab asked him, “we 
used to fast with you and do iftaar with 
you, how will we know when to start in 
your absence?” Rasulullah answered “do 
roza by seeing him and do iftaar by seeing 
him.”

Many understand this Hadith by Rasu-
lullah as a reference to the crescent moon 
(hilaal). It is only in the absence of the 
Imam, or the Dai in his seclusion, or if there 
is no contact with them, does one rely on 
the sighting of the moon. Syedna al-Qadi 
al-Nu’man clearly states that when in the 

presence of the Imam, or if there is contact 
with him, then one should begin roza and 
do iftaar in Eid-ul-Fitr following the Imam’s 
example. In the Imam’s seclusion, this rule 
applies the Imam’s representative, the Dai 
al-Mutlaq.

Rasulullah’s utterances are always full 
of hikmat. In the Arabic language the pro-
noun “hi” refers to both the inanimate (“it”) 
and also the animate (“he”). It is narrated 
that when Rasulullah left for this particular 
battle, Amirul Mumineen SA was in Ma-
dina. Rasulullah’s reference was not to the 
sighting of the physical crescent moon (“it”) 
- that may be shrouded by clouds or be seen 

in one city and not seen in another - but his 
reference was to the true crescent moon 
(haqiqi hilaal), Amirul Mumineen (“he”).

We are fortunate that we fast in 
Ramadaan following Allah Ta’ala’s com-
mandment in the manner that Rasulullah 
showed us. We are also fortunate that we 
complete the count of the fasts according 
to the Quranic prescription (“and complete 
the prescribed count” li tukmilul-‘iddata 
– Surat al-Baqara: 185). There are many 
arguments in Dawat’s Kitaabs, especially 
in Syedna al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis (42), that 
establish that Shehrullah must comprise a 
full thirty days – insha’allah we will publish 

Syedna Fakhruddin TUS bestowed doa Mubarak for all Mumineen on the pehli 
raat of Shehrullah in the Qibla after Maghrib namaaz. The video recording of Syed-
na’s words of doa and guidance for this holy month of Ramdaan are presented on 
FatemiDawat.com.

Syedna emphasized the importance of ibadaat and badangi in Shehruallah. He 
extolled Mumineen to take barakaat during this auspicious month. Referring to Rasul-
lulah’s khutba, Maulana Taher explained the significance of Ramadaan and the multi 
fold sawaab that is garnered during these days.

Sijill Article
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these on a later date.
We are fortunate that we begin our roza by seeing “him” - 

Tayyib Imam’s Dai Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS - and we will 
insha’allah complete the thirty days with him and celebrate Eid by 
seeing “him.” May Allah Ta’ala grant Syedna longest life in sehhat 
and aafiyat so he may continue to guide, lead us in namaaz, roza and 
iftaar,and pray for us, one Ramadaan after another.

From Sijill (20)

Rasulullah SA Khutba about Ramadaan
On the last Friday of Shabaan, Rasulullah SA delivered a khut-

ba in which he extolled the merits of the upcoming holy month of 
Ramadaan and encouraged all Muslims to occupy themselves in 
‘ibaadat. The text of the khutba is presented on FatemiDawat.com 
as translated by Shzd Dr Bazat Tahera Baisaheba (which was pub-
lished in the context of her article on the art of oratory in classical 
Arabic literature). 

In the khutba, Rasullulah explained that there are four things 
that we must do abundantly in Ramadan – two which will please 
Allah Ta’ala and two which you have no choice but to ask for. The 
two that please Allah Ta’ala are testifying that there is no God 
but Allah and seeking His forgiveness. The two that you have no 
choice but to ask Him for are praying for Jannat and seeking refuge 
from Hellfire.

It is in light of this hidaayat of Rasulullah that our Hudaat 
Kiraam have made it a custom to recite “allahumma haadha shah-
ru Ramadan” after each farizat namaz, ending with the prayer “la 
ilaha illa allah, astaghfirullah, allahumma inni as’alukal jannah, 
wa a’uzu bika min an-naar” (see translation published last year).

To read the full article with the English translation of Rasu-
lullah’s khutba visit FatemiDawat.com

From Sijill (70)
An Honored Guest – Shehrullah

The ninth month of the Hijri calendar, the month of Allah 
Ta’ala, ‘Shehrullah’, is just a few days away. In their Rasa’il Ram-
adaniyya our Du’aat Kiraam encouraged Mumineen to take full 
advantage and ghanimat of this season of worship. In his third 
Risalat entitled Zahrur-Riyadil-Azaliyya (1338H), Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin RA likened Shehrullah, “to a guest who has come to 
give us the greatest gains for this World and the Hereafter.”

This is an excerpt from the Risalat:
“Honor this month, the month of Ramadan, to the utmost 

by fulfilling its dues of fasting and prayer. This month is indeed 
an honored guest that has come to give you the best gains of this 
world and the Hereafter. Honor and celebrate it in the manner of 
those who do good deeds (‘amileen) and those who know the 
meaning of their deeds (‘alimeen).

It is an honored month, one which Allah Ta’ala has chosen 
to associate with Himself aside from all other months, selecting 
it from all the different times. And Allah Ta’ala has chosen this 
month and preferred it for the revelation of the Qur’an and the 
Light (Noor).

It is a month, by whose approach, the faces of those who 
are good, honest and praiseworthy are shining.

It is a month, the first part of which is Rahmah (mercy), the 
middle part is Maghfirat (forgiveness) and the ending is ‘itqun 
minan-naar (freedom from hellfire). So seek Allah Ta’ala’s mer-
cy, seek His forgiveness – He is Ghafurun Raheem - and beseech 
Him to free you from the hellfire.

….
Click here to read this last year’s Sijill Article written 
by Shz Dr Aziz Bhaisaheb.

Announcements
Syedna TUS Shehrullah 1437H 
Namaaz Program

Syedna TUS Weekly Qadambosi & 
Araz Bethak

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Fajr, Zohor Asar 
and Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina every day in Shehrul-
lah al-Mo’zzam inshaallah. Mumineen, Muminaat and their 
children are invited for Salawat and Iftar Jaman after Maghrib 
Isha Namaaz. Program details regarding faazil raato will be pub-
lished in forthcoming Sijills.

As earlier stated in the philosophy of Da’wat and the Guid-
ing Principles, access to the Dai is available for all Mumineen. 

Bethak audience with Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS is 
scheduled in Shehrullah on every Sunday at 6.00pm at Darus 
Sakina, Mumbai, followed by Imamat namaaz and Iftaar Jaman. 
In the Qadambosi and Araz Bethak Mumineen may also present 
their zakaat and other huqooq and wajebaat. 

Bethak is scheduled on the following Sundays insha’allah:
 Sunday 1st Ramadaan – 5th June
 Sunday 8th Ramadaan – 12th June
 Sunday 15th Ramadaan – 19th June
 Sunday 22nd Ramadaan – 26th June
 Sunday 29th Ramadaan – 3rd July
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Amal Details for the First Ten Days of Shehrullah

News & Events

Rehmat no Dasko

Maulatuna Hurratul Malika Urus 
a is  Ba ersfie  

Shehrullah Imamat namaz in other cities
It is vital according to our faith that Imamat namaz is with 

the raza of the Imam’s Dai. If Imamat is not with raza then 
namaaz is not valid. Haqq na Dai Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS 
has granted raza for Imamat namaz in Shehrullah al-Mo’azzam 
in various cities where mumineen reside, including:

 Pune
 Hyderabad                     

/Secunderabad
 London
 Toronto
 Detroit
 Chicago
 Bakersfield
 Poconos
 New Jersey

 New York
 Boston
 San Jose
 Dubai
 Mumbai – Marol
 Mumbai – South 

Mumbai
 Hong Kong
 Singapore
 Los Angeles

For more information, or if you cannot get through to the listed 
number, please email info@fatemidawat.com. Further locations 
will be updated as raza is sought and given. If you wish to have 
Imamat namaz in your hometown and have someone who you 
feel is capable of leading namaz, you may request for Syedna 
Fakhruddin’s raza through info@fatemidawat.com.

The first ten days of Shehrullah are known as the ten days of 
Rehmat based on the khutba of Rasulullah SA. In these ten days, 
Mumineen are encouraged to follow these amal details:

1 – NAMAAZ: Pray all five Farizat namaaz on time with their 
respective Sunnat and Naafilat. As Rasulullah said in Shehrullah 
the sawaab for praying one Farizat is the equivalent to praying 70 
Farizat in other months, and praying Sunnat in Shehrullah is equiva-
lent in sawaab to praying Farizat in other months.

Fajr Sunnat 1 salaam before faraz; Zohr Sunnat 3 salaam be-
fore faraz and Zohr Nafilat 2 salaams after faraz; Asar Sunnat 2 
salaams before faraz; Maghrib Sunnat 3 salaam after faraz and 1 
salaam for ‘daf’il aafaat’; Isha Sunnat 2 salaams before faraz and 
Isha Nafilat 2 salaams after faraz.

2 – DUA: Pray allahumma haadha shahru Ramadan after 
each faraz (text and translation available on website). Pray doa of 
Imam Ali Zainul Aabideen SA after Fajr namaaz (text, translation 
and audio of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA reciting this doa 
available on website). Pray doa of Imam Ali Zainul Aabideen af-
ter Zohor Nafilat (text available on website). Allahumma ya mu’tiy 
as su’aalaat after Maghrib Namaaz, before iftaar (text available on 
website). 

3 – QURAN: Pray at least one sipara of Quran Majeed a day 
so that you can complete one full Quran in the month. Some com-
plete one full Quran recitation every single day in Ramadan. For 
those who are not fluent in reading Arabic, there are many websites 
which have the full audio of Quran-e-Majeed so that you can re-
cite alongside the recitation. For those who cannot read the Arabic 
script at all, there are transliterated Quran (the Arabic Quran writ-
ten in English script), which you can use until you are able to master 
the Arabic script. 

4 – BIHORI: Pray Bihori as much as possible. Details of how 
to pray Bihori with accompanying translation and audios of some 
doas have been published on FatemiDawat.com.

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS presided over Urus Majlis of 
Maulatuna Hurratul Malika Arwa binte Ahmad RA – the Hujjat of 
the Imam and the spiritual mother of Du’aat Mutlaqeen in Bakers-
field, CA on 22nd of Shabaan-ul-Kareem (28th May).

Mumineen from across California and other parts of the Unit-
ed States gathered for Urus Majlis and to offer Misaaq to 54th Dai 
al-Mutlaq Syedna Fakhruddin for first time after ascending the ‘arsh 
of Dawat. Syedna also took new Misaaq of Mumineens’ farzando. Photos of the Majlis are presented on Fatemidawat.com
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Publications
Syedna Hafti for Syedna Qutbuddin’s 

RA Ziarat
Click here to read more

News & Events
Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya – Syedna 
TUS First Waaz Highlights & Selected 

Video Clips presented with English 
translation - subtitles

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

In an exclusive interview to Mumbai Mirror, Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS presented his vision to bring about positive change 
in the Dawoodi Bohra community in order “to liberate the com-
munity from oppressive practices…to get the community to what it 
always was - forward-looking…to extend our community from the 
selfishly insular to the expansively integrated…where we are not 
seen as takers but givers…where we are not seen as clannish but as 
catalysts of a society of progress.”

The full text of this landmark interview has been published on 
FatemiDawat.com.

 

Media Coverage

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Interview in 
Mumbai Mirror 22nd May 2016

Last week we presented a selection of 
ideas from the Ph.D thesis submitted to the 
University of Manchester by Shehzada Dr 
Abdeali Bhaisaheb. His Ph.D was completed 
in 2003 with the raza and doa mubarak of 
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA.

Below is an excerpt from the article:
Our fundamental argument: We be-

lieve that our deen has an answer to every 
problem - every complex issue faced by man, 
every technical subtlety of our lives, every 

answer to the transmigration of the soul. Sha-
riat shows us what we should do if we miss a 
fast; what we should do if we miss a couple 
of lines in namaaz - how should we seek for-
giveness if we err. But something most of us 
don’t know, how we may borrow in a right-
eous (halaal) way? How is that possible?

Click here to read the full article,          
eBook, on FatemiDawat.com. It has been 
published with an introduction video by Shz 
Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb.

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know about Complex Islamic Finance in Simple Terms
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The Spirit of Ramadaan

Imam Ja’farus-Sadiq SA

Among God’s gifts of grace: feeding a fasting person (iftaar), meeting brothers, and 

praying in the deep of the night (bihori/tahajjud).

Updates

Shehrullah is known as the month of fast-
ing and the month of fortitude (sabar). 

It is also known as the month of prayer 
(bandagi, namaaz, bihori), the month of 
Quran, the month of giving (zakaat, silat, 
muwasaat, iftaar), and the month of seek-
ing forgiveness (from Allah and from each 
other). Shehrullah is the month of reconcili-
ation.

Ja’far-us-Sadiq Imam SA focuses on 
three virtues of the spirit of Ramadaan, 
“Among God’s gifts of grace: feeding a 
fasting person (iftaar), meeting brothers, 
and praying in the deep of the night (bihori/
tahajjud).” This combination of virtues to-
gether represents the spirit of Ramadaan.

Feeding a fasting person: Iftaar
Offering iftaar to one who is fasting is a 
unique virtue. Rasulullah SA has said that, 
“the one who fasts has two joys - One 
when he breaks his fast (iftaar) and the 
other when he meets Allah (and sees his 
reward).” There are many sayings and ex-
amples that demonstrate the sawaab of of-
fering another iftaar. Rasulullah also said 
“Whosoever feeds a fasting person at the 

time of breaking fast, will gain forgiveness 
for his sins and the freeing of his neck from 
Hellfire; he will have the like of [the fast-
ing person’s] reward, without any decrease 
in [that person’s] reward.” It is well known 
that Amirul Mumineen SA offered iftaar to 
all the residents of Kufa in Ramadaan. Amir-
ul Mumineen’s Dai Syedna Burhanuddin RA 
offered iftaar to all Mumineen around the 
world on 19th Shehrullah for many years. In 
many suburbs of Mumbai, Syedna Qutbud-
din RA directed Zahra Hasanaat to organize 
iftaar jaman for thousands of peopleevery 
Ramadaan. In present-day Cairo, “ma’idat 
al-rahman” (Allah’s thaal) tents pop up in 
many parts of the city. Generous people 
contribute to and set up these places in 
which anyone and everyone is welcome at 
the time of iftaar. Many say that this is a 
practice that started in Fatimid times.
The act of Iftaar – and encouraging peo-
ple to offer iftaar to each other – is an in-
credible balance to the fortitude of roza. It 
brings joy to the one offering iftaar and the 
one to whom it is offered. It brings people 
together and garners immense sawaab. It is 
an essential part of the spirit of Ramadaan.

Meeting of Brothers - Mumineen
Since an invitation to iftaar is never 

turned down, iftaar itself brings Mumi-
neen closer. Similarly, praying namaaz to-
gether in the Masjid, offering muwasaat 
and exchanging silat with our relatives and 
friends, brings Mumineen closer. Imam Ali 
Zainul Aabideen SA says in his doa – which 
we recite every day in Shehrullah after Fajr 
namaaz,

Sijill Article
The Spirit of Ramadan

Calculation of Zakaat
Available as eBook in English, Dawat-
ni-zaban & Gujarati

Amal Details for the 
Second Ten Days of 
Shehrullah
Maghferat no Dasko

News & Events
Shk Mohammed Bhai Raja Janaza and 
Dafan

Announcement
Syedna TUS Shehrullah 1437H 
Namaaz Program

Syedna TUS Weekly Qadambosi & 
Araz Bethak - Sunday 12th June

The Masul Coordination Committee

Shehrullah Imamat namaz in other 
cities
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“Give us tawfeeq to strengthen bonds of affection with 

our family, be generous and kind to our neighbors… win back 

one who cuts off relations with us, give justice to one who op-

presses us, and make peace with one who proffers us enmity 

– except the enemy who is hated because he is your enemy, 

for he is an enemy whom we will never befriend, an adversary 

whose hand we will never clasp.”

Bringing Mumineen closer to each other is a great virtue of 
Ramadan. In the spirit of Ramadaan we reconcile with those with 
whom we have become estranged. We come together as family 
sharing our fortitude in fasting, our iftaar, our prayer, our wealth 
(muwasaat) and through this sharing we strengthen our spirit of 
brotherhood. This is part of the spirit of Ramadaan. 

Praying in the Deep of the Night: Tahajjud (Bihori)
Tahajjud is prayed at a time when the world is sleeping and the 

one praying is focused on prayer in the silence of the night.  During 
Bihori namaaz we pray munajaat, which literally means “a conver-
sation in solitude with Allah Ta’ala.” Indeed, bihori and ‘ibaadat at 
night is the most intimate form of supplication and prayer.

Imam Ali Zainul ‘Aabedeen prayed one thousand rak’ats eve-
ry night. The effect of the Imam’s prayers was that his Dawat would 
survive and persist till the end of time. The doas recited by Imam 
Ali Zainul ‘Aabedeen are a remarkable resource for us in praying 
bihori. Many of the doas have been presented on FatemiDawat.com 
in the Bihori section. The doas following the namaaz of Nisful Layl 
capture the essence of Bihori, pause from the frenzy of life,

“Mawla, my Mawla, the stars have set, and eyes have 

closed in sleep, but you are a Living, Standing, King. Mawla, 

my Mawla, other kings have locked their doors, secured by their 

guards and sentries, and retired to their chambers, and lovers 

have shut out all others. But your door is open to supplicants. 

So here I am, a supplicant at your door, a saa’il at your door…”

As worldly benefactors sleep, as the material world fades, and 
as we sit alone in the darkness of the night, we remember and sup-
plicate the Almighty. This is the essence of Bihori and Tahajjud, 
to remember that one day we will face the Almighty with nothing 
but our deeds. The day to day necessities of life, family, social and 
work issues and the general grind of the materialistic day and night 
make the inevitable day that we have to face the Almighty fade into 
the future. Too often, the now and the present takes precedence. 
The Bihori and Tahajjud namaz and doas strengthen our direct con-
nection with Allah Ta’ala.

With their pious deeds and inspiring words, our Hudaat 
Kiraamexemplify the spirit of Ramadaan. May Allah Ta’ala grant 
us the strength and inspiration to follow their example and live the 
true spirit of Ramadaan. May we garner Allah’s mercy in this holy 
month.

In 1436H, with the raza of Syedna Qutbud-
din RA, we published the guidelines to calculate 
zakaat in today’s financial system. With the raza 
and doa of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, we are 
pleased to present the Zakaat calculation e-book 
in English, Dawat ni zaban and Gujarati.  Below is 
an excerpt from the book,

Like prayer, fasting, and hajj, zakaat is one 

of the seven da’aim, or foundational pillars, of the 

Shari’at of Islam. Zakaat khuda no haqq chhe. Al-

lah Ta’ala commands mumineen, in 13 places in the 

Qur’an, to do so, with the (exact or similar) words: 

“Pray namaaz and give zakaat” (Baqara 43)

For every mumin, it is compulsory to of-

fer zakaat once every year. Du’aat kiraam have 

encouraged mumineen to araz zakaat during the 

holy month of Ramadan, in order to gain abundant 

sawaab.

In numerous verses in the Qur’an, Allah Ta’ala 

has promised the ultimate victory—Jannat—to 

those who give zakat.

Zakaat has deep significance. One of its important functions 

is sustaining the community. Islam emphasizes social awareness and 

charity. Through the institution of compulsory zakaat, Islam makes the 

wealthy in the community responsible for assisting the needy. In one 

important verse, the Qur’an names eight recipients of zakaat:“Zakaat 

is for the poor, the destitute, its administrators, those whose hearts 

are to be won over, freeing from bondage, helping those overbur-

dened with debts, in Allah’s cause, and the way-

farer. This is Allah’s mandate. Allah is all-knowing, 

wise.”(Surat Tawba 60).

Moreover, zakaat, along with other vaajebaat, 

is important for supporting Dawat activities. 

Zakaat is valid only when given in the hands 

of the Haqq na Saheb of each age, namely, Imam-

uz-zamaan, and in his satar, Dai-z-zamaan. As 

Syedna Qadi al-Nu’man (RA) explains at length, 

Allah does not accept the zakaat of a person who 

offers it to someone other than Haqq na Saheb. Un-

like voluntary alms or sadaqa which one can give at 

will, zakaat must be offered in the Imam’s satar to 

the Dai-z-zamaan, or one who is designated by him, 

in order to be valid.

Rules for calculating zakaat are derived from 

the Qur’an, Rasulullah’s (SA) sunnat and hadith, 

pronouncements and practice of Maulana Ali (AS) 

and the Fatemi Imams, and in their satar, their Dais. 

These zakaat and vajebaat calculation rules as they 

apply to our zamaan are presented here with the raza of the 54th 

Dai-l-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS—our Dai-z-zamaan, our 

Haadi and Rehbar, who guides us to Rasulullah’s Shariat and the 

Straight Path, the one who was prepared for this high role by the 53rd 

Dai l- Mutlaq Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin (RA). 

Click here to view the Zakaat calculation e-book in English, 
Dawat ni zaban and Gujarati.

Calculation of Zakaat
Available as eBook in English, Dawat-ni-zaban & Gujarati
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Amal Details for the First Ten Days of Shehrullah
Maghferat no Dasko

Announcements
Syedna TUS Shehrullah 1437H 
Namaaz Program

Syedna TUS Weekly Qadambosi & 
Araz Bethak

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Fajr, Zohor Asar and 
Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina every day in Shehrullah al-
Mo’zzam inshaallah. Mumineen, Muminaat and their children are 
invited for Salawat and Iftar Jaman after Maghrib Isha Namaaz. 
Program details regarding faazil raato will be published in forth-
coming Sijills.

As earlier stated in the phi-
losophy of Da’wat and the Guid-
ing Principles, access to the Dai 
is available for all Mumineen. 

Bethak audience with 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS is 
scheduled in Shehrullah on eve-
ry Sunday at 6.00pm at Darus 
Sakina, Mumbai, followed by 
Imamat namaaz and Iftaar Jaman. In the Qadambosi and Araz 
Bethak Mumineen may also present their zakaat and other 
huqooq and wajebaat. 

Bethak is scheduled on the following Sundays insha’allah:
 Sunday 8th Ramadaan – 12th June
 Sunday 15th Ramadaan – 19th June
 Sunday 22nd Ramadaan – 26th June
 Sunday 29th Ramadaan – 3rd July

The second ten days of Shehrullah are known as the ten days 
of Maghferat based on the khutba of Rasulullah SA. In these ten 
days, Mumineen are encouraged to follow these amal details:

1 – NAMAAZ: Pray all five Farizat namaaz on time with their 
respective Sunnat and Naafilat. As Rasulullah said in Shehrullah 
the sawaab for praying one Farizat is the equivalent to praying 70 
Farizat in other months, and praying Sunnat in Shehrullah is equiva-
lent in sawaab to praying Farizat in other months.

Fajr Sunnat 1 salaam before faraz; Zohr Sunnat 3 salaam be-
fore faraz and Zohr Nafilat 2 salaams after faraz; Asar Sunnat 2 
salaams before faraz; Maghrib Sunnat 3 salaam after faraz and 1 
salaam for ‘daf’il aafaat’; Isha Sunnat 2 salaams before faraz and 
Isha Nafilat 2 salaams after faraz.

2 – DUA: Pray allahumma haadha shahru Ramadan after 
each faraz (text and translation available on website). Pray doa of 
Imam Ali Zainul Aabideen SA after Fajr namaaz (text, translation 
and audio of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA reciting this doa 
available on website). Pray doa of Imam Ali Zainul Aabideen af-
ter Zohor Nafilat (text available on website). Allahumma ya mu’tiy 
as su’aalaat after Maghrib Namaaz, before iftaar (text available on 
website). 

3 – QURAN: Pray at least one sipara of Quran Majeed a day 
so that you can complete one full Quran in the month. Some com-
plete one full Quran recitation every single day in Ramadan. For 
those who are not fluent in reading Arabic, there are many websites 
which have the full audio of Quran-e-Majeed so that you can re-
cite alongside the recitation. For those who cannot read the Arabic 
script at all, there are transliterated Quran (the Arabic Quran writ-
ten in English script), which you can use until you are able to master 
the Arabic script. 

4 – BIHORI: Pray Bihori as much as possible. Details of how 
to pray Bihori with accompanying translation and audios of some 
doas have been published on FatemiDawat.com.

The Masul Coordination 
Committee (MCC) has been 
established, with the raza and 
doa mubarak of Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin, to promote Maula-
na’s TUS philosophy of having 
interactive, open, transparent 
local jamaats and community 
organizations. It is Moulana 
TUS’ vision that jamaats con-
duct themselves with a great deal of autonomy within the frame-
work of Shariat and Dawat nehj. The ultimate goal of forming the 
MCC is to foster a sense of a community among Syedna’s follow-
ers.  It will serve as a dedicated resource for Masuls to regularly 
interact and communicate with Syedna’s office on issues includ-
ing raza, progress on court case and general Dawat activities. 
The MCC also aims to increase the infrastructure and operating 
capabilities of various jamaats across the world to offer the full 
breadth of welfare and social services such as Masjid/Markaz, Ni-
kah, Janaza, Shaadi, etc. The MCC will create training programs 
and facilitate 1-1 trainings of Masul’s on various amal of Shariat.  
Appropriate experts, with the raza and doa mubarak of Maulana 
TUS, will be assigned to train the Masuls as required. Lastly, the 
MCC will engage primarily in two key types of reporting activi-
ties: (1) between Syedna’s office and the Masuls and vice versa 
- this will allow for reporting the progress of various jamaats (via 
their Masuls) in hazrat of Moulana TUS; (2) within the group of 
Masuls themselves - this will facilitate the inter-Masul sharing of 
success stories, challenges and best practices

The Masul Coordination Committee
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 

and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

1437H Vajebaat
Zakaat & Vajebaat Form
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

Shehrullah Imamat namaz in other cities
It is vital according to our faith that Imamat namaz is with 

the raza of the Imam’s Dai. If Imamat is not with raza then 
namaaz is not valid. Haqq na Dai Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS 
has granted raza for Imamat namaz in Shehrullah al-Mo’azzam 
in various cities where mumineen reside, including:

 Pune
 Hyderabad /Secunderabad
 London
 Toronto
 Detroit
 Chicago
 Bakersfield
 Poconos
 New Jersey

 New York
 Boston
 San Jose
 Dubai
 Mumbai – Marol
 Mumbai – SouthMumbai
 Hong Kong
 Singapore
 Los Angeles

For more information, or if you cannot get through to the listed 
number, please email info@fatemidawat.com. Further locations 
will be updated as raza is sought and given. If you wish to have 
Imamat namaz in your hometown and have someone who you 
feel is capable of leading namaz, you may request for Syedna 
Fakhruddin’s raza through info@fatemidawat.com.

News & Events
Shk Mohammed Bhai Raja Janaza and Dafan

Inna li-Allahe wa inna ilayhi raji’un. Shk Mohammed bhai Raja 
passed away in Leicester, UK, on 18 Rajab 1437 (24 April 2016). 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin (RA) had bestowed mafsuhiyyat to Moham-
med bhai and made him the first Wali Mulla of UK. Syedna Moham-
med Burhanuddin (RA) bestowed him the sharaf of ziafat and had-
diyyat, and at that time, he put his holy hand on Mohammed bhai 
and said “tame Dawat ni ghani khidmat karso.” After wafaat of 
Syedna Burhanuddin, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin (RA) appointed 
him Wali Mulla of UK, and he remained in this khidmat until his 
passing away. Shehzada Dr Husain bhaisaheb travelled to the UK 
and lead janaza namaz at Masjid al-Husayn complex, Leicester, and 
tawalli of burial in the qabrastan in Leicester where Mumineen are 
buried. The Fatemi Dawat Janaza Committee of UK along with 
help from other Mumineen ensured that the janaza ghusl kafan and 
dafan was performed with dignity and correctly per the rites of 

our Fatemi mazhab. May 
Allah ta’ala grant Shk 
Mohammed bhai rehmat 
and Jannat, and shafaat 
of our Mawali Tahereen 
and Doat Mutlaqeen, and 
grant sabar to his family 
members.

A few days after Shk 
Mohammed bhai’s pass-
ing away, his wife Tas-
neem bai saw him in a dream. Mohammed bhai told her that “Tame 
fikar na karo, mein Qutbuddin Mola ni hazrat ma pohnchi gayo 
chhu, ane mein ghano khush chhu”. Wal Hamdo li-Allahe Rabbil 
Aalameen.
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In the wake of the shootings in Orlando, Florida, USA, Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din TUS, head of the Dawoodi Bohra community, strongly condemns this act of vio-
lence. Syedna Fakhruddin prays for the families of the victims, and that God give them 
forbearance in the face of this tragedy. Syedna Fakhruddin unequivocally condemns 
ideologies that lead to extremism, intolerance, bigotry, and racism. Syedna reiterates 
that Islam is a religion of peace, tolerance and compassion – it is a religion of rehmat 
according to the Holy Qur’an. Syedna Fakhruddin hopes and urges that Muslims and all 
communities, all across the world, will unite in solidarity to fight the forces which seek 
to undermine peace, goodwill, and the universal spirit of humanity and brotherhood.

Shooting in Orlando, FL, USA

“Worship your Lord & Do Good”
Sijill Article

Updates

Syedna TUS Doa Message
Shooting in Orlando, FL, USA

Sijill Article
“Worship your Lord & Do Good”

The Ten Days of Forgiveness (Maghfi-
rat) – From Sijill 72

Doa in Translation
Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen SA Shehrul-
lah Fajr Doa with Syedna TUS Reci-
tation Audio & Dawat ni Zaban & 
English Translation 

Announcement
Syedna TUS Weekly Qadambosi & 
Araz Bethak – Sunday 19th June

Announcement & Amal 
Details
17mi, 19mi & 21mi Raat of Ramadaan 
- Washeq

19mi Ramadaan Amirul Mumineen SA 
Shahaadat Waaz & Broadcast

Amal Details for the 
Second Ten Days of 
Shehrullah
Maghferat no Dasko

Calculation of Zakaat
Available as eBook in English, Dawat-
ni-zaban & Gujarati

Shehrullah al-Mo’azzam is the month of 
worship. It is a month in which we focus 

our energies on fasting and forbearance, 
zakaat and muwasaat, ruku’ and sujud, and 
‘ibaadat in the day and the night.

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS in a re-
cent sabaq said that along with worship, Al-
lah Ta’ala has also instructed us to do good 

(khayr-khuwahi). In the ayat (quoted above) 
Allah Ta’ala says “O you who believe, bow 
down and prostrate yourselves, worship 
your Lord, and do good that perhaps you 
may be prosperous” (Surat al-Hajj: 77). 
Syedna stressed that the ayat emphasizes 
“doing good” in the same breath as Allah’s 
worship.

Shehrullah is the month of worship 
because it is the month of Allah, and be-
cause in this month Allah’s reward for wor-
ship is multiplied. Each sunnat garners the 
sawab of farizat, each farizat garners the 
sawab of 70 farizats. This is purely Allah 
Ta’ala’s rehmat.

This month is also an opportune time 
to “do good”: to do silat with our loved 
ones, to help our friends and those in need 
in general, to offer iftaar etc.

It is narrated that Amirul Mumineen 
SA owned land which he cultivated, and 
the income from these farms would be 
spent every year offering iftaar to the peo-

Surat al-Hajj: 77

O you who believe, bow down and prostrate yourselves, worship your Lord, and do 

good that perhaps you may be prosperous.

Syedna TUS Doa Message
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ple of Kufa. Hasan Imam and Husain Imam SA personally managed 
the jaman. Amirul Mumineen cultivated his land with this noble 
purpose, while he himself - azhahuz-zuhhaad - in his last Shehrul-
lah did iftaar on three luqmas. 

Following the example of Amirul Mumineen, his Dai Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, offered iftaar to Mumineen all over 
the world on the 19th of Ramadan for many years. His many khay-
raat are akin to the khayraat of Syedna Hatim RA.

Under the auspices of Zahra Hasanaat, Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin RA offered iftaar in many of the suburbs of Mumbai 
throughout Shehrullah, especially in areas of low income. Each 
year thousands of thaals were organized. Over the years, Zahra 
Hasanaat has taken care of a multitude of household medical emer-
gencies, marriages, education – for some children Zahra Hasanaat 
has been a strong presence from kindergarten till graduation from 
college.

With Syedna Burhanuddin’s raza and doa, Syedna Qutbud-
din also single handedly spearheaded the establishment of the 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin Memorial Foundation and organized the 
fundraising for “Sandoz House” to be bought by the foundation in 
the 1960’s. The rental income from that property has been used 
continuously for the good of the community (Link to Golden Pano-
rama page). Today the annual rental income from Sandoz House is 

more than 10 Cr Indian Rupees (100 million INR/ approx. 1.5 Mil-
lion USD), all of which is earmarked for charitable purposes. The 
khayraat of Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din and Syedna Qutbuddin continue in many ways.

Following the example of Amirul Mumineen, and with the no-
ble intent (baland niyyat) of doing good, Syedna Qutbuddin began 
the cultivation of farmland in USA a few years ago. He instructed 
his Shehzada and successor, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS, to person-
ally oversee the development of the farm. Inshaallah, by Amirul 
Mumineen’s wasila, the fruit of the trees will help fulfill the noble 
intent of Syedna Qutbuddin - his khayraat will reach Mumineen and 
‘ibadullah’ for years to come.

In this holy month, May Allah Ta’ala give us the strength 
and inspiration to worship Him. May Allah Ta’ala also give us the 
strength and inspiration to do good deeds in this month and in eve-
ry month. May we help others with our wealth as well as our time. 
May Allah Ta’ala grant longest life to the Dai of Amirul Mumineen 
and may his khayr, and the khayr of Maulana Qutbuddin, continue 
forever.

Rasulullah’s SA Khutba states that the middle ten days of 
Shehrullah are the days of forgiveness (Maghfirat), just as the first 
ten days are days of Rehmat and the last ten days are days of free-
dom from hellfire. 

In Shehrullah, as per the guidance of our hudaat kiraam, we 
recite “Allahumma Shahru Ramadaan” after each farizat 
namaaz. In that doa after “laila-
ha illa Allah” we say “astaghfir-
ullah” (I seek forgiveness from 
Allah). Our hudaat kiraam’s 
guidance is full of wisdom and 
fulfills Allah’s command to seek 
His forgiveness, with the promise 
that Allah Ta’ala is most forgiving 
and merciful (ghafurun raheem). 

Our Hudaat Kiraam have di-
vided sins into three categories: 
1) transgressions between an indi-
vidual and Allah Ta’ala, 2) transgressions 
between an individual and Allah’s waliyy (sa-
hibuz-zamaan) and, 3) transgressions between one individual and 
another individual. The first type of sin, Allah Ta’ala will forgive as 
long as the individual seeks forgiveness while committing to not re-
peat the transgression. The second type of sin, Allah’s awliyaa’ will 

forgive because they are the embodiment of Allah Ta’ala’s rehmat. 
With regards to the third type, an individual must seek forgiveness 
from the one on who he has transgressed with, and only then will 
Allah Ta’ala forgive his sins. 

Individually, we must seek forgiveness for our sins, but the 
wasila and intercession of our awliyaa’ is 

what ensures Allah’s forgiveness. 
As the ayat above states, “if they 
come to you and seek Allah’s for-
giveness, and if Rasulullah seeks 
forgiveness for them, then they 
will find that Allah Ta’ala most 

forgiving and merciful.” Just 
as Rasulullah sought forgive-
ness for those who came to him 
1400 years ago, in every age 

an Imam, and in his seclusion his 
Dai, seeks forgiveness for mumineen. 
Today, in every wasila and doa, Rasu-

lullah’s Dai, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA seeks 
forgiveness for mumineen. We are fortunate that we are among 
those who have faith in him and receive Allah Ta’ala’s mercy. 

Click here to read the full article by Shz Dr Aziz Bhaisaheb 
Qutbuddin.

he e  Days  r i e ess a hfirat
From Sijill 72
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The collection of Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen’s SA doas, known 
as the Saheefa Sajjadiyya, is an unmatched resource Mumineen. 
The grace of the language and the depth of meaning in the Saheefa 
Sajjadiyya is said to be on a similar level as the Zaboor (the Holy 
Book revealed to Nabi Dawood AS). 

The Imam wrote doas for many different occasions. One of 
his doas we recite every morning in Shehrullah.

We present this week Syedna Taher Fakhruddin’s TUS recita-
tion of this doa with an easy to follow Arabic text and Dawat ni 
Zaban and English translation (in Youtube and eBook format). This 
is to enable Mumineen to recite it and understand the meaning of 
this doa, and so that they may pray it along with Syedna’s recitation 
and beseech Allah Ta’ala in doa every morning in Shehrullah. 

The doa has been translated in English by Shzd Bazat Dr. 
Tahera Baisaheba and in Dawat ni zaban by Shzd Arwa Baisaheba.

Doas in Translation

Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen SA Shehrullah Fajr Doa with Syedna TUS Recitation Audio 
& Dawat ni Zaban & English Translation

17mi, 19mi & 21mi Raat of Ramadaan - 
Washeq

19mi Ramadaan Amirul Mumineen SA 
Shahaadat Waaz & Broadcast

Announcement & Amal Details

Syedna Fakhruddin will lead Maghreb Isha and Washeq 
Namaz on 17mi, 19mi and 21mi Raat at Darus Sakina, Thane, 
inshaallah. On 19mi raat Mumineen are invited for Iftaar and 
Salawaat jaman by Dai of Amirul Mumineen SA, Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS . 

By the raza mubarak of Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Imamat 
namaz will also be held in Pune, Secunderabad, London, Leices-
ter, Toronto, Detroit, Chicago, Bakersfield, Poconos, New Jer-
sey, San Francisco, Houston and other cities. On the auspicious 
occasion of these layali fazela, Mumineen muminaat and their 
children who are not able to attend are advised to do the follow-
ing amal:

 Pray Maghrib Isha Namaz with Sunnat and Naafelat.

 Pray 24 Rak’at Washeq Namaz (Charhti Surat). PDF of 
washeq Niyyat and Doa on Fatemidawat.com.

 Sajada Wajhi Doa (recording of wasila starts with this 
doa).

 Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Aqa TUS has graciously giv-
en raza for Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RA wasila 
mubaraka recording to be played on this mubarak occa-
sion. Mumineen muminaat and children listening to the 
wasila mubaraka should observe the appropriate adab 
(etiquette) of attending in person even when listening to 
recording.

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 
TUS will deliver waaz Mubarak 
and pray shahaadat of Amirul 
Mumineen Maulana Ali bin Abi 
Talib SA on 19mi raat of Shehre 
Ramadaan (Wednesday, 22nd 
June) after Maghrib Isha and 
Washeq Namaaz at Darus Sakina. 

Syedna’s TUS waaz will 
be available for viewing and 
playback from 8am IST on 19th 
Shehrullah (Thursday, 23rd June) 
using this link.

Syedna TUS Weekly Qadambosi & 
Araz Bethak

As earlier stated in the 
philosophy of Da’wat and the 
Guiding Principles, access to 
the Dai is available for all Mumi-
neen. 

Bethak audience with 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS 
is scheduled in Shehrullah on 
every Sunday at 6.00pm at 
Darus Sakina, Mumbai, fol-
lowed by Imamat namaaz and Iftaar Jaman. In the Qadambosi 
and Araz Bethak Mumineen may also present their zakaat and 
other huqooq and wajebaat. 

Bethak is scheduled on the following Sundays insha’allah:
 Sunday 15th Ramadaan – 19th June
 Sunday 22nd Ramadaan – 26th June
 Sunday 29th Ramadaan – 3rd July
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Amal Details for the First Ten Days of Shehrullah

Maghferat no Dasko
The second ten days of Shehrullah are known as the ten days 

of Maghferat based on the khutba of Rasulullah SA. In these ten 
days, Mumineen are encouraged to follow these amal details:

1 – NAMAAZ: Pray all five Farizat namaaz on time with their 
respective Sunnat and Naafilat. As Rasulullah said in Shehrullah 
the sawaab for praying one Farizat is the equivalent to praying 70 
Farizat in other months, and praying Sunnat in Shehrullah is equiva-
lent in sawaab to praying Farizat in other months.

Fajr Sunnat 1 salaam before faraz; Zohr Sunnat 3 salaam be-
fore faraz and Zohr Nafilat 2 salaams after faraz; Asar Sunnat 2 
salaams before faraz; Maghrib Sunnat 3 salaam after faraz and 1 
salaam for ‘daf’il aafaat’; Isha Sunnat 2 salaams before faraz and 
Isha Nafilat 2 salaams after faraz.

2 – DUA: Pray allahumma haadha shahru Ramadan after 
each faraz (text and translation available on website). Pray doa of 
Imam Ali Zainul Aabideen SA after Fajr namaaz (text, translation 
and audio of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA reciting this doa 
available on website). Pray doa of Imam Ali Zainul Aabideen af-
ter Zohor Nafilat (text available on website). Allahumma ya mu’tiy 
as su’aalaat after Maghrib Namaaz, before iftaar (text available on 
website). 

3 – QURAN: Pray at least one sipara of Quran Majeed a day 
so that you can complete one full Quran in the month. Some com-
plete one full Quran recitation every single day in Ramadan. For 
those who are not fluent in reading Arabic, there are many websites 
which have the full audio of Quran-e-Majeed so that you can re-
cite alongside the recitation. For those who cannot read the Arabic 
script at all, there are transliterated Quran (the Arabic Quran writ-
ten in English script), which you can use until you are able to master 
the Arabic script. 

4 – BIHORI: Pray Bihori as much as possible. Details of how 
to pray Bihori with accompanying translation and audios of some 
doas have been published on FatemiDawat.com.

In 1436H, with the raza of Syedna Qutbuddin RA, we pub-
lished the guidelines to calculate zakaat in today’s financial system. 
With the raza and doa of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, we are 
pleased to present the Zakaat calculation 
e-book in English, Dawat ni zaban and Gu-
jarati.  Below is an excerpt from the book,

Like prayer, fasting, and hajj, zakaat 

is one of the seven da’aim, or foundational 

pillars, of the Shari’at of Islam. Zakaat khu-

da no haqq chhe. Allah Ta’ala commands 

mumineen, in 13 places in the Qur’an, to do 

so, with the (exact or similar) words: “Pray 

namaaz and give zakaat” (Baqara 43)

For every mumin, it is compulsory to 

offer zakaat once every year. Du’aat kiraam 

have encouraged mumineen to araz zakaat 

during the holy month of Ramadan, in order 

to gain abundant sawaab.

In numerous verses in the Qur’an, Allah 

Ta’ala has promised the ultimate victory—

Jannat—to those who give zakat.

Zakaat has deep significance. One of its 

important functions is sustaining the commu-

nity. Islam emphasizes social awareness and 

charity. Through the institution of compulsory 

zakaat, Islam makes the wealthy in the com-

munity responsible for assisting the needy. In 

one important verse, the Qur’an names eight 

recipients of zakaat:“Zakaat is for the poor, the destitute, its admin-

istrators, those whose hearts are to be won over, freeing from bond-

age, helping those overburdened with debts, in Allah’s cause, and the 

way farer. This is Allah’s mandate. Allah is all-knowing, wise.”(Surat 

Tawba 60).

Moreover, zakaat, along with other vaajebaat, is important for 

supporting Dawat activities. 

Zakaat is valid only when given in the hands 

of the Haqq na Saheb of each age, namely, Imam-

uz-zamaan, and in his satar, Dai-z-zamaan. As 

Syedna Qadi al-Nu’man (RA) explains at length, 

Allah does not accept the zakaat of a person 

who offers it to someone other than Haqq na Sa-

heb. Unlike voluntary alms or sadaqa which one 

can give at will, zakaat must be offered in the 

Imam’s satar to the Dai-z-zamaan, or one who is 

designated by him, in order to be valid.

Rules for calculating zakaat are derived 

from the Qur’an, Rasulullah’s (SA) sunnat and 

hadith, pronouncements and practice of Maula-

na Ali (AS) and the Fatemi Imams, and in their 

satar, their Dais. These zakaat and vajebaat cal-

culation rules as they apply to our zamaan are 

presented here with the raza of the 54th Dai-l-

Mutlaq Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS—our Dai-

z-zamaan, our Haadi and Rehbar, who guides us 

to Rasulullah’s Shariat and the Straight Path, the 

one who was prepared for this high role by the 

53rd Dai l- Mutlaq Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin 

(RA). 

Click here to view the Zakaat calculation e-book in English, 
Dawat ni zaban and Gujarati.

Calculation of Zakaat

Available as eBook in English, Dawat-ni-zaban & Gujarati
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 

and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

1437H Vajebaat
Zakaat & Vajebaat Form
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more
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The Three 3’s of Ramadaan
Sijill Article

In his waaz on the eve of 19th Ramadaan, 
the night of Amirul Mumineen SA sha-

haadat, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS pre-
scribed three sets of deeds, each set with 
three actions.

Syedna introduced the 
three sets by stating that the 
19mi of Ramadaan is the night 
of Amirul Mumineen, and the 
name “Ali” has three letters 
- hence three sets of deeds. 
Three actions in each of the 
three sets gives a total of nine 
acts. Amirul Mumineen is the 
9th Wasi and the month of 
Ramadaan (the 9th month in 
the Hijri calendar) also alludes 
to his maqaam.

The first set of deeds re-
fers to those deeds which are obligatory or 
farizat: 1) Fasting (siyam - roza), 2) Prayer 
(qiyam - namaaz), and 3) Giving alms 
(zakaat). All these farizat actions garner 70 
times the sawaab in Ramadaan compared 

to any other month.
The second set of deeds refers to 

those deeds which are necessary for sus-
tenance on our journey to the Hereafter 
(aakherat no tosho). These include: 1) reci-

tation of the Quran, 2) recita-
tion of doas, and 3) tasbih. 

The third set of deeds re-
fers to those deeds that bring 
people together, strengthen 
human relations and garner 
sawaab, such as 1) offering 
iftaar to those fasting, 2) hon-
oring and rejuvenating our rela-
tions with relatives and friends 
- silatur-rehem, and 3) good 
deeds - a’maalul-birr.

Much can be said about 
the three sets and each of the 

three actions within the three sets. Funda-
mentally it is important to note that Syed-
na’s framing of these actions establishes 
what the priorities of a Mumin should be 
in Ramadaan. It is a reminder of all the 

things we must not fail to do in this holy 
month.

May Allah Ta’ala grant us the 
strength to perform these deeds and make 
the most of this auspicious month. And as 
Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen SA beseeches 
in one of his doas, may we continue in the 
months to come in the same manner that 
we get accustomed to in Ramadaan. May 
Allah Ta’ala give longest life to Syedna 
Fakhruddin to continue to guide us by his 
words and by his example.

Updates

Sijill Article
The Three 3’s of Ramadaan

Announcement & Amal 
Details
Announcement & Amal Details Lail-
atul Qadar, Munajaat, and Syedna TUS 
Wasila Broadcast

Announcement
Syedna TUS Weekly Qadambosi & 
Araz Bethak – Sunday 26th June

19mi Ramadaan Amirul Mumineen SA 
Shahaadat Waaz Broadcast

Amal Details for the Last 
Ten Days of Shehrullah
Itqun minan naar no Dasko & Aakhir 
Jumoa

News & Events
19 Ramadaan Waaz Highlights & 
Photos 

Nazaraat
Syedna Burhanuddin RA and Syedna 
Qutbuddin RA Lailatul Qadr, Badri 
Mahal 1431 (From Sijill 73)

Doas in Translation
Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen SA Shehrul-
lah Fajr Doa with Syedna TUS Reci-
tation Audio & Dawat ni Zaban & 
English Translation

Calculation of Zakaat
Available as eBook in English, Dawat-
ni-zaban & Gujarati

Surat al-Qadar: 1-3

We revealed it [the Quran] in Lailatul-Qadr, do you know what is Lailatul-Qadr, Lailatul 
Qadr is more precious than a thousand months.
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Syedna Fakhruddin TUS will lead Maghreb Isha and 

Washeq Namaz in Lailatul Qadar at Darus Sakina inshaallah on 

23mi raat Ramadaan (Sunday 26th June, 2016). Syedna’s wasila 

mubaraka will be broadcast live from Darus Sakina and will be 

available for playback shortly thereafter through this link. (The 

wasila relay will start between 1145pm - 1215am IST).

Amal Detail
A comprehensive Amal Details page for observing Lailatul 

Qadar has been prepared and published on Fatemidawat.com in 
both Dawat-ni-Zaban and English. This page has audios of many 
specific Lailatul Qadr doas, and lists the respective pages of the 
doa in Part 2 of the Bihori hafti (available in PDF form on Fatemi-
Dawat.com). Lailatul Qadr Amal details are complemented by the 
Bihori section that was published with comprehensive audios two 
years ago on FatemiDawat.com.

A PDF (also e-book format) of the Munajaat written this year 
by Syedna Fakhruddin TUS with Dawat ni Zaban fehwa and English 
translation has been uploaded with accompanying audio recording. 
Selected munajaats and qasidas of the 51st, 52nd and 53rd Dais are 
also presented with audio recording. 

Syedna TUS Munajaat
In the tradition of the 51st Dai 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and the 
52nd Dai Syedna Mohammed Burha-
nuddin RA and their successor the 
53rd Dai Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA – the 54th Dai Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin has written a Munajaat 
prayer for Lailatul Qadar this year.

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin’s 
TUS Munajaat, presented alongside 
with Dawat ni Zaban fehwa, English 
translation and audio recording is 
published on Fatemidawat.com for 
Mumineen to recite on Lailatul Qa-
dar inshaallah.

Munajaat means to supplicate in prayer to Allah Ta’ala, espe-
cially in the darkness of the night. (Last year we presented Shzd 
Tahera Baisaheba’s chapter regarding the tradition of Munajaat 
from her book, al – Mu’ayyad al Shirazi and Fatimid Dawa Po-
etry”).

Lailatul Qadar, Munajaat, and Syedna TUS Wasila Broadcast
Announcement & Amal Details

As earlier stated in the phi-
losophy of Da’wat and the Guid-
ing Principles, access to the Dai is 
available for all Mumineen. 

Bethak audience with Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin TUS is scheduled 
in Shehrullah on every Sunday at 
6.00pm at Darus Sakina, Mumbai, 

followed by Imamat namaaz and Iftaar Jaman. In the Qadambosi 
and Araz Bethak Mumineen may also present their zakaat and oth-
er huqooq and wajebaat. 

Bethak is scheduled on the following Sundays insha’allah:
 Sunday 22nd Ramadaan – 26th June
 Sunday 29th Ramadaan – 3rd July

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS delivered waaz Mubarak and 
prayed shahaadat of Amirul Mumineen Maulana Ali bin Abi Talib 
SA on 19mi raat of Shehre Ramadaan (Wednesday, 22nd June) 
after Maghrib Isha and Washeq Namaaz at Darus Sakina, Thane. 

Syedna’s TUS waaz is available for viewing and playback using the 
following link.

Announcement & Amal Details

Syedna TUS Weekly Qadambosi & Araz Bethak

19mi Ramadaan Amirul Mumineen 
SA Shahaadat Waaz Broadcast

Amal Details for the Last Ten Days of Shehrullah

Itqun minan naar no Dasko & Aakhir Jumoa

The last ten days of Shehrullah are known as the ten days 
of ‘itqun-minan-naar (freedom from hellfire) based on the khutba 
of Rasulullah SA in the last days of Shabaan. In these ten days, as 
in Shehrullah as a whole, Mumineen are encouraged to do the  
following:

1 – ROZA: Continue Shehrullah Roza.

2 – NAMAAZ: Pray all five Farizat namaaz on time with their 
respective Sunnat and Naafilat. Click here to read further details.
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19 Ramadaan Waaz Highlights & Photos

3 – DUA: Pray allahumma haadha shahru Ramadaan after 
each faraz (text and translation available on website). Pray doa 
of Imam Ali Zainul Aabideen SA after Fajr namaaz (text, transla-
tion and audio of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA and Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin reciting this doa available on website). Pray doa 
of Syedna al-Mo’ayyad after Zohor Nafilat (text available on web-

site). Allahumma ya mu’tiy as su’aalaat after Maghrib Namaaz, be-
fore iftaar (text available on website). 

4 – QURAN: Pray at least one sipara of Quran Majeed a day 
so that you can complete one full Quran in the month. 

5 – BIHORI: Pray Bihori as much as possible, especially 
namaaz and doa for ‘itqun-minan-naar (freedom from hellfire). 
Details of how to pray Bihori with accompanying translation and 
audios of some doas have been published on FatemiDawat.com

6 – AAKHIR JUMO’A & NABI NA NAAM: Do tasbeeh of 
Salawaat on Anbiyaa’ SA (Nabi na naam) and pray two Rak’ats for 
“ibtighaa’ al-Fadl was sawaab” after nabi na naam every night until 
and including 30 mi raat starting with the last Jumo’a raat (Friday 
eve) in Shehrullah (27mi raat – 30th June). On Friday (27th Shehrul-
lah) pray Nabi na naam before Zohor Namaaz as well (Text & audio 
published on FatemiDawat.com).

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS delivered waaz and prayed sha-
hadat of Amirul Mumineen SA on the eve of 19th Shehre Ram-

adaan 1437H, in Iwan-e Fatemi, Darus Sakina, Mumbai.
Addressing Mumineen as Maula Ali’s sincere followers, Shia 

khulusa’, he congratulated them on their pure “clay” or “sub-
stance” (Arabic: teenat, khamirah; DZ: maati), on their clay being 
linked with the luminous teenat of Maula Ali. 

Their allegiance and love (walayat and mohabbat) for Ra-
sulullah’s wasi, Maula Ali, is validated by their allegiance to the 
Imams in Ali and Fatema’s line, link by link to the Present Imam, 
and to the Dais in the Imam’s concealment, link by link to the Pre-
sent Dai. And as Rasulullah said, “Ali’s Shia will win paradise” 
(Shiato Aliyyin humul fa’izoon). 

With Imamuz zamaan’s ta’eed, with depth, clarity and pas-
sion, Syedna Taher expounded the exalted station of Maula Ali. 
Among the multitude of authentic reports, mustanad bayaans, from 
Allah’s Awliya, he narrated, are the following:

 Muhammad al-Baqir Imam said: 70 thousand angels near 
God’s throne are assigned solely the task of doing tas-
beeh, chanting the litany, of Maula Ali’s name, and pray-
ing for forgiveness for Ali’s Shia.

 Rasulullah SA said to Ali: You and I have been created 
from a single luminous “clay” (teenat), and our Shia have 
been created from the remnants of that luminous clay.

 Maula Ali said of his own high station to his compan-
ion Asbagh bin Nabatah: I am the first and the last, the 
manifest and the hidden. I am the knower of all things…. 
Yet, know, O Asbagh, that I am a humble servant of God.

Syedna emphasized the barakat of khaak-e shifa, the paak 
matti that is from Husain Imam’s shrine, and from the shrine of our 
Mawali Tahereen, and narrated many reports regarding the efficacy 
of khaak-e shifa for those who have faith.

He also related that Maulana Muhammad Burhanuddin RA 
performed ziyarat ‘dakhili’ (from inside the Zarih Mubarak) of 
Maulana Ali in Najaf, and when urged by the accompanying Iraqi 
notables to take as barakat some of the gold or jewels consecrated 
there, he said he wanted only Ali’s khaak-e shifa. 

Remembering Maulana Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, Syedna 
said that we are the Daudi Bohra community, named thus because 
we are followers of Syedna Daud bin Qutub Shah, whose laqab 
(title) was Burhanuddin, and who was Mazoon and Mansoos of 
Syedna Daud bin Ajab Shah Burhanuddin. We believed in the word 
of the Dai’s Mazoon then, and we believe in the word of the Dai’s 
Mazoon today. 

Syedna reminded Mumineen that Syedna Qutbuddin had writ-
ten a letter challenging Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin to an open 
debate, a challenge that he had not answered. Syedna informed 
Mumineen that he too, Syedna Fakhruddin, has challenged She-
hzada Mufaddal Saifuddin to an open debate, also a challenge that 
he had not answered. 

Syedna said the court case will continue insha’allah, and he 
prayed with Maula Ali’s vasila for nasre azeez and fathe mubeen. 

Syedna recounted the exaltation of Maula Ali’s high station 
through the high philosophical interpretation of the Quran’s Ayatul 
Kursi (Throne Verse). Its gist: the light of God’s Most Exalted Name 
shines forth fully in Maulana Ali Amirul Mumineen.

Syedna then narrated the virtues of the holy month of Rama-
daan, in three, three more and a further three aspects. For there 
are three letters in Ali’s name, and Ramadaan is the ninth month, 
which denotes Ali’s virtue, who is the ninth wasi. 

 Three mandatory (farizat): fasting (roza), prayer 
(namaaz), and zakaat.
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1431 Shehrullah, Maghrib Isha namaz in Saifee Masjid, Mumbai

For 50 years, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA deputed 
his Mazoon and Mansoos Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA to lead 
namaz during Shehrullah al-Mu’azzam in Ghurratul-Masajid Saifee 
Masjid, Mumbai, whenever Syedna Burhanuddin himself would not 
be leading there. This amal was in parallel to the amal of Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA who used to depute his Mazoon and Mansoos 
Syedna Burhanuddin to lead namaz during Shehrullah in Ghurratul-
Masajid Saifee Masjid, Mumbai, whenever Taher Saifuddin Mola 
himself would not be leading there.

Syedna Burhanuddin said in his waaz on 7 Moharram, 1422H 
(31 March, 2001), in Houston, USA: “the Dai and Mazoon are the 
names of Moulatuna Fatema; the Mazoon establishes Fatemi Da-
wat, the Dawat of Imam-uz-Zaman, in partnership with the Dai”. 
Truly, we saw the realization of this mubarak and deeply mean-
ingful statement most clearly during the holy month of Shehrul-
lah, when Burhanuddin Aqa’s Mazoon used to arrive with shaan-
o-shawkat to Saifee Masjid to lead namaz and ibadat. This is the 
masjid which Syedna Qutbuddin’s father built and in which Syedna 
Burhanuddin took Qutbuddin Mola’s name hundreds of times in the 
sacred Misaq and in his waazes.

Could someone have imagined that in this holy place, there 
will come a people who will pronounce curses upon him, and there-
by desecrate the sanctity of this Masjid and the hurmat of Taher 
Saifuddin Mola and Burhanuddin Aqa? Indeed, in these times, we 
remember that in Dawat this has happened many times – Banu 

Umayya for a 1000 months ascended the very minbars (pulpits) on 
which Rasulullah SAW had stood hundreds of times, and while pre-
tending to be the leaders of the Muslims, they declared that Amirul 
Mumineen was in fact the enemy of Rasulullah, and pronounced 
curses upon him and his followers.

1431 Laylatul Qadr – Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA and 

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA – Rozat Taher and Badri Ma-

hal 

Syedna Burhanuddin RA’s proclamation “the Dai and Mazoon 
are the names of Moulatuna Fatema; the Mazoon establishes Fate-
mi Dawat, the Dawat of Imam-uz-Zaman, in partnership with the 
Dai” stands true and manifest for all whose minds are not marred 
with the poison of lies and false propaganda. One highlight was 
during the Night of Moulatuna Fatema, Lailatul Qadr, during the 
last Shehrullah before our beloved Mola Syedna Burhanuddin suf-
fered the grievous stroke. In Lailatul Qadr, 1431H, Burhanuddin 
Mola graced Badri Mahal masjid for Isha namaz. After namaz, 
Syedna Burhanuddin left the masjid while deputing his Mazoon and 
Mansoos Syedna Qutbuddin RA to lead namaz of Laylatul Qadr in 
his stead. Syedna Qutbuddin lead the namaz of Washsheq, Istiftah 
and Nisf-ul-Layl, and prayed ‘hazehis-salaat’, after which Syedna 
Burhanuddin again graced the masjid for Vasila mubaraka. Syedna 
Burhanuddin again sent his Mazoon and Mansoos for leading fajer 
namaz, thereby completing the ne’mats of Lailatul Qadr which are 
ever flowing until fajer upon all mumineen.

 Three more which are rewarded by God: Reciting the 
Quran, supplicating God (doa), and chanting litanies (tas-
beeh) of Allah’s name, and of his Awliya’s names.

 A further three: hosting iftaar, giving gifts to relatives 
and fostering close ties with them (silat ur rahim), and all 

acts of charity and kindness.

Syedna did doa for all Mumineen who araz zakaat and va-
jebaat in this holy month, and said that the Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
guidance which was published on the Fatemi Dawat website had 
facilitated the process greatly. He offered shukur to Maulana Qut-
buddin for clarifying—with Imami ta’eed and fasl al-khitaab — the 
correct calculation of zakaat according the Fatemi-Tayyibi mazhab. 

Syedna urged Mumineen to partake abundantly of the 
barakaat of the remaining days of Shehrullah, and especially Lail-
atul Qadr. He showered pearls of doa upon them, that all their wish-
es may come true, with Maula Ali’s wasila, including rozi, farzand, 
shaadi, hifazat, hajj and umrah, and Mawali ziarats.

Syedna ended the with a heart rending narration of the sha-
hadat of Imam Husain and Maula Ali. 

By Maula Ali’s wasila May Allah ta’ala grant Maulana 
Fakhruddin TUS longest life, and keep all Mumineen happy and 
prosperous in his shade.

Nazaraat

Syedna Burhanuddin RA and Syedna Qutbuddin RA Lailatul Qadr, 

Badri Mahal 1431 (From Sijill 73)
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In 1436H, with the raza of Syedna Qutbuddin RA, we pub-
lished the guidelines to calculate zakaat in today’s financial system. 
With the raza and doa of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, we are 
pleased to present the Zakaat calculation e-book in English, Dawat 
ni zaban and Gujarati.  Below is an excerpt from the book,

Like prayer, fasting, and hajj, zakaat is one of the seven da’aim, 
or foundational pillars, of the Shari’at of Islam. Zakaat khuda no haqq 
chhe. Allah Ta’ala commands mumineen, in 13 places in the Qur’an, 
to do so, with the (exact or similar) words: “Pray namaaz and give 
zakaat” (Baqara 43)

For every mumin, it is compulsory to offer zakaat once every 
year. Du’aat kiraam have encouraged mumineen to araz zakaat dur-
ing the holy month of Ramadan, in order to gain abundant sawaab.

In numerous verses in the Qur’an, Allah Ta’ala has promised the 
ultimate victory—Jannat—to those who give zakat.

Zakaat has deep significance. One of its important functions 
is sustaining the community. Islam emphasizes social awareness and 
charity. Through the institution of compulsory zakaat, Islam makes the 
wealthy in the community responsible for assisting the needy. In one 
important verse, the Qur’an names eight recipients of zakaat:“Zakaat 
is for the poor, the destitute, its administrators, those whose hearts 
are to be won over, freeing from bondage, helping those overburdened 
with debts, in Allah’s cause, and the way farer. This is Allah’s man-
date. Allah is all-knowing, wise.”(Surat Tawba 60).

Moreover, zakaat, along with other vaajebaat, is important for 
supporting Dawat activities. 

Zakaat is valid only when given in the hands of the Haqq na 
Saheb of each age, namely, Imam-uz-zamaan, and in his satar, Dai-
z-zamaan. As Syedna Qadi al-Nu’man (RA) explains at length, Allah 
does not accept the zakaat of a person who offers it to someone other 
than Haqq na Saheb. Unlike voluntary alms or sadaqa which one can 
give at will, zakaat must be offered in the Imam’s satar to the Dai-z-
zamaan, or one who is designated by him, in order to be valid.

Rules for calculating zakaat are derived from the Qur’an, Ra-
sulullah’s (SA) sunnat and hadith, pronouncements and practice of 
Maulana Ali (AS) and the Fatemi Imams, and in their satar, their 

Dais. These zakaat and vajebaat calculation rules as they apply to our 
zamaan are presented here with the raza of the 54th Dai-l-Mutlaq 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS—our Dai-z-zamaan, our Haadi and 
Rehbar, who guides us to Rasulullah’s Shariat and the Straight Path, 
the one who was prepared for this high role by the 53rd Dai l- Mutlaq 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin (RA). 

Click here to view the Zakaat calculation e-book in English, 
Dawat ni zaban and Gujarati.

Calculation of Zakaat

Available as eBook in English, Dawat-ni-zaban & Gujarati

The collection of Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen’s SA doas, known 
as the Saheefa Sajjadiyya, is an unmatched resource Mumineen. 
The grace of the language and the depth of meaning in the Saheefa 
Sajjadiyya is said to be on a similar level as the Zaboor (the Holy 
Book revealed to Nabi Dawood AS). 

The Imam wrote doas for many different occasions. One of 
his doas we recite every morning in Shehrullah.

We present this week Syedna Taher Fakhruddin’s TUS recita-
tion of this doa with an easy to follow Arabic text and Dawat ni 
Zaban and English translation (in Youtube and eBook format). This 
is to enable Mumineen to recite it and understand the meaning of 
this doa, and so that they may pray it along with Syedna’s recitation 
and beseech Allah Ta’ala in doa every morning in Shehrullah. 

The doa has been translated in English by Shzd Bazat Dr. 
Tahera Baisaheba and in Dawat ni zaban by Shzd Arwa Baisaheba.

Doas in Translation

Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen SA Shehrullah Fajr Doa with Syedna TUS Recitation Audio 

& Dawat ni Zaban & English Translation
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

1437H Vajebaat
Zakaat & Vajebaat Form
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more
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Eid - The Spirit and Symbolism of this 
Day

Sijill Article

Eid is a time to rejoice; a time to offer 

thanks for having completed the 30 

days of fasting, and a time to come together 

and rejoice in our common belief, values, 

and path. In the doa that we pray on the 

morning of Eid after sunrise, Imam Ali Zai-

nul Abedeen says, “allahumma – O Lord we 

beseech your forgiveness on this day that 

we break our fast (Fitar). For Mumineen 

You made Eid a day of joy and happiness. 

For all Muslims You made it a day of gather-

ing and congregation/assembly.”

Syedna al-Mu’ayyad al-Shirazi writes 

in one of his doas that it is because of Al-

lah’s wisdom that all species have some 

sorts of a capstone or pinnacle. For ex-

ample, the zenith of all tree species is the 

date palm, in minerals (rocks) it is the ruby, 

and in all of the lands it is Baitullah. Simi-

larly, there are days that are more special 

than others and these are known as the 

days of Allah. Syedna al-Mo’ayyad explains 

that these days themselves are inanimate, 

but they in fact represent real individuals, 

hudud, and their distinction over other days 

makes sense because of their symbolism. 

The days of Ramadan are special because 

of the Imams they represent.

The day of Eid is special because it 

represents an Imam whose status among 

people is like the day of Eid among other 

days. Just as Eid is a day of rejoicing, the 

presence of the Imam is a cause for eternal 

In the wake of the horrific and tragic bombings at Ataturk international airport in 

Istanbul, Turkey, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin, the leader of the Dawoodi Bohra commu-

nity, strongly condemns this act of violence and prays for the victims and their families. 

May God give them strength to bear their tragic loss. Syedna Fakhruddin prays that 

may God guard in his safekeeping the people of Turkey and all people all over the world. 

Syedna hopes and urges communities and governments to unite towards the cause of 

universal brotherhood and peace, and to defeat the forces and ideologies of violence, 

hatred and division.

Attacks in Istanbul, Turkey
Syedna TUS Doa Message

Updates

Syedna TUS Doa Message
Attacks in Istanbul, Turkey
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Fatimid History Series
Eid-ul-Fitar Celebrations in the time of 

the Fatemi Imams in Cairo (From Sijill 

24)

Announcement
Syedna TUS Weekly Qadambosi & 

Araz Bethak – Sunday 3rd July

19mi Ramadaan Amirul Mumineen SA 

Shahaadat Waaz Broadcast

Amal Details for the Last 
Ten Days of Shehrullah
Itqun minan naar no Dasko & Nabi na 

naam

Surat al-Maida: 114

O Allah! Send us from heaven a table spread with food that it may mark a feast, one of 
a kind for those before us and for those after us, as a sign from You; and provide us our 

sustenance, You are the best Sustainer.
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rejoice. Just as Eid is a gathering of the faithful, the presence of the 

Imam is the magnet for all the souls of the faithful. 

We celebrate and rejoice on Eid not only in the context of its 

being an inanimate day, but because it represents a living Imam.

In the Imam’s seclusion the presence of the Dai is Eid for 

Mumineen. His presence is the magnet of our souls. From his pres-

ence we receive the spiritual feast of Eid. We received these bless-

ings throughout Ramadan in Syedna’s bayaans, his Munajaat, his 

wasilas – especially in Lailatul Qadar - and through his continuous 

doas. Though we may be separated by physical distance, we will 

all gather spiritually with our Dai on the day of Eid and rejoice in 

its blessings.

As we soon approach Eid-ul Fitar we offer thanks to Allah 

Ta’ala for the blessings of the ta’eed of Imamuz-zaman we received 

through his Dai in Shehrullah. We offer thanks to Allah Ta’ala for 

guiding us and enabling us to observe and fast the 30 days of 

Shehrullah. We offer thanks for He has enlightened us with the 

recognition and ma’rifat of the symbol (the day of Eid) and the 

great being it symbolizes (our Imam). We offer thanks for the feast 

that we will enjoy on that day that will quench our thirst and satiate 

our hunger. 

We wish Eid Mubarak to all Mumineen. May this day’s bless-

ings shower upon you and fill you with its barakaat. 

By virtue of this day and by virtue of the Imam that this day 

represents, may Allah Ta’ala unite the community of faith under 

the banner of Da’wat.

News & Events
Lailatul Qadar Highlights & Photos

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS led Mumineen in namaaz and 

doa on the eve of Lailatul Qadr, 23rd Shehre Ramadan 1437H, in 

Iwan-e Fatemi, Darus Sakina, Mumbai.

After the 20-rak’at washeq—a gift we present to Rasulullah 

and Maulatuna Fatema—Syedna supplicated Allah ta’ala in an im-

passioned, humble and heartfelt wasila. Imam uz zamaan’s ta’eed 

was visible in each and every word of his precious doa. 

The following summary highlights some of the eloquent wasi-

la’s main points: 

With Imamuz zamaan’s ta’eed, with depth, clarity and pas-

sion, Syedna Taher expounded the exalted station of Maula Ali. 

Among the multitude of authentic reports, mustanad bayaans, from 

Allah’s Awliya, he narrated, are the following:

Syedna began by imploring Allah to forgive our sins, including 

the greatest sin, which caused our fall from the heavenly abode. 

He beseeched Allah for 

forgiveness in the name of the 

Panjetan Paak - Muhammad, 

who is the intercessor for sin-

ners (shafi’ al-mudhnibin) and 

Allah’s mercy for all the world 

(rehmatun lil-aalamin); Maula 

Ali who is the best helper for all 

creation (madadgaar), Fatema, 

who saved her precious tears to 

save Ali’s Shia from the fire; and 

Husain, who offered his life for 

their salvation. 

Similarly, Syedna invoked 

the wasila of all the Imams - 

Imam Mansur declared that if 

a Mumin is thrown into the fire 

for his sins, he will put his hand 

into the fire and draw him out. Syedna invoked the wasila of their 

Duat Mutlaqeen, and their Hudood, among whom one [Maulaya 

Raj] put on the cloak of a beggar in order to have access to people 

and guide them back to the true Dai. 

Syedna recited the Surah of Inna Anzalnaho and expounded 

the deep meaning of ‘Lailatul Qadr’ whose station is higher than 

a thousand months. Lailatul Qadr is mentioned three times in the 

Surah of Inna Anzalnaho, and it has three exalted spiritual denota-

tions. This is the gist:

1. Maulatuna Fatema, is Maulana Ali’s Hujjat (a high 

rank, rutba, in the Dawat spiritual hierarchy). Her sta-

tion is higher than a thousand other Hujjats. She is the 

mamthul of (i.e. the one signified by) Lailatul Qadr.

2. The Hujjat of the Sahib al-Qiyama is Lailatul Qadr.

3. Tayyib Imam’s Dawat during his concealment, Dawat us 

satar, is Lailatul Qadr.

With reverence and love, Syedna explicated Maulatuna Fate-

ma’s virtues, shaanaat, and her afflictions, museebat. He recount-

ed her grief at her father Rasulullah’s demise, the heartbreaking 

calamities she endured, and her valorous khidmat for her revered 

husband Maula Ali. With pouring tears, Syedna prayed Maulatuna 

Fatema’s poignant shahadat. 

Syedna narrated Fatema’s three final acts of loving care for 

her two sons, Hasan and Husain, and he prayed to Allah ta’ala with 

their wasila, quoting Syedna Taher Saifuddin: 

1. Fatema heated water and bathed Hasan and Husain: 

Syedna prayed to Allah that with the wasila of each of 

the droplets that fell of their paak bodies, purify us of 

our many sins, for we are the humble servants of the 

Panjetan Paak.

2. Fatema clothed Hasan and Husain: Syedna prayed to 

Allah to grant us the cloak of piety, taqwa for the time 

of our death, and the garment of health for our lifetime.

3. Fatema cooked bread, roti, and fed Hasan and Husain: 

Syedna prayed to Allah that we have grown up in the 

shade of the Almighty’s benevolent sustenance, rizq, 

but if any mumin has fallen on hard times, remove his 

hardship and open the doors of your rozi for him.
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30mi Raat of Ramadaan & Eid-ul-Fitar Night & Day
Announcement & Amal Details

Syedna invoked the wasila of the Duat, especially the three 

Dais that many of us have seen, Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Syedna 

Mohammed Burhanuddin, and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin. Duaat 

are mala’ikat, celestial angels, who are infused with the rooh of 

Nass, they are the hours (sa’at) of Laylatul Qadr. 

Syedna said that Maulana Qutbuddin had established that the 

Dai performs Nass with the Imam’s inspiration, ilhaam. It is be-

cause of Syedna Qutbuddin’s guidance that we walk the path of 

truth. 

It has been just three months since he passed away, and we 

remember him dearly, his luminous face, his worship of Allah, his 

doas, his wasilas, his waaz, his salaami, his shafaqat. 

Syedna also narrated with anguish the Shahadat of Fatema’s 

beloved Husain. He declared that we are Mumin today because of 

Husain’s doa. We gather in Laylatul Qadr, Allah accepts our suppli-

cations and doas—all this is because of Husain’s doa for us in his 

last sajda. He prayed to Allah that by Husain’s wasila, may our chil-

dren be Mumin, generation after generation, who recite the names 

of the Panjetan Paak. 

Syedna implored Imamuz zaman to bless us all with his doa in 

this mubarak night. He beseeched Allah for Nasre Azeez and Fathe 

Mubeen with Imamuz zaman’s wasila, and to keep the banner of 

Dawat flying high. He prayed for success in the court cases against 

the imposters. 

Syedna said: Allah, this humble servant has come with this 

ship of mendicants (miskeen) to the door of your mercy. If you do 

not have mercy on us, where will we go? 

Syedna offered shukur to Allah taala, saying even our praying 

to you is your blessing, nemat, on us. 

Syedna bestowed the most precious pearls of doa for mumi-

neen, that may Allah forgive all our transgressions, solve our dif-

ficulties, and grant all our wishes, including shaadi, farzand, hap-

piness in family life and qurratul ain in spouse and children, rozi, 

hajj, namaaz in Misr, Bayt ul Muqaddas, Mawali ziyarats, Raudat 

Tahera ziyarat of Maulana Taher Saifuddin and Maulana Muham-

mad Burhanuddin. 

He prayed with the wasila of Imamuz zaman, jami ush sha-

mal, to bring back those who have strayed and unite them under the 

banner of Dawat ul haqq. 

Syedna beseeched Allah to accept our namaaz and roza in 

Shehre Ramadan.

Syedna said he included every single Mumin, no matter where 

they lived, in his doa. He asked mumineen to pray for him, that may 

Allah give him strength to dedicate his life for Imamuz zaman and 

his Dawat. 

Towards the end of the wasila, Syedna declared with warm 

affection to Mumineen that, “you have love for me, and I have even 

more love for you. You live in my heart. You are with me. You are 

with me in Imamuz zaman’s presence. Shi’atuna minna.” 

Syedna ended the vasila with this prayer: Allah, we answer 

your call and say “na’am”, ya raadda ma qad faat, shower us with 

your blessings (ni’am).

Syedna Fakhruddin TUS will lead Maghrib Isha and Washeq 

Namaaz on 30mi raat (Sunday 3rd July) and Eidul Fitar raat (Mon-

day 4th July) at Darus Sakina, Thane, inshaallah.

Syedna will also lead ihyaa’ul layl (Bihori Namaaz) on 30mi 

raat inshaallah. 

On Eid day (Tuesday, 5th July), Syedna TUS will lead Fajr 

Namaaz and Eid Khutba followed by Eidul Fitar Khushi Majlis and 

Iftaar breakfast. Mumineen will receive sharaf of qadambosi of 

Aqamaula TUS inshaallah. 

All Mumineen are invited for salawaat jaman on 30mi raat, 

Eid-ul-Fitar raat and Eid day.

By the raza mubarak of Syedna Fakhruddin, Imamat namaz 

will also be held in Pune, Secunderabad, London, Leicester, Toron-

to, Detroit, Chicago, Bakersfield, Poconos, New Jersey, San Jose, 

Houston, Boston, Singapore, Los Angeles and other cities. On the 

auspicious occasion of these layali fazela, Mumineen, Muminaat 

and their children who are not able to attend are advised to do the 

following amal: 

30mi raat
 Mumineen should pray Maghrib Isha Namaz – with Sunnat 

and Naafilat

 Then Mumineen should pray Nabi na naam followed by 10 

rakaat tatawwu’ namaaz (see Bihori Hafti Part 1, pg 129)

 Mumineen are also encouraged to pray Bihori on 30 mi raat 

as per the detailed Bihori section on FatemiDawat.com and 

listen to Wasila Mubaraka of Syedna Mohammed Burha-

nuddin RA after Nisful Layl Namaaz and Doa.

 Mumineen should also pray Syedna Hatim RA doa also on 

30mi raat before Shaf’a. (PDF is available on FatemiDawat.

com.)

 Mumineen should also pray the Salaam written by Syedna 

Qutbuddin for rehmat, maghfirat, and itqun minan naar. 

(PDF is available on FatemiDawat.com).

Eid-ul-Fitar Night - (Bihori Hafti, Part 1, pg. 142 – 144)

 Mumineen should pray Maghrib Isha Namaz – with Sunnat 

and Naafilat – and pray TAKBEERA after each Faraz.

 Then Mumineen should pray Washeq 24 Rak’at (Niyyat 

in Bihori Hafti, Part 1, pg. 143) and 10 Rak’at Tatawwu’ 

Namaz (as per instructions in Bihori Hafti, Part 1, pg. 143).

 Mumineen should pray Tasbeeh of Doa prayed after Ruku 

Sujud in Tatawwu’ Namaz – 100 times, and Astaghferullah 

Tasbeeh – 1000 times.

 Then they should pray Sajada Wajhi Doa/ Rabbana fol-

lowed by the recording of Syedna Qutbuddin’s RA wasila 

mubaraka.

Eid-ul-Fitar Day
 Mumineen should pray Fajr Sunnat, Faraz and ta’qeeb doa 
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This is an excerpt from a captivating historical account of 

Fatimid celebrations and customs written by Shehzadi Dr. Bazat 

Saifiyah Baisaheba. The article first offers a brief historical setting 

of Fatimid Cairo and then continues to describe in great detail the 

nature and significance of processions and banquets. The article 

also contextualizes the social, political, economic, cultural implica-

tions of such traditions. It then focuses on specific occasions and 

their festivities. Two years ago, we featured the Eid-ul-Fitar section 

of this article on FatemiDawat.com. Here is an excerpt from the full 

article:

Two banquets were held in Eid-ul-Fitr. The first one was for the 
common people, it was held in a huge columned hall known as the 
‘Iwan al-Kabir’ in which a long ma’aidat was laid, piled with different 
kinds of ‘fitra.’ After the morning prayer, the Caliph would sit in the 
‘window’ of the Iwan looking on to the people as they ate the ‘fitra’ 
and took away some as ‘baraka.’ Sometime later, another custom was 
introduced: those who did not break their fast that day (for example, 
Sunnis, if the moon had not yet been sighted) took the fitra but placed 
it in their sleeves, and took it away with them.

There was another banquet for the Caliph, the nobility, aristoc-
racy, and officials of state in the ‘Golden Hall’ after the salat al-’Id 
a silver ma’aidat madroora was placed for the Caliph in front of the 
throne, and stretching from it right to the door another, ma’aidat– re-
sembling a long heavy, very low table – of painted wood was laid. Spe-

cial care was taken over this banquet, it was decorated with flowers 
and covered with dishes of gold and silver and china porcelain filled 
with delicious aromatic foods (21 fatly roasted sheep in 21 very long 
platters, 350 birds – chicken and pigeon, etc. all kinds of confection 
in elaborate shapes: a tree made totally-branches leaves and fruits- of 
sugar, 1000 figures made of sugar, 2 palaces made of halwa, etc.; 
the khubz was placed on the edge of the simat, each weighing 3 ratl.)

We look forward to continuing this article series on Fatimid 

Cairo and will present further pieces on Fatimid Cairo soon, 

inshallah.

Fatimid History Series
Eid-ul-Fitar Celebrations in the time of the Fatemi Imams in Cairo 
(From Sijill 24)

As earlier stated in the philoso-

phy of Da’wat and the Guiding Princi-

ples, access to the Dai is available for 

all Mumineen. 

Bethak audience with Syedna 

Taher Fakhruddin TUS is scheduled 

in Shehrullah on every Sunday at 

6.00pm at Darus Sakina, Mumbai, followed by Imamat namaaz 

and Iftaar Jaman. In the Qadambosi and Araz Bethak Mumineen 

may also present their zakaat and other huqooq and wajebaat. 

Bethak is scheduled on the following Sundays insha’allah:

 Sunday 29th Ramadaan – 3rd July

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS delivered waaz Mubarak and prayed 

shahaadat of Amirul Mumineen Maulana Ali bin Abi Talib SA 

on 19mi raat of Shehre Ramadaan (Wednesday, 22nd June) after 

Maghrib Isha and Washeq Namaaz at Darus Sakina, Thane. 

Syedna’s TUS waaz is available for viewing and playback using the 

following link, for a limited time.

Announcement & Amal Details
Syedna TUS Weekly Qadambosi & Araz Bethak

19mi Ramadaan Amirul Mumineen SA Shahaadat Waaz Broadcast

– and pray TAKBEERA after each Faraz. (Also pray Tak-

beera after Zohor/Asar).

 After sunrise, Mumineen should pray “allahuma inna 

natubo” (Bihori Hafti, Part 1, pg. 145).

 Then pray “allahuma ya mo’tias-sualat” iftaar doa, and do 

iftaar.

 On Eid-ul-Fitar Day Mumineen should take out Silatul-

Imam AS.

 Mumineen should pray Eid Namaaz 2 Rak’ats – with Ima-

mat where there is raza (Bihori Hafti, Part 1, pg. 147) View 

video presentation on the Eid Khutba Namaz. For those 

who do not remember Wash-shams and Hal-ataaka surats, 

they may pray Inna anzalnaahu and Wad-duha surats in-

stead, or if that is also difficult then they may pray Inna 

anzalnaahu and Wat-teen ni surats. Mumineen should be 

sure to review qunut doa in hafti before starting namaaz 

(Bihori Hafti, Part 1, pg. 148)

 Then Mumineen should pray ‘Ewazil-Khutbatayn’ – two 

Raka’ats – and NOT Imamat – (Niyyat in Bihori Hafti, Part 

1, pg. 148).

 Then they should pray Doa of Imam Ali Zaynul Abedeen 

SA, while standing towards the Qibla. (Bihori Part 1, Pg. 

149 – 154).

 Then Mumineen should pray Sajada Wajhi Doa/Rabbana, 

followed by recording of Syedna Qutbuddin RA wasila 

mubaraka.
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Amal Details for the Last Ten Days of Shehrullah
Itqun minan naar no Dasko & Nabi na naam

The last ten days of Shehrullah are known as the ten days 

of ‘itqun-minan-naar (freedom from hellfire) based on the khutba 

of Rasulullah SA in the last days of Shabaan. In these ten days, as 

in Shehrullah as a whole, Mumineen are encouraged to do the  

following:

1 – ROZA: Continue Shehrullah Roza.

2 – NAMAAZ: Pray all five Farizat namaaz on time with their 

respective Sunnat and Naafilat. Click here to read further details.

3 – DUA: Pray allahumma haadha shahru Ramadaan after 

each faraz (text and translation available on website). Pray doa 

of Imam Ali Zainul Aabideen SA after Fajr namaaz (text, transla-

tion and audio of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA and Syedna 

Taher Fakhruddin reciting this doa available on website). Pray doa 

of Syedna al-Mo’ayyad after Zohor Nafilat (text available on web-

site). Allahumma ya mu’tiy as su’aalaat after Maghrib Namaaz, be-

fore iftaar (text available on website). 

4 – QURAN: Pray at least one sipara of Quran Majeed a day 

so that you can complete one full Quran in the month. 

5 – BIHORI: Pray Bihori as much as possible, especially 

namaaz and doa for ‘itqun-minan-naar (freedom from hellfire). 

Details of how to pray Bihori with accompanying translation and 

audios of some doas have been published on FatemiDawat.com

6 – NABI NA NAAM: Do tasbeeh of Salawaat on Anbiyaa’ 

SA (Nabi na naam) and pray two Rak’ats for “ibtighaa’ al-Fadl was 

sawaab” after nabi na naam every night until and including 30 mi 

raat starting with the last Jumo’a raat (Friday eve) in Shehrullah 

(27mi raat – 30th June). On Friday (27th Shehrullah) pray Nabi na 

naam before Zohor Namaaz as well (Text & audio is published on 

FatemiDawat.com).

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 

about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms

Click here to read more

1437H Vajebaat
Zakaat & Vajebaat Form

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more
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Sijill Article

Mubahalah – The Absolute Verdict  

In the wake of the horrific and inhuman bombings in Baghdad, and the tragic 

and extensive loss of life and injury, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, leader of the Da-

woodi Bohra Community, strongly condemns these attacks and its perpetrators. Syedna 

Fakhruddin also strongly condemns the killings in Dhaka, Bangladesh and the bomb-

ings in the Holy city of Medina, Saudi Arabia. Syedna Fakhruddin prays for the victims, 

the injured, and their families. May Allah ta’ala grant them forbearance and strength 

to bear this tragic loss. Syedna Fakhruddin prays for the speedy restoration of peace 

and security and for the safety of the people of Iraq, Bangladesh and the world. Syedna 

Fakhruddin also prays and hopes that the voices of universal brotherhood and harmony, 

in communities and governments, may speak up and unite against this and all forces 

and ideologies of sectarianism, violence, hatred and division.

Attacks in Dhaka, Baghdad, Medina
Syedna TUS Doa Message

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA narrates in 

his Risalat Ashi’atul Fayzil Azali (1378H 

pp. 185-191) that the five Panjetan Paak are 

Ashaabul-mubahalah – the people whom 

Rasulullah SA took with him to challenge 

the delegation from Najraan. Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin RA defines mubahalat as an ab-

solute verdict (hukman faslan) from the 

Greatest Judge (ahkamul hakimeen). For 

this reason, Syedna Taher Saifuddin adds, 

the people of Truth and Faith (ahl as-sidq 

wal-yaqeen) called for mubahalat upon the 

liars and oppressors who opposed them.

In summary, a delegation came to Ra-

sulullah SA from Najraan and challenged his 

characterization of Eisa Nabi AS as Allah’s 

Prophet and servant (Abdullah). Rasulullah 

affirmed his position and the angel Jibra’il 

conveyed to Rasulullah Allah’s command to 

challenge the Najraan delegation to muba-

halat. The next morning when Rasulullah ar-

rived, the priest enquired about the people 

with him…Ali, Fatema, Hasan and Husain 

SA. As Rasulullah prepared for mubahalat, 

the priest and his delegation retracted their 

challenge. In fear of God’s malediction de-

stroying them, they offered to make a truce 

with Rasulullah which he accepted.

Syedna Taher Saifuddin also relates 

that some of the martyrs of Karbala chal-

lenged some of the people of Yazid’s army 

to mubahalat. In the mubahalat, the enemy 

was destroyed. 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin then recounts 

that the 47th Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Abdul-

Qadir Najmuddin RA called upon some of 

those who challenged his position as Dai 

al-Mutlaq to face him in mubahalat. None 

of those who opposed Syedna Najmuddin 
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 (Surat Al-Anfaal: 8)

God willed that the truth be realised by His words; and to cut the root of the disbelievers..
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dared to face him in mubahalat to refute his rightful position. This 

was because Syedna was truthful (sadiq) and his opponent was a 

hypocrite (kazib munafiq). 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin also recounts that his father the 49th 

Dai Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA called upon some of 

those who opposed his authority to face him in mubahalat. Though 

there were many hypocrites (munafiqeen) in his time, he defeated 

them. And though the hudud and true aalims and supporters in 

his age were few, by serving Dawat and Dai they garnered a great 

reward from Allah Ta’ala. 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin lastly says that Syedna Abdullah 

Badruddin RA, the 50th Dai, challenged his detractors in some 

matter in a manner similar to mubahalat. 

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, the 53rd Dai al-Mutlaq, 

followed the example of Syedna Najmuddin, Syedna Burhanuddin 

and Syedna Badruddin and called upon those who challenged his 

veracity and rightful position as Syedna Burahnuddin’s successor to 

face him in mubahalat. His detractors did not respond. Syedna Qut-

buddin’s successor, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, the 54th Dai 

al-Mutlaq, with similar confidence in his righteousness, called upon 

those who challenged Syedna Qutbuddin’s truthfulness to face him 

in mubahalat. His detractors did not respond. What Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin said in reference to Syedna Najmuddin’s opponents holds 

true for the enemies of his successors the 53rd and 54th Dais: 

“None of those who opposed Syedna Najmuddin dared to face him 

in mubahalat to refute his rightful position.” 

Syedna Qutbuddin then challenged his detractors in the 

Bombay High Court and, now, so has his successor Syedna Taher 

Fakhruddin. May Truth prevail and Falsehood be vanquished (li 

yuhiqqal haqqa wa yubtilal batil – Surat al-Anfaal: 8). May Allah 

Ta’ala spread the light of truth and expose the darkness of the en-

emy’s lies. May Allah Ta’ala safeguard His Da’i and His Dawat. May 

Allah Ta’ala protect Mumineen in all parts of the world.

From Sijill 111
To be a Muslim Today

The turbulent world we live in is often disturbing. Especially in 

light of the deplorable acts being carried out in the name of 

religion. News of attacks in which scores of innocent lives are lost 

appear to be unending. In the Ayat quoted above, the Qur’an Ma-

jeed declares that the killing of one innocent soul is the killing of 

all humanity (Surat al-Ma’ida: 32). In addition to the ta’wil signifi-

cance of this Ayat, on the literal level it establishes unequivocally 

that the killing of innocents is completely unjustifiable and utterly 

un-Islamic. 

In reality, the people carrying out such attacks are the worst 

enemies of Islam. They have accused a large majority of Muslims 

of being un-Islamic or even apostates and unbelievers (kafir), while 

they rain their completely un-Islamic horrors on innocent individu-

als, including Muslims. For every murder of innocents in the West, 

they have also murdered thousands of Muslims in the Middle East 

and Asia, especially Shi’a Muslims. Rasulullah SA said, “a Muslim 

is someone whose tongue and hand no other Muslim fears. A Mus-

lim is brother to a Muslim; he neither oppresses him nor hands him 

over. Muslims are a united front, like one hand.” Another version 

of this Hadith is, “a Muslim is someone whose tongue and hand no 

people fear.” Neither of these descriptions apply to the perpetra-

tors of attacks on innocents in the name of Islam. The damage 

they have done to the repute and honor of the Islamic Umma is 

immeasurable. 

The attacks are a manifestation of an extremist and funda-

mentalist ideology that is completely alien to our own beliefs. 

Our ideology – the Fatimid ideology - is that of plurality and 

tolerance: to live with conviction by our beliefs and values and let 

others live by theirs. This ideology is based in our philosophical 

view of the world which manifested itself most strongly when the 

Fatimids ruled a vast empire for over two hundred years. The fol-

lowing excerpt from a paper published on Fatemidawat.com last 

year is worth quoting (“A Foundation for Islamic Tolerance: Re-

flections on the Concept of the Universality of Religions in Fatimid 

Thought, Policy and Practice”): 

The Fatimid definition and understanding of pluralism is not 

indifference or an acceptance that all beliefs are necessarily valid 

and therefore it is simply a matter of cultural difference or a matter 

of fate as to which religion one follows. Pluralism is a firm belief – 

with confidence – in one’s faith and identity, with the recognition 

and respect of the unified origin and the shared values of others. 

This understanding and recognition – not simply pragmatism – is 

the key to tolerance and interactive peaceful and fruitful co-exist-

ence. 

Such an understanding and recognition leads to a move from 

the term tolerance to respect. Tolerance insinuates an innate dislike 

for the other, and has its underpinnings in the pragmatic sufferance 

that is dictated by necessity. Respect on the other hand, demon-

strates that confidence in one’s own belief system and identity, 

but at the same time an acknowledgment of the divine origins of 

all faiths and the recognition of our shared human values. These 

values are universal to all religions preached by Prophets: honesty, 

integrity, sincerity and love for mankind. The 51st Fatimid-Tayyibi 

Dai who espouses the Fatimid philosophy of the Universality of 

Religions, expresses the source of his respect for other religions in 

a verse in one of his Qasidas: 

There is no religion but within it there are some words from 

the people of Truth from ages past. 

 (Surat al-Ma’ida: 32)

He who kills an innocent soul then it is as if he has killed all of 
mankind. And he who gives life to a soul, it is as if he has saved 

all of mankind.
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a ab rifi  best e   Shehza as  Sye a tb i   

Eid ul Fitar Majlis Highlights & Photos

News & Events

In today’s world, there are many elements and groups that 

use religious principles to justify the persecution and even the wag-

ing of an ungodly war. These groups are very vocal in advertising 

the religious justification of their belligerency to anyone who even 

slightly deviates from their system of belief. In this context it is vi-

tal that those of us who, contrary to that, find within our religious 

principles the roadmap for peaceful and respectful coexistence, 

unapologetically make known our principles through our words 

and our actions.

By adhering to the true Islamic values and respecting others, 

each of us, each Muslim, can be an ambassador of Islam. By doing 

so, each Muslim can do their part to prevent the hijacking of the 

name of our religion by a fundamentalist ideology that is entirely 

un-Islamic. The Ayat quoted above continues that he who gives life 

to one soul is like giving life to the entire human race (Surat al-

Ma’ida: 32). Each individual counts. 

We thank and praise Allah Ta’ala that He guided us to the true 

values of Islam through his Prophet, his successors and their Du’at. 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS preaches these values and practices 

them. May Allah Ta’ala give us the strength to follow his example. 

May we also have the strength to detect and stay away from such 

ideologies and ideologues. Let us also strive to protect the name 

of our community by adhering to its true values and philosophies. 

Let us pray that Allah Ta’ala grants Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS 

Nasre-Aziz and Fathe-Mubeen so that by his life giving presence, 

the multitudes are saved. May Allah Ta’ala grant him a long and 

healthy life till qiyaamat.

On the joyous occasion of Eid ul Fitar, following the tradi-

tion of Du’aat Mutlaqeen, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS bestowed 

the Shehzadas of Syedna Qutbuddin RA with laqabs (honorifics). 

Syedna Fakhruddin related how he was given the laqab Fakhruddin 

when Syedna Qutbuddin anointed him as his successor on the 27th 

of Muharram 1437H – the Urus day of Syedi Fakhurddin Shaheed. 

Syedna attributed the bestowing of this honor to his predecessor 

Syedna Qutbuddin.

Garnering the barakat of Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin RA (43rd 

Dai) and Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA (51st Dai) – Syedna bestowed 

the laqab “Saifuddin” on Shehzada Dr AbdeAli Bhaisaheb Saifud-

din. 

Garnering the barakat of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 

RA (49th Dai) and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA (52nd Dai) 

– Syedna bestowed the laqab “Burhanuddin” on Shehzada Dr Hu-

sain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin. 

Garnering the barakat of Syedna Qutubkhan Qutbuddin 

Shaheed (32nd Dai) and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA (53rd 

Dai) – Syedna bestowed the laqab “Qutbuddin” on Shehzada Dr 

Aziz Bhaisaheb Qutbuddin.

Syedna bestowed the laqabs in gratitude to his predecessor 

Syedna Qutbuddin. Shehzada Dr. Abdeali bhaisaheb Saifuddin, 

Shehzada Dr. Husain bhaisaheb Burhanuddin and Shehzada Dr. 

Aziz bhaisaheb Qutbuddin recited abyaat in Shukur and gratitude 

following Syedna’s bayaan. The video recording of the 5 minute 

bayaan is presented on FatemiDawat.com

See the excerpt from Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s risalat in which 

he reports the bestowment of the laqab Qutbuddin on Syedna Khu-

zaima Qutbuddin

Syedna TUS led Fajr 

Namaaz and Eid Khutba in 

Iwan-e-Fatemi (Darus Sakina) 

and beseeched doa to Allah 

Ta’ala in a heartrending wasila. 

In the Eid ul Fitar Majlis, after 

Sharbat & Wadhawanu rasam, 

Mumineen recited Hilalun 

Bada qasida. Syedna then de-

livered a short bayaan in which 

he bestowed laqabs (honorif-

ics) to the Shehzadas of Syed-

na Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. 

Shehzada Dr. Husain Bhaisa-

heb Burhanuddin delivered a 

sincere and heartfelt speech in 

which he remembered Syedna 

Qutbuddin and enlightened 

Mumineen with his ma’rifat and the ma’rifat and shaan of his suc-

cessor Syedna Taher Fakhruddin. After the speech, the Shehzadas 

recited the qasida composed by Syedna Fakhruddin in praise of 

Ai’immat Tahereen on the occasion of this Eid ul Fitar (the qasida 

has been published in Arabic – it will be published with Dawat ni 

zaban fehwa and English translation next week insha’allah). She-

hzadi Dr Tahera Baisaheba’s madeh written for this occasion was 

also recited in the Majlis “jannat ma Qutbedeena shaha shaadmaan 

che * fakhredeen mara mansoos daiz-zaman che”. Finally, Mumi-

neen received the sharaf of Syedna’s qadambosi. After the Majlis 

Syedna accompanied by Mumineen proceeded for ziarat of Syedna 

Qutbuddin. 

Mumineen then enjoyed Eid ul Fitar nashta jaman in Iwan-e-

Fatemi. 

May Allah Ta’ala grant longest life to Syedna TUS so that we 

may continue to garner the barakat of Shehrullah one Ramadan 

after another.
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On the 30th of Ramadaan 1437H (4th July 2016) Syedna Taher 

Fakhruddin TUS sent an open letter to Shehzada Mufaddal Saifud-

din out of concern for the community. In the letter Syedna informed 

Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin that he has filed a “Chamber Sum-

mons in the Hon’ble High Court of Bombay to be substituted as 

plaintiff in the Suit filed by Syedna Qutbuddin to continue the fight 

for truth and righteousness, which are the hallmarks of our faith.” 

Syedna also urged Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin to relinquish his 

false claim, and conveyed to him that the doors of repentance re-

main open for him. 

Syedna also reminded Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin in the 

letter about the high regard in which Syedna Burhanuddin held 

Syedna Qutbuddin bestowing upon him the rutba of Mazoon and 

anointing him as his Mansoos. Syedna pointed out that Shehzada 

Mufaddal Saifuddin “prostrated in sajda to Bawajisaheb thereafter 

for almost 25 years and told people that sajda can only be done to 

a Dai… addressed him and Syedna Burhanuddin together as ‘Bewe 

Maula’ (Both Maulas), and prayed for both of them together for 

their long lives till Qiyamat.” 

Syedna Fakhruddin also expressed his shock regarding the de-

ception of the entire community after Syedna Burhanuddin’s stroke 

in 2011 and the betrayal of Syedna Burhanuddin’s trust. 

Syedna also conveyed his shock at the manner in which She-

hzada Mufaddal Saifuddin and his co-conspirators took step after 

step to fortify their false claim, while taking advantage of Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s age and ill-health. He added with horror “You, your 

brothers and Dr. Moiz kept Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin inhu-

manly and shockingly without food or liquid for an incredible 48 

hours (as the medical records indicate) before admitting him to 

Cromwell Hospital in London on 29th Jumadil Ukhra 1432H (June 

1, 2011)… How could any son subject his father, let alone the spir-

itual father of an entire community, to such abuse?”. 

Referring to the burning of effigies in presence of his brothers 

and bursting of fire-crackers in the Jamea-Saifiyah after the passing 

of Syedna Qutbuddin, Syedna Fakhruddin stated “It is obvious that 

this inhuman behaviour could not happen without your approval, if 

not instruction. For someone who claims to be the spiritual fount of 

a humane and peace-loving community, you did not even consider it 

necessary to condemn this. You have been drawing the community 

away from the noble examples of the Imams and Dais, including the 

51st Dai Syedna Taher SaifuddinRA and Syedna Mohammed Burha-

nuddin, by publicly advocating that girls should not be educated 

except in home science, that women should stay in a corner of the 

home, and that husbands should throw their wives out of the house 

if they do not wear a veil.”

Syedna concluded the letter by posing this question:

How can you even claim to be a Dawoodi Bohra after having 

submitted in the Hon’ble Bombay High Court statements such as 

the following:

1. You have said that the nass of an Imam and Dai can 
be changed. Every mumin (community member) in child-

hood itself has been taught that the nass of succession is 

done once with divine inspiration; it can therefore never 

be changed, and this is the very foundation of the Da-

woodi Bohra faith, and the very reason why the com-

munity followed Ismail Imam after the 5th Imam Ja’far 

al-Sadiq.

2. You have gone to the unimaginable extent of suggest-
ing that an Imam appointed his uncle’s son as his suc-
cessor by performing nass on him. You must at least 

know the basic principle of the Dawoodi Bohra faith that 

an Imam only appoints his son as his successor.

3. You have said that the directions of the 51st Dai Syed-
na Taher Saifuddin to Syedna Burhanuddin that Syed-
na Qutbuddin become Syedna Burhanuddin’s succes-
sor and the 53rd Dai are “irrelevant”.

4. You have argued that even if Syedna Burhanuddin did 
nass on Syedna Qutbuddin in private, it is not a valid 
nass. Do you know more than Burhanuddin Maula about 

how nass can be done?

5. You have suggested that sajda can be done even to a She-

hzada (son of a Dai), and is merely a form of greeting, 

even though you know that sajda can only be done to 

Allah for worship and to His Prophet, Imam, Dai and Dai-

to-be for respect.

I challenge your credentials to be a spiritual leader of our 

community; I challenge your claim to be a Dawoodi Bohra.

The original letter was sent to Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin 

in Arabic. The PDF of the Arabic and the Lisan ud Dawat and Eng-

lish language translations are available on FatemiDawat.com.

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS led Mumineen in namaaz and 

ibaadat during Shehrullah al-Mo’azzam in Iwan-e-Fatemi Darus 

Sakina, culminating with the Eid ul Fitar Majlis. The album also 

includes photos of Misaq shukur ziafat by Qutub-Khan bhaisahed 

in which Syedna bestowed him with Mafsuhiyat. We are pleased to 

present an album of photos that attempts to offer a glimpse into the 

raunaq and barakaat received by mumineen throughout Shehrullah 

al-Mo’azzam.

e  etter t  Shehza a a a  Sai i

Shehrullah Ibadat 
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Legal Update
Chamber Summons Filed In Bombay High Court

His Holiness Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, the 54th Dai al-

Mutlaq has filed a Chamber Summons on the 27th of June 2016 

in the Hon’ble High Court of Bombay to be substituted as plaintiff 

in the Suit filed by his predecessor His Holiness the Late Syedna 

Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, the 53rd Dai al-Mutlaq against Shehzada 

Mufaddal Saifuddin. 

Syedna Qutbuddin sadly passed away to his heavenly abode 

on 30th March 2016 in California, USA. Before his passing Syedna 

Qutbuddin had appointed his eldest son Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 

as his Mansoos (successor) on 8th November 2016. 

Prior to filing the Suit in Hon’ble High Court the Late Syedna 

Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA had made repeated attempts to resolve 

this unfortunate issue internally within the Community, inviting 

Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin to a debate to establish the truthful-

ness of the nass conferred on him by His Holiness the Late Syed-

na Mohammed Burhanuddin Saheb RA , the 52nd Dai al-Mutlaq. 

Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin did not respond to that call. Syedna 

Taher Fakhruddin also invited Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin to a 

debate according to the precedents of the community, and in the 

interests of resolving this matter, which affects the whole commu-

nity. But Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin has not responded to that 

invitation either. 

To ensure that the path set by the previous Dai al-Mutlaq’s is 

followed, and the Community is not torn asunder by false claimants, 

and having full faith in the Indian Judiciary, Syedna Fakhruddin has 

approached the Hon’ble High Court for appropriate remedies. 

In a statement Syedna Fakhruddin said “Since Shehzada 

Mufaddal Saifuddin is unwilling to resolve the matter internally 

through a debate to establish the truth, we have approached the 

Hon’ble Court, in which we have full faith, with evidence that will 

expose the falsehoods being perpetuated by Shehzada Mufaddal 

Saifuddin. I will continue the fight that my revered father Syedna 

Qutbuddin started, for truth, justice, and the future and well-being 

of the Dawoodi Bohra community” 

Note:

The Suit 337 of 2014 was filed by His Holiness Syedna Khu-

zaima Qutbuddin Saheb against Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin in 

the Hon’ble High Court of Bombay in April 2014. Cross-examina-

tion of Syedna Qutbuddin started on 27th April 2015 and was on-

going when His Holiness sadly passed away. Detailed information 

about the Suit and its progress can be found on

www.fatemidawatlegal.com.

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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Sijill Article

Interpreting the Faith and Fourteen-
Hundred Year-Old Traditions

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, leader of the worldwide Dawoodi Bohra commu-

nity, strongly condemns the lorry attack in Nice, France, and its perpetrators. Syedna 

Fakhruddin prays for the victims and their families, may God give them forbearance 

and strength in these most trying of times. Syedna Fakhruddin also prays Allah ta’ala 

may keep all the people of France, Europe, and world safe. Syedna Fakhruddin prays 

and hopes that all governments and communities around the world will unite to fight the 

forces of division, hatred, and violence.

Attack in Nice, France
Syedna TUS Doa Message

The text of the Quran is timeless - it is ap-

plicable even today, fourteen hundred 

years later. The same applies to the Shari’at 

that was revealed to Rasulullah SA. How 

does it apply today? 

The differences that have arisen over 

the years have been primarily due to diverg-

ing interpretations of the Quran and by ex-

tension, the intent of Shar’iat stipulations. 

We are fortunate that our Imams have 

taught us the correct understanding of the 

Qur’an and interpretation of the rules of 

Shariat.  The Quran itself asserts “ask the 

people of the book – the progeny of Rasu-

lullah – if you do not know” (Surat al-Anbi-

ya’: 7). Just as Rasulullah was the authority 

on revelation – no one else could claim that 

an ayat of the Quran was revealed to them – 

Rasulullah’s Wasi was the authority on the 

meaning and intent of the Quran – no one 

else except his Wasi should have claimed 

that they could explain the meaning and in-

tent of an ayat of the Qur’an. Every Imam 

in the progeny of Muhammad and Ali holds 

the authority to explain the correct under-

standing of the Qur’an and Shari’at. In the 

Imam’s seclusion this authority is vested in 

the Dai al-Mutlaq. 

Interpretation of Shariat presents a 

challenge when applied to the modern era 

- in the last fourteen hundred years, the 

context in which the Quran was revealed, 

and Shari’at prescribed, has dramatically 

evolved. Notwithstanding, throughout the 

centuries our Hudaat have safeguarded the 
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Ask the people of the book – the progeny of Rasulullah – if you do not know
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principles of our faith from mutation and exploitation. As Syedna 

Taher Saifuddin RA said in his qasida, “Aale Muhammad are the 

guardians of religion. Their nazaraat and alhaaz safeguard it.” In 

another qasida, referring to himself, Syedna Taher Saifuddin as-

serts, “they tell me to change [religion] and I will not change. I will 

fulfill my covenant to Allah Ta’ala.” Syedna Taher Saifuddin and 

all the Du’aat before and after him have fulfilled this duty of safe-

guarding the faith and contextualizing its lessons for contemporary 

times. While some change and mutate religion for political expedi-

ency, our Hudaat never compromise our values and principles. 

Our Hudaat not only safeguard the Shari’at, but also show 

us how to live by it today – fourteen hundred years after it was 

prescribed. The principles of Shari’at are brilliant and timeless. In 

one sababq, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS stressed that the institution of 

zakaat was in fact a social welfare system prescribed by Shari’at, 

fourteen hundred years ago. Islam made compulsory the education 

of boys and girls, fourteen hundred years ago. Shari’at ensured the 

basic of rights of women to own property and inheritance, four-

teen hundred years ago. 

Shari’at was and is a forward looking system of life. The key 

to preserving its integrity and intent is the correct interpretation 

and guidance.  Our Hudaat have shown us this correct path - our 

Daiz-zaman shows us the correct path.

When Syedna met the President of India Shri Pranab Mukher-

jee last week in New Delhi, he presented him with a copy of the 

thesis authored by Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin. In 

the thesis he has – with the raza and doa of Syedna Burhanuddin 

RA and Syedna Qutbuddin RA – demonstrated the application of 

the principles of finance established by Shari’at in today’s financial 

system. Undeniably the financial system today is vastly different 

than the one that existed fourteen hundred years ago. The Presi-

dent – who was a finance minister for many years – was very inter-

ested in the thesis. In the conversation that followed he expressed 

his appreciation of the forward looking and dynamic leadership 

that Syedna represented – a modern interpretation of a centuries 

old tradition while safeguarding its principles. Syedna thus guides 

his followers in the 21st century, demonstrating how they may ap-

ply Shari’at in their everyday lives.  

We are fortunate that we seek guidance and knowledge from 

those who know and those who have the divine authority to inter-

pret and guide. We are fortunate that our Dai guides us and enables 

us to follow the Shari’at – as Rasulullah intended – fourteen years 

after it was revealed. We are an educated, peace-loving and re-

spected community today because of our Hudaat’s learned and 

correct guidance and interpretation of our faith. May Allah Ta’ala 

grant Syedna Fakhruddin Fathe-Mubeen and may he continue to 

safeguard the principles of Shari’at while showing us how to live by 

it in an ever-changing world.

News & Events
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Meets President of India Shri Pranab Mukherjee 

Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Meets Dr. Manmohan Singh Former 
Prime-Minister of India

On 8 July 2016, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, leader of the 

Dawoodi Bohra Muslim Community, met with the Honourable 

President of India, His Excellency Sri Pranab Mukherjee, at Rash-

trapati Bhavan in New Delhi.

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin presented a bouquet to His Excel-

lency and conveyed greetings on behalf of the entire community, 

and appreciation for the Honourable President’s long and distin-

guished service to the country. Syedna Fakhruddin also conveyed 

his community’s commitment to the fostering of universal broth-

erhood, service and loyalty to the nation, and the promotion of 

tolerance and pluralism. He then presented the President with a 

PhD Thesis on Islamic finance, “The Principles of Finance in Fatemi 

Tayyibi Law,” by Shz Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb. 

Syedna Fakhruddin emphasised the importance of education, 

the empowerment of women, and role of religion as a force for 

good, in bringing the best values of universal brotherhood, phi-

lanthropy and good character in the modern world. The President 

appreciated Syedna’s adaption of traditional knowledge and values 

to modern times in his efforts to foster good character and a more 

humane, harmonious, peaceful and prosperous society. He espe-

cially appreciated Syedna’s unique background of being steeped in 

the faith tradition as well as being an astute and successful 

businessman.

The former Prime Minister of India the Honorable Dr. Man-

mohan Singh gave a warm reception to Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 

TUS, head of the worldwide Dawoodi Bohra Community, at his of-

ficial residence in New Delhi on Friday the 8th of July. The open and 

deep discussion on varied subjects lasted for more than an hour.

Syedna Fakhruddin presented Dr. Singh with a bouquet of 

flowers and greatly appreciated his long service to the nation on 

behalf of Syedna’s community, and especially his pivotal role in 

bringing about and successfully implementing its economic re-

forms, and later 8 years as the Prime Minister. 

Dr. Singh fondly recalled his visit to the opening of Saifee Hos-

pital and his meeting there with Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 

RA, saying that he was a truly magnanimous leader of great wis-

dom and compassion. 

Syedna Fakhruddin affirmed his and his community’s com-

mitment to the progress of the nation and especially to uphold-
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Qasida in TranslationMedia Article
Syedna TUS Eid ul Fitar 1437H Qasida 
with Dawat-ni-zaban Fehwa & English 
Translation

Syedna’s Meeting with the President of 
India

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin composed this qasida mubaraka in Eid-

ul-Fitar 1437H. It is presented this week with English and Dawat 

ni Zaban translation.

ing the worthy principles of pluralism and communal harmony. 

Syedna quoted Imam Ahmad al-Mastur who said that all creatures 

are God’s children, and the most beloved of them to God is one 

who benefits His children the most. Dr. Manmohan Singh heartily 

agreed and appreciated Syedna’s sentiments and said that self-in-

terest must not come in the way of communal harmony and inter-

community cooperation. Syedna observed that it is very common 

for people to criticize others, whereas self-criticizm is very rare. 

Self-criticism is a great principle of our faith, and if only people 

were more self-critical than that of the other, then many problems 

would be solved, a thought which Dr. Singh greatly appreciated. 

Syedna Fakhruddin expressed his belief in the virtues of hard 

work and good character as a basis for the success of his com-

munity, and the nation as a whole, and recounted that one of our 

Imams refused to pray for a man who asked the Imam to ask God 

for him that he may receive his sustenance from God while resting 

at home. The Imam rebuked him and said that I will only pray for 

God to give you abundant sustenance if the heat of the sun lines 

your brow with sweat from hard work. 

Dr. Singh also appreciated the great weight of the responsibil-

ity that has come on Syedna’s shoulders. He remarked on Syedna’s 

unique background of being steeped in the faith tradition as well 

as having founded successful businesses in fund management and 

farming in California, USA. Dr. Singh recounted his days growing 

up on a farm in Punjab, and that today many initiatives to advance 

farming were being undertaken in India adopting techniques and 

technologies such as those used in USA and other parts of the 

world. 

Dr. Singh deeply appreciated the emphasis on education 

which Syedna Fakhruddin placed in his guidance to the community 

and especially the highly educated family of Syedna Fakhruddin 

himself.

On 8 July 2016, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, leader of the 

Dawoodi Bohra Muslim Community, met with the Honourable 

President of India, His Excellency Sri Pranab Mukherjee, at Rash-

trapati Bhavan in New Delhi. Many prominent English, Hindi, Gu-

jarati and Urdu newspapers and media sources covered this meet-

ing such as the Indian Awaaz, Dainik Bhaskar, UNI Urdu Service, 

Daily Shahaft Delhi, Hamara Maqsad, Raj Express, among many 

others. A selection of these papers are published on 

FatemiDawat.com.

Filing of Chamber Summons & Open 
Letter to Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin

Syedna Taher Fakhrud-

din TUS, the 54th Dai al-Mut-

laq filed a Chamber Summons 

on the 27th of June 2016 in 

the Hon’ble High Court of 

Bombay to be substituted as 

plaintiff in the Suit filed by 

his predecessor His Holiness 

the Late Syedna Khuzaima 

Qutbuddin RA, the 53rd Dai 

al-Mutlaq against Shehzada 

Mufaddal Saifuddin. Also, on 

the 30th of Ramadaan 1437H 

(4th July 2016) Syedna Taher 

Fakhruddin sent an open let-

ter to Shehzada Mufaddal 

Saifuddin “out of concern for 

the community.” In the letter 

Syedna informed Shehzada 

Mufaddal Saifuddin that he 

has filed a “Chamber Sum-

mons in the Hon’ble High 

Court of Bombay to be sub-

stituted as plaintiff in the Suit 

filed by Syedna Qutbuddin to 

continue the fight for truth and righteousness, which are the 

hallmarks of our faith.” Syedna also urged Shehzada Mufaddal 

Saifuddin to relinquish his false claim, and conveyed to him that 

the doors of repentance remain open for him. 

Many prominent newspapers covered this filing of Cham-

ber Summons and the open letter such as DNA, Business Stand-

ard, The Asian Age and many others. A selection is published on 

FatemiDawat.com.
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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Sijill Article

Universal Life Lessons from Amirul 
Mumineen SA - Be Endeared to All

T

he sayings (akaleem) of Amirul Mumi-

neen Maulana Ali b. Abi Talib SA are 

life lessons that can help us become better 

human beings and lead more fulfilling lives. 

Fundamentally, Maulana Ali’s akaleem 

(sayings) are ethical teachings: “His teach-

ings are universal, applicable to lives of hu-

mans in different times and places; Ethical 

teachings are directed to all humans, and 

they are meant to be applied toward all hu-

mans; they are universal teachings.”

The teaching quoted in the beginning 

of this Sijill Article is a great lesson in altru-

ism, “Live among people in such a manner 

that if you die they weep over you and if 

you are alive they long for your company.” 

This teaching encourages endearment not 

only with family, not only with friends, not 

only with community, but with all “peo-

ple.” It raises the expectation of one being 

endeared to his family and friends, to being 

endeared to all humans with who we inter-

act. It sets the bar very high.

Maulana Ali’s kalaam presents a goal: 

you must behave in such a way that people 

long for your company when you you are 

alive and weep your loss when you die. The 

path to achieving such endearment is expli-

cated by our Hudaat Kiraam in many other 

teachings that instill the virtues of sincerity, 

honesty, trustworthy, selflessness, the con-

trol of anger, meeting people with a smile 

etc. 

There are people who by their virtue 

and conscious efforts achieve this goal in 

their life. In all aspects of our lives we set 

goals – we often have financial, business, 

educational, and even recreational goals. 

But this teaching is about a moral goal. It 

is not always possible to achieve all of our 

goals in life, but it is important to set goals 

and to make lifelong efforts to achieve them. 

Religious teachings are spiritual, tem-

poral and moral guidelines that pull us away 

from animalistic behaviors and inclinations, 

and instead draw us towards humanitarian 

behavior. Our religious teachings inculcate 

the virtues of honesty, shame, empathy, 

helping others, sacrifice, family values 

among many other things. These teachings 

ultimately help us achieve a higher version 

of ourselves by inculcating the virtues of 

piety, forbearance, contemplation and the 

importance of higher learning. 

Our Hudaat Kiraam, and Dai-z-zaman, 

achieve the highest ranks of spirituality and 

morality among all others. They are our role 

models for spirituality and morality. Follow-

ing their example ensures that we live up to 
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the highest human values and, most importantly, achieve the pur-

pose of this life: salvation.

When discussing this teaching by Amirul Mumineen, we re-

member Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA – none more than him 

lived their lives in such a way and endeared themselves to all peo-

ple around them. All who knew him and interacted with him, even 

if it was for a brief moment always yearned for him. After his pass-

ing they wept for him, and they will weep in awe of his remem-

brance for generations to come. Indeed, our Awliya’ Kiraam, and 

their Du’at Mutlaqeen, not only preach these highest human values 

but are they themselves are the best examples of these virtues. 

(The photo on the left is from 2013 in Sanliurfa, Turkey, in the place 

of Ayyub Nabi’s well from which he received shifa. Locals, who 

had seen Syedna Qutbuddin for the first time in their lives, were 

drawn to him although there was no way for them to know his 

esteemed position otherwise. Syedna characteristically affection-

ately engaged with everyone who approached him.)

May we have the strength to live our lives according to the 

high moral values set by our Awliya’ Kiraam. May we interact with 

such values with our family, our friends, our community members 

and all the people with whom we engage. Although this is not an 

easy task, may Allah ta’ala grant us the tawfiq to recognize and 

realize this goal so that we can at the very least try to achieve it in 

our lifetime.

We are pleased to pre-

sent the article, Ilm 5 – The 

Value of Knowledge: Reli-

gious & Secular, in the se-

ries of articles on the Rasail 

Ikhwan al-Safa. These rasail 

were composed by the ninth 

Imam, Imam Ahmad ul Mas-

tur SA, at a time when reli-

gion was pitched against or in 

contradiction to the advances 

of science and the ‘enlighten-

ment’ of philosophy. This arti-

cle series is written by Shzd. 

Tayyeba Baisaheba. 

The previous articles 

discussed the profound question, what is the purpose of our lives 

on this earth? The purpose of life is one of the most profound ques-

tions of humanity that many have tried to answer over the centu-

ries, achieving the truth to a lesser or greater degree. The Ikhwan 

al Safa not only answer this essential question in their Rasail, they 

also present a compact and practical program by which man can 

achieve this ultimate purpose of life. 

The Ikhwan explain that the supreme purpose of this life is 

for the individual soul to rejoin its Divine Origin, and the process 

of unification and purification of the soul begins with Ma’refat and 

Walayat/Muhabbat (recognition and love) for the representative of 

the Divine in this world, the Imam uz Zamaan. After Ma’refat and 

Muhabbat (recognition and love) of the Imam and his Dai, for the 

further purification of the soul the following virtues are required: 

1. Acquisition of knowledge – ‘ilm

2. Good actions in accordance with this knowledge – ‘amal

3. Good character traits and virtues – akhlaaq.

This week’s article is the fifth article in a 10-part-sequence 

of articles on ‘ilm. This article outlines the Ikhwan’s emphasis on 

the value of all types of knowledge, whether religious or secular. 

“The Ikhwan us Safa maintain that all the many types of knowl-

edge, secular and religious, practical and philosophical, are noble 

and confer respect and honour. Knowledge is life for the heart from 

the death of ignorance as rain is life for the dead earth… but by far 

they say, the most noble, subtle, exalted and wondrous of all knowl-

edge is the knowledge of deen… Ilm of deen is food for the soul; in 

its pursuit is right-guidance and ultimately salvation.” Encouraging 

the reader in the pursuit of knowledge, the article concludes that 

“there is a vast chasm between ignorance and knowledge, in the 

eyes of society and of God; those who have not made any effort 

to learn will simply not understand or esteem the value of knowl-

edge.” 

Below is an excerpt from this week’s article:

The Ikhwan us Safa maintain that all the many types of 

knowledge, secular and religious, practical and philosophi-

cal, are noble and confer respect and honour. Knowledge is 

life for the heart from the death of ignorance as rain is life for 

the dead earth. Knowledge is light for the eyes in darkness, 

strength of the body from weakness, and a weapon against 

enemies. People of knowledge are elevated and become lead-

ers, their deeds are trusted, and all others follow them. With 

knowledge even the slave can reach the status of free men, 

and be welcome in the courts of kings. Knowledge is peace 

for the heart, comforter in solitude, companion in aloneness. 

Its acquisition is betterment for this world and the next. Those 

who are given knowledge are truly fortunate and blessed.

Read the full article on FatemiDawat.com.

Ikhwanus Safa Article Series
‘ILM – Part 5 – The Value of Knowledge-Religious & Secular
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Media Coverage
Syedna’s Meeting with the President of 
India - Cont.

On 8 July 2016, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, leader of 

the Dawoodi Bohra Muslim Community, met with the Honour-

able President of India, His Excellency Shri Pranab Mukherjee, at 

Rashtrapati Bhavan in New Delhi. 

Many newspapers and media sources covered this meeting 

and the articles were featured in Sijill 127. This week we are 

publishing the coverage of the Times of India of this meeting. 

The title of the article is “Promoting Pluralism.”

On 8 July 2016, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, leader of the 

Dawoodi Bohra Muslim Community, met with the Honourable 

President of India, His Excellency Sri Pranab Mukherjee, at Rash-

trapati Bhavan in New Delhi.

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin presented a bouquet to His Excel-

lency and conveyed greetings on behalf of the entire community, 

and appreciation for the Honourable President’s long and distin-

guished service to the country. Syedna Fakhruddin also conveyed 

his community’s commitment to the fostering of universal broth-

erhood, service and loyalty to the nation, and the promotion of 

tolerance and pluralism. He then presented the President with a 

PhD Thesis on Islamic finance, “The Principles of Finance in Fatemi 

Tayyibi Law,” by Shz Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb. 

Syedna Fakhruddin emphasised the importance of education, 

the empowerment of women, and role of religion as a force for 

good, in bringing the best values of universal brotherhood, phi-

lanthropy and good character in the modern world. The President 

appreciated Syedna’s adaption of traditional knowledge and values 

to modern times in his efforts to foster good character and a more 

humane, harmonious, peaceful and prosperous society. He espe-

cially appreciated Syedna’s unique background of being steeped in 

the faith tradition as well as being an astute and successful busi-

nessman.

News & Events
Dubai Iftaar Distribution Drive – 
Shehrullah 1437H 

Following Syedna 

Taher Fakhruddin’s TUS 

teaching that doing good 

during the month of Ram-

adan is as important as 

praying namaaz and fast-

ing, dedicated members of 

Fatemi Dawat assembled 

to distribute over 100 Iftar 

packets to fellow Muslims 

and non-Muslims at one 

of the labor camps in Al 

Quoz, Dubai. 

On the 27th of Ram-

adan (1st July 2016) Prior 

to Maghrib, volunteers 

gathered at a masjid in 

Al Quoz area in Dubai to 

distribute Iftar packets to 

muslimeen brothers who 

were mostly laborers and 

the underprivileged. 

This was a first-

of-its-kind event in Dubai under the guidance and blessings of 

the 54th Dai al-Mutlaq and the spiritual leader of the Dawoodi 

Bohra community Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, promoting the 

true spirit of Ramadan. 

Details of the drive 

 Total packets distributed: 104

 Total people served: 70-80

 Contents of the iftar packet:

 Biryani

 Water

 Lassi

 Banana fruit

 Dates

Photos of the Dubai Iftaar Distribution Drive are presented on 

FatemiDawat.com.

Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Meets 
President of India Shri Pranab 
Mukherjee 

News & Events
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Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Meets Dr. Manmohan Singh Former 
Prime-Minister of India

The former Prime Minister of India the Honorable Dr. Man-

mohan Singh gave a warm reception to Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 

TUS, head of the worldwide Dawoodi Bohra Community, at his of-

ficial residence in New Delhi on Friday the 8th of July. The open and 

deep discussion on varied subjects lasted for more than an hour.

Syedna Fakhruddin presented Dr. Singh with a bouquet of 

flowers and greatly appreciated his long service to the nation on 

behalf of Syedna’s community, and especially his pivotal role in 

bringing about and successfully implementing its economic re-

forms, and later 8 years as the Prime Minister. 

Dr. Singh fondly recalled his visit to the opening of Saifee Hos-

pital and his meeting there with Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 

RA, saying that he was a truly magnanimous leader of great wis-

dom and compassion. 

Syedna Fakhruddin affirmed his and his community’s com-

mitment to the progress of the nation and especially to uphold-

ing the worthy principles of pluralism and communal harmony. 

Syedna quoted Imam Ahmad al-Mastur who said that all creatures 

are God’s children, and the most beloved of them to God is one 

who benefits His children the most. Dr. Manmohan Singh heartily 

agreed and appreciated Syedna’s sentiments and said that self-in-

terest must not come in the way of communal harmony and inter-

community cooperation. Syedna observed that it is very common 

for people to criticize others, whereas self-criticizm is very rare. 

Self-criticism is a great principle of our faith, and if only people 

were more self-critical than that of the other, then many problems 

would be solved, a thought which Dr. Singh greatly appreciated. 

Syedna Fakhruddin expressed his belief in the virtues of hard 

work and good character as a basis for the success of his com-

munity, and the nation as a whole, and recounted that one of our 

Imams refused to pray for a man who asked the Imam to ask God 

for him that he may receive his sustenance from God while resting 

at home. The Imam rebuked him and said that I will only pray for 

God to give you abundant sustenance if the heat of the sun lines 

your brow with sweat from hard work. 

Dr. Singh also appreciated the great weight of the responsibil-

ity that has come on Syedna’s shoulders. He remarked on Syedna’s 

unique background of being steeped in the faith tradition as well 

as having founded successful businesses in fund management and 

farming in California, USA. Dr. Singh recounted his days growing 

up on a farm in Punjab, and that today many initiatives to advance 

farming were being undertaken in India adopting techniques and 

technologies such as those used in USA and other parts of the 

world. 

Dr. Singh deeply appreciated the emphasis on education 

which Syedna Fakhruddin placed in his guidance to the community 

and especially the highly educated family of Syedna Fakhruddin 

himself.

Syedna also appreciated Dr. Singh’s commitment to fostering 

communal harmony especially during his tenure as Prime Minister. 

Syedna enquired how he was able to manage the demands of the 

office. Dr. Singh replied that running such a complex country was 

indeed a mammoth task and that “there was never a dull moment.” 

He said that he never took any vacations during this time, and spent 

every spare moment he could find with his family. Dr. Singh proudly 

talked about his three daughters, their education and their accom-

plishments 

Dr. Singh also appreciated the contributions of Islam and Is-

lamic scholars to the history and development of our knowledge 

and civilization. Syedna added that many today viewed Islam from 

a very narrow prism, which leads to many misunderstandings. He 

narrated how he had once explained to a friend who had been led 

into such misunderstandings that it was the Islam which first gave 

women rights in Arabia and instituted zakat and the social welfare 

system, which we follow to this day. 

Dr. Singh observed that it was important to harmonize be-

tween the tradition and modernity to get the benefits of the eternal 

values of faith in our modern society. On hearing that Syedna had 

given permission to place his sermons on Youtube so that commu-

nity members throughout the world could benefit, Dr Singh said, 

“listening to the wisdom with which Your Holiness speaks, I would 

also like to listen to Your Holiness’s sermons.” 

Dr. Singh said, “the community is greatly blessed to have Your 

Holiness as a leader.” And that the country would be a better place 

if people followed Syedna’s guidance in the values and ethics of 

life. At the conclusion of the meeting Dr. Singh asked Syedna to 

“pray for the country,” and then accompanied him all the way to 

the car.

Qasida in Translation
Syedna TUS Eid ul Fitar 1437H Qasida 
with Dawat-ni-zaban Fehwa & English 
Translation
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin composed this qasida mubaraka in Eid-

ul-Fitar 1437H. It is presented this week with English and Dawat 

ni Zaban translation.
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 

and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 

about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

Fatimid History Series
Eid-ul-Fitar Celebrations

Click here to read more
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Sijill Article

Humility of the Mazoon & his 

Reverence for the Dai

Mumineen are inspired by Syedi Abdul 
Qadir Hakimuddin QR, the eminent Mazo-
on and Mansoos of the 38th Dai al-Mutlaq 
Syedna Ismail Badruddin II. The 41st Dai, 
Syedna Abdut-Tayyib Zakiuddin did wasi-
yyat that he should be buried close to Syedi 
Hakimuddin and that those who came for 
ziarat should first go to the qabar mubarak 
of Syedi Hakimuddin. 

Especially in the context of the great-
ness of his own maqam and the vastness of 
his knowledge, Syedi Abdul Qadir Hakimud-
din’s humility and reverence for the Dai of 
his time is remarkable. In the time of the 
37th Dai Syedna Noor Mohammed Noorud-
din RA, Syedi Hakimuddin wrote in a qasida, 
“a humble servant of Syedna Noor Moham-
med, I would be honored to have the dust 
from his feet to use as kohl for my eyes.”

Syedi Hakimuddin’s practice was to 
seek raza from the Dai for his every ac-
tion for barakat. Whenever a letter from the 
Dai’s hazrat arrived, he would stand up and 

kiss the Dai’s seal and signature. If a mes-
sage was delayed, he would pledge a nazar 
for it to arrive soon. 

Our Hudaat Kiraam assert that the 
Wasi of the Nabi is the one who most ac-
curately and precisely recognizes the Nabi’s 
position and maqam. Similarly, the Hujjat-
uzma of the Imam is the one who most accu-
rately and precisely recognizes the Imam’s 
position and maqam. Again similarly, the 
Mazoon of the Dai is the one who most ac-
curately and precisely recognizes the Dai’s 
position and maqam. 

In the Imam’s seclusion, the Mazoon 
in every age has the truest recognition and 
ma’rifat of the Dai. Therefore the Mazoon 
sets the benchmark for the respect and 
‘azamat by which a Mumin should approach 
the Dai-z-zamaan. 

While we have not witnessed Syedi 
Hakimuddin’s humility in person, we have 
experienced it through Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin’s example, who was Syedna 

Burhanuddin’s Mazoon for fifty years. He 
demonstrated the same humility, respect 
and ‘azamat for the Dai as Syedi Abdul 
Qadir Hakumiddin. 

In Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s time, when 
Syedna Burhanuddin was the Mansoos and 
in the rutba of Mazoon, Syedna Qutbuddin 
traveled with him for Umrah as part of the 
historic “Mansoor ul Yaman” trip. During 
that visit, when Syedna Burhanuddin went 
to the holy site of Ghadeer Khumm, he took 
off his slippers, stood barefoot and prayed 
doa. After Syedna Burhanuddin left, Syed-
na Qutbuddin and his brother Shehzada 
Mohammed-ul-Baqir Bhaisaheb Jamalud-
din, collected some of the dust from where 
Syedna Burhanuddin was standing and kept 
it for barakat. A manifestation of Syedi 
Hakimuddin’s verse, “dust on his feet is the 
kohl for my eyes.”

In Syedna Burhanuddin’s time, when-
ever he instructed Syedna Qutbuddin to 
deliver Ashara waaz, Syedna Burhanuddin 
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Humility of the Mazoon & his Rever-
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“Ahakeema Deenillahi ‘Abdal-Qaadiri”
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Mazoon ud Dawat Syedi Abdul Qadir Hakimuddin QR 

A humble servant of Syedna Noor Mohammed, I would be honored to have the dust from 
his feet to use as kohl for my eye
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would send a message of doa (through telegram and fax in later 
years) to Syedna Qutbuddin. Syedna Qutbuddin would read the con-
tents of the message aloud to Mumineen and then he would put 
the letter on his paagri and kiss it. At home, whenever Syedna’s 

doa message was delivered, he would stand up, receive it, put it 
on his forehead, and offer a sajda of shukur to Allah Ta’ala. For 
fifty years as his Mazoon, Syedna Qutbuddin performed this amal 
mubarak every single time he received a doa message from Syedna 
Burhauddin. 

Syedi Hakimuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin exemplified the 
‘azamat and humility with which a Mumin should approach the 
Dai-z-zamaan. This ‘azamat is a result of their recognition that the 
Dai is in place of the Imam in his seclusion, and that he is our guide, 
and therefore in him shines the Noor of Allah. 

We offer praise and thanks to Allah Ta’ala that after Syedna 
Burhanuddin RA, we believed and followed his true successor, 
the 53rd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. A Ma-
zoon who showed us Mumineen, by example for fifty years, how 
a Mumin should revere the Dai-z-zamaan. May we follow the ex-
ample he set in our reverence for our Dai-z-zamaan, Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS. May Allah Ta’ala grant Syedna Fakhruddin long-
est life and Fath-e-Mubeen by the wasila of Syedi Hakimuddin and 
his hamshaan, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin.

Syedi Hakimuddin’s QR wafaat was on the 5th of Shawwal 
and three weeks later Syedi Hakimuddin’s enemies exhumed his 
paak body under false charges of heretical burial practices, and 
his paak body came out fresh and fragrant, the shroud still dry 
and clean. Syedi Luqman-ji QR writes in detail in his Seerat of 
Syedi Hakimuddin about this great mujiza in Balagh ud duaat (pp. 
286-292). Mumineen buried him again on 27th Shawwaal, which 
is why there are two Urus dates for Syedi Hakimuddin - 5th Shaw-
waal and 27th Shawwaal. 

Two years ago we published a biographical article by Shzd 
Tahera Baisaheba about Syedi Hakimuddin. The article highlights 
Syedi Hakimuddin’s qudsani seerat, his service and devotion, kh-
idmat and fidagiri, for his Dai, his high station in knowledge and 
sincerity, ilm and khuloos, his dedicated teaching for students of 
ilm-e Aal-e Mohammad, his guidance for Mumineen and travels 
to their towns, his introduction into Dawat of many worthy cus-
toms, khayr rusoom, and his miracles in life and after death. Click 
here to read the article. 

Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin will preside over 
Urus Majlis on 27th raat of Shawwal (Saturday, 30th July) after 
Maghrib/Isha namaaz (8.00pm IST) in Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Saki-
na, Mumbai. Mumineen may join the majlis using the following 
link. Mumineen are invited for Salawat Jaman after Majlis. 

Announcement, Amal Details, Biography

Mazoon-ud-Dawat Syedi Abdul Qadir 

Hakimuddin QR Urus Majlis
On the auspicious occasion of Mazoon-ud-Dawat Syedi Ab-

dul Qadir Hakimuddin RA, we are pleased to present an English 
translation of the stunning qasida written in his shaan by Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA: “Ahakeema deenillahi ‘Abdal-Qaadiri”. 

The poetic English translation is by Shehzadi Dr. Tahera bai-
saheba. Below are a few excerpts from the translation, the full 
qasida mubaraka with English translation is published on Fatemi-
Dawat.com with audio recording:

Qasida in Translation

“Ahakeema Deenillahi ‘Abdal-Qaadiri”

Mumineen are urged to follow these amal details on this aus-
picious occasion:

 Pray Khatmul Quran

 Recite the qasida mubaraka “A Hakeema Dinil-
laahi Abdal Qaadiri” (English translation and audio 
recording published on website)

 Recite Dawat-ni-Zaban Salaam by Shehzadi Dr. 
Bazat Tahera baisaheba.
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Waaz Video Excerpts

Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Amirul 

Mumineen Waaz 1437H

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS delivered waaz and prayed 
shahadat of Amirul Mumineen SA on the eve of 19th Shehre 
Ramadan 1437H, in Iwan-e Fatemi, Darus Sakina, Mumbai. This 
week we present 4 short video excerpts from the waaz mubarak. 
(on YouTube and Vimeo).

1. Balance of Both Worlds - In the first excerpt, Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin explains that Maulana Ali encouraged Mumi-
neen to fully take advantage of all worldly and spiritual 
opportunities. However, it should never that deen is for-
gotten - there must be balance in life. Syedna Fakhrud-
din elaborated on how an ideally balanced life should be 
divided into three parts…

2. The Dai of “Abu-Turab” - In the second excerpt, Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin narrated that when Syedna Burhanud-
din RA traveled with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA to 
Najaf, both Du’at entered Maulana’s Ali zarih mubarak 
together for daakhli and ziarat. In this clip, Syedna 
Fakhruddin also draws parallels between Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin’s amal mubarak in court, and Syedna 
Daud bin Qutubshah’s amal mubarak in Akbar Badshah’s 
court.

3. “Khak-e-Shifa” - In the third excerpt, Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin narrates a few anecdotes about khak-e-shifa 
and the power of belief and conviction in the context of 
healing and in life in general.

4. Syedna’s Doa & the Greatest Wasila - In the fourth ex-
cerpt, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin prays for Mumineen with 
the wasila of Aimmat Tahereen and Du’at Mutlaqeen - he 
explains that when Amirul Mumineen asked Rasulullah to 
pray for him, Rasulullah took the wasila of Maulana Ali 
himself. Syedna Fakhruddin prayed for fathe-mubeen, for 
the safe guarding of Dawat, to keep Mumineen united in 
this world and the Hereafter. He tells Mumineen, that they 
are all with him, in the saya of their Dai.

Ikhwanus Safa Article Series

‘ILM – Part 5 – The Value of Knowledge-Religious & Secular

News & Events

Dubai Iftaar Distribution Drive – 

Shehrullah 1437H 

Following Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin’s TUS 
teaching that doing good 
during the month of Ram-
adan is as important as 
praying namaaz and fast-
ing, dedicated members of 
Fatemi Dawat assembled 
to distribute over 100 Iftar 
packets to fellow Muslims 
and non-Muslims at one 
of the labor camps in Al 
Quoz, Dubai. 

On the 27th of Ram-
adan (1st July 2016) Prior 
to Maghrib, volunteers 
gathered at a masjid in 
Al Quoz area in Dubai to 
distribute Iftar packets to 
muslimeen brothers who 
were mostly laborers and 
the underprivileged. 

This was a first-
of-its-kind event in Dubai under the guidance and blessings of 
the 54th Dai al-Mutlaq and the spiritual leader of the Dawoodi 
Bohra community Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, promoting the 
true spirit of Ramadan. 

Details of the drive 

 Total packets distributed: 104

 Total people served: 70-80

 Contents of the iftar packet:

 Biryani

 Water

 Lassi

 Banana fruit

 Dates

Photos of the Dubai Iftaar Distribution Drive are presented on 
FatemiDawat.com.

Last week’s article is the fifth article in a 10-part-sequence of 
articles on ‘ilm. It outlines the Ikhwan’s emphasis on the value of 
all types of knowledge, whether religious or secular. “The Ikhwan 
us Safa maintain that all the many types of knowledge, secular and 
religious, practical and philosophical, are noble and confer respect 
and honour. Knowledge is life for the heart from the death of ig-
norance as rain is life for the dead earth… but by far they say, the 

most noble, subtle, exalted and wondrous of all knowledge is the 
knowledge of deen… Ilm of deen is food for the soul; in its pursuit 
is right-guidance and ultimately salvation.” Encouraging the reader 
in the pursuit of knowledge, the article concludes that “there is a 
vast chasm between ignorance and knowledge, in the eyes of soci-
ety and of God; those who have not made any effort to learn will 
simply not understand or esteem the value of knowledge.” 
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 

Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
Click here to read more

Fatimid History Series

Eid-ul-Fitar Celebrations
Click here to read more

Below is an excerpt from this week’s article:

The Ikhwan us Safa maintain that all the many types of 
knowledge, secular and religious, practical and philosophi-
cal, are noble and confer respect and honour. Knowledge is 
life for the heart from the death of ignorance as rain is life for 
the dead earth. Knowledge is light for the eyes in darkness, 
strength of the body from weakness, and a weapon against 
enemies. People of knowledge are elevated and become lead-
ers, their deeds are trusted, and all others follow them. With 
knowledge even the slave can reach the status of free men, 
and be welcome in the courts of kings. Knowledge is peace 
for the heart, comforter in solitude, companion in aloneness. 
Its acquisition is betterment for this world and the next. Those 
who are given knowledge are truly fortunate and blessed.

Read the full article on FatemiDawat.com.
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Sijill Article

Amirul Mumineen’s Approach to this 
World 

In many of his sayings, Amirul Mumi-
neen SA emphasizes the Hereafter by high-
lighting the transience and futility of this 
world. For example, in one instance he lik-
ens this world to a snake that is smooth to 
touch but whose poison is fatal. In the con-
text of the strong attraction humans instinc-
tively have to the instant gratification of this 
world, such strong imagery is necessary. 

However, overall our Mawali Taher-
een’s approach to this world is a positive 
one. In a world seemingly full of despair and 
suffering our Hudaat Kiraam’s approach fo-
cuses on its potential for good, truth, profit 
and prayer. Not only does this approach help 
us live as good human beings in this world, 
but it helps us make this world a bridge to 
the heavens, provided we prepare for the 
Hereafter.

As Shzd Tahera baisaheba explains 
in her article published in Sijill this week, 
Amirul Mumineen SA focuses on the im-
portance of the approach we take to this 
world. In other words, this world is what we 
make of it.

[Maulana Ali] reminded his compan-
ions that the world is neither good nor bad 
in and of itself, but that both the good and 
bad of this world are with reference to its 
people. We should not reproach the world 
for our own defects. Yes, its characteristics 
are base, but it does not hide them from us. 
Rather, it warns us time and again, show-
ing us plainly by the deaths of our fathers 
and mothers that our fate will be exactly the 
same. The world is a bridge to paradise for 
the person who looks at it with the eye of 
reflection. It is here that one has the oppor-
tunity to prepare for the hereafter, to pray 
and perform good deeds, deeds that serve 
as a passport to heaven. But for the person 
who neglects to prepare for the hereafter, 
the world is a bridge to hellfire. In both cas-
es, the world is not responsible for the fate 
of its inhabitants. It is they who choose their 
path. They make of the world what they will. 
They use it or abuse it as they will. (Shzd 
Tahera Baisaheba’s article is published here)

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA presented 
Amirul Mumineen’s approach to dunya in 

his qasida “al-aqlu fil-insaani-a’lal jawhari”:

Amirul Muminin, Maulana Ali,             
famously known as Haydar, 
Said the following words about this 
world:

It is the home of truth for those who 
are truthful
    The home of wellbeing for those 
who comprehend

A masjid for Allah’s loved ones, those 
who practice piety 

 Prostrate in sajda, and continu-
ally praise God

Place of prayer for the angels
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Strive for success in this world and the hereafter  *  That is the truly guided path
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    Noble, pure, dazzling in their luminous station

Place where revelation descends
    From the lord of the high heavens, lord of land and sea

Place where God’s saints, awliya, transact
    Earning His blessings

O human: apply yourself with passion
 Work hard to profit in both abodes

Don the garment of God’s religion
    Wear the robe of piety, taqwa

Religion in the world is like the soul in the body
    Know this well, and pay heed

This world is your home, your residence
 Live honorably, its honor derives from you

Take service from the world, do not become its servant
    And you shall live with dignity and respect

Strive for success in this world and the hereafter
    That is the truly guided path

Recently, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS expanded on this approach 
to Dunya in his waaz on the 19th of Shehrullah. Syedna explains 
that Maulana Ali encouraged Mumineen to fully take advantage 
of all worldly and spiritual opportunities. However, it should never 
that deen is forgotten - there must be balance in life. The 5 minute 
video clip was recently published on FatemiDawat.com.

Syedna Fakhruddin himself is also an example of this ap-
proach. Syedna’s dedication to Dawat ‘ilm and khidmat throughout 
his life was such that Syedna Qutbuddin anointed him as his succes-
sor to the exalted rutba of Dai al-Mutlaq. At the same time, Syedna 
excelled in secular education and business. He topped the cohort 
of Bombay University in his Arabic literature B.A. and achieved an 
M.A. from the University of London. As did Syedna Ismail Badrud-
din RA, Syedna Fakhruddin established and managed successful 
and profitable businesses. 

Our Hudaat Kiraam and our Daiz-zamaan practice what they 
preach and they lead by example, not only with their words. May 
Allah Ta’ala grant us the strength to live by this approach and build 
this world and the Hereafter.

We are pleased to present this fascinating paper by Shzd Dr 
Tahera Baisaheba that explores one of the primary themes of Amir-
ul Mumineen’s SA orations (khutbah-s): the contempla-
tions on this world and the Hereafter. 

The article entitled “Ali’s Contemplations on this 
World and the Hereafter” was published in Essays in 
Islamic Philology (ed. Ali Reza Korangy et al 2016). (To 
purchase the collection of essays click here).

Here is an excerpt from the article:
Discussing Ali’s oration defending this world, Ibn 

Abi al-Hadid implicitly refers to the context as justify-
ing the 180-degree turn from Ali’s usual approach, and 
he comments: “This piece is in praise of the world, and 
it illustrates Ali’s ability to control his themes, maneu-
vering them in any which way he wished. Almost all 
his orations are in censure of the world, whereas here, he praises 
it. But he is true there, and he is true here.” Even in the orations 
that contain harsh condemnation of this world, if we look closely, 

the approach is more complex than meets the eye. Although Ali 
is saying that the world deceives, through his castigation of the 

world, he is, in fact, metonymically castigating the peo-
ple of the world— humans, who by their own volition 
have become enamored of her, to the degree that they 
have become oblivious to the hereafter. Knowledge 
of the context is vital in interpreting these oratorical 
texts. Just as Ali’s orations help explain his times and 
scenes, his times and scenes help explain his orations. 
Understanding the background of his orations gives us 
a fuller awareness of why they were said and what they 
meant to their original audience. As we have seen, the 
orations discussed in this article are firmly grounded in 
the political reality of Ali’s time, as well as in the lit-
erary scene of early Islamic Arabia. Contextualization 

provides us with a richer sense of those associations. 
The PDF of the full text of the article is available on  

FatemiDawat.com.

Publications

Waaz Video Excerpts

Shz . Dr. ahera Baisaheba rti e s te ati s  this r  a  the 
erea ter i  the te t  is i e a  i es

Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Amirul Mumineen Waaz 1437H

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS delivered waaz and prayed 
shahadat of Amirul Mumineen SA on the eve of 19th Shehre Rama-
dan 1437H, in Iwan-e Fatemi, Darus Sakina, Mumbai. This week 
we present 4 short video excerpts from the waaz mubarak. (on 
YouTube and Vimeo).
1. Balance of Both Worlds - In the first excerpt, Syedna Taher 

Fakhruddin explains that Maulana Ali encouraged Mumi-
neen to fully take advantage of all worldly and spiritual op-
portunities. However, it should never that deen is forgotten - 
there must be balance in life. Syedna Fakhruddin elaborated 
on how an ideally balanced life should be divided into three 
parts…

2. The Dai of “Abu-Turab” - In the second excerpt, Syedna 

Taher Fakhruddin narrated that when Syedna Burhanuddin 
RA traveled with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA to Najaf, 
both Du’at entered Maulana’s Ali zarih mubarak together 
for daakhli and ziarat. In this clip, Syedna Fakhruddin also 
draws parallels between Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s 
amal mubarak in court, and Syedna Daud bin Qutubshah’s 
amal mubarak in Akbar Badshah’s court.

3. “Khak-e-Shifa” - In the third excerpt, Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din narrates a few anecdotes about khak-e-shifa and the 
power of belief and conviction in the context of healing and 
in life in general.

4. Syedna’s Doa & the Greatest Wasila - In the fourth excerpt, 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin prays for Mumineen with the 
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Ikhwanus Safa Article Series
  art   he a e  e e e i i s  Se ar

Last week’s article is 
the fifth article in a 10-part-
sequence of articles on ‘ilm. It 
outlines the Ikhwan’s empha-
sis on the value of all types 
of knowledge, whether reli-
gious or secular. “The Ikhwan 
us Safa maintain that all the 
many types of knowledge, 
secular and religious, practical and philosophical, are noble and 
confer respect and honour. Knowledge is life for the heart from 
the death of ignorance as rain is life for the dead earth… but by far 
they say, the most noble, subtle, exalted and wondrous of all knowl-
edge is the knowledge of deen… Ilm of deen is food for the soul; in 
its pursuit is right-guidance and ultimately salvation.” Encouraging 
the reader in the pursuit of knowledge, the article concludes that 
“there is a vast chasm between ignorance and knowledge, in the 
eyes of society and of God; those who have not made any effort 

to learn will simply not understand or esteem the value of knowl-
edge.” 

Below is an excerpt from this week’s article:
The Ikhwan us Safa maintain that all the many types of 

knowledge, secular and religious, practical and philosophi-
cal, are noble and confer respect and honour. Knowledge is 
life for the heart from the death of ignorance as rain is life for 
the dead earth. Knowledge is light for the eyes in darkness, 
strength of the body from weakness, and a weapon against 
enemies. People of knowledge are elevated and become lead-
ers, their deeds are trusted, and all others follow them. With 
knowledge even the slave can reach the status of free men, 
and be welcome in the courts of kings. Knowledge is peace 
for the heart, comforter in solitude, companion in aloneness. 
Its acquisition is betterment for this world and the next. Those 
who are given knowledge are truly fortunate and blessed.

Read the full article on FatemiDawat.com.

wasila of Aimmat Tahereen and Du’at Mutlaqeen - he ex-
plains that when Amirul Mumineen asked Rasulullah to pray 
for him, Rasulullah took the wasila of Maulana Ali himself. 
Syedna Fakhruddin prayed for fathe-mubeen, for the safe 
guarding of Dawat, to keep Mumineen united in this world 
and the Hereafter. He tells Mumineen, that they are all with 
him, in the saya of their Dai.

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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Click here to read more

Bi ra hy a  h t  a ery
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Fatimid History Series
Eid-ul-Fitar Celebrations
Click here to read more
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Sijill Article

“Why do you hold back your words? 
Compose. Even in the face of blameful 
criticism”  

Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin’s RA stat-
ure amongst the Du’aat is that of a shining 
sun – shamsud-du’aatil-mutlaqeen. In the in-
troduction of his Master’s thesis on Syedna 
Abdeali Saifuddin’s diwan, Shz Dr. Abdeali 
Bhaisaheb Saifuddin writes: 

“…When Syedna died in 1232/1817 
at the age of forty-three, he had been Dai 
for nineteen years, and during that time 
had trained hundreds of students now well 
versed in the tradition of learning and litera-
ture of the Fatimid-Ismailis. He had reorgan-
ized with great vision, strength, precision 
and care, the running of the Da‘wat com-
munity, and had established, reinforced and 
revitalized the tradition of learning in the 
Fatimid-Ismaili community (Click here to 
read Sijill Article 30 “The Legacy of Syedna 
Abdeali Saifuddin – Knowledge, Nurture 
and Structure”)... However, Syedna Abdeali 
Saifuddin was faced with huge challenges 
during his time as Dai. A few years into his 
appointment, his beloved wife died. Shortly 
after that, his brother, close counsel and 

trusted friend Syedi Abdulqadir Hakimud-
din, whom he had appointed as successor to 
himself, died, leaving him alone, faced with 
the challenge of finding a successor. All this 
time Syedna continued composing…” 

After recovering from a long drawn ill-
ness, Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin composed 
a qasida in which he wrote, “My living is 
the living of truth and piety / My recovery 
is the recovery of law and jurisprudence.” 
Someone maliciously remarked that Syedna 
only spoke of himself in these verses of his 
composition. It is unthinkable that someone 
made such an accusation towards Syedna 
Abdeali Saifuddin, but yet it actually hap-
pened. After the spiteful allegation, Syedna 
stopped composing qasidas for some time.

After this break from composition, 
Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin began another 
qasida with this verse: “Why do you hold 
back your words? Compose. Even in the 
face of blameful criticism.” In this qasida he 
explains that his purpose for composing the 
qasidas is for the guidance (hidaayat) and 

benefit of Mumineen. Syedna continued to 
compose, despite the lack of appreciation. 
It is worth noting that Rasulullah SA said, “I 
am chief of the sons of Adam, and I say this 
without boasting.” Rasullulah did not state 
this description of himself out of pride, but 
to show us his high position. Our Ai’immat 
and Du’aat through their bayaans and com-
positions have done the same. Syedna Ab-
deali Saifuddin’s qasidas and compositions 
continue to benefit Mumineen today. 

Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin faced im-
mense challenges during his reign and yet re-
mained steadfast in his path and in his faith 
in Allah Ta’ala’s and His Imam’s ta’yeed. 
Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin said, “we [Du’at 
Mutlaqeen] are in the company of the mar-
tyrs of Karbala, Uhud and Badar.” The mar-
tyrs of Karbala, Uhud and Badar were ready 
to sacrifice everything and forsake life itself 
for the sake of Dawat. Each Dai is prepared 
to do the same. The Dai in every age perse-
veres in his mission despite blame and re-
buke. He is prepared to sacrifice everything 
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Dawat History & Biography Series

for the sake of Dawat. 
Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed RA demonstrated that prepared-

ness. His namesake and successor Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin 
RA did the same. 

Syedna Taher Fakhurddin TUS is the successor of Syedna Ab-
deali Saifuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin. May Allah Ta’ala grant us 
the tawfiq to recognize his elevated position and maqam. May we 
live our lives in constant shukur of his innumerable ihasaan. May 
Allah Ta’ala give Syedna Taher Fakhruddin a long life in his khdimat 
of Imamuz Zaman and Dawat.

Announcement & Amal Details
Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin RA Urus 

Bakersfield, USA
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Syedna 

Abdeali Saifuddin RA Urus Majlis on Saturday 12mi raat Zil 
Qada (13th August) after Maghreb Isha namaaz, Inshaallah. 

London, UK
Shz Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin will preside over Syedna 

Abdeali Saifuddin RA Urus Majlis on Sunday 12mi Zil Qada 
(14th August) at 12 PM, followed by Salawat Jamaan. Loca-
tion: Edgware, Middlesex. For directions and to RSVP, please 
contact Qusai bhai Jafferjee on +44 7742 262463 or email ha-
timebrahim@gmail.com

Mumbai, India
Shz Husain bhaisaheb Burhanuddin will lead Maghreb 

and Isha namaaz and preside over Syedna Abdelai Saifuddin 
RA Urus Majlis in Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina, Thane on Sat-
urday 12mi raat Zil Qada (13th August), followed by Salawaat 
Jaman, Inshaallah.

Mumineen may join the live broadcast of this majlis (also 
available for playback) using this link

Mumineen are urged to follow these amal details on this 
auspicious occasion:
 Pray Khatmul Qur’an
 Pray the qasida mubaraka “Saiful Huda Saiful Imam-ish-

shaheer” (English translation and audio recording pub-
lished on website)

 Recite Dawat-ni-Zaban Salaam by Shehzadi Dr. Tahera Bai-
saheba (audio recording and PDF published on website).

Program details regarding Urus Majlis will be published soon. 

On this auspicious occasion, Mumineen, Muminaat and their chil-
dren should follow these amal details:

 Gather and pray Khatmul Qur’an on the niyyat of 
Syedna Tayyeb Zainuddin RA

 Pray the qasida mubaraka composed by Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA in the shaan of Syedna Tayyeb 
Zainuddin RA (PDF and audio recording published 
on website).

 Recite Dawat ni Zaban Salaam by Shzd. Dr Tahera 
Baisaheba in which she has done zikr of Syedna 
Tayyeb Zainuddin’s shanaat and the historic events 
in his reign (PDF and audio recording published on 
website).

Last year we presented this biographical article about the 
43rd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin RA. The article 
is an excerpt from the MA Thesis written by Shz. Dr. Abdeali 
Bhaisaheb on the “Meaning of Love in the Poetry of Syedna 
Abdeali Saifuddin”. The excerpt presents a brief biographical 
sketch of the life of Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin and an introduc-
tion to his Diwaan (collection of Qasidas). 

This year we present this biographical article’s Dawat ni 
Zaban translation. The Dawat ni Zaban PDF has been published 
on FatemiDawat.com

Click here to pray the full qasida with English translation.

Syedna Tayyeb Zainuddin RA Urus 

Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin RA – 
Published in Dawat-ni-zaban
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Announcement

Qasida Translation

Zawaj (Shaadi) Committee

“Saiful Huda Saiful Imam-ish-shaheer”

Family is the central unit in our social fabric as Dawoodi 
Bohra Mumineen. The foundation of family is nikah and marriage. 
Rasulullah SA said that marriage is the completion of faith for the 
individual. 

With the doa and guidance of Syedna TUS the Fatemi Dawat 
Zawaj Committee has been re-launched on the occasion of Syedna 
Abdeali Saifuddin’s Urus Mubarak. The vision of the Fatemi Dawat 
Zawaj committee is to operate with the utmost of integrity to help 
Mumineen achieve the social and religious aspiration asserted by 
Rasullulah SA. The committee will faciliate the meeting of eligible 
men and women for nikah and shaadi. Several matches have al-
ready been successfully made through this committee. 

The Vision of Fatemi Dawat Zawaj: 

Zawaj aims to be a leading institution for bringing together 
the youngsters (shabab) of our community with the aim of nikah 
and shaadi. The Zawaj Committee will uphold the highest stand-
ards of accountability, discretion, and confidentiality to ensure long 
and short term satisfaction of all participants. Its committee mem-
bers will ensure all potential matches have strong foundations of 
common values, respect for diverse life aspirations, and a common 
goal of a happy family and community life. 

The Objectives of Fatemi Dawat Zawaj: 

1. Facilitate and introduce prospective life partners
2. Organize social gatherings and programs to fulfil vision of 

the committee (as stated above)
Application forms are available at www.fatemidawat.com/

contact/zawaj.html. Please email your completed form to 
shaadi@fatemidawat.com.

On the auspicious occasion of Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin RA 
Urus Mubarak, we are pleased to present an English translation of 
the beautiful qasida written in his shaan by Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
RA: “Saiful Huda Saiful Imam-ish-shaheer.” 

The poetic English translation is by Shehzadi Dr. Tahera Baisa-
heba. Below are a few excerpts from the translation, the full qasida 
mubaraka with English translation is published on 
FatemiDawat.com with audio recording:

Ocean of generosity, cave for refuge from perdition, 
lord of grandeur 
    Forenoon sun, full moon lighting up the darkness

His knowledge was like the roaring sea
    His strength was like Mount Yazbul or Mount 
Thabeer

His clay was composed of the clay left over 
    From the creation of the pure, rightly guiding Imams

In comparison with his nobility
    All patricians are plebeian and common

The lord of his age granted him wisdom
    “Truly, wisdom is the most abundant goodness”

How well he organized the rightly guiding Dawat
    With perception, expertise, and proficiency

He walked the path
    Of the blessed Fatemi Imams

His resolve was so firm
    That all difficulties melted away

He defended Dawat like a lion defending his den
    From the treacherous munafiq and the evil
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We are pleased to pre-
sent this fascinating paper 
by Shzd Dr Tahera Baisaheba 
that explores one of the pri-
mary themes of Amirul Mum-
ineen’s SA orations (khutbah-
s): the contemplations on this 
world and the Hereafter. 

The article entitled 
“Ali’s Contemplations on this 
World and the Hereafter” was published in Essays in Islamic Philol-
ogy (ed. Ali Reza Korangy et al 2016). (To purchase the collection 
of essays click here).

Here is an excerpt from the article:
Discussing Ali’s oration defending this world, Ibn Abi al-

Hadid implicitly refers to the context as justifying the 180-degree 
turn from Ali’s usual approach, and he comments: “This piece is 
in praise of the world, and it illustrates Ali’s ability to control his 
themes, maneuvering them in any which way he wished. Almost all 

his orations are in censure of the world, whereas here, he praises it. 
But he is true there, and he is true here.” Even in the orations that 
contain harsh condemnation of this world, if we look closely, the 
approach is more complex than meets the eye. Although Ali is say-
ing that the world deceives, through his castigation of the world, 
he is, in fact, metonymically castigating the people of the world— 
humans, who by their own volition have become enamored of her, 
to the degree that they have become oblivious to the hereafter. 
Knowledge of the context is vital in interpreting these oratorical 
texts. Just as Ali’s orations help explain his times and scenes, his 
times and scenes help explain his orations. Understanding the back-
ground of his orations gives us a fuller awareness of why they were 
said and what they meant to their original audience. As we have 
seen, the orations discussed in this article are firmly grounded in 
the political reality of Ali’s time, as well as in the literary scene of 
early Islamic Arabia. Contextualization provides us with a richer 
sense of those associations. 

The PDF of the full text of the article is available on  
FatemiDawat.com.

Publications
Shz . Dr. ahera Baisaheba rti e s te ati s  this r  a  the 
Hereafter in the Context of His Life and Times”

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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Sijill Article

Train Like an Olympian  

As many of us marvel at the physical 
dexterity, strength and fitness of the Olym-
pians in Rio, we are amazed at what human 
beings can achieve if only they put their 
mind to it. 

The few seconds of the competition 
which determine their success are a result 
of years of commitment, discipline and 
training. In one article the author argues, 
“it’s not just that most Olympians are born 
with a certain set of physiological gifts, al-
though that’s a big part of it. It’s also their 
commitment to their sports and, perhaps 
most important, the way they train. 

The Arabic word for “sports” or 
“athletics” is riyadat – riyadat involves dis-
cipline and training of the body. Based on 
this word, in our tradition there is also the 
concept of riyadat al-nafs, which is the dis-
cipline and training of the mind and soul. 
The concept of halaal and haraam food, the 
five farizat prayers, the thirty days fasting 
of Shehrullah are all examples of the riyadat 
al-nafs – the training and discipline of the 
mind and soul. 

In a sense, as Amirul Mumineen SA 

has said in the following quote, through-
out our lives we train for the race towards 
Aakherat: “Indeed, this world has turned 
back and declared its farewell. Indeed, the 
hereafter has come forward and has almost 
arrived. Today is the day of training, and to-
morrow is the race.” 

In the words of an Olympian, “train-
ing for the Olympics is a lifestyle.” Shari’at 
is also a lifestyle. Our Hudaat Kiraam help 
us, coach us, and prepare us for the ultimate 
race. But the commitment and discipline we 
bring to the trials throughout our life is up 
to us.

News & Events

Syedna Abdeali 
Saifuddin RA Urus 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS pre-
sided over Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin RA 
Urus Majlis on Saturday 12mi raat Zil 
Qada (13th August) after Maghreb Isha 
namaaz in Bakersfield. Photos of the   
Majlis are presented on 
FatemiDawat.com.

Majlis also took place in London, 
Mumbai, and other cities with Maulana’s 
raza Mubarak.
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Today is the day of training, and tomorrow is the race
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Dawat History & Biography Series

India’s 70th Independence Day Flag 
Hoisting Ceremony at Darus Sakina, 
Mumbai

Shehzada Dr Husain 
Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin ob-
served India’s 70th Inde-
pendence Day on the 15th of 
August 2016 and held a flag 
hoisting ceremony in grounds 
of Darus Sakina. Local dig-
nitaries graciously attended 
the event along with Mumi-
neen. The National Anthem 
was recited and Shz Husain 
Bhaisaheb conveyed Syedna 
Fakhruddin’s TUS prayer for 
peace and prosperity in the 
Indian Republic.

Hikaayat Series

“The Blind Man and the Lame”

19th Zil Qa’da was the 
Urus Mubarak of the 19th 
Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Idris 
Imaduddin RA. Syedna Idris 
was an unmatched scholar 
who wrote numerous kitaabs 
which are a mine of knowl-
edge in Da’wat’s library. 
These include Zahrul Ma’ani, 
Nuzhatul-Afkaar and the 
6 volume history of Dawat 
from the time of Rasulullah 
SA until Syedna Idris’s age 
titled ‘Uyun-ul-Akhbar. 

Syedna Idris resided 
in the fort of Shibam, a few 
miles from the Hutaib, where Syedna Hatim RA resided. Syed-
na Idris is said to have composed most of his writings near a 
spring-well in Shibam. 

In 1431H Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA con-
structed and performed the Iftitah of the Qubbah Mubaraka of 
Syedna Idris in Shibam. Photos by Shz Dr Aziz Bhaisaheb of the 
beautiful Qubba mubaraka and the adjoining landscape have 
been uploaded on Fatemidawat.com. 

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA did araz of tehniyat and 
congratulations to Syedna Burhanuddin RA on this momentous 
occasion by composing a qasida. These are several verses from 
the qasida with translation: 

Dai of our time. Idris of our age. 
The Dai of India, Sindh and Yemen.

Syedna Burhanuddin, the Victorious of Yemen  
(Mansurul Yemen) 

The Qubba Mubaraka of Syedna Idris 
Imaduddin RA – Shibam - 
Photo Gallery (From Sijill 33)

Hikaayat (lit. stories) refers to the morals and fables that 
are presented in the books of Da’wat. Many of these Hikaayat 
are presented in the Rasail of Ikhwanus Safa. The morals pre-
sented in these stories often highlight the transience of this 
world and the importance of the goodness of character. We are 
pleased to present a selection of these Hikaayat on 
Fatemidawat.com. 

Below is an excerpt from the hikayat (translated by Dr 
Shatha Almutawa) presented with illustrations by Tahera Vajihi.

There is an Indian parable about two men in India: a blind 
man and a paralyzed man. They were travel companions, and 
they passed by a farm, which drew them. The owner of the 
farm saw them, and noticed their poverty and misery, so he 
had mercy on them and said to them: What do you say that I 
bring you into my farm, so you may take shelter in it and eat 
from it what you need and what satiates you of what I give you, 
so that you do not lust after the fruits and destroy them. 

They said, “How would we hurt your farm when we have 
these chronic illnesses and our condition is so bad. One of us 
is blind and the other is paralyzed! And how would we eat the 
fruits when they are at the top of the trees?” 

The owner of the farm said to them, “Enter the place and 
take a seat.” He asked the caretaker of the farm to take care 
of them, and said to him, “Protect them, treat them well, and 
bring them something from the fruits of the farm that would be 
good for them.” 

He said, “I have heard and will obey.” 
The owner of the farm went on his way, and the two men 

remained there for a while with the caretaker giving them what 
they need. The fruits ripened, and became plentiful and beauti-
ful, so the paralyzed man said to the blind man one day, “Alas! 
Your legs are healthy, and there are in the trees in this farm with 
many kinds of fruits and all types of edibles, and the caretaker 
doesn’t bring us any of the good stuff, so what should we do 
about that?” 

Click here to read the full story with illustrations on 
FatemiDawat.com
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Announcement

Zawaj (Shaadi) Committee

Family is the central unit 
in our social fabric as Dawoodi 
Bohra Mumineen. The founda-
tion of family is nikah and mar-
riage. Rasulullah SA said that 
marriage is the completion of 
faith for the individual. 

With the doa and guid-
ance of Syedna TUS the Fatemi 
Dawat Zawaj Committee has 
been re-launched on the occa-
sion of Syedna Abdeali Saifud-
din’s Urus Mubarak. The vision 
of the Fatemi Dawat Zawaj 
committee is to operate with the utmost of integrity to help Mumi-
neen achieve the social and religious aspiration asserted by Rasul-
lulah SA. The committee will faciliate the meeting of eligible men 
and women for nikah and shaadi. Several matches have already 
been successfully made through this committee. 

The Vision of Fatemi Dawat Zawaj: 
Zawaj aims to be a leading institution for bringing together 

the youngsters (shabab) of our community with the aim of nikah 
and shaadi. The Zawaj Committee will uphold the highest stand-
ards of accountability, discretion, and confidentiality to ensure long 
and short term satisfaction of all participants. Its committee mem-
bers will ensure all potential matches have strong foundations of 
common values, respect for diverse life aspirations, and a common 
goal of a happy family and community life. 

The Objectives of Fatemi Dawat Zawaj: 

1. Facilitate and introduce prospective life partners
2. Organize social gatherings and programs to fulfil vision of 

the committee (as stated above)
Application forms are available at www.fatemidawat.com/

contact/zawaj.html. Please email your completed form to 
shaadi@fatemidawat.com.

the one etrusted by Imam Tayyib of our time.

He made the Qubba mubaraka of the two Dais (Syedna 
Hatim and Syedna Idris).
Qubbas of noor, elevation, nobility and solace.

This feat was reserved for Syedna Burhanuddin, the son 
of Syedna Taher Saifuddin.

May Allah Ta’ala – the God of all bounties –  
congratulate him on this achievement.

Photos from the trip in which the Iftitah was performed have 
been uploaded here. They include photos of Syedna Burhanuddin 
RA performing the Iftitah waaz, photos of the Qubba mubaraka of 
Syedna Idris and aerial photos of Hutaib and other parts of Yemen.

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 

and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

Fatimid History Series
Eid-ul-Fitar Celebrations
Click here to read more
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Sijill Article

The Energy and Promise of Shabab

His Holiness Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, head of the Dawoodi Bohra Muslim 
community prays for the victims of natural disasters world-wide, which have taken 
many lives and devastated families, homes and businesses in the past week. The floods 
in Bihar, India, the floods in Louisiana, USA, and the severe earthquake in central Italy 
have all taken hundreds of lives, destroyed and damaged thousands of homes, and dev-
astated families. Syedna Fakhruddin prays may Allah taala grant strength to all those 
who have lost loved ones, all those who have been injured, and all those whose homes 
and businesses have been damaged or lost.

Syedna Fakhruddin commends the swift response of rescue and relief efforts 
mounted by governments, relief organisations and volunteers to help in this time of 
need. Syedna Fakhruddin has himself contributed to relief funds Red Cross, Unicef, and 
the Baton Rouge Foundation and encourages his followers and others to help in relief 
efforts by volunteering and contributing in any way they can. 

Syedna Fakhruddin also prays that the homes and lives of people maybe rebuilt 
very soon and urges all agencies to spare no efforts in this regard.

Bihar, Italy, and Louisiana
Syedna TUS Doa Message

In celebration of the 51st Dai’s comple-
tion of 50 years as Dai al-Mutlaq, young 

Mumineen organized a function - it was in 
this function that Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
RA established Shababul Eid-e-Zahabi (The 
Youngsters of the Golden Jubilee).

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA led 
the organization of the function so that 

youngsters would have an opportunity to 
directly express their gratitude for Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin’s benevolence and affec-
tion especially towards them. Below is an 
excerpt from the Golden Panorama about 
the event: 

In his speech on this occasion, Syed-
na Taher Saifuddin announced that he was 

making the group of Mumineen young-
sters who had organised this function a 
permanent sansthaa. He named the group 
Shababul Eid-e-Zahabi (Youngsters-Shabab-
of the Golden Jubilee). He explained that, 
“Rasulullah SA has said Hasan and Husain 
are the leaders of the youth - Shabab - of 
Jannat (‘al-Hasanu wal-Husainu Sayyidaa 
Shababi ahlil Jannah’), and so I have named 

Updates

Syedna TUS Doa Message
Bihar, Italy, and Louisiana
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Syedna Taher Saifuddin – “Betterment 
of Humanity” – Photo Narrative - 
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Hikaayat Series
“The Blind Man and the Lame”

Rasulullah SA 

Hasan and Husain are the leaders of the youth - Shabab - of Jannat
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this group ‘Shabab’.” 
Syedna recited his own verse: O Lord, in the service of the 

progeny of the Wasi Ali, turn my old age into youth (‘aya rabbi-
j’alan fi khidmati ibn-il-wassiyyil murtada shaybi shababi’). Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin mandated that the constitution of Shabab was the 
service and the khidmat of Dai, and Da’wat, and the welfare of 
Mumineen. On this occasion, Syedna Taher Saifuddin designated 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin as Zaeem al-Shabab (leader of the 
Shabab). Local Shabab units were formed in all major cities where 
Mumineen resided. In all centers, Mumbai in particular, the Shabab 
undertook many projects and activities for Da’wat khidmat and 
Mumineen’s welfare. 

There are many, many anecdotes about Syedna Taher Saifud-
din spending many hours with youngsters – he intently listened 
about their interests, their challenges and their aspirations and 
spent priceless hours providing counsel and advise. He instilled in 
many of them a sense of purpose, balance, and direction in life. 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin listened with understanding and made it 
a priority to guide them through both small and big challenges in 
their lives. 

Youth is a time filled with energy and promise. Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s guidance resulted in many youngsters of our communi-
ty personally and collectively contributing a great deal to the khid-
mat of Dawat and the welfare of Mumineen. At the same time, they 

achieved great milestones in their own lives as lawyers, doctors 
and businessmen. They contributed – and continue to contribute 
– to their community and the society they live in. Through Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin’s guidance of their own engagement and involve-
ment in activities, they became more passionate, kind, and suc-
cessful persons. 

The spirit of Shabab continues today as it has in the time of 
the 52nd and the 53rd Dais. For example, the work of the Sijill team 
is one of the many manifestations of the dedicated effort and en-
ergy of youngsters who have been guided, nurtured and pricelessly 
counseled by Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin. His successor, Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin TUS, continues to engage, inspire, and guide 
youngsters today. 

It is easy, especially in this day and age, to become disillu-
sioned and apathetic. However often apathy results in many missed 
opportunities. In the context of the challenges faced by Dawat to-
day, are also immense opportunities, particularly for Shabab. There 
are many youngsters who are actively involved in Dawat today and 
we invite more to do so. Rightly guided activism can be incredibly 
engaging and fulfilling. The program announced below is to allow 
for an opportunity for youngsters in our community to develop a 
better understanding of Dawat, to get involved, and to make a  
difference.

Syedna Taher Saifuddin – “Betterment of Humanity” – 
Photo Narrative - (From Sijill 82)

During the course of his 53 years as Dai, the impact Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA had on our community is immeasurable. His 
contribution in the sphere of ‘ilm was unparalleled; he wrote over 
40 Risalats, over 10,000 verses of poetry (in Arabic), 1000’s of 
sabaqs, sermons (waaz) and bayaans. He built hundreds of schools, 
not only for religious education but also for secular schooling. His 
dedication to mumineen’s wellbeing and welfare was incompara-
ble; he regularly held bethaks and gave personal attention to each 
mumin, often sitting with them late into the night. His organiza-
tion of the administration of Dawat and expansion of its infrastruc-
ture was remarkable; he established and organized departments 
and built masjids, mazaars, madrasas and zarihs. His efforts in the 
defense of Dawat were extraordinary; he fought and defended 28 
court cases (reminiscent of the 28 battles Rasulullah SA fought). 
His dedication to prayer and ‘ibaadat was exemplary; he fasted 
every Ramadan without missing a single roza his entire life, he 
led Imaamat namaaz in the Masjid every morning and every night 
(his first year as Dai he prayed all five faraz in the Masjid), and 
prayed two rak’ats in the middle of every night for mumineen. His 
efforts in travelling to places where mumineen resided were tire-
less; he travelled all across India and all across the globe, even using 
bullock-carts where necessary, and spent many months in faraway 
towns. All of these efforts were for the community, for mumineen, 
and for Dawat. Throughout all of these efforts for Dawat, Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin also had an impact on wider Muslim community 
and humanity at large. 

We are pleased to present a photo narrative of Syedna 

Taher Saifuddin RA on FatemiDawat.com that highlights these 

extraordinary facets of his life. Click here to read the brief de-

scription of the legacy that Syedna Taher Saifuddin built in 53 

years and view the respective photos.

In the beginning of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s reign, a Muslim 
leader in Delhi declared the Bohra faith and their leader as “un-
Islamic.” Syedna Taher Saifuddin wrote to the leader and began 
a dialogue with him clarifying the misunderstandings that he had 

about the Bohra community and its teachings. Eventually, this Mus-
lim leader invited Syedna Taher Saifuddin to Delhi and received him 

at the train station with over 10,000 Muslims. 
When Syedna Taher Saifuddin was conferred the Chancellor-

ship of Aligarh Muslim University, the Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Zakir 
Husain introduced him to the audience at the start of the day’s 
program. He said in his speech that, “until now, all those who had 
held the Chancellorship had their own seal or coin (sikka).” [He was 
referring to all the Nawabs and local rulers who had coins stamped 
in their name in their emirate or kingdom]. Dr. Zakir Husain went 
on to say that, “Syedna Taher Saifuddin has no such seal” (inka koi 
sikka nahi hein). As the hall was rendered silent, Dr. Zakir Husain 
concluded, “his seal is on the hearts of all Muslims” (inka sikka 
musalmaano ke dil pein hein). Soon after, Dr. Zakir Husain became 
the Vice-President and then President of India. 

Click here to read the full article.
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Announcement & Amal Details

Announcement

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA Milad Majlis

Ashara Mubaraka 1438H

Bakersfield, USA

On 27 Zil Qa’da, the auspicious occa-
sion of 51st Dai Syedna Taher Saifud-
din RA Milad Mubarak, Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Mi-
lad Majlis in Bakersfield, CA.

London, UK

On 27mi raat of Zil Qa’da (28th Au-
gust, Sunday) Shehzada Abdeali 

Bhaisaheb Saifuddin will lead Maghreb Isha namaaz and preside 
over Milad Majlis at North Finchley. Mumineen are invited for Sala-
wat Khushi jaman before Maghreb Isha namaaz (at 530pm). Please 
RSVP to fatemidawatuk@gmail.com or 07980100584.

Mumbai, India

On 27mi raat of Zil Qa’da (28th August, Sunday) Shehzada Hu-
sain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin will lead Maghrib Isha namaaz and 
preside over Milad majlis in Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina, Mumbai. 
Shehzada saheb will also deliver bayaan in this Majlis. The Majlis 

broadcast will be available for replay shortly soon after - click here 
for the link. Mumineen are invited for Salawat Khushi jaman after 
Majlis.

Mumineen, Muminaat, and their children should do the following 
amal on this auspicious occasion 

 Pray the Qasida mubaraka “Ya ayyuhat-Tayyibu wat-
Taheru” written by Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA in the 
Shaan of Imamuz-zaman.

 Pray the Qasida “Nooru muhayyaka ya sayfal huda 
laami’u” written by Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din RA in shaan of Syedna Taher Saifuddin on his Mi-
lad in 1352H.

 Pray the Dawat ni Zaban salaam written by Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA “Ay saifedin sarwar haz-
aaro salaam”

 Mumineen should also do tasbeeh of the name of 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA.

It is the unique and auspicious tradition 
of our hudaat that we begin each year with 
zikar and noha of Imam Husain SA. And by 
the virtue of Imam Husain’s remembrance we 
receive the barakaat of ‘ilm of Aale Moham-
med SA in the ten days of Ashara Mubaraka. 
It is indeed a great ne’mat to receive these 
barakaat from the Dai of Imamuz-zamaan. It 
strengthens and rejuvenates our spirits for the 

upcoming year and increases our darajaat in 
Aakherat. 

In 1438H, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS 
will deliver Ashara Mubaraka waaz in Mumbai 
at Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina inshaallah. 

Syedna TUS has also bestowed raza for 
Ashara Mubaraka waaz in New Jersey, USA, 
and London, UK. 
Further details will be published soon.

With the raza mubarak of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, 
Fatemi Dawat is organizing a five day gathering called the Fate-
mi Dawat Affinity Program for young Mumineen. It is the wish 
of Maulana TUS that the youngsters of our Dawat participate in 
this event which aims to establish a sense of unity, friendship, and 
strength among the participants. The program also aims to set 
Mumineen and Muminaat on a path of greater understanding and 
appreciation for the mission of Dawat and aspires to inculcate an 
attitude of activism in them so that they may come together in do-
ing general good for their communities and the world at large.

Dawat History and Current Issues Q&A, and 

Community Service 

The first two days of the program aim to establish the basic 
fundamentals of our identity as Mumineen and will provide the op-
portunity to ask questions and discuss issues especially pertinent 
to youngsters today. It will also aim to foster a social awareness 
and an attitude of activism by exposing and encouraging participa-
tion in the current social work occurring in Dawat and other local 
organizations.

Hill Station Outing 

The next three days of 
the program will be an excit-
ing recreational outing in a 
beautiful hill station a short 
distance from Mumbai. Enjoy-
able and fun activities will be 
organized along with plenty 
of opportunities to relax, talk 
and inshaallah build lasting 
friendships. 

Other Logistical Details 

The program will be from 28 Rabi ul Awwal to 2 Rabi ul 
Aakhar 1438H (27 December 2016 to 31 December 2016). Al-
though the program is part sponsored, there will be a limited cost 
(approx Rs 5,000) per participant (not including airfare/ travel ex-
penses to and from Mumbai). Sponsorship is available for those 
who cannot afford, please email us at shabab@fatemidawat.com 
for further details. 

Five Day Youngsters Gathering in Mumbai 
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Registration Details 

All Mumineen and Muminaat, ages 16 to 35, interested in 
attending this program should fill out the form. There are limited 
places available, so please register by September 5th. Once we re-
ceive all forms, based on availability of places, we will email you 
an invitation and further logistical information regarding the exact 
schedule, living accommodations, transportation arrangements 
etc. Please do not purchase tickets prior to receiving an invitation. 

Click here to register now. 

Contact us at shabab@fatemidawat.com or call 
Marya ben Khairullah (+1313-886-4943) or Tasneem ben Chhil 
(+919821072054) if you have any questions about participating or 
are interested in volunteering in the organization of the program.

Hikaayat Series
“The Blind Man and the Lame”

Hikaayat (lit. stories) refers to the morals and fables that are 
presented in the books of Da’wat. Many of these Hikaayat are 
presented in the Rasail of Ikhwanus Safa. The morals presented 
in these stories often highlight the transience of this world and 
the importance of the goodness of character. We are pleased to 
present a selection of these Hikaayat on Fatemidawat.com. 

Below is an excerpt from 
the hikayat (translated by Dr Sha-
tha Almutawa) presented with il-
lustrations by Tahera Vajihi.

There is an Indian parable 
about two men in India: a blind 
man and a paralyzed man. They 
were travel companions, and 
they passed by a farm, which 
drew them. The owner of the 
farm saw them, and noticed 
their poverty and misery, so he 
had mercy on them and said to 
them: What do you say that I 

bring you into my farm, so you may take shelter in it and eat from 
it what you need and what satiates you of what I give you, so that 

you do not lust after the fruits and destroy them. 
They said, “How would we hurt your farm when we have 

these chronic illnesses and our condition is so bad. One of us 
is blind and the other is paralyzed! And how would we eat the 
fruits when they are at the top of the trees?” 

The owner of the farm said to them, “Enter the place and 
take a seat.” He asked the caretaker of the farm to take care of 
them, and said to him, “Protect them, treat them well, and bring 
them something from the fruits of the farm that would be good 
for them.” 

He said, “I have heard and will obey.” 
The owner of the farm went on his way, and the two men 

remained there for a while with the caretaker giving them what 
they need. The fruits ripened, and became plentiful and beauti-
ful, so the paralyzed man said to the blind man one day, “Alas! 
Your legs are healthy, and there are in the trees in this farm with 
many kinds of fruits and all types of edibles, and the caretaker 
doesn’t bring us any of the good stuff, so what should we do 
about that?” 

Click here to read the full story with illustrations on 
FatemiDawat.com

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
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Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

Fatimid History Series
Eid-ul-Fitar Celebrations
Click here to read more
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Sijill Article

And His Throne Was on Water

In the context of the creation of the Heav-
ens and the Earth, the Quran describes 

Allah Ta’ala’s throne resting on water. “It is 
He who created the Heavens and the earth 
in six Days - and His Throne was on wa-
ter” (Surat Hud: 7). To imagine that there 
is actually a physical throne that somehow 
rests physically on water is indeed a stretch 
of the imagination. Also, to attribute such 
physicality to Allah Ta’ala is in itself prob-
lematic. Our Mawali Tahereen explain to us 
that ayats in the Quran use imagery that is 
familiar to us to express abstract Truths.

This ayat conveys the fundamental 
Truth that Allah’s throne – His Dawat is 
resting on the water of eternal knowledge. 
Each representative of Allah Ta’ala estab-
lishes his Dawat on the foundation of eter-
nal knowledge. 

In our kitaabs and the bayaans of our 
Hudaat, the expression that an Imam as-
cended the throne of Imamate upon the 
passing of his predecessor is very common 
(for example, Hasan Imam wafat thaya, Hu-
sain Imam Imamat na ‘arsh par mustawi 
thaya). The same expression is used in the 

context of the representatives of the Imam 
in seclusion, the Du’at Mutlaqeen. The cel-
ebrations marking the ascension of a Dai to 
the throne (‘arsh) of Dawat have been his-
torically known as the “Eid of Ascension” 
on the throne of Dawat - Eidul Istawa’. 
Inspired from a Quranic ayat, the historic 
name for the celebrations of Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s RA ascension to the throne of 
Dawat in 1333H was “Au Arshin Majeed” 
(the numerical value of the historic name in 
Arabic is 1333). 

These references do not refer in most 
cases – except in the time of zuhoor— to a 
temporal throne that our A’immat or Du’aat 
ascended. It refers to the throne of Dawat, 
the throne resting on ‘ilm. 

Throughout the ages, trials and tribu-
lations have meant varying levels of tem-
poral authority: from the zahiri khilafat 
of Amirul Mumineen to the peace treaty 
that Hasan Imam SA agreed upon with 
Mu’awiya to forsake temporal authority of 
the Islamic empire; from the Fatimid rule of 
the vast empire established by 11th Imam 
Mehdi Billah SA to the complete seclusion 

of the 21st Imam Tayyib SA; from the rule 
of the Du’aat Mutlaqeen on vast areas and 
strong fortresses in Yemen to the difficult 
periods in the time of Da’ud bin Ajabshah 
in which the Dai had to remain in hiding for 
years. 

This is the reality and the cyclical na-
ture of history. Though, what has remained 
constant throughout the years is that each 
Imam and each Dai in the Imam’s seclusion, 
has ascended the throne of Dawat. A throne 
not made of rubies and gold, or wealth and 
power but a throne of divine knowledge 
and wisdom - a throne on water. 

The 54th Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS ascended this throne. His 
Dawat is established on the foundation of 
divine knowledge and wisdom. Fortunate 
are those who seek knowledge from its  
waters.
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Ikhwanus Safa Article Series

‘ILM – Part 6 – The Ladder of Knowledge

We are pleased to 
present the article, ‘Ilm 
6 – The Ladder of Knowl-
edge, in the series of arti-
cles on the Rasail Ikhwan 
al-Safa. These rasail were 
composed by the ninth 
Imam, Imam Ahmad 
ul Mastur SA, at a time 
when religion was pitched 
against or in contradiction 
to the advances of science 
and the ‘enlightenment’ 
of philosophy. This article 
series is written by Shzd. Tayyeba Baisaheba.

The previous articles discussed the profound question, 
what is the purpose of our lives on this earth? The purpose of 
life is one of the most profound questions of humanity that many 
have tried to answer over the centuries, achieving the truth to a 
lesser or greater degree. The Ikhwan al Safa not only answer this 
essential question in their Rasail, they also present a compact 
and practical program by which man can achieve this ultimate 
purpose of life.

The Ikhwan explain that the supreme purpose of this life is 
for the individual soul to rejoin its Divine Origin, and the process 
of unification and purification of the soul begins with Ma’refat 
and Walayat/Muhabbat (recognition and love) for the represent-
ative of the Divine in this world, the Imam uz Zamaan. After 
Ma’refat and Muhabbat (recognition and love) of the Imam and 

his Dai, for the further purification of the soul the following vir-
tues are required:

1. Acquisition of knowledge – ‘ilm

2. Good actions in accordance with this knowledge – ‘amal

3. Good character traits and virtues – akhlaaq.

This week’s article is the sixth article in a 10-part-sequence 
of articles on ‘ilm. This article explains that to rise up in the dara-
jaat, levels of knowledge, one has to start from the very begin-
ning. Below is an excerpt from the article: 

The human soul is not capable of accepting knowledge al-
together at once. It has to proceed gradually, go, step by step 
over time to rise in its levels. The Ikhwan us Safa give the anal-
ogy of food to illustrate the necessity of gradual progression in 
knowledge. Food produces strength and growth. A healthy child 
requires proper nutrition of food that is suitable and good for 
him in suitable quantities to grow; the type of nutrition gradually 
becomes more complex and his intake is gradually increased as 
his digestive system develops. If in infancy he is fed the complex 
food that he eats when fully grown, he will not be able to digest 
it and could become sick or even die. Similarly, one has to gain a 
familiarity and vigour in one level of knowledge before attempt-
ing to study a higher more complex level or it will not be digested 
and could cause harm. To avoid what is the cause of health and 
life in one context itself becoming the reason for sickness and 
death in another, it is important to regulate the intake of knowl-
edge, as of food, according to the readiness of the student 

Read the full article on FatemiDawat.com.

Announcement

Ashara Mubaraka 1438H
It is the unique and auspicious tradition of 

our hudaat that we begin each year with zikar 
and noha of Imam Husain SA. And by the vir-
tue of Imam Husain’s remembrance we receive 
the barakaat of ‘ilm of Aale Mohammed SA in 
the ten days of Ashara Mubaraka. It is indeed a 
great ne’mat to receive these barakaat from the 
Dai of Imamuz-zamaan. It strengthens and re-
juvenates our spirits for the upcoming year and 

increases our darajaat in Aakherat. 
In 1438H, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS 

will deliver Ashara Mubaraka waaz in Mumbai 
at Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina inshaallah. 

Syedna TUS has also bestowed raza for 
Ashara Mubaraka waaz in New Jersey, USA, 
and London, UK. 
Further details will be published soon.

With the raza mubarak of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, 
Fatemi Dawat is organizing a five day gathering called the Fate-
mi Dawat Affinity Program for young Mumineen. It is the wish 
of Maulana TUS that the youngsters of our Dawat participate in 
this event which aims to establish a sense of unity, friendship, and 
strength among the participants. The program also aims to set 
Mumineen and Muminaat on a path of greater understanding and 
appreciation for the mission of Dawat and aspires to inculcate an 
attitude of activism in them so that they may come together in do-
ing general good for their communities and the world at large.

Dawat History and Current Issues Q&A, 
and Community Service 

The first two days of the program aim to establish the basic 
fundamentals of our identity as Mumineen and will provide the op-
portunity to ask questions and discuss issues especially pertinent 
to youngsters today. It will also aim to foster a social awareness 
and an attitude of activism by exposing and encouraging participa-
tion in the current social work occurring in Dawat and other local 
organizations.

Five Day Youngsters Gathering in Mumbai 
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Hill Station Outing 
The next three days of the program 

will be an exciting recreational outing in a 
beautiful hill station a short distance from 
Mumbai. Enjoyable and fun activities will 
be organized along with plenty of oppor-
tunities to relax, talk and inshaallah build 
lasting friendships. 
Other Logistical Details 

The program will be from 28 Rabi ul Awwal to 2 Rabi ul 
Aakhar 1438H (27 December 2016 to 31 December 2016). Al-
though the program is part sponsored, there will be a limited cost 
(approx Rs 5,000) per participant (not including airfare/ travel ex-
penses to and from Mumbai). Sponsorship is available for those who 
cannot afford, please email us at shabab@fatemidawat.com for fur-

ther details.
Registration Details 

All Mumineen and Muminaat, ages 16 to 35, interested in 
attending this program should fill out the form. There are limited 
places available, so please register by September 5th. Once we re-
ceive all forms, based on availability of places, we will email you 
an invitation and further logistical information regarding the exact 
schedule, living accommodations, transportation arrangements etc. 
Please do not purchase tickets prior to receiving an invitation. 
Click here to register now. 

Contact us at shabab@fatemidawat.com or call 
Marya ben Khairullah (+1313-886-4943) or Tasneem ben Chhil 
(+919821072054) if you have any questions about participating or 
are interested in volunteering in the organization of the program.

Hikaayat Series

“The Blind Man and the Lame”

Hikaayat (lit. stories) refers to the morals and fables that are 
presented in the books of Da’wat. Many of these Hikaayat are 
presented in the Rasail of Ikhwanus Safa. The morals presented 
in these stories often highlight the transience of this world and 
the importance of the goodness of character. We are pleased to 
present a selection of these Hikaayat on Fatemidawat.com. 

Below is an excerpt from the hikayat (translated by Dr Sha-
tha Almutawa) presented with illustrations by Tahera Vajihi.

There is an Indian parable about two men in India: a blind 
man and a paralyzed man. They were travel companions, and 
they passed by a farm, which drew them. The owner of the farm 
saw them, and noticed their poverty and misery, so he had mer-
cy on them and said to them: What do you say that I bring you 
into my farm, so you may take shelter in it and eat from it what 
you need and what satiates you of what I give you, so that you 
do not lust after the fruits and destroy them. 

They said, “How would we hurt your farm when we have 
these chronic illnesses and our condition is so bad. One of us 
is blind and the other is paralyzed! And how would we eat the 
fruits when they are at the top of the trees?” 

The owner of the farm said to them, “Enter the place and 

take a seat.” He asked the care-
taker of the farm to take care of 
them, and said to him, “Protect 
them, treat them well, and bring 
them something from the fruits 
of the farm that would be good 
for them.” 

He said, “I have heard and 
will obey.” 

The owner of the farm 
went on his way, and the two 

men remained there for a while with the caretaker giving them 
what they need. The fruits ripened, and became plentiful and 
beautiful, so the paralyzed man said to the blind man one day, 
“Alas! Your legs are healthy, and there are in the trees in this 
farm with many kinds of fruits and all types of edibles, and the 
caretaker doesn’t bring us any of the good stuff, so what should 
we do about that?” 

Click here to read the full story with illustrations on 
FatemiDawat.com

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
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Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
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Fatimid History Series
Eid-ul-Fitar Celebrations
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Sijill Article

The Vision of Dawat - from the 1437H 
Annual Report

The Annual Report published this 
week in Sijill showcases the endurance and 
perseverance of Dawat in the most difficult 
of circumstances. It is a manifestation of the 
resolve of 53rd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin RA and his successor the 
54th Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din TUS. The report highlights the ma-
jor activities and milestones in Dawat. By 
learning of these details, insha’allah each 
Mumin will be encouraged to get personally 
involved in Dawat khidmat and activities by 
contributing their skills and offering their 
counsel. This week’s Sijill Article quotes 
from the Philosophy and Vision section of 
the Annual report (pg 05). 

Imam Sadiq AS said: Religion is not 
just fasting and prayer, rather religion is 
the construction of the edifice of Dunya 
(this World) and Aakherat (the Hereafter). 
The mission of the Dawat is to call Mumi-
neen to the true path of Allah, the sirat-e-
mustaqeem, which leads to spiritual, per-

sonal, social and material prosperity in this 
world, and ultimately to Jannat in the Here-
after. To fulfill its purpose, Dawat’s philoso-
phy is to promote and establish a material 
and physical infrastructure and organiza-
tion in service of its mission. 

The vision of Dawat, especially of 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, was always 
to achieve the pinnacle of excellence in es-
tablishing such an organization. This vision 
was achieved. However, there were ele-
ments within the administration, especially 
in the latter part of Syedna Burhanuddin’s 
time, who took advantage of their admin-
istrative positions and pushed their own 
agenda, to the detriment of Dawat. Today 
those same people have completely taken 
over the Dawat infrastructure and are using 
it only for their own ends and benefit. But in 
opposing Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, the 
Mansoos of Syedna Burhanuddin, they have 
fully exposed themselves to be self-serving 

and fraudulent. 
Dawat-e-Hadiya is an institution 

which has withstood the test of time – it 
has withstood usurpers, persecution, mi-
gration, perilous mortal attacks, pogroms, 
and confusion in faith. All of these attempts 
to destroy or exploit Dawat were conducted 
chiefly by people from “within” the com-
munity. They attempted to undermine the 
faith and the spiritual and temporal well-be-
ing of the community for their self-interests 
and gain. Such is the challenge that we face 
today in Dawat, and such is the storm which 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, previously, 
and Syedna Taher Fakhruddin, presently, are 
guiding the ship of Dawat through.

The community has always risen again 
stronger from these challenges. A 100 years 
ago, Syedna Taher Saifuddin took the com-
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Religion is not just fasting and prayer, rather religion is the construction of the edifice of 

this World (Dunya) and the Hereafter (Aakherat)
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munity from dissidence and turmoil to unprecedented heights of 
spiritual and material success, and a position of recognition and 
respect in the wider world. The challenges Dawat faces today are 
unprecedented. However, with these challenges there are also un-
precedented opportunities. 

The mission, the philosophy and the vision ensures the flour-
ishing and ever-increasing prosperity and perpetuity of Dawat, so 

that our children, and their children, and the generations to follow, 
are guided on the true path, the Sirat-e-Mustaqeem to goodness 
and prosperity in this world, and success in the Hereafter. 

We are pleased to present with the raza mubarak of Maulana 
Taher Fakhruddin, the second Fatemi Dawat Annual Report.

Annual Report

Shehrullah 1436H – Shehrullah 1437H
We are pleased to present the 1437H Annual Report of Dawat-
e-Hadiyah, the Fatemi Dawat administration of the 54th Dai al-
Mutlaq Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. Last year in Shehre Ram-
adan 1436H, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA instructed the 
publication of a report of Dawat activities and the first Fatemi 
Dawat Annual Report was published. 

The aim of the report is two-fold: 

1. To promote the development of an efficient, profession-
al, compassionate, sustainable administration that will 
grow dynamically and multifold in the years to come, 
insha’allah

2. To inform followers and muhibeen of the Dai al-Mutlaq 
about Dawat activities and social welfare programs. 
Learning these details, each Mumin will insha’allah be 
encouraged to get personally involved in Dawat activi-
ties by doing khidmat and contributing their skills and 
offering their counsel.

All departments of Dawat have administered many positive pro-
jects and worked efficiently to achieve their mission of serving 
the 54th Dai al Mutlaq and helping Mumineen. This report ex-
plains where Dawat resources are being utilized and describes 
this year’s accomplishments. Below is a short summary of each 
of the sections in the order they are presented in the report (the 
corresponding Annual Report pages are also mentioned).

1. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Eulogy: Syedna Khuzai-
ma Qutbuddin RA ascended the throne of Dawat upon Syed-
na Mohammed Burhanuddin’s RA wafaat, as the 53rd Dai al-
Mutlaq. For two years and three months—like his namesake 
Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed RA—he established the Imam’s 
Dawat with justice, wisdom, temperance and courage. In 
that short period of time, he achieved marvels. What Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA wrote for Maulatuna Fatema SA, Syedna 
Fakhruddin TUS said for Syedna Qutbuddin, “each day of 
his life equaled another’s lifetime, and his lifetime equaled 
an eon...” (Pg 1).

2. Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Short Biography: Al-Dai 
al-Ajal al-Fatemi Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS succeeded 
our most beloved and forever remembered Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin RA as 54th Dai al-Mutlaq of the Dawoodi Bohra 
community on 23rd Jumada l-Ukhra 1437H (30 March, 
2016). As Moiz Imam SA said to Syedna Qadi l-Nu’man QR, 
“A Maula has passed away, but a Maula remains...” (Pg 3).

3. Philosophy and Vision: The mission, the philosophy and 
the vision ensures the flourishing and ever-increasing pros-
perity and perpetuity of Dawat, so that our children, and 
their children, and the generations to follow, are guided on 
the true path, the Sirat-e-Mustaqeem to goodness and pros-
perity in this world, and success in the Hereafter... (Pg 5).

4. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Program: This year was 
the last year of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in which Maula 
departed for the Hazrat Nabawiyya of Imam uz Zaman SA. 
In the last months of his holy life, he bestowed Dawat and 
its Mumineen, Muminaat and children with a treasure of 
barakaat and blessings, while single-handedly securing and 
protecting the Dawat from those who have sought to sacrile-
giously disfigure its aqida and ilm. In this section are some of 
the highlights of Maulana Qutbuddin’s program during the 
past year including Ashara Mubaraka, Testimony in Bombay 
High Court, Nass on Syedna Fakhruddin, Milad... (Pg 7).

5. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Wafaat, Janaza 
Mubaraka, Khatmul Qur’an Majlis: On the night of 23 
Jumadil Ukhra, 1437H (March 30, 2016), Syedna Khuzai-
ma Qutbuddin Aqa RA left this world and ascended to the 
heavens, to the zumra of Panjetan Paak, Aimmat Tahereen 
and Du’at Mutlaqeen. Mumineen around the world were left 
grief stricken and heart broken at the wafaat of their most 
shafiq bawa.. (Pg 9).

6. Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Program: The blessed mis-
sion of Syedna is the establishment of Imamuz zaman’s Da-
wat and the continuation of the great and enduring legacies 
of Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna Mohammed Burha-
nuddin RA, and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, and to 
bring Mumineen closer to the Dawat…. Included in this sec-
tion are: Khatmul Quran Majlis, First Misaq Majlis, Waaz, 
Sabaq, Open Letter, and many other important highlights of 
this past year. (Pg 11).
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7. Vazaarat Saifiyyah – Dawat Administration: The Vazaarat 
Saifiyyah is the central office of Syedna’s Administration. 
Its activities are guided by Syedna’s TUS mission to call 
Mumineen to Dawat, and to organize community affairs to 
fulfill this mission. Vazaarat aims to run efficiently and pro-
fessionally: a system of meritocracy must be at the core of 
the organization…. Included in this section are descriptions 
of Legal, Finance, Communication, Ansaar, Outreach, Tadbir 
and other departments. (Pg 13).

8. Dawat Knowledge: Syedna’s TUS Dawat is established on 
the foundation of divine knowledge and wisdom. Through-
out the years, each Imam, and his Dai in the Imam’s seclu-
sion, has ascended the throne of Dawat - a throne not made 
of rubies and gold, or wealth and power, but a throne of di-
vine knowledge and wisdom…. In this section is a descrip-
tion of Syedna Qutbuddin’s and Syedna Fakhruddin’s waaz, 
sabaq, and tasneefat, as well as sabaq and madrasa classes 
that have occurred in the last year. (Pg 15).

9. Legal: The cross-examination of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA in the Suit in the Hon’ble High Court of Bombay took 
place on the following dates in 2015: April 27, April 28, July 
29, July 31, August 3, August 4, August 24, and August 25. 
The opposing counsel Mr. Chagla asked more than 600 ques-
tions in the course of the testimony. For example... (Pg 17).

10. Social Welfare Zahra Hasanaat: Zahra Hasanaat aims to 
become the primary social welfare organization of the Da-

woodi Bohra community. Its mission is to improve the life 
of every community member and their families. Ultimately 
Zahra Hasanaat aims to help them realize and achieve their 
aspirations in the areas of health, education and finance… 
In this section are descriptions of the mission, current activi-
ties, and goals of each of these sectors in Zahra Hasanaat. 
(Pg 19).

11. Outreach and Building Bridges: Syedna Qutbuddin RA and 
his successor Syedna Fakhruddin TUS have directed that Da-
wat and Mumineen build ties of friendship and cooperation 
with people of all 
religions and ethnici-
ties, including par-
ticularly our fellow 
Muslim communities, 
and participate ac-
tively in the progress 
of the nation and of 
humanity at large. In 
this section are short 
narrations of events 
such as meetings with the President, the Archbishop and 
other interfaith and outreach efforts that have been organ-
ized since the last year. (Pg 21).

12. Publications: Syedna Qutbuddin RA and Syedna Fakhrud-
din TUS directed that select Dawat related materials be 
published in print and online so that Mumineen may benefit 
from ilm of Aal-e Mohammad. In this section are descrip-
tions of the 164 publications that have been published since 
last year, including Syedna’s tasneefat, books, reports, arti-
cles, series, and others. (Pg 23).

13. Global Reach and Volunteers: In this section there are vari-
ous statistics and 
visual representa-
tions about Fatemi 
Dawat’s world wide 
engagement and 
reach including vol-
unteer hours, khid-
mat teams, Fatemi-
Dawat.com page 
views, YouTube 
views, and others. 
(Pg 25).

To view the full report please visit Fatemidawat.com.

Announcement & Amal Details

Arafa & Eid ul Adha

Bakersfield, CA, USA
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Zohor Asar Namaz on 

the Mubarak Day of Arafa (9th Zil HIjja - Saturday, 10th Septem-
ber) in Bakersfield, CA, USA. Mumineen are invited for Salawaat 
jaman. 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will also lead Maghrib Isha 
namaz and washeq in Bakersfield, CA, USA on Eid Night (Eve of 
10th Zil Hijja- Saturday, 10th September) and also Fajr Namaz and 
Eid Khutba on Eid Day (10th Zil Hijja - Sunday 11th September). 
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Syedna TUS will preside over Eid-ul-Adha khushi Majlis immedi-
ately after Khutba namaz and Zabihat. Mumineen attending namaz 
are invited for Eid Nashta. 

Mumbai, India 
Shehzada Abdeali bhaisaheb Saifuddin will lead Zohor Asar 

Namaz on the Mubarak Day of Arafa (9th Zil HIjja - Saturday, 10th 
September) in Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina. Mumineen are invited 
for Salawaat jaman. 

Shehzada Abdeali bhaisaheb Saifuddin will also lead Maghrib 
Isha namaz and washeq in Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina on Eid 
Night (Eve of 10th Zil Hijja- Saturday, 10th September) and also 
Fajr Namaz and Eid Khutba on Eid Day (10th Zil Hijja - Sunday 11th 
September). Shehzada Saheb will preside over Eid-ul-Adha khushi 

Majlis immediately after Khutba namaz and Zabihat. Mumineen at-
tending namaz are invited for Eid Nashta. 

Other Cities 
Masuls, coordinators, will lead Eid namaaz in the cities listed 

on the directory page of FatemiDawat.com. Please contact your lo-
cal masul for venue information and further details (their email ad-
dress and phone numbers are listed on this page).

Amal Details for Arafa Day, Eid Night and Day Namaz 
along with Doas and recording of wasila have been uploaded to        
FatemiDawat.com. A short video showing the sequence of the Eid 
Khutba Namaz is also available on the website. To view the full 
Amal Details, please visit FatemiDawat.com

Ikhwanus Safa Article Series

‘ILM – Part 6 – The Ladder of Knowledge
We are pleased to present the article, ‘Ilm 6 – The Lad-

der of Knowledge, in the series of articles on the Rasail Ikhwan 
al-Safa. These rasail were composed by the ninth Imam, Imam 
Ahmad ul Mastur SA, at a time when religion was pitched against 
or in contradiction to the advances of science and the ‘enlight-
enment’ of philosophy. This article series is written by Shzd. 
Tayyeba Baisaheba. 

This week’s article is the sixth article in a 10-part-sequence 
of articles on ‘ilm. This article explains that to rise up in the dara-

jaat, levels of knowledge, one has to start from the very begin-
ning. Below is an excerpt from the article:

The human soul is not capable of accepting knowledge alto-
gether at once. It has to proceed gradually, go, step by step over 
time to rise in its levels. The Ikhwan us Safa give the analogy of 
food to illustrate the necessity of gradual progression in knowl-
edge. Food produces strength and growth. A healthy child requires 
proper nutrition of food that is suitable and good for him in suitable 
quantities to grow; the type of nutrition gradually becomes more 
complex and his intake is gradually increased as his digestive sys-
tem develops. If in infancy he is fed the complex food that he eats 
when fully grown, he will not be able to digest it and could become 
sick or even die. Similarly, one has to gain a familiarity and vigour 
in one level of knowledge before attempting to study a higher more 
complex level or it will not be digested and could cause harm. To 
avoid what is the cause of health and life in one context itself be-
coming the reason for sickness and death in another, it is important 
to regulate the intake of knowledge, as of food, according to the 
readiness of the student 

Read the full article on FatemiDawat.com.

Announcement

Ashara Mubaraka 1438H

It is the unique and auspicious tradition of our hudaat that we 
begin each year with zikar and noha of Imam Husain SA. And by 
the virtue of Imam Husain’s remembrance we receive the barakaat 
of ‘ilm of Aale Mohammed SA in the ten days of Ashara Mubaraka. 
It is indeed a great ne’mat to receive these barakaat from the Dai of 
Imamuz-zamaan. It strengthens and rejuvenates our spirits for the 
upcoming year and increases our darajaat in Aakherat. 

In 1438H, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will deliver Asha-
ra Mubaraka waaz in Mumbai at Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina 
inshaallah. 

Syedna TUS has also bestowed raza for Ashara Mubaraka 
waaz in New Jersey, USA, and London, UK. 
Further details will be published soon.
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Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

The Arkaan of Hajj
A Photo eBook

Click here to read more

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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Sijill Article

Striving for a Halaal Livelihood

Shari’at not only prescribes the tenets 

of prayer and fasting but also includes the 

demands and duties of life in this world. 

The beauty of Islamic Shari’at is that every-

day necessities are woven into the realm of 

religion – our commitments in this world are 

not separated from our religious responsibil-

ities. This philosophy is reflected in Amirul 

Mumineen’s kalaam (quoted above), “Who-

soever sets out to seek halaal livelihood, is 

like one who fights in the path of God.” 

The effort to earn a living is in and of 

itself a part of religion - so long as the indi-

vidual is seeking his/her livelihood based on 

the principles of Shari’at and earns halaal 

ni rozi. The parallel drawn between “one 

who strives for a halaal livelihood” with 

“one who battles in the path of Allah,” is 

a strong statement about the high level of 

importance of the former. By elevating the 

effort to earn halaal ni rozi in this manner, 

our Hudaat Kiraam emphasize the impor-

tance of hard work to provide for oneself 

and one’s family. The parallel drawn with 

the “battle in the path of Allah” is also in-

teresting because it shows an understand-

ing and appreciation for how difficult it is to 

earn a livelihood, halaal ni rozi. By equating 

the two, Amiral Mumineen implies that the 

effort in the earning a livelihood is compa-

rable to the toils of battle.

A man once came to Imam Ja’farus 

Sadiq SA and asked him to pray that he 

would earn without any effort. The Imam 

replied that he would only pray for him once 

he went out and toiled in the heat of the sun. 

Amirul Mumineen SA himself cultivated his 

farmland and personally oversaw the work, 

even in times of burning heat. Amirul Mum-

ineen’s Dai, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS, also 

cultivates farmland and personally oversees 

the work. His efforts set a high example for 

the importance of hard work and toil for 

Mumineen. 

Syedna TUS also guides Mumineen as 

to what is halaal – the most important qual-

ification in Amirul Mumineen’s kalaam. 

Striving for a livelihood that is halaal is 

what garners divine grace (sawaab). As our 

Hudaat Kiraam encourage us to make every 

effort to earn a halaal livelihood, they also 

show us what is halaal and what is haraam. 

It is in this spirit that Syedna Taher Fakhrud-

din TUS gave raza for the publication of the 

“Islamic Finanice Series.” The series ex-

plains how the principles of Fatimid Tayyibi 

finance apply in today’s world. It shows how 

Mumineen can fully utilize the financial fa-

cilities available today for their business and 

financial needs within the realm of halaal, 

within the realm of Shari’at. The series is 

based on Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb 

Saifuddin’s PhD thesis which he wrote with 

the raza and doa of the 52nd Dai al-Mutlaq 

Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA. The 

second article in the series “How to Avoid 

Riba (Interest) in Modern Financial Deal-

ings” is published this week. 

Syedna al-Mo’ayyad al-Shirazi RA 

has said that one who is lazy in his efforts 

to seek a sustenance in this world will be 

even lazier in earning the sustenance for the 
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Whosoever sets out to seek a halaal livelihood, is like one who fights in the path of God.
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Hereafter. May Allah Ta’ala grant us the inspiration and strength to 

strive for our sustenance here and the Hereafter. May we follow the 

guidance of our Hudaat Kiraam to strive for a halaal livelihood and 

garner the sawaab of battle in the path of Allah.

Finance In Fatemi Tayyibi Doctrine

Part 1: How to Avoid Riba (Interest) in Modern Financial Dealings

Announcement & Amal Details

Eid-e-Ghadeer-e-Khum

Bakersfield, CA, USA
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Zohor Asar Namaz on 

the Mubarak Day of Eid-e-Ghadeer-e-Khum (18th Zil Hijja - Mon-

day, 19th September) followed by Waaz in Bakersfield, CA, USA. 

Syedna will take Misaq of Mumineen Muminaat on this auspicious 

day. Mumineen are invited for Salawaat jaman.

We are pleased to present 

the second article in this series 

which explains a selection of 

ideas from the PhD thesis sub-

mitted to the University of Man-

chester by Shehzada Dr Abdeali 

Bhaisaheb ibn Syedna Khuzaima 

Qutbuddin RA. (The PhD was 

completed in 2003 with the raza 

and doa Mubarak of Syedna 

Mohammed Burhanuddin RA). 

In this article are the following 

sections: 

Section 1: What exactly is riba and why is it haraam? 

Section 2: How can we transform a riba transaction, which 

is haraam, into a trade transaction, which is halaal, through 

the ‘Ina contract? 

Section 3: Are there instances of Aimmat Tahereen and Duat 

Mutlaqeen endorsing ‘Ina and employing the ‘Ina contract? 

Section 4: How can the ‘Ina contract be applied in the world 

of modern banking? 

Below are some excerpts from the article, click here to read 

the full article on FatemiDawat.com
... 

Riba, is generally translated as ‘interest’ or ‘usury.’ It is 
synonymous with the charging of interest on loans. Any dif-
ference in the exchange of the item (counter value), that is, an 
increase from within itself, is defined as riba. 

Imam Mohammad al-Baqir said, 
“Every loan that reaps a [material] benefit is riba.” 
Source: Daaim al-Islam v.2, p.61. 

What does the definition mean? Here are some examples: 

1. If gold is exchanged for gold, then the quantities have to 

be the same, even if the quality of gold differs, otherwise 

it would be interpreted as riba

2. If wheat is exchanged for flour, then the weight of the 

wheat and flour should be the same, otherwise it would 

be interpreted as riba

3. If gold is exchanged for silver, a quantitative disparity 

would be permitted as they are two different substances. 

Thus exchanging 1gm of gold for 100gm of silver is per-

mitted and does not constitute riba
... 

Riba is prohibited for the following reasons: 
1. To protect the borrower from the lender. 
2. To prevent exploitation of the weak and needy by the 

strong and wealthy. 
3. To preserve social equity and welfare. 

The relationship between riba, oppression and exploitation 

has been proven from ancient Mesopotamian to Babylonian times, 

from the Judeo-Christian age to pre-Islamic Arabia, from the za-

mindari system in ancient India to modern-day moneylenders. 

Therefore our deen prohibits riba on account of its exploita-

tive and oppressive potential in unequivocal terms.
....

A man asked Imam Ja’far al-Sadiq AS whether it would be 

lawful to exchange a thousand dirhams and a dinar for two thou-

sand dirhams. Money against money. 

The Imam replied yes, it is permissi-

ble when an instrument of sale is ap-

plied (i.e. the ‘Ina contract). The ques-

tioner objected. This was obviously 

‘fleeing from riba.’ The Imam said, 

“Fleeing from haraam to halaal is a 

good thing to do….it is fleeing from 

wrong (baatil) to right (haqq).” The 

venerable Imam – accepted as the last 

word in Islamic jurisprudence – did 

something more than endorse this transaction where an instrument 

was used…He commended the two parties to engage in it! 

Source: Daaim al-Islam v.2, pp.38-40; also Mukhtasar al-Athar v.2, 

Imam Ja’far al-Sadiq AS approved a device called the ‘Ina 

contract which allowed lenders to charge the equivalent of interest, 

keeping within the moral and technical bounds of our deen and 

Shari’at. 
... 

Click here to read the full article in eBook and PDF form on 

FatemiDawat.com
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Mumbai, India - Live Broadcast
Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin will lead Zohor Asar 

Namaz on the Mubarak Day of Eid-e-Ghadeer-e-Khum (18th Zil 

Hijja - Monday, 19th September) in Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina. 

Shehzada Saheb will deliver Waaz and take Misaq of Mumineen 

Muminaat on this auspicious day at 4.30PM followed by Maghrib 

Isha Namaaz. Mumineen are invited for Salawaat jaman. 

The Waaz will be broadcast live and will be available for re-

play using this link.

Other Cities 
Masuls, coordinators, will lead Namaaz and Majlis in the 

cities listed on the directory page of FatemiDawat.com. Please 

contact your local Mas’ul for venue information and further 

details (their email address and phone numbers are listed on 

this page).

Mumineen are urged to follow these amal details: 

1. Mumineen should do roza on the Day of Ghadeer-e-

Khumm. The roza is waajib.

2. At the time of zawaal (before praying zohor faraz) Mumi-

neen should pray two rak’at shukran lillah followed by 

doa. (Click here for PDF)

3. Then Mumineen should listen to Wasila mubaraka (avail-

able on FatemiDawat.com)

4. Mumineen should pray Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA Qasi-

da written for this occasion “al-Yawma Eid-u-Ghadeer-e 

Khummi.” It is published with English translation.

5. Mumineen should join the live boradcast of Waaz from 

Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina, Mumbai. The Waaz will be 

broadcasted live and will be available for playback using 

this link

6. Those who are unable to do the aforementioned amal 

on Ghadeer day, due to illness or Muminaat not praying 

namaz, should do the amal (waalwu) – both roza and 

namaz – on another day.

Click here to read this Si-

jill Article (35) which explains 

some aspects of Syedna al-

Mu’ayyad al-Shirazi Majlis 

delivered on the day of Eid e 

Ghadeer-e-Khum.

Click here to read this 

Sijill Article (86) which nar-

rates from last year’s waaz on Ghadeer-e-Khum, when Syedna 

Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA explained that Rasulullah declared Nass 

in Ghadeer-e-Khum in such a manner and with such wisdom that 

he established and instituted the succession of the Imams till the 

Day of Judgment. 

Click here to read this article which offers a brief historical 

setting of Fatimid Cairo and describes the nature and significance 

of processions and banquets in Eid-e-Ghadeer-Khum.

We are pleased to present a beautifully designed Fatemi Da-

wat Hijri Calendar for 1438H along with the main miqaats and par-

allel Gregorian dates. The calendar is presented in printable (A4) 

PDF format. We are happy to send versions with namaaz times 

for specific cities upon request. Please send your request to info@

fatemidawat.com. We are also working on a csv file of our calendar 

which Mumineen can import into their existing calendar on their 

PC/MAC or google calendar.

Announcement

1438H Calendar

Ashara Mubaraka 1438H

Fatemi Dawat Hijri Calendar

It is the unique and auspicious tradition of our hudaat that we 

begin each year with zikar and noha of Imam Husain SA. And by 

the virtue of Imam Husain’s remembrance we receive the barakaat 

of ‘ilm of Aale Mohammed SA in the ten days of Ashara Mubaraka. 

It is indeed a great ne’mat to receive these barakaat from the Dai of 

Imamuz-zamaan. It strengthens and rejuvenates our spirits for the 

upcoming year and increases our darajaat in Aakherat. 

In 1438H, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will deliver Asha-
ra Mubaraka waaz in Mumbai at Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina 
inshaallah. 

Adjusting for school and work during the morning hours, 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS has directed that waaz be held in 

the afternoon. From the 2nd to the 9th of Moharram (3 October 
to 10 October), waaz Majilis will begin at 3.30PM, followed by 

Maghrib Isha namaaz and Niyaz Jaman inshaallah. The timings for 

Aashura Day (11 October) will be announced soon. 

Mumineen are urged to take the barakaat of Ashara Mubaraka 

with Syedna TUS. Syedna TUS 

urges community members to 

attend the sermons in person. 

For those who cannot attend 

in Mumbai, London (UK) or 

New Jersey (USA), Syedna 

TUS has directed that Shehzada Saheb’s sermons be broadcast live 

on YouTube, and also be made available for 24/7 online access dur-

ing the period of Ashara Mubaraka. 

Syedna TUS has also graciously given raza for his first 
waaz in Ashara Mubaraka 1438H to be broadcast live world-
wide. 

We will help facilitate accommodation arrangements for 

those traveling to Mumbai for the occasion in hotels and other ac-

commodation close to Darus Sakina. Please inform us of your plans 

by emailing info@fatemidawat.com. Informing us in advance will 

also help us to better plan for the occasion.
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Annual Report

Shehrullah 1436H – Shehrullah 1437H
We are pleased to present the 1437H Annual Report of Dawat-

e-Hadiyah, the Fatemi Dawat administration of the 54th Dai al-

Mutlaq Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. Last year in Shehre Ram-

adan 1436H, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA instructed the 

publication of a report of Dawat activities and the first Fatemi 

Dawat Annual Report was published. 

The aim of the report is two-fold: 

1. To promote the development of an efficient, profession-

al, compassionate, sustainable administration that will 

grow dynamically and multifold in the years to come, 

insha’allah

2. To inform followers and muhibeen of the Dai al-Mutlaq 

about Dawat activities and social welfare programs. 

Learning these details, each Mumin will insha’allah be 

encouraged to get personally involved in Dawat activi-

ties by doing khidmat and contributing their skills and 

offering their counsel.

All departments of Dawat have administered many positive pro-

jects and worked efficiently to achieve their mission of serving 

the 54th Dai al Mutlaq and helping Mumineen. This report ex-

plains where Dawat resources are being utilized and describes 

this year’s accomplishments. Below is a short summary of each 

of the sections in the order they are presented in the report (the 

corresponding Annual Report pages are also mentioned).

1. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Eulogy: Syedna Khuzai-

ma Qutbuddin RA ascended the throne of Dawat upon Syed-

na Mohammed Burhanuddin’s RA wafaat, as the 53rd Dai al-

Mutlaq. For two years and three months—like his namesake 

Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed RA—he established the Imam’s 

Dawat with justice, wisdom, temperance and courage. In 

that short period of time, he achieved marvels. What Syedna 

Taher Saifuddin RA wrote for Maulatuna Fatema SA, Syedna 

Fakhruddin TUS said for Syedna Qutbuddin, “each day of 

his life equaled another’s lifetime, and his lifetime equaled 

an eon...” (Pg 1).

2. Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Short Biography: Al-Dai 

al-Ajal al-Fatemi Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS succeeded 

our most beloved and forever remembered Syedna Khuzaima 

Qutbuddin RA as 54th Dai al-Mutlaq of the Dawoodi Bohra 

community on 23rd Jumada l-Ukhra 1437H (30 March, 

2016). As Moiz Imam SA said to Syedna Qadi l-Nu’man QR, 

“A Maula has passed away, but a Maula remains...” (Pg 3).

3. Philosophy and Vision: The mission, the philosophy and 

the vision ensures the flourishing and ever-increasing pros-

perity and perpetuity of Dawat, so that our children, and 

their children, and the generations to follow, are guided on 

the true path, the Sirat-e-Mustaqeem to goodness and pros-

perity in this world, and success in the Hereafter... (Pg 5).

4. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Program: This year was 

the last year of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in which Maula 

departed for the Hazrat Nabawiyya of Imam uz Zaman SA. 

In the last months of his holy life, he bestowed Dawat and 

its Mumineen, Muminaat and children with a treasure of 

barakaat and blessings, while single-handedly securing and 

protecting the Dawat from those who have sought to sacrile-

giously disfigure its aqida and ilm. In this section are some of 

the highlights of Maulana Qutbuddin’s program during the 

past year including Ashara Mubaraka, Testimony in Bombay 

High Court, Nass on Syedna Fakhruddin, Milad... (Pg 7).

5. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Wafaat, Janaza 
Mubaraka, Khatmul Qur’an Majlis: On the night of 23 

Jumadil Ukhra, 1437H (March 30, 2016), Syedna Khuzai-

ma Qutbuddin Aqa RA left this world and ascended to the 

heavens, to the zumra of Panjetan Paak, Aimmat Tahereen 

and Du’at Mutlaqeen. Mumineen around the world were left 

grief stricken and heart broken at the wafaat of their most 

shafiq bawa.. (Pg 9).

6. Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Program: The blessed mis-

sion of Syedna is the establishment of Imamuz zaman’s Da-

wat and the continuation of the great and enduring legacies 

of Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna Mohammed Burha-

nuddin RA, and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, and to 

bring Mumineen closer to the Dawat…. Included in this sec-

tion are: Khatmul Quran Majlis, First Misaq Majlis, Waaz, 

Sabaq, Open Letter, and many other important highlights of 

this past year. (Pg 11).

7. Vazaarat Saifiyyah – Dawat Administration: The Vazaarat 

Saifiyyah is the central office of Syedna’s Administration. 

Its activities are guided by Syedna’s TUS mission to call 

Mumineen to Dawat, and to organize community affairs to 

fulfill this mission. Vazaarat aims to run efficiently and pro-

fessionally: a system of meritocracy must be at the core of 

the organization…. Included in this section are descriptions 

of Legal, Finance, Communication, Ansaar, Outreach, Tadbir 

and other departments. (Pg 13).

8. Dawat Knowledge: Syedna’s TUS Dawat is established on 

the foundation of divine knowledge and wisdom. Through-

out the years, each Imam, and his Dai in the Imam’s seclu-

sion, has ascended the throne of Dawat - a throne not made 

of rubies and gold, or wealth and power, but a throne of di-
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 

about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

The Arkaan of Hajj
A Photo eBook

Click here to read more

vine knowledge and wisdom…. In this section is a descrip-

tion of Syedna Qutbuddin’s and Syedna Fakhruddin’s waaz, 

sabaq, and tasneefat, as well as sabaq and madrasa classes 

that have occurred in the last year. (Pg 15).

9. Legal: The cross-examination of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-

din RA in the Suit in the Hon’ble High Court of Bombay took 

place on the following dates in 2015: April 27, April 28, July 

29, July 31, August 3, August 4, August 24, and August 25. 

The opposing counsel Mr. Chagla asked more than 600 ques-

tions in the course of the testimony. For example... (Pg 17).

10. Social Welfare Zahra Hasanaat: Zahra Hasanaat aims to 

become the primary social welfare organization of the Da-

woodi Bohra community. Its mission is to improve the life 

of every community member and their families. Ultimately 

Zahra Hasanaat aims to help them realize and achieve their 

aspirations in the areas of health, education and finance… 

In this section are descriptions of the mission, current activi-

ties, and goals of each of these sectors in Zahra Hasanaat. 

(Pg 19).

11. Outreach and Building Bridges: Syedna Qutbuddin RA and 

his successor Syedna Fakhruddin TUS have directed that Da-

wat and Mumineen build ties of friendship and cooperation 

with people of all religions and ethnicities, including particu-

larly our fellow Muslim communities, and participate active-

ly in the progress of the nation and of humanity at large. In 

this section are short 

narrations of events 

such as meetings 

with the President, 

the Archbishop and 

other interfaith and 

outreach efforts that 

have been organized 

since the last year. 

(Pg 21).

12. Publications: Syedna Qutbuddin RA and Syedna Fakhrud-

din TUS directed that select Dawat related materials be 

published in print and online so that Mumineen may benefit 

from ilm of Aal-e Mohammad. In this section are descrip-

tions of the 164 publications that have been published since 

last year, including Syedna’s tasneefat, books, reports, arti-

cles, series, and others. (Pg 23).

13. Global Reach and Volunteers: In this section there are vari-

ous statistics and 

visual representa-

tions about Fatemi 

Dawat’s world wide 

engagement and 

reach including vol-

unteer hours, khid-

mat teams, Fatemi-

Dawat.com page 

views, YouTube 

views, and others. 

(Pg 25).

To view the full report please visit Fatemidawat.com.
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Sijill Article

Embracing the “Rope of Allah” (Hablullah)

T
he Qur’an Majeed insists that we hold 

fast onto the Rope of Allah (hablullah). 

It is narrated that a Bedouin (a’rabi) asked 

Rasulullah SA about this rope mentioned in 

the Qur’an and how he could hold onto it. 

Rasulullah pointed towards Amirul Mumi-

neen SA and the Bedouin simply went and 

embraced Maulana Ali. 

This anecdote expresses a fundamen-

tal concept in our faith. Each Imam, from 

Amirul Mumineen till Imam-uz-Zaman SA, 

is the physical manifestation of the Rope of 

Allah (hablullah). By embracing the Imam of 

our age (Sahib-uz-Zaman) we embrace the 

Imams before him - the 21st Imam Tayyib 

Imam, the 21 Imams before Tayyib Imam, 

Amirul Mumineen and Rasulullah. 

We embrace the Imam-uz-Zaman by 

following his example, by following his 

guidance and by giving Misaaq to him. By 

placing our hand in his hand in safaqat – 

physically and spiritually – we join the ha-

blullah. 

Imam-uz-Zaman is the hablullah that 

bonds us with all the Imams before him and 

ultimately with Allah Ta’ala - this is the ha-

blullah that the Qur’an Majeed insists we 

hold on to.

In the seclusion of the Imam the Du’at 

Mutlaqeen are the hablullah that Mumi-

neen hold on to. By embracing the Dai of 

the Age (Dai-z-zamaan) we embrace the 53 

Dais before him and embrace our Imams 

through them. In his heartfelt marsiya in re-

membrance of Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA 

(bawajisaheb guzri gaya), Syedna Khuzaima 

Qutbuddin RA refers to the 51st Dai’s suc-

cessor, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 

RA: “Our Maula Mohammed Burhanuddin, 

the clear Burhaan (proof) of Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin, he is the hablullah al-mateen” 

(Maula Mohammed Burhane-deen, Saiful 

Huda ni Burhan Mubeen, Yej-che hablulla-

hil-mateen – Bawajisaheb guzri gaya). 

In the coming week, on the 27th of 

Zil-Hijja is the Urus of the 49th Dai Syed-

na Mohammed Burhanuddin. Referring to 

those who believed in the sequence of Dais 

(tasalsul) till the 47th Dai but not after that, 

the 49th Dai often said in his waaz that “we 

– by the grace of Allah Ta’ala – are embrac-

ing the hablullah. Those who say that it is      

broken, it is they who have broken away 

from it” (hamay behamidllah hablullah-il-

mateen si mu’tasimeen chhe anay je ehne 

munqati’ kahay ye munqati’ che). 

Following the example of the 49th Dai, 

we offer praise and thanks that by the grace 

of Allah Ta’ala – bihamdillah – we continue 

to holdfast onto the hablullah – the 54th Dai 

al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. 

Through him we are connected to the 53rd, 

52nd and 51st Dais and all the Dais before 

them. Through him we are connected to 

Imam-uz-Zaman and all the Imams before 

him. Through them we are connected to 

Rasulullah and ultimately Allah Subhanahu. 

Alhamdolillah we are firmly embracing the 

hablullah.
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Surat Aal-Imran: 103 

And hold fast, all together, by the rope which Allah (stretches out for you), and be not 

divided among yourselves.
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News & Events

Syedna TUS Ghadeer-E-Khum Waaz Highlights
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS led Ghadeer-e-Khum namaaz, prayed 

doa and took a heart rendering wasila. Maulana then led Zohor 

Asr namaaz and delivered waaz mubarak. After reciting Syedna 

Taher Saifuddin RA Qasida “al-Yawma Eid-u-Ghadeer-e Khummi”, 

Maulana TUS began the bayaan narrating the incident at Ghadeer-

e-Khum where Rasulullah SA performed ‘jahran’ nass on Amiral 

Mumineen AS, proclaiming that he would be his successor after 

him in a public manner.

Maulana related that even prior to Ghadeer-e-Khum, Rasulull-

ah had received the revelation to deliver this final message. Once at 

Mount Arafat, during Hijjatul Wada, and once later, and then finally 

at Ghadeer-e-Khum. Finally before Ghadeer, an ayat was revealed 

that stressed that if the message of the walayat of Ameerul Mumi-

neen was not delivered, then it was as if nothing was delivered at 

all. Upon each revelation, Rasulullah had requested ismat (protec-

tion) from Allah Taala – for himself, Amiral Mumineen and Aim-

mat Tahereen AS, and for Du’at Mutlaqeen. Maulana explained that 

the zahir linguistic meaning of ismat is protection or security – the 

ayat states that Rasulullah has been granted protection from the 

people. In addition, the tawil meaning is in regards to nass and suc-

cession: no Imam and no Dai would pass away prior to appointing 

a successor like himself. Thus, by this act of Rasulullah, the continu-

ity of Dawat is preserved till this day. 

Maulana gave several examples including when Syedna Yusuf 

Najmuddin RA (42nd Dai) and his younger brother Syedna Abdeali 

Saifuddin RA (43rd Dai) both fell severely ill at the same time, in 

different cities; when Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed RA (32nd Dai) 

who took his successor, Syedna Firkhan Shujauddin RA (33rd Dai), 

along with him, even when shahadat was imminent, and finally, the 

most aa’la example of Imam Husain AS, who took his successor 

Imam Ali Zainul Abidin SA with him and kept him alongside till the 

end at Karbala.

Maulana narrated in detail the events of Ghadeer-e-Khumm 

when Rasullulah raised Amiral Mumineen till his knees and pro-

claimed the historic words, man kuntu maulahu fa haza ‘Aliyyun 

maulahu (Whomsoever I am the Maula of, Ali is his Maula). 

Maulana also narrated the events of 17th Shabaan when 

Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA proclaimed Syedna Khu-

zaima Qutbuddin RA as his Mazoon and Mansoos. Afterwards, 

for days, Mumineen would give safaqat to Syedna Burhanuddin at 

Badri Mahal after Fajr namaaz and Syedna Burhanuddin instructed 

that Mumineen would perform salaam & qadambosi of Syedna 

Qutbuddin after Syedna Burhanuddin. 

Maulana then related a unique bayaan, from Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin’s risalat relating to event during the times of satr and 

fitnat in Syedna Dawood bin Qutub Shah’s RA (27th Dai) era about 

the ismat of Du’at. Then Maulana also explained a bayaan that 

Syedna Mohammaed Burhanuddin performed in Misr where he did 

the tawjeeh of the word “Ghadeer.” 

At the end of the waaz, Maulana recounted Imam Hussain’s 

shahadat in Karbala. Maulana performed doa that may we have 

strength and courage to do buka and maatam of Imam Hussain in 

the auspicious days of Ashara Mubaraka to come.

Continuing the hasanat of Syedna Qutbuddin RA, Hizb-e-

Khalilullah organized qurbani and taqseem in Eid-ul-Adha this 

year with Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS raza and doa in Darus Sakina, 

Mumbai. 

1. Hizb-e-Khalilullah’s mission is to 

2. Ensure that Qurbani sheep should be compliant with the 

stipulations of Shari’at.

3. Qurbani meat should be personally delivered to individ-

ual homes of Mumineen and Muslimeen, especially in 

less affluent areas, with dignity and respect.

4. The Qurbani and Taqseem program aims to create an  

atmosphere of mohabbat, cooperation and social ser-

vice in community members

This year a total of 90 qurbanis were done in Darus Sakina 

and meat was hand delivered to 2183 homes. Volunteers devoted a 

total of 312 hours for the organization of the program. 

A detailed report of key facts and financial figures of Eid-ul-

Adha activities including the cost of sheep, expenses for maintain-

ing, cutting and cleaning, expenses for distribution of the meat, 

details of meat output and places where meat was distributed and 

volunteer hours spent in planning and executing the program has 

been prepared in keeping with Syedna’s vision that organizations 

functioning under the umbrella of Dawat should be run profession-

ally with clear transparency. 

The unabridged report including financial data has been 

shared with those who participated in the effort. An abridged ver-

sion, without the financial data, has been published on  

FatemiDawat.com.

Eid-ul-Adha & Hizb-e-Khalilullah Report 
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Announcement & Amal Details

Urus 48th Dai Syedna Abdul-Husain Husamuddin RA (Ahmedabad) and 
49th Dai Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA (Surat)

The date for hearing the Chamber Summons filed by His     

Holiness Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, in the Hon’ble Bombay 

Court has been fixed for 19th October 2016 by the Hon’ble Justice 

K. R. Shriram. 

The Chamber Summons seeks the substitution of Syedna 

Taher Fakhruddin as the Plaintiff in the Suit filed by his predeces-

sor His Holiness the Late Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA against 

Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin.

We are pleased to present the 

second article in this series which 

explains a selection of ideas from 

the PhD thesis submitted to the 

University of Manchester by She-

hzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb ibn 

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. 

(The PhD was completed in 2003 

with the raza and doa Mubarak of 

Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 

RA). In this article are the following         

sections: 

Section 1: What exactly is riba and why is it haraam? 

Section 2: How can we transform a riba transaction, which is 

haraam, into a trade transaction, which is halaal, through the ‘Ina 

contract? 

Section 3: Are there instances of Aimmat Tahereen and Duat 

Mutlaqeen endorsing ‘Ina and employing the ‘Ina contract? 

Section 4: How can the ‘Ina contract be applied in the world 

of modern banking? 

Below is an excerpt from the article, click here to read the full 

article on FatemiDawat.com

A man asked Imam Ja’far al-Sadiq AS whether it would be 

On the auspicious occasion of the Urus Mubarak of the 

48th Dai Syedna Abdul-Husain Husamuddin RA and the 49th Dai 

Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, their successor Syedna Taher 

Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Urus Majlis at Darus Sakina at 

5.30pm on the 27th of Zil-Hijja 1437H (Wednesday, 28th Septem-

ber 2016) inshaallah. 

Mumineen are urged to follow these amal details:

1.  Recite Khatmul Qur’an on the niyyat of Syedna 

Husamuddin and Syedna Burhanuddin

2. Pray the Qasida Mubaraka “Salaamun ‘ala Da’iyay zil 

jalaali” composed by Syedna Taher Saifuddin in the shaan 

of the 48th and 49th Dai – presented with English transla-

tion by Shzd Dr Tahera Baisab and audio recording (a few 

verses of the translation are presented below).

… 

Rainclouds in times of drought, refuges in times of hardship 

Roaring lions on the day of battle 

Eloquent orators, they enchanted the minds Of all listeners 

with “licit enchantment” 

They offered their lives and their wealth In the service of 

Taha Nabi’s progeny 

They per formed the hajj and visited the Prophet’s shrine 

And that of his Wasi and their virtuous descendants 

—These are the Five Pure Ones There is no one like them 

among those past and present— 

And Imam Zaynul Abedeen and Imam Baqir Who dissemi-

nated Shariat knowledge and revivified the dead 

3. Mumineen should also recite Salaam written in Da-

wat-ni-Zaban by Shzd Dr. Tahera Baisaheba in which she 

has done zikar of the two Dais’ shanaat and the historic 

events in their reign

Legal Update

Finance In Fatemi Tayyibi Doctrine

21 September 2016 – Bombay High Court Update

Part 1: How to Avoid Riba (Interest) in Modern Financial Dealings
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lawful to exchange a thousand dirhams and a dinar for two thou-

sand dirhams. Money against money. The Imam replied yes, it is 

permissible when an instrument of sale is applied (i.e. the ‘Ina con-

tract). The questioner objected. This was obviously ‘fleeing from 

riba.’ The Imam said, “Fleeing from haraam to halaal is a good 

thing to do….it is fleeing from wrong (baatil) to right (haqq).” The 

venerable Imam – accepted as the last word in Islamic jurispru-

dence – did something more than endorse this transaction where 

an instrument was used…He commended the two parties to 

engage in it! 

Source: Daaim al-Islam v.2, pp.38-40; also Mukhtasar                

al-Athar v.2, 

Imam Ja’far al-Sadiq AS approved a device called the ‘Ina 

contract which allowed lenders to charge the equivalent of interest, 

keeping within the moral and technical bounds of our deen and 

Shari’at. 

... 

Click here to read the full article in eBook and PDF form on                              

FatemiDawat.com

It is the unique and auspicious tradition of our hudaat that we 

begin each year with zikar and noha of Imam Husain SA. And by 

the virtue of Imam Husain’s remembrance we receive the barakaat 

of ‘ilm of Aale Mohammed SA in the ten days of Ashara Mubaraka. 

It is indeed a great ne’mat to receive these barakaat from the Dai of 

Imamuz-zamaan. It strengthens and rejuvenates our spirits for the 

upcoming year and increases our darajaat in Aakherat. 

In 1438H, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will deliver Asha-

ra Mubaraka waaz in Mumbai at Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina 

insha’allah. 

Adjusting for school and work during the morning hours, 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS has directed that waaz be held in the 

afternoon. From the 2nd to the 9th of Moharram (3 October to 10 

October), waaz Majilis will begin at 3.30PM, followed by Maghrib 

Isha namaaz and Niyaz Jaman inshaallah. The timings for Aashura 

Day (11 October) will be announced soon. 

Mumineen are urged to take the barakaat of Ashara Mubara-

ka with Syedna TUS. Syedna TUS urges community members to 

attend the sermons in person. For those who cannot attend in     

Mumbai, London (UK) or New Jersey (USA), Syedna TUS has di-

rected that Shehzada Saheb’s sermons be broadcast live on You-

Tube, and also be made available for 24/7 online access during the 

period of Ashara Mubaraka. 

Syedna TUS has also graciously given raza for his first waaz 

in Ashara Mubaraka 1438H to be broadcast live worldwide. 

We will help facilitate accommodation arrangements for 

those traveling to Mumbai for the occasion in hotels and other ac-

commodation close to Darus Sakina. Please inform us of your plans 

by emailing info@fatemidawat.com. Informing us in advance will 

also help us to better plan for the occasion.

We are pleased to present a beautifully designed Fatemi Da-

wat Hijri Calendar for 1438H along with the main miqaats and par-

allel Gregorian dates. The calendar is presented in printable (A4) 

PDF format. We are happy to send versions with namaaz times for 

specific cities upon request. Please send your request to info@

fatemidawat.com. We are also working on a csv file of our calendar 

which Mumineen can import into their existing calendar on their 

PC/MAC or google calendar.

We are pleased to present the 1437H Annual Report of        

Dawat-e-Hadiyah, the Fatemi Dawat administration of the 54th Dai 

al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. Last year in Shehre Ram-

adan 1436H, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA instructed the pub-

lication of a report of Dawat activities and the first Fatemi     Dawat 

Annual Report was published. 

The aim of the report is two-fold: 

1. To promote the development of an efficient, profes-

sional, compassionate, sustainable administration that 

will grow dynamically and multifold in the years to 

come, insha’allah

Announcement

1438H Calendar

Annual Report

Ashara Mubaraka 1438H

Fatemi Dawat Hijri Calendar

Shehrullah 1436H – Shehrullah 1437H
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2. To inform followers and muhibeen of the Dai al-Mutlaq 

about Dawat activities and social welfare programs. 

Learning these details, each Mumin will insha’allah be 

encouraged to get personally involved in Dawat activi-

ties by doing khidmat and contributing their skills and 

offering their counsel.

All departments of Dawat have administered many positive pro-

jects and worked efficiently to achieve their mission of serving 

the 54th Dai al Mutlaq and helping Mumineen. This report ex-

plains where Dawat resources are being utilized and describes 

this year’s accomplishments. Below is a short summary of each 

of the sections in the order they are presented in the report (the 

corresponding Annual Report pages are also mentioned).

1. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Eulogy: Syedna Khuzai-

ma Qutbuddin RA ascended the throne of Dawat upon Syed-

na Mohammed Burhanuddin’s RA wafaat, as the 53rd Dai al-

Mutlaq. For two years and three months—like his namesake 

Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed RA—he established the Imam’s 

Dawat with justice, wisdom, temperance and courage. In 

that short period of time, he achieved marvels. What Syedna 

Taher Saifuddin RA wrote for Maulatuna Fatema SA, Syedna 

Fakhruddin TUS said for Syedna Qutbuddin, “each day of 

his life equaled another’s lifetime, and his lifetime equaled 

an eon...” (Pg 1).

2. Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Short Biography: Al-Dai 

al-Ajal al-Fatemi Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS succeeded 

our most beloved and forever remembered Syedna Khuzaima 

Qutbuddin RA as 54th Dai al-Mutlaq of the Dawoodi Bohra 

community on 23rd Jumada l-Ukhra 1437H (30 March, 

2016). As Moiz Imam SA said to Syedna Qadi l-Nu’man QR, 

“A Maula has passed away, but a Maula remains...” (Pg 3).

3. Philosophy and Vision: The mission, the philosophy and 

the vision ensures the flourishing and ever-increasing pros-

perity and perpetuity of Dawat, so that our children, and 

their children, and the generations to follow, are guided on 

the true path, the Sirat-e-Mustaqeem to goodness and pros-

perity in this world, and success in the Hereafter... (Pg 5).

4. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Program: This year was 

the last year of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in which Maula 

departed for the Hazrat Nabawiyya of Imam uz Zaman SA. 

In the last months of his holy life, he bestowed Dawat and 

its Mumineen, Muminaat and children with a treasure of 

barakaat and blessings, while single-handedly securing and 

protecting the Dawat from those who have sought to sacrile-

giously disfigure its aqida and ilm. In this section are some of 

the highlights of Maulana Qutbuddin’s program during the 

past year including Ashara Mubaraka, Testimony in Bombay 

High Court, Nass on Syedna Fakhruddin, Milad... (Pg 7).

5. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Wafaat, Janaza 
Mubaraka, Khatmul Qur’an Majlis: On the night of 23 

Jumadil Ukhra, 1437H (March 30, 2016), Syedna Khuzai-

ma Qutbuddin Aqa RA left this world and ascended to the 

heavens, to the zumra of Panjetan Paak, Aimmat Tahereen 

and Du’at Mutlaqeen. Mumineen around the world were left 

grief stricken and heart broken at the wafaat of their most 

shafiq bawa.. (Pg 9).

6. Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Program: The blessed mis-

sion of Syedna is the establishment of Imamuz zaman’s Da-

wat and the continuation of the great and enduring legacies 

of Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna Mohammed Burha-

nuddin RA, and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, and to 

bring Mumineen closer to the Dawat…. Included in this sec-

tion are: Khatmul Quran Majlis, First Misaq Majlis, Waaz, 

Sabaq, Open Letter, and many other important highlights of 

this past year. (Pg 11).

7. Vazaarat Saifiyyah – Dawat Administration: The Vazaarat 

Saifiyyah is the central office of Syedna’s Administration. 

Its activities are guided by Syedna’s TUS mission to call 

Mumineen to Dawat, and to organize community affairs to 

fulfill this mission. Vazaarat aims to run efficiently and pro-

fessionally: a system of meritocracy must be at the core of 

the organization…. Included in this section are descriptions 

of Legal, Finance, Communication, Ansaar, Outreach, Tadbir 

and other departments. (Pg 13).

8. Dawat Knowledge: Syedna’s TUS Dawat is established on 

the foundation of divine knowledge and wisdom. Through-

out the years, each Imam, and his Dai in the Imam’s seclu-

sion, has ascended the throne of Dawat - a throne not made 

of rubies and gold, or wealth and power, but a throne of di-

vine knowledge and wisdom…. In this section is a descrip-

tion of Syedna Qutbuddin’s and Syedna Fakhruddin’s waaz, 

sabaq, and tasneefat, as well as sabaq and madrasa classes 

that have occurred in the last year. (Pg 15).
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9. Legal: The cross-examination of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-

din RA in the Suit in the Hon’ble High Court of Bombay took 

place on the following dates in 2015: April 27, April 28, July 

29, July 31, August 3, August 4, August 24, and August 25. 

The opposing counsel Mr. Chagla asked more than 600 ques-

tions in the course of the testimony. For example... (Pg 17).

10. Social Welfare Zahra Hasanaat: Zahra Hasanaat aims to 

become the primary social welfare organization of the Da-

woodi Bohra community. Its mission is to improve the life 

of every community member and their families. Ultimately 

Zahra Hasanaat aims to help them realize and achieve their 

aspirations in the areas of health, education and finance… 

In this section are descriptions of the mission, current activi-

ties, and goals of each of these sectors in Zahra Hasanaat. 

(Pg 19).

11. Outreach and Building Bridges: Syedna Qutbuddin RA and 

his successor Syedna Fakhruddin TUS have directed that Da-

wat and Mumineen build ties of friendship and cooperation 

with people of all 

religions and ethnici-

ties, including par-

ticularly our fellow 

Muslim communities, 

and participate ac-

tively in the progress 

of the nation and of 

humanity at large. In 

this section are short 

narrations of events such as meetings with the President, the 

Archbishop and other interfaith and outreach efforts that 

have been organized since the last year. (Pg 21).

12. Publications: Syedna Qutbuddin RA and Syedna Fakhrud-

din TUS directed that select Dawat related materials be pub-

lished in print and online so that Mumineen may benefit from 

ilm of Aal-e Mohammad. In this section are descriptions of 

the 164 publications that have been published since last year, 

including Syedna’s tasneefat, books, reports, articles, series, 

and others. (Pg 23).

13. Global Reach and Volunteers: In this section there are vari-

ous statistics and 

visual representa-

tions about Fatemi 

Dawat’s world 

wide engagement 

and reach includ-

ing volunteer hours, 

khidmat teams, 

FatemiDawat.com 

page views, YouTube 

views, and others. 

(Pg 25).

To view the full report please visit Fatemidawat.com.

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 

and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 

about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms

Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

Ikhwanus Safa Article Series
‘ILM – Part 6 – The Ladder of 

Knowledge

Click here to read more
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A Weekly Newsletter by Fatemi Dawat

30 September 2016 29 Zil Hijjatil Haram 1437HIssue: 138

Sijill Article

“Taqreeb” – Bridging Divides by 
Finding the Common Denominator

The Qur’an acknowledges the diversi-
ty of the human race and states that the pur-
pose of such diversity is so we may get to 
know each other. There are many examples 
of peaceful and productive interactions be-
tween peoples of different races, religions 
and cultures. There are also, sadly, exam-
ples of violent and destructive interactions.

Especially when there are forces that 
aim to divide people, often violently, those 
who believe in peaceful coexistence must 
double their efforts for taqreeb - to bridge 
the divides so that people may be brought 
closer together.

“Taqreeb” is an Arabic word from the 
root q-r-b and is defined as the effort to 
bring closer. This word is familiar even to 
people who speak Gujarati, Hindi and Urdu 
because all these languages have espoused 

the Arabic word qareeb. 
In a meeting with Syedna Taher 

Saifuddin, a prominent Muslim of Mum-
bai, Sir Ibrahim Rahimatullah said to him 
that the disunity and disharmony within 
the Muslims is disheartening. Sir Ibrahim 
suggested hosting all the notable scholars 
(‘ulamaa’) of the Islamic Ummah for two to 
three weeks and asking them to come up 
with a common view uniting all Muslims. 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin always encouraged 
peaceful coexistence and harmony but he 
was also very pragmatic and realistic. He 
told Sir Ibrahim that the differences are cen-
turies old and it is unrealistic that they could 
suddenly be set aside. Instead, Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin said, it is important to recognize 
and respect the differences and focus on 
that which unites us. 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin was firmly 
grounded in his faith and conviction and at 
the same time approached all other Muslim 
communities and also people of other faiths 
with a focus on the common ground. His 
writings and activism are a shining example 
of taqreeb.

Inspired by the example of Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin and that of his successors, 
the Qutbi Jubilee Scholarship Program 
(QJSP) in collaboration with the University 
of Calcutta, organized a two-day confer-
ence on “Taqreeb – Propagation of Har-
monious Relations in Mughal, British and 
Independent India: The Writings and Ac-
tivism of Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Emperor 
Akbar, Prince Dara Shikoh, Allama Iqbal, 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Maulana Abul Kal-
am Azad and other Religious and Political 

Updates

Sijill Article
“Taqreeb”–Bridging Divides by Finding 
the Common Denominator

Announcement & Amal 
Details
Ashara Mubaraka 1438H

News & Events
Conference on “Taqreeb” 
Organized by QJSP Announcement

Legal Update
21 September 2016–Bombay High 
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1438H Calendar
Fatemi Dawat Hijri Calendar
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Shehrullah 1436H – Shehrullah 1437H

Surat al-Hujuraat: 13 
O mankind! We created you from a single (pair) of a male and a female, and made you 

into nations and tribes, that you may know each other. Verily the most honoured of you in 
the sight of Allah is (he who is) the most righteous of you
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Muslim Leaders”. With Syedna Fakhruddin’s doa Mubarak, the 
first “Taqreeb” conference was a resounding success (see News & 
Events section below for further details) and was widely reported 
on in the local press (see Media on FatemiDawat.com). 

The conference was a first step in an effort to encourage dia-
logue between scholars to understand differences and in doing so, 
finding common ground -finding the common denominator. “Man 
is the enemy of what he is ignorant about” (al-mar’u aduwwu ma 
jahil). Engagement with intellectuals is essential in bridge-building 
efforts. Insha’allah these efforts will continue. 

It was Syedna Qutbuddin’s wish when he established QJSP on 

his Golden Jubilee as the Mazoon of Syedna Burhanuddin that the 
organization would 1) promote higher education for distinguished 
boys and girls and 2) promote academic scholarship that strength-
ens communal and societal harmony. 

May Allah Ta’ala grant us the inspiration and strength to 
fulfill Syedna Qutbuddin’s wishes for this organization, to follow 
the example of our Hudaat Kiraam and the guidance of our Dai-z-
Zamaan TUS and build bridges with those who are of the mindset 
of taqreeb. By these efforts and by the united voice of those who 
believe in taqreeb, we will stand up to the voices of division and 
violence.

Announcement & Amal Details

Ashara Mubaraka 1438H
1438H, al Dai-l-Ajal Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will 

deliver Ashara Mubaraka waaz in Mumbai at Darus Sakina, 
insha’allah. From the 2nd to the 9th of Moharram (3 October 
to 10 October), waaz Majilis will begin at 3.30PM, followed by 
Maghrib Isha namaaz and Niyaz Jaman inshaallah. The timings 
for Aashura Day (11 October) will be announced soon. Syedna 
TUS has also graciously given raza for his first waaz in Ashara 
Mubaraka 1438H to be broadcast live worldwide. 

London, UK: 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS has graciously deputed She-

hzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin for Ashara Mubaraka kh-
idmat in London. The venue is: Mill Hill Country Club, Burtonhole 
Lane, Mill Hill, London NW7 1AS. From 2nd October – 5th Octo-
ber the timing of waaz is from 7 pm – 830 pm, from 6th October 
– 10th October the timing of waaz is from 6:45pm – 8:45pm, and 
on Ashura day 11th October the timing is from 11 am – 6pm. Waaz 
will be followed by Aqa Husain AS niyaz jaman. All Mumineen are 
invited for niyaaz jaman. 

Shehzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb is also available to meet with 
anyone who would like to ask any questions - there are no precon-
ditions If you would like a private (or semi-private) audience with 
Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb please contact at Email: 
fatemidawatuk@gmail.com; Cell: 07980100584 to coordinate an 
appointment time. Confidentiality is taken very seriously and all 
private matters will be handled with the utmost discretion. She-
hzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb is available from 2nd Oct till 17th Oct. 

New Jersey, USA: 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS has graciously deputed Hafi-

zul Qur’an Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin for Ashara 
Mubaraka khidmat in New Jersey. The venue is: 33 Buckingham Dr. 
East Brunswick, NJ 08816. From 2 October - 10 October the timing 
of waaz is from 7 pm – 9 pm and on Ashura day 11th October the 
timing is from 11 am – 6.30 pm. Waaz will be followed by Aqa Hu-

sain AS niyaz jaman. All Mumineen are invited for niyaaz jaman. 
Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb is also available to meet with 

anyone who would like to ask any questions - there are no pre-
conditions If you would like a private (or semi-private) audience 
with Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb please contact at Email: munira.
hamza@gmail.com; Cell: +1-732-890-8825 to coordinate an ap-
pointment time. Confidentiality is taken very seriously and all pri-
vate matters will be handled with the utmost discretion. Shehzada 
Husain Bhaisaheb is available from 2nd October till 17th October. 

Worldwide Broadcast – FatemiDawat.com/ashara and Amal 
Details:

Mumineen who are unable to attend waaz in Mumbai, Lon-
don or New Jersey are also urged to congregate and get together 
daily to listen to waaz broadcasts and for Imam Husain SA Niyaz 
jaman in their home towns. Please contact info@fatemidawat.com 
to coordinate with others in your area. Relay links will be available 
for daily broadcast and will be posted on FatemiDawat.com/Ashara

Mumineen are also urged to recite Ya Sayyida ash Shuhadaai 
and Fulkul Husain Marsiya every day during ashara – at least a few 
abyaat. Mumineen should also do tasbeeh of Imam Husain 128 times 
– the adad of Imam Husain’s name (just as Ali is 110), which is a 
most barakati nuskha prescribed by Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA.

News & Events
Conference on “Taqreeb” Organized by QJSP

With the raza mubarak of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, and 
in remembrance of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, the Qutbi Ju-
bilee Scholarship Program organized a two day international semi-
nar in partnership with the University of Calcutta, Department of 
Arabic and Persian, titled “Taqreeb - Propagation of Harmonious 
Relations in Mughal, British and Independent India: The Writings 
and Activism of Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Emperor Akbar, Prince 

Dara Shikoh, Allama Iqbal, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Abul Kalam 
Azad and other Religious and Political Muslim Leaders.” Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, and es-
pecially Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA’s nazaraat and hasanaat 
were manifest throughout the event and these, along with the doa 
of their waaris Syedna Fakhruddin TUS resulted in its resounding 
success. 
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BOMBAY HIGH COURT UPDATE: 21st September 2016 

The date for hearing the Chamber Summons filed by His Holi-
ness Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, in the Hon’ble Bombay Court 
has been fixed for 19th October 2016 by the Hon’ble Justice K. R. 
Shriram. 

The Chamber Summons seeks the substitution of Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin TUS as the Plaintiff in the Suit filed by his pre-
decessor His Holiness the Late Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA 
against Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin.

Legal Update
21 September 2016 – Bombay High Court

This seminal conference was a historic initiative that created 
a platform to discuss the topic of communal harmony and peace-
ful coexistence in historical-spiritual perspectives. Especially in a 
country as diverse as India, the propagation of harmonious com-
munal relations is a theme of paramount significance. 

The conference itself was a manifestation of the spirit of 
taqreeb - it brought together many different narratives from the 
Muslim community across the Shia Sunni spectrum as well as dis-
cussions from the Hindu and Christian perspectives. Around fifty 
professors, scholars, and politicians delivered academic presenta-
tions and speeches at the conference, on various important topics 
of promoting communal harmony and peaceful coexistence among 
people of different faiths and races. The Minister of Higher Educa-
tion, Dr. Sri Partha Chatterjee was the guest of honor. The Minister 
of Mass Education and Libraries, Janab Siddiqullah Chaudhury, the 
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Calcutta Professor Ashutosh 
Ghosh, Members of Parliament and religious leaders also partici-
pated in the inaugural session. Many speakers were heads of their 
respective academic departments, and high level government of-
ficials. Over a hundred students also attended during the course 
of its two days. The conference was widely covered by print and 
television media. (A selection of the news articles are published on 
FatemiDawat.com).

Maulana Qutbuddin’s 
shehzadas and shehzadi 
also presented papers at 
the conference, which 
were received with much 
interest and appreciation. 
Also Shehzada Dr Husain 
Bhaisaheb was requested 
to begin the conference 
with the recitation of 
Qur’an-e-Majeed. In the in-
augural session of the con-
ference, Shehzada Dr. Aziz 
Bhaisaheb discussed the 
vision of Syedna Qutbud-
din RA to establish greater 
understanding, respect and 
unity through promotion 
of good morals and educa-
tion. In the first academic 
session of the conference, 
Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhai-
saheb presented a paper about the five pillars of nation building, 
in the context of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s vision and his relations 
with national leaders such as Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and 
Education Minister Abul Kalam Azad. In the second academic ses-
sion, Shehzada Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb analysed the dynamic Tayyibi 

Dawoodi Bohra interpretation of the Qur’an and its contribution 
to their policy of peaceful coexistence and intellectual engage-
ment. On the second day of the conference, Shehzadi Dr. Tahera 
Bensaheba presented a paper that examined Syedna Taher Saifud-
din’s Qasidas and practice, arguing that Syedna Taher Saifuddin es-
poused a two-pronged philosophy of pluralist communal harmony 
and committed individual faith. She also delivered the Presidential 
Address in the inaugural session, and delivered formal remarks on 
the podium in three other sessions of the conference, assessing 
various larger, more general aspects of taqreeb. Some other talks 
were: “Sufi Literature in India with Reference to Akhbar-Al-Ahyar 
Fi-Asrar-Al-Abrar” by Prof Khan, “Syed Ameer Ali: A Socio-polit-
ical Muslim Reformer” by Dr Alam, “Taqrib in the life and works 
of Mirza Ghalib” by Prof. Dey, among many other interesting pres-
entations. 

Insha’allah details of all the talks presented above will be 
published with audio, text and more photos in a new “Taqreeb Se-
ries” on FatemiDawat.com soon after Ashara Mubaraka.

During the course of the 
two-day conference, many differ-
ent and even controversial ideas 
were exchanged. Expressing 
deep appreciation, participants 
said that this was a groundbreak-
ing seminar that brought forth 
positive ideas and the hope that 
we can change conflict. There 
was immense interest in further 
initiatives and participation in 
such a taqreeb conference. There 
was so much enthusiasm that a 
resolution was designed by QJSP, 
and agreed upon and signed by 
participants of the conference. 

This conference was an in-
credible first step in our community in recent times toward actively 
promoting unity, by presenting views, beliefs and historical models 
in a positive framework of taqreeb within the respectful and civil 
format of academic discourse. There was overwhelming apprecia-
tion for QJSP’s efforts in collaboration with The University of Cal-
cutta and a deep respect for the execution and presentations in the 
conference. There were many calls to spread this message outside 
of the “seminar room” and calls to further the dissemination of 
these messages: Taqreeb does not mean taking things lying down 
or giving up your rights or culture. There is nothing passive about it. 
Rather, it is a propagation of interfaith and intra-faith understand-
ing so that we may better unite for peaceful causes. It is up to us to 
promote and choose historical exemplars of taqreeb so that we can 
make a positive difference in the communities around us. 
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

Ikhwanus Safa Article Series
‘ILM – Part 6 – The Ladder of 

Knowledge
Click here to read more

Annual Report
Shehrullah 1436H – Shehrullah 1437H

We are pleased to present the 1437H Annual Report of 
Dawat-e-Hadiyah, the Fatemi Dawat administration of the 54th 
Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. Last year in Shehre 
Ramadan 1436H, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA instructed 
the publication of a report of Dawat activities and the first Fate-
mi Dawat Annual Report was published.

 
The aim of the report is two-fold:

1. To promote the development of an efficient, profession-
al, compassionate, sustainable administration that will 
grow dynamically and multifold in the years to come, 
insha’allah

2. To inform followers and muhibeen of the Dai al-Mutlaq 
about Dawat activities and social welfare programs. 
Learning these details, each Mumin will insha’allah be 
encouraged to get personally involved in Dawat activi-
ties by doing khidmat and contributing their skills and 
offering their counsel.

All departments 
of Dawat have admin-
istered many positive 
projects and worked 
efficiently to achieve 
their mission of serv-
ing the 53rd and 54th 
Dai al Mutlaq and help-
ing Mumineen. This 
report explains where 
Dawat resources are 
being utilized and de-
scribes this year’s ac-
complishments.

We are pleased to present a beautifully designed Fatemi Da-
wat Hijri Calendar for 1438H along with the main miqaats and par-
allel Gregorian dates. The calendar is presented in printable (A4) 
PDF format. We are happy to send versions with namaaz times 
for specific cities upon request. Please send your request to info@
fatemidawat.com. We are also working on a csv file of our calendar 
which Mumineen can import into their existing calendar on their 
PC/MAC or google calendar.

1438H Calendar
Fatemi Dawat Hijri Calendar
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7 October 2016 6 Muharram-ul-Haram 1437HIssue: 141

Sijill Article

Impressions of Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS Waaz – A continuation 
of past Duat Mutlaqeen

This article has been written by Taha 
Bhai R: I have had the immense privi-

lege to attend Ashara Mubaraka 1438H 
majalis with al-Dai al-Fatemi Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS. As an adna mumin and 
humble ghulam of Maulana TUS, I offer 
thousands of thanks and gratitude to Maul-
ana for granting this great and immense 
blessing. As a small token of my gratitude to 
Maulana, I wish to share my initial impres-
sions of Maulana’s waaz majalis.

Our aqeeda teaches us that every 
Dai is the same in all respects as his pre-
decessor - this is reinforced and proven in 
religious doctrines and through historical 
precedents of Awliyaullah. I have had the 
privilege of attending waaz majalis of Syed-
na Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA and Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin. After observation of Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin’s waaz, my belief that he 

is the 54th Dai-l-Mutlaq is resolute – my ilm 
ul yakeen is strengthened by ain ul yakeen.

The josh (fervor) with which Maulana 
narrates historical events or riwayats, or 
prays shahadat is exactly the same as previ-
ous Du’at Mutlaqeen. Furthermore, Maula-
na recites past events – some of which may 
have occurred hundreds of years ago – with 
such precision, depth and insight that it is as 
if he was actually present in person during 
that time. He attributes his every bayaan to 
past Awliyaullah, by copiously and often ex-
temporaneously quoting from the Qur’an, 
hadith, kalaam, qasidas and kitaabs. This is 
a manifestation of the continuously flowing 
tayeed (inspiration) of Imam-uz-Zamaan to-
wards Syedna Fakhruddin, just as it f lowed 
towards previous Du’at Mutlaqeen. 

He is truly the successor of Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA and the inheritor 
of the ilm of Aal-e-Mohammed as reflected 

by his recitation of the shahadat of Imam 
Husain SA with the same depth and heart-
felt distress as Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin 
RA, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA 
and previous Duat Mutlaqeen and Aimmat 
Tahereen. Full Stop. 

If one has not had the chance to attend 
the waaz of previous Du’aat Mutlaqeen, or 
if one simply misses them immensely like I 
do, and would like to relieve and reinvigor-
ate their memories in their mind - I invite 
you to come and listen to the waaz of Syed-
na Taher Fakhruddin with an open mind and 
an open heart. Wallah (I swear by God), you 
will walk away with the same experience 
that I did with and will feel transported to 
the majalis of our beloved previous Duat 
Mutlaqeen.

Surat al-Baqara: 106 
We do not abrogate a verse or cause it to be forgotten except that We bring forth [one] 

better than it or similar to it.

139
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Mumbai:
On Aashura day (Tuesday 11th Oct) Syedna Taher 

Fakhruddin TUS will deliver Waaz mubarak in Iwan-e-Fatemi, 
Darus Sakina at 10.30AM followed by Zohor Asar Namaaz, and 
then followed by Aqa Husain SA Maqtal Bayaan at 3.45pm, in-
shaallah. Mumineen are invited for Imam Husain SA Niyaz and 
Salawaat Jaman after Maghrib.

London, UK: 
On Ashura day (Tuesday 11th October) Shezada Dr Abdeali 

Bhaisaheb Saifuddin will deliver Waaz on Muharram at 11am fol-
lowed by Zohor Asar Namaaz, and then followed by Aqa Husain 
SA Maqtal Bayaan. Waaz will be followed by Aqa Husain AS Niyaz 
Jaman. All Mumineen are invited for Niyaaz Jaman. 

New Jersey, USA: 
On Ashura day (Tuesday 11th October) Shezada Dr Husain 

Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin will deliver Waaz on Muharram at 11am 
followed by Zohor Asar Namaaz, and then followed by Aqa Husain 
SA Maqtal Bayaan. Waaz will be followed by Aqa Husain AS niyaz 
jaman. All Mumineen are invited for Niyaaz Jaman. 

Mumineen who are unable to attend waaz are urged to do the 
following amal: 
Aashura Night

On Aashura Night, after tawassul namaaz Mumineen should 
pray Allahuma an sakati doa. Then Mumineen should listen to re-
cording of bayaan mubarak (will be uploaded soon). Mumineen 
should spend Aashura night in bandagi and pray Bihori Namaaz, 
especially Nisful Layl – but also take rest to be able to take barakaat 
on Aashura Day. 
Aashura Day

Mumineen should observe ‘laagan’ on Aashura day. Laagan 
is like roza in the sense that we refrain from all food and drink 
from dusk to dawn, but the niyyat is of laagan – that is refraining 
from food and drink in remembrance of the thirst and hunger of 
Imam Husain SA and his Ahle Bayt and Ashaab. In the afternoon 
children should be given a small snack so that they have strength 
for maatam.

Mumineen should listen to the live waaz of Shehzada Hu-
sain Bhaisaheb (recording will also be available for those in earlier 
time zones). After zawaal Mumineen should pray Zohor Faraz with 
Sunnat and Naafelat. After Zohor Naafelat Mumineen should pray 
Imam Husain Taqarrub namaaz and Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, 
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA Tawassul Namaaz followed by namaaz for Doa for tulul 
umar of Dai al-Asr. PDF of Niyyats for those namaz as well as the 
Doa after tawassul namaaz is available on fatemidawat.com. Then 
Mumineen should listen to wasila mubaraka (will be uploaded 
soon). After wasila Mumineen should pray Asar Sunnat and Faraz. 

Then Mumineen should listen to Aqa Husain SA Maqtal 
Bayaan (recording will be uploaded soon for those in timezones 
ahead of EST).

The following marsiyas have been 
uploaded along with audio record-
ing to fatemidawat.com/ashara. 
Each marsiya has been recited by 
the Fatemi Marsiya party in the 
Hazrat of Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din TUS during Ashara Mubaraka 

Abbas Tuje Ehle Wafaa Yaad Ka-
renge (Abbas Alamdar AS)

Laachaar Husainaa (Aqa Husain 
SA)

Jhoolo Masoom Tashna Dahn Jhool (Ali Asghar SA)

Tanhaayi Mein Kaisay Uthega (Ali Akbar AS)

Salaam Unpar (Aqa Husain SA Salaam)

Syedna Fakhruddin TUS performs Ashara Mubaraka 1438H 
waaz on Takht-e-Imami in Darus Sakina, Mumbai with great 
shaan, and delivers deeply meaningful orations about faith in Al-
lah, and Panjetan Paak, Imams, and Dais and guidance in this 
world and the next. We have presented here a brief glimpse of 
some of the priceless and countless pearls of wisdom imparted 
to Mumineen.

1st Waaz Summary
Syedna Fakhruddin’s first waaz was broadcast worldwide, 

click here to view. 
Maulana began the bayaan and stated our belief in Imam-uz-

Zaman AS, our conviction that he is present, in this age and em-
phasizing that today, on this day, on this earth, Imam-uz-Zaman 
is present. Maulana recounted the recent passing away of Syedna 
Qutbuddin RA and did shukr for the multitude of nemats he be-
stowed upon us, the prime one of maintaining us on the path 

Announcement & Amal Details

Marsiya News & Events

Aashura 1438H Mumbai, London & New Jersey Program 

Prayed during 1438H Waaz in Hazraat 
of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Ashara 
Mubaraka 1438 Waaz 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th 
& 5th
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of Haq, even in these 
turbulent times.

Maulana re-
cited and expounded 
on the ayat “he who 
does niyyat for the 
Hereafter (aakherat) 
and strives for it and 
he is a Mumin - they 
are the ones whose 
efforts Allah accepts 

and rewards (sa’ye mashkoor)” (Surat al-Isra’: 19). He explained 
that Aakherat is known as “Hereafter”, one that is after this life, 
lasting forever. Death is inescapable as our Hudaat have repeatedly 
preached. Maulana also presented 3 chapters (fasal), starting with 
Panjetan and their sa’ye mashkoor, then the sa’ye mashkoor of 
A’immat Tahireen and Du’aat Mutlaqeen. Maulana gave many ex-
amples of how our Hudaat Kiraam themselves strived for Aakherat 
and in doing so guided Mumineen to strive for Aakherat. 

In the zikr of Amirul Mumineen, Maulana explained that 
when Rasulullah informed Amirul Mumineen about his times he 
said, “you will be alone among lowly people, nobody will support 
you, friends will turn their back, they will refuse your call for jihad 
and they will murder you with their treachery, they will call you bad 
names, like they called me a magician and liar.”

Maulana continued with Panjetan zikr, recounting the sa’ye 
mashkoor of Maulatena Fatema AS, Imam Hasan AS and Imam 
Husain AS. Maulana then continued with zikr of A’immat Tahireen, 
especially Imam Ali Zainul Abideen and Duat Mutlaqeen, especial-
ly Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA.

Maulana recounted a bayaan from Eisa Nabi AS, who ad-
vised thehawariyeen that if you need to leave dunya for deen, do 
so happily, just as people of this world would leave deen for dunya. 
Maulana stated that such are times, people are unwilling to give 
misaaq due to family or social matters, they say they will see when 
the path is clear. Maulana advised to not let deen go today, for the 
sake of worldly matters, since the latter is bound to perish one day.  
Maulana ended with poignant remembrance of Imam Husain’s AS 
shaadat. Maulana addressed Mumineen that by Allah Ta’ala’s wit-
ness, for each Mumin that sheds at least one drop of tear in the 
remembrance of Imam Husain, he would araz to Imam-uz-Zaman 
to include this Mumin in His zumra (union).

2nd Waaz Summary
Maulana began 

the bayaan with zikr 
of safinatun najat 
(ark of salvation). On 
Ghadeer-e-Khum, dur-
ing the same khutba 
(sermon) in which Ra-
sulullah pronounced 
Amirul Mumineen as 
his wasiyy, he also 
stated that his Ahle 
Bayt are like Nuh’s safina, whoever boards it is guaranteed salva-
tion and one who defers from boarding will drown, just as it is not 
possible to remain alive at sea without a ship. 

Maulana related that after his misaaq was taken by Syedna 
Burhanuddin, Syedna Qutbuddin hosted a ziyafat in shukr with a 
backdrop of safina. Syedna Qutbuddin stated in his speech on the 
occasion that the Dai’s persona is the safinatun najat itself, Syedna 
Burhanuddin was very pleased with the sentiments expressed. The 
Dai saves us from destruction and brings us to salvation, giving 
spiritual & eternal life to our nufoos (souls). 

Maulana did zikr of the deep meaning in two Surats of the 
Quran, the mua’wwizatain (derived from isti’azat, to seek refuge in 
Allah Ta’ala from Shaitan) - Surat al-Falaq and Sural al-Nas. People 
of tafseer (exegesis) say that these were revealed since Rasulullah 
was afflicted by the spell of a Jewish lady, and that reciting these 
Surats alleviated him. Syedna Moayyed Shirazi questions how such 
a spell could affect Rasulullah. Rather the indication is towards ba-
tin. Maulana explained in great detail the meaning of these Surats, 
drawing from the kitaabs andbayaans of our Hudaat Kiraam. 

Finally, similar to yesterday’s waaz, Maulana recalled another 
sikhaman from Eisa Nabi AS, stating that do not be fearful of peo-
ple who would kill your body, rather be fearful of those who would 
kill your soul. The reference is to such ulema (scholars), who preach 
galat tasawwur (incorrect doctrine).  Maulana ended the bayaan 
with a heart rending recounting of the shahadat of Ali Asghar AS, 
the 6 month old son of Imam Husain who was slaughtered in his 
arms

3rd Waaz Summary

Maulana began with the bayaan of Nabi Ibrahim SA, whose 
millat (tradition) we follow. Rasulullah SA stated to Amirul Mumi-
neen SA that “I and you, Ali, we follow the Dawatof our father 
Ibrahim.” The Dawat of Rasulllah and his progeny A’immat Taher-
een SA is the same Dawat Ibrahim established, the same Dawat 
mentioned in the ayat “His is the Dawat of Haqq” (Surat al-Ra’d: 
14), due to the presence of an Imam from the progeny of Ibrahim. 
Quoting Syedna Qutbuddin RA, Maulana explained how the sun 
was present yesterday, yesterday was a day, today it is another day 
and a discerning person would conclude that tomorrow a new day 
will follow.  Similarly, an Imam was present yesterday, he is present 
today and will be present tomorrow.

Maulana related the riwayat of Imam Jafar-us-Sadiq AS that is 
often recited in Ashara waaz, where he does tremendous nawazish 
(favors) on Shia. Maulana then recited and expounded on the ayat 
“wajjahtu wajhi - indeed, I have turned my face toward He who cre-
ated the heavens and the earth, believing in One God, and I am not 
of those who associate others with Allah” (Surat al-An’am: 79).

Before beginning a bayaan from Syedna Qutbuddin RA, Maul-
ana did immense shukr of his father who prepared him. Maulana 
related a unique incident that occurred after his second Ashara 
waaz khidmat, where he was sent to the town of Mohammadiyya, 
near Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed mazaar in Galyakot, by Syedna 
Burhanhuddin. An elderly person returned from there to Mumbai, 
and did sanaa (compliments) to Syedna Qutbuddin in private re-
garding Maulana’s waaz. Syedna Qutbuddin was immensely happy, 
and told Maulana to kiss the misaal of Syedna Taher Saifuddin (in 
which he references Syedna Qutbuddin’s first waaz in Udaipur as 
“performed with thetayeed of the Imam). Syedna Qutbuddin also 
told Maulana that “prior to your birth, Maulana Taher Saifuddin 
came in my dreams and informed me I would have a son of such 
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shaan”. Syedna Qutbuddin advised Maulana that “son, you have to 
do khidmat of dawat.”

Maulana then explained in great detail 3 fasal (chapters) of 
Nabi Ibrahim; zahir, taweel & haqiqat. The zahir was pertaining to 
Ibrahim’stawakkul when his enemy threw him into the fire. Maula-
na also recounted Amirul Mumineen’s kalaam that 4 types of peo-
ple have tawakkul: (1) on their money, (2) on their health and body, 
(3) on other people and (4) on Khuda Ta’ala. On each topic, Maula-
na imparted priceless jewels of wisdom. Maulana also encouraged 
Mumineen to seek their sustenance and rozi with himmat and taw-
akkul on Allah Ta’ala. Maulana drew from his own extensive experi-
ence and gave practical advice (inshallah this clip will be published 
soon). The taweel chapter was pertaining to the deeper meaning of 
Allah’s command to Ibrahim, as narrated in the Quran, to slay his 
son Ismail. Maulana completed the haqiqat bayaan with tawjeeh of 
the word Ibrahim. Maulana ended the bayaan with a heart rend-
ing recounting of shaadatof Aun & Mohammed (sons of Maulatuna 
Zainab) and Qasim (son of Imam Hasan). Finally, he prayed Imam 
Husain’s shahadat remembering that today is the fourth of Muhar-
ram and from 4 you can extract 10 (4+3+2+1=10)

4th Waaz Summary
Maulana began the bayaan on the zikr of Panjetan. Quoting 

Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s qasida, Maulana explained how amaan 
(peace) is qaim in 
the world due to the 
presence of Imam. 
Maulana also ex-
plained that Duat are 
referred as Aalim-e-
Ahle Bait (scholars 
of Ahle Bait), who 
delivered to Mumi-
neen the ilm they 
received from Ahle 
Bait. Since the day was khamees (5th day, Thursday), Maulana es-
pecially remembered Syedna al-Moayyad al-Shirazi who used to 
pray majalis on khamees. Maulana narrated in great historical detail 
how tamheed (preparation) for satr was done through Syedna al-
Moayyad. Maulana narrated historical anecdotes of the inheritance 
and flow of ‘ilm from Imams to Duat - starting from Lamak bin Ma-
lik who came who Yemen to pray in the hazrat of Imam with Syedna 
al-Moayyad. Maulana also narrated the preparation of the transfer 
of the center of Dawat from Yemen to India.  Maulana quoted from 
the Quran, Rasullulah’s hadith, and Maulana Ali’s kalaam to assert 
the importance of ‘ilm. He explained in detail Amirul Mumineen’s 
kalaam that there are 6 prerequisites for learning ilm: 

(1) azam (conviction) 
(2) hazm (curiosity) 
(3) ij tihad (effort) 
(4) bulghat (aptitude and ability) 
(5) ustaaz (teacher - mufeed) 
(6) tul zamaan - (a long time)
Socrates told his disciples when you find mufeed-e-haq (true 

teacher), never leave him. A true teacher is necessary. Learning on 
his own, one cannot surpass a certain limit. 
There are also 4 conditions for learning ilm:

(1) stay silent
(2) listen carefully
(3) revise & memorize
(4) after attaining a certain level, teach others

Maulana continued bayaan on ’ilm in great detail and asserted 
that Mumineen must make determined efforts to seek it in their dai-
ly lives. Maulana then began the main bayaan, reciting the ayat “O 

Allah, our Lord, send down to us a maidat from the heaven to be for 
us a eid for the first of us and the last of us and a sign from You. And 
provide for us, and You are the best of providers.” (Surat al-Ma’idat: 
114). Maulana explained 5 fasl (chapters). Finally, Maulana did im-
mense dua for Mumineen. Thalo bharela hoi. Maulana related with 
yesterday’s bayaan on baitullah, may we do Hajj with the mamsool 
of baitullah, Imam-uz-Zaman. Maulana ended on the heart rending 
zikr of Abbas Alamdar and Imam Husain. He did duathat by the 
wasila of Abbas, may Khuda Ta’ala quench our thirst for ilm. Maul-
ana also stated that Syedna Qutbuddin had passed on the ‘alam of 
Dawat to him. He then beseeched doa “‘Abbas ‘Alamdar na wasila 
si mara Maula Imam-uz-zaman par qurban thai jaaw”.  Maulana 
also beseeched doa for Mumineen that by wasila of Abbas’ hands, 
may our hands be immersed in the khidmat of Dawat. Maulana end-
ed on Syedna Qutbuddin’s kalaam: Husain was afflicted with 1000 
wounds, will you not perform matam 1000 times over?

5th Waaz Summary
Maulana TUS began the bayaan by explaining that Imam 

Tayyeb’s kunyat is Abul-Qasim, just as Rasullulah’s SA kunyat is 
Abul-Qasim. Syedna Fakhruddin then explained that Syedna al-
Moayyad al-Shirazi states that an Imam is present in every age who 
personifies rahmat (Allah’s mercy), and in satr, the Dai is among 
Mumineen as the personification of rahmat.  Since the day was 
jumoa (Friday), Maulana prayed salawaat on our mawali. Maulana 
noted how the whole world agrees on the days of the week, and that 
there are 7 days in a week. It is rare for billions of people to agree 
on one thing, this is due to the very first Imam (Adam-e-Kulli) who 
established this. Each day is masl (symbol) on a natiq (Prophet) and 
Friday is a mathal on Rasulullah SA. Syedna Fakhruddin also prayed 
salaam on Anbiyaa’ Kiraam, Aimmat Tahereen, Aal-e-Mohammed 
Du’at Mutlaqeen and did doa that we may be fortunate to do their 
ziarat soon - he stated that through our salaam on Imam-uz-Za-
man all our previous salaams are qabool (accepted). Maulana then 
began the main bayaan, relating the daur (age) of the previous 5 
natiq-s to the daur of Rasulullah. Maulana recited and explained 
the ayat “There was certainly in their stories a lesson for those of 
understanding. Never was the Qur’an a narration invented, but a 
confirmation of what was before it and a detailed explanation of 
all things and guidance and mercy for a people who believe” (Surat 
Yusuf: 111). The stories of past anbiya are not just to please 
the heart, they are true and hidayat (guidance) for those who 
believe. Syedna al-Moayyad al-Shirazi states that what occurred 
in past ages has occurred in Rasulullah’s age, not just stories but 
relevant today. With great detail, Syedna Fakhruddin explained the 
historical parallels between these Anbiya, Rasullulah SA and the 
current zamaan. In each bayaan Syedna also related zikr of Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s shaan.  Maulana ended the waaz on Rasulullah’s sha-
haadat, and especially recounted the zikr of hanoot, which all Pan-
jetan were given, except for Ama Husain.
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1st Waaz Summary
Shezada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin began this year’s 

Moharram waaz in London by reviving with heartfelt, inner grief, 
the remembrance, matam and weeping on Imam Husain, as mumi-
neen gathered to listen, in the London Ashara waaz hall.

With a pertinent start befitting our place in the global world 
we live in, Shezada Sa-
heb explained the iden-
tity of being a Mumin. 
Our Hudaat have given 
sacrifices in the face of 
hardship that have kept 
our past generations and 
us on the sirat-e- musta-
qim. In this context, he 
related with clear preci-
sion the meaning of Ra-
sulullah’s hadith, O children of Adam, obey Me and I will make you 
like Me, of Eternal life. He showed through three facets of ta’wil, 
why, in ruhaniyat, a true child of Adam, is he who holds true to his 
faith and lives up to the spiritual lineage of his spiritual father and 
mother.

Throughout the waaz, he remembered Syedna Burhanuddin 
who we all remember and Syedna Qutbuddin whose memory is 
with us, and prayed for Dai-z-zaman Syedna Taher Fakhruddin.

In ghamm nu bayan, as Mumineen wept, he said that the sac-
rifices of shuhada-e-karbala have sustained the identity of Mumi-
neen and their pledge to truth, goodness and haqq, and shahadat of 
Imam Husain, has made us the true children of Adam.

3rd Waaz Summary
Shezada Saheb recited the profound doa of Imam Ja’far al-

Sadiq for his true Shi’a who remained devout, despite the trials and 
persecution they faced, by saying May Allah make your lives that 
of ours, and your death that of ours and linked this to the hadith 
of Rasulullah expounded upon in his first waaz, in three further 
contexts:  of knowledge, practice, and reward. He explained that to 

receive this doa we must be worthy and be true children of Adam.
Guidance, values and wisdom of our Imams were related 

through akhbar. News of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin’s recent visit to 
Delhi was related. Pranab Mukherjee, president, and Dr. Manmohan 
Singh, former Prime Minister, were both moved by Syedna’s aura 
and sincerity and applaud-
ed the values for which 
Syedna stood. Dr. Manmo-
han Singh said to Syedna, 
“you speak with such wis-
dom, that I too, wish to lis-
ten to your sermons”. 

Concluding with 
ghamm-nu-bayan, Shezada 
Saheb said, that Husain is 
our example. Husain stood 
against tyranny with 72 by 
his side, when the masses 
went with Yazeed. He 
read the account of how 
Maulatena Fatema wept 
as Rasulullah conveyed to 
her what would happen to 
Imam Husain.  He who weeps for Husain, son of Fatema, with sin-
cerity, will become worthy of the profound doa of the Imam and 
fulfill the hadith of Rasulullah. 

4th Waaz Summary
Mumineen listened attentively as Shezada Saheb related the 

meanings of the Quranic ayat: ‘Did you not see how Allah put for-
ward the example of the good word, like a good tree, …’ He ex-
plained that Imam-uz-zaman is present on the face of the earth, 
here and now, and the chain of Nass continues from the beginning 
of time. Shehzada Saheb also did bayan of akhbar and falsafat. 
Mumineen were deeply moved by the exceptional recitation of sha-
hadat of Ali-Asghar and Imam Husain.
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Sijill Article

Impressions of Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS Waaz – Presence of 
Taqwa

This article has been written by Taha 
Bhai R: I have had the immense privi-

lege to attend Ashara Mubaraka 1438H 
majalis with al-Dai al-Fatemi Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS. As an adna mumin and 
humble ghulam of Maulana, I offer my kh-
idmat-us-shukr to Maulana for this azeem 
ne’mat by sharing my impressions of the re-
cently concluded Ashara Mubaraka 1438H. 

Taqwa (piety) is one of the most im-
portant teachings of our deen. It is an in-
tangible characteristic that, when present, 
elevates our ordinary deeds to gather the 
highest rewards. Every wali of Allah Ta’ala 
has emphasized it significantly and prac-
ticed it continuously. Although we learn 
about its importance throughout our lives, 
it is difficult to embed taqwa into our every 
amal effectively – we usually conduct amal, 
littered with worldly, petty and ulterior in-
tentions, rather than lillah, fillah.

The starkest and most poignant takea-

way from attending Ashara Mubaraka waaz 
with Syedna Fakhruddin was the percep-
tible and permanent presence of taqwa in 
his every action, especially in his bayaans. 
For one, his eyes and chehra Mubarak 
communicate an ever-lasting longing and 
khashyat (consciousness and awe) of Allah 
Ta’ala without ever speaking a single word 
(as many that have witnessed – whether it 
be in person or online - can attest to). He is 
always in tasbih, always in ‘ibadat, always 
in awe and reverence of the Almighty, 24 
hours of the day. This is taqwa. 

When he prays the shahadat of Imam 
Husain SA, he highlights Imam Husain’s reli-
ance on Allah Ta’ala – at a most difficult and 
trying time, when all was at stake, including 
the very survival of Islam itself. Similarly, in 
recounting the story of Karbala shuhadaa’, 
Maulana highlights how they placed their 
trust in Allah Ta’ala at the most critical 
junctures in their lives. Syedna draws many 

parallels to the current situation in Dawat 
to the historical situation of Karbala – sur-
rounded by malicious forces, seemingly 
outnumbered by bigger and more powerful 
oppressors. When faced with even the most 
difficult challenges, Syedna continues to 
place his trust in Allah Ta’ala, and continues 
to believe (and do doa) for the eternal pres-
ervation of Dawat, no matter the personal 
cost to himself. This is taqwa. 

As his predecessors have done, Maula-
na encourages Mumineen to practice taqwa 
throughout their lives and in their daily ac-
tions and deeds. However, that nasihat car-
ries a lot more weight when one observes 
Maulana continuously practicing taqwa 
himself. If you want to experience (or re-
experience) taqwa in practice, observe how 
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Khuda na wali are always in awe and worship of the Almighty, 
and learn how to practice and embed taqwa in your own personal 
lives, I invite you to come and simply observe Syedna Fakhruddin 

with open eyes. Wallah (I swear by God), you will walk away with 
refreshed and renewed sense of religion, learning how to perform 
Allah’s ibadat directly from Allah’s wali.

Announcement & Amal Details
Syedna Hatim Urus Mubarak & Biography published last year 
Darus Sakina, Mumbai:

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead 
Maghrib Isha namaaz on eve of 16th Muharram 
(16th October) followed by Urus Majlis of Syed-
na Hatim RA, at Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina. All 
Mumineen are invited for Salawat and Niyaz Ja-
man.

New Jersey, USA: 
Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin 

will lead Maghrib Isha namaaz on eve of 16th Muhar-
ram (16th October) followed by Urus Majlis of Syedna 
Hatim RA at 33 Buckingham Dr. East Brunswick, NJ 
08816. All Mumineen attending are invited for 
Salawat and Niyaz Jaman. 

Amal Details
1. Mumineen who are unable to attend are urged 
to Pray Khatmul Quran on the Niyyat of the Syedna 
Hatim
2. Pray Qasida Mubaraka “Naseemas Saba Yam-
mim Zara Hatimil Jadwa” composed by Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin
3. Mumineen should also recite Dawat ni zaban 
salaam written by Shehzadi Dr Tahera Baisaheba in 
shaan of Syedna Hatim

Click here to read the biography of 3rd Dai al-Mutlaq 
Syedna Hatim bin Ibrahim RA and to view photo 
gallery.

News & Events
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Ashara Mubaraka 1438 Waaz 
Summaries and Photos 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th & 10th 

Syedna Fakhruddin TUS performs Ashara Mubaraka 
1438H waaz on Takht-e-Imami in Darus Sakina, Mumbai with 
great shaan, and delivers deeply meaningful orations about 
faith in Allah, and Panjetan Paak, A’immat Tahereen, and 
Du’aat Mutlaqeen and guidance in this world and the next. We 
have presented here a brief glimpse of some of the priceless 
and countless pearls of wisdom imparted to Mumineen.

On 7th Muharram, 
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS 
delivered the 6th waaz 
of Ashara Mubaraka 
1438H. Maulana began 
the bayaan with the zikr 
of Maulatuna Fatema SA 
and the Imams who are 
the sons of Fatema, quot-
ing from Maulana Taher 
Saifuddin’s qasida how 
the Imams are a string of 

pearls and in that, Tayyeb Imam is the center pearl, the largest one.
Such was the shaan of Fatema that Rasulullah SA said “may I 

be fida on you, Fatema, Syedat-un-Nisaa’-il-Alameen – you are the 
sayyida of all women.” Fatema is born of noor and even things as-
sociated with her become noorani. Maulana narrated the incident 
when Amirul Mumineen SA left Fatema’s soof ni pichori (woolen 
shawl) with a Jewish person as collateral for a loan, which shone 
brightly with noor in the dark night and 80 folks brought Islam as 
a result. Maulana Taher Saifuddin RA said that even today, that 
pichori is present, it is the Fatemi Dawat. The Dawat shines with 
the same noor. Even though Shams-ul-Imamat (sun of Imamat) is in 
seclusion, the Qamr-e-Muneer (luminous moon) Dai takes the noor 

and delivers it to Mumineen. Syedna Taher Saifuddin added “those 
with two eyes can see and take hidayat (guidance) (je ni be aankh 
hoi te dekhe).”

This chain of noor continues today, one Dai’s name was noor, 
Syedna Noor Mohammed Nooruddin (37th Dai). The Quran Ma-
jeed states that people said for Yusuf Nabi AS, he is no human, 
rather a firishta (angel). Similarly, after Eisa Nabi AS was given 
the cross and buried, Eisa had told them he would return on the 
3rd day on Mount Olive. When Eisa did tajalli, he asked his wasiyy 
Shamoon-as-Safa, what he saw. Shamoon-as-Safa responded “I 
give shahadat that you are the noor of Allah.” When Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin visited Africa and Mumineen saw him for the first time, 
they said we see in him a lot more than what we expected. When 
Maulana Burhanuddin visited Australia, a local said in English “he 
looks like an angel.” Maulana then related an incident with Syedna 
Qutbuddin in Baitul Muqaddas (Jerusalem). While walking out on 
a street outside Masjid-e-Aqsa in darkness, a man came and said to 
Syedna Qutbuddin that I have never seen a face as noorani as yours. 
He prayed the ayat “by the star they seek guidance” (wa bin-najmi 
hum yahtadun – Surat al-Nahl: 16). Maulana also narrated another 
similar incident in Mumbai.

Maulana recited abyaat from a qasida he had composed for 
Maulana Burhanuddin when in Misr in which he said that the noor 
of Tayyib Imam is in your wajeh - your wajeh is like the sun and the 
moon in brilliance.

Syedna Qutbuddin would succinctly say that from the whole 
world, millions of people, only one Imam-uz-Zaman has direct con-
tact with the Heavens. Even for the blink of an eye, the world will 
not be void of this noor.

Maulana recited abyaat from Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s qasida 
“Al Aqlo fil insaane a’lal-jawhari”, where it states that similar to 
eyes that need light to see, they are of no use in the darkness, so 

6th Waaz Summary
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does the aql needs the noor of the sun of revelation - Rasulullah 
and A’immat. On occasion, people would say we have blind faith 
and Syedna Qutbuddin would be upset, that is not how it is, we pray 
namaaz with our eyes open, we respond to the call of Dawat with 
ma’refat, with rational understanding. Otherwise, we see the case 
in the world today, where the blind lead the blind.

Rasulullah has embodied this noor in both Quran, one who 
prays seems like the stars to the heavens. He also embodied the 
noor in Shariat, we should strive to follow it. For a Mumin, nuqtat-
un-noor is granted at misaq that connects with Imam-uz-Zaman. 
Then with good deeds, this noor continues to increase, until we 
reach majma’-ul-anwar (the collection of all light).

Maulana then began the main bayaan, reciting and explaining 
ayat-un-noor “Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The 
example of His light is like a niche within which is a lamp, the lamp 
is within glass, the glass as if it were a pearly [white] star lit from 
[the oil of] a blessed olive tree, neither of the east nor of the west, 
whose oil would almost glow even if untouched by fire. Light upon 
light.” (allahu noorus-samawaati wal ard - Surat al-Noor: 35). Since 
it was Fatema’s majlis, Maulana did bayaan of Fatema’s shehzadas, 
21 Imams in 21 minutes as time was short. Then in a unique man-
ner, Maulana split the ayat in 7 parts and connected each to an 
Imam from each satra (unit of seven), covering 3 satras of Aimmat, 
atimmaa’, kholafaa’ and ash-haad.

Maulana completed the bayaan on maw’izat (teachings), 
Mumin’s divine parents are father noor and mother rehmat. Simi-
larly, Rasulullah and Ali, Imam and Hujjat, and in satr, Dai and Ma-
zoon. Referencing Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Risalat, Maulana gave 
guidance regarding the manner in which a wife should be with her 
husband, listing her duties and responsibilities. He then said that it 
is not the wife alone who has duties and responsibilities towards 
her husband, the husband also has duties and responsibilities to-
wards his wife. He said that continuously blaming one another is a 
cause of much distress. Instead each should treat the other as a life 
partner and help each other in the journey of life.

Maulana ended the bayaan remembering Syedna Qutbuddin, 
noorun ala noor, noor of both Taher Saifuddin Aqa and Burhanud-
din Aqa was captured in him. Noorani chehro, we remember him 
deeply especially when doing ziyarat.

Maulana prayed poignant shahadat of Imam Husain, Maula-
tuna Fatema came to Karbala to sweep the plains where Husain 
would suffer shahadat. And Maulana prayed the shahadat of Aqa-
Husain’s mother, Maulatuna Fatema, recalling the zulm she en-
dured after the passing away of Rasulullah.

On 8th Moharram, 
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS 
delivered the 7th waaz 
for Ashara1438H. Maula-
na addressed Mumineen 
as those who holdfast 
the walayat of Amirul 
Mumineen, the one for 
whom Rasulullah gave 
bisharat (glad tidings) of 
nasre azeez (great help) 
and fateh mubeen (clear 
victory). “Shi’ato Aliyyin Humul Faizoon”, it is through this wa-
layat that Mumineen obtain victory and success.

Maulana related the riwayat (episode) of the A’rabi who 
asked Rasulullah what is habl-ul-lah (rope of Allah) that the Quran 
Majeed states one should hold fast to. Rasulullah indicated towards 
Amirul Mumineen who was at his side, and the A’rabi instantly em-
braced Amirul Mumineen and gave shahadat that “I have held fast 

to habl-ul-lah.” Maulana Taher Saifuddin has said in a wasila that it 
is our fortune that today, we holdfast the same hablul-lah, through 
holding fast to Imam-uz-Zaman, and his Dai.

Imam Jafar-us-Sadiq relates that when Ziyad bin al-Aswad 
came to visit his father Imam Mohammed al-Baqir, Imam inquired 
why Ziyad’s feet were torn. Ziyad replied “Maula, I came here on 
a small carriage, I slowly earned to pay for it, it could not bear my 
weight so I often walked.” Imam had tears in his eyes, Ziyad did 
further araz “Maula, I have many sins, I fear I will perish, then I 
recall your mohabbat, I came to ask for forgiveness.” Imam Mo-
hammed al-Baqir said with force, “There is no deen but mohabbat. 
There is no deen but mohabbat. There is no deen but mohabbat.”

There is no leeway in walayat – other da’aim (pillars), there 
is, namaaz can be prayed sitting, wuzu can be done with dust, 
roza can be deferred if sick, zakaat is only to be paid if one has 
the capacity, Hajj is to be done if only one has the means and Jihad 
is not mandatory on the elderly. Surat al-Hamd is known as Surat 
al-walayat: if this surat is forgotten in namaaz, the namaaz must 
be repeated, unlike if any other Surat is forgotten. Even then, the 
namaaz is only valid if the other Surat is  forgotten unintentionally 
and not if one intentionally skips it.

“Je che te ta’at (obedience),” Quran states that obey Allah 
Ta’ala, His Rasul and ulil-amr, those who succeed Rasulullah. The 
obedience is linked. Through ta’at, other deeds are accepted. The 
Quran states that Jannat won’t be attained until a camel is threaded 
through a needle, and our Hudaaat explain that this ayat is in refer-
ence to ta’at and its difficulty.

Just saying one has mohabbat is not sufficient, one should act 
on it. Syedna Fakhruddin emphasized that one should repeatedly 
come in the hazrat of the Dai. Syedna Qutbuddin would say bring 
your children and make them recognize who the Dai is.

Maulana then began the main bayaan by reciting and explain-
ing the ayat “Indeed, We have given you, a clear victory (inna fa-
tahna laka fathan mubina). That Allah may forgive for you what 
preceded of your sin and what will follow and complete His favor 
upon you and guide you to a straight path. And Allah may aid you 
with a mighty victory.” (Surat al-Fath: 1-3). People of zahir say ayat 
was revealed after the peace treaty at Hudaibiya.

Syedna Qadi al-Noman and Syedna Taher Saifuddin explain 
that this refers to 3 kinds of wahy (revelation).  Syedna Fakhruddin 
explained these three types of wahy in detail.

Then Syedna Fakhruddin explained that both Rasulullah and 
Amirul Mumineen were created with one noor. Rasulullah has said 
“Ali is the soul of my body.” Rasulullah has said, “Ali is from me 
and I from him.” Syedna Ali bin Mohammed al-Walid (5th Dai) 
states that upon Rasulullah’s wafaat, Amirul Mumineen said he 
was taught 1000 baab (doors) of ‘ilm by Rasulullah, each of which 
opened 1000 more. Amirul Mumineen obtained ‘ilm from Rasulull-
ah so similarly, he also inherited Rasulullah’s ‘ilm. Amirul Mumi-
neen’s maqam was such that only he could say “ask me what you 
wish, under Allah’s arsh (throne).” When Abdullah bin Abbas, who 
was extremely learned, was asked how he compared against Ali in 
“ilm, he responded, “Don’t compare me with Ali. But if you must 
know, there are 6 parts of ‘ilm and 5 only Ali exclusively knows. 
On the 6th, also Ali knows, if it was a sea, I would have a mere cup 
full.”

Maulana continued with the bayaan by stating 7 fasals (chap-
ters) of fathe mubeen. Maulana recited hamd ibarat from Syedna 
Qutbuddin’s alaamat. He prayed salawaat and salaam on Imam-
uz-Zaman and recited abyaat from qasida “Ya Ameeral Muminee-
na”. Ameerul Mumineen ibn Ameerul Mumineen, grant us fathe 
mubeen. Maulana then did immense doa for Mumineen.

Maulana also delivered a moving bayaan in Arabi addressed 
towards the Mumineen of Yemen, those who reside near the ma-
zaars of Du’aat Mutlaqeen. Mumineen at Darus Sakina felt as if 

7th Waaz Summary
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they were transported back in time to Yemen, witnessing Syedna 
Hatim or Syedna Idris performing bayaan. He prayed salaam on 
them, did zikr of the nass of Burhanuddin Aqa towards his Ma-
zoon, Syedna Qutbuddin son of Syedna Taher Saifuddin and the 
recent passing away of Syedna Qutbuddin, Dawat-e-Hadiyah faces 
“mauj-an baad mauj” (storm after storm) but the safinatun najat 
(ark of salvation) persists. “Syedna Qutbuddin ascended to the ji-
waar of Rabb-il-Alameen, after performing nass on mey.” Maulana 
prayed a heart wrenching shahadat, and remembered Abbas who 
was murdered at Furat, Ali Akbar, Ali Asghar who was murdered 
in the hands of his father and finally recited the shahaadat of Aqa 
Husain. Maulana did immense doa for the Mumineen in Yemen, to 
keep them in hifazat and amaan, protect them from the enemies. 
He did doa for hifazat of all Muslimeen and of people residing in all 
countries. He did doa that may the zuhoor of Imam, from the prog-
eny of Husain, son of Mahdi, occur soon inshallah. He ended that 
may Allah protect you from the fitnat of muddai (false claimant), he 
who has usurped the minbar (pulpit) and mehrab.

On 9th Muharram, 
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS 
delivered the 8th waaz 
for Ashara1438H. Maul-
ana addressed Mumi-
neen as Haq ni Dawat 
na farzando (children of 
the true Dawat), Dawat 
which Quran Majeed 
states is for ‘Him’. Pan-
jetan, who established 
Dawat, arbab-us-siqd 

(masters of truth), as Taher Saifuddin Aqa states in a qasida, shaan 
of their like hasn’t occurred and nor will occur. Others left Rasu-
lullah’s sunnat (practices), they left Ahle Bayt and safinatun na-
jaat (ark of salvation), thus perished. “It isn’t surprising that those 
that perished, how did they perish, it is surprising that those that 
gained salvation, how they gained salvation.” Rasulullah clearly 
stated at Ghadeer-e-Khum that “amongst you, I am leaving two 
things, Quran and my progeny those of you that retain both won’t 
go astray.”

Maulana began the main bayaan by reciting the ayat “Invite to 
the way of your Lord with wisdom and good instruction” (ud‘u ila 
sabile rabbika bil-hikmati wal maw‘izatil hasanah – Surat al-Nahl: 
125). He continued to explain that the first Imam was Adam-ul-Kulli 
who established Dawat of tawheed in this world as it was estab-
lished in the spiritual world. Maulana then did bayaan of the Daur 
of previous 5 natiq-s: Adam, Nuh, Ibrahim, Moosa, Eisa. The names 
of their wasiy and anbiya in each Daur, their ages and the ages of 
their Daur. Finally, Maulana came to Rasulullah, who spent 13 years 
in Makkah and 10 years in Madina and established Dawat.

Maulana explained that in one context, hikmat is a reference 
to ilm and mawaizat hasana to amal. Hikmat can be translated as 
wisdom, knowledge or philosophy. Quran states that Allah Ta’ala 
grants hikmat to whom He wishes. The actions of a hakeem are not 
void of hikmat. Amirul Mumineen established Islam with his sword 
and sheathed the same sword for its preservation, this was hikmat. 
Muslimscholars admit in their books that if Ali had not done so, 
Islam would not be preserved. Then Amirul Mumineen came to 
zahiri khilafat and after his shahaadat, Hasan Imam signed a peace 
treaty with Muawiyah with hikmat, since lots of Ashaab were mar-
tyred and the intent was to safeguard the remaining ashaab. Ra-
sulullah stated in Ghadeer-e-Khum, “Hasan and Husain are true 
Imams, whether sitting or standing”, reference to whether they es-
tablish truce with the enemy or go to war. Hasan Imam returned 
to Madina from Kufa and advised the residents of Kufa “take care 

of your neighbor, welcome your guests and maintain mohabbat of 
Nabi’s progeny.” Hasan Imam established Dawat from Madina and 
Muawiya was envious (“ankh ma rai pisai gai”). Husain Imam drew 
his word and did jihad, we remember him in every majlis. After 
Husain, Imam Ali Zainul Abedein returned to Madina and estab-
lished Dawat. Imam Ismail was hidden, Imam Jafar-us-Sadiq sent 
Mohammed ibn Ismail to Iran. Then Fargana, then Silmiya in Syria 
where 3 mastureen Imams stayed, Maulana Burhanuddin built a 
masjid there. Then Mehdi Imam did zuhoor at Siijlmasa, and then 
Imamate proceeds to Qahera (Cairo). Finally, Tayyeb Imam went 
into seclusion.

Maulana then went through all 53 previous Duats, taking their 
name for barakat and doing a brief zikr. Du’aat will remain estab-
lished until qayamat or until the return of Imam who takes back 
the amaanat he gave for safe keeping. Maulana referred to himself, 
Mamlook-e-Aale Mohammed (servant of the progeny of Moham-
med), Taher Fakhruddin, waris of 53 Duat, establishes Imam-uz-
Zaman’s Dawat. Calls Mumineen towards the mohabbat of Imam-
uz-Zaman. “Syedna Qutbuddin prepared me, my life is sacrifice on 
Imam-uz-Zaman, ‘Dawat is for Him’, Mumineen, adhere to the 7 
da’aim, do khidmat of Dawat, remain immersed in bandagi and 
zikr of Awliyullah, do zikr and maatam of Aqa Husain.” Maulana 
counseled with various teachings about how we should live our 
daily lives.

Maulana prayed hamd ibarat from Syedna Qutbuddin’s Ris-
alah Barakaatu-irthid-Du’aat (1435H) which had been published 
as Syedna had pledged. Syedna stated that those who wish for a 
nuskha of the Risalat may araz and that a talkhis (summary) in 
English would also be published inshaallah.

He noted how tomorrow, we will come with lagan, remember-
ing Husain’s hunger and thirst, to buy Jannat. Maulana completed 
on the doa that Syedna Qutbuddin prescribed when short on time, 
it is the most succinct dua: “Rabbana aatina fid-dunya hasanatan, 
wa fil aakhirate hasanatan, waqina azaban-naar berahmateka ya 
arhamar rahemeen.”

Maulana ended on the shahaadats of Imam Husain and Imam 
Hasan.

On Aashura 
- 10th Moharram, 
Syedna Fakhruddin 
TUS delivered the 
9th and 10th waaz 
for Ashara 1438H. 
Maulana addressed 
Mumineen as those 
who holdfast mohab-
bat of Panjetan, Aim-
mat Tahereen, Du’aat 
Mutalqeen and the Dai of our age, mohabbat ma ikhlaas na karnar, 
due to which we gain shafa’at of these awliyullah. Once upon a 
time, Imam Mohammed al-Baqir said three times with josh (fer-
vor), “By Allah, we will do your shafa’at.” For shafa’at, they sacri-
ficed themselves, such was the shaan of the 5th one in Panjetan. In 
one riwayat, Rasulullah noticed a child playing in the street, took 
him in his arms and kissed him. Ashaab did araz “who this child 
was that was granted such honor”, Rasulullah replied “this young 
child, he placed his head near Husain’s feet, he has such mohabbat, 
he will go with Husain to Karbala. Because he holds mohabbat 
of Husain, I have mohabbat for him. I will do shafa’at for him on 
qayamat.” We maintain yaqeen (conviction) that due to Husain’s 
matam, we will be blessed with Rasululllah’s shafa’at.

Maulana began the main bayaan reciting and explaining the 
ayat: “Those who carry the Throne and those around it exalt with 

8th Waaz Summary

9th Waaz Summary
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praise of their Lord and believe in Him and ask forgiveness for those 
who have believed, ‘Our Lord, You have encompassed all things in 
mercy and knowledge, so forgive those who have repented and fol-
lowed Your way and protect them from the punishment of Hellfire. 
Our Lord, and admit them to gardens of perpetual residence which 
You have promised them and whoever was righteous among their 
fathers, their spouses and their offspring. Indeed, it is You who is 
the Exalted in Might, the Wise. And protect them from the evil 
consequences. And he whom You protect from evil consequences 
that Day - You will have given him mercy. And that is the great at-
tainment.’ “ (Surat Ghafir: 7-9).

On the night of Ashura, Aqa-Husain his  Ahle Bayt and Ashaab 
(hamalat-ul-arsh and wa-man-hawlaho), to spend the night in band-
agi, spend the night pleading for forgiveness for the sins of Shia. 
They applied kastoori (fragrance), walwalo and josh to be fida on 
their Maula. And Imam Husain, Syed-ul-Abraar and Sahib-ul-Arsh, 
remained immersed in bandagi in khaimah.  He ordered Joon to 
sharpen his sword. Imam Husain recited abyaat commenting on the 
difficult zaman, that takes with it so many lives every morning and 
night. Imam Ali Zainul Abedin heard the words and understood 
the reference to shahaadat. Maulatuna Zainab could not bear and 
came running, “Husain, what are you saying, due to you, Panjetan 
are present.” Husain, thirsty for three days, wept and told Zainab 
to take care of Ali Zainul Abedin, perform his khidmat. She stood 
with ajab shaan, in Ubaidullah’s court, when Ali Zainul Abedin was 
in shackles and Ubaidaullah said “what, Allah did not kill Ali?” 
Imam responded with an ayat from Quran Majeed “Allad does not 
kill, rather gives wafaat to souls.” Ubaidullah was furious and or-
dered for Imam to be killed, Zainab came in between, protected 
Ali Zainul Abedin by saying “if you want to kill him, you must kill 
me first.”

Similar to Karbala shuhadaa’ are Duat Mutlaqeen, Syedna Ab-
deali Saifuddin (43rd Dai) once said in josh (fervor) “we, Du’aat, 
are no less than shuhadaa’ of Karbala, Uhud and Badr.” Similar to 
Husain’s arsh, Du’aat are established for Imam Tayyeb’s arsh of 
shari’at, they guide Mumineen to maintain shari’at. 53 Dais, we re-
member their favors that due to them, today we remember Husain. 
Khuda Ta’ala states in Quran that “perform doa and I will answer.” 
Perform doa with yaqeen, bayaan states that if not fulfilled here, 
it will be fulfilled in akherat (hereafter) at which point Mumin will 
hope if only all my duas were fulfilled in akherat.

We take Aqa-Husain’s wasila in these days and do doa in sa-
jda, bando is closest to Allah Ta’ala in sajda. There is no strength 
other than doa, it can even repel death, as Quran states “Khuda 
has the kitab and He can remove what He wishes, retain what He 
wishes.” Syedna Qutbuddin had shaan in doa, he would do so tire-
lessly for Mumineen, Maulana Taher Saifuddin placed his seal when 
he said during Lailatul Qadr: “Khuzaima ni doa mustajab che.”

When Qabeel killed Habeel, Adam Nabi cried for 40 days. 
Imam Ali Zainul Abedin did not cry for 40 days, or for 40 months, 
he cried for 40 years. Water or food was not offered but tears would 
flow. People would araz, Maula we fear for your life, Imam would 
respond “I cannot help it. I remember my father Husain’s hunger 
and thirst, gala ma ducha avi jai (lump forms in the throat).” When 
Imam Ali Zainul Abedin arrived at Madina, the crowd gathered, a 
chair was placed and Imam had a red rumaal (handkerchief) in his 
hand. He cried profusely; people would offer taziyat (condolences). 
He asked them to remain silent and then addressed them as ‘ay 
Madina na logo’ (people of Madina). “How do I tell you, my Maula, 
your Maula and the Maula of the world, Husain was kept hungry 
and thirsty and was killed in Karbala. On the 7th date, they cut off 
water. On the night of Ashura, Husain spent the night in bandagi. 
On the day of Aashura, Ashaab and Ahle Bayt were fida. Husain 
wed my sister Sakina with Abdullah. Abbas went to Furat with a 
mashki (waterskin) to obtain water but was killed after both his 

hands were cut. Ali Akbar was killed with a spear and sacrificed 
himself. My young brother Ali Asghar was murdered in the arms of 
Aqa Husain. What is the surprise that you cry? The 7 heavens cried, 
the Earth cried, fish in the sea cried, leaves on the trees cried, 
malaikat did matam.

The people addressed the Imam, “son of Rasulullah, maintain 
sabr.” Sasa bin Suhan did seven tawaf (circumambulation) of the 
Imam, then the Imam rode on a horse into the city and performed 
ziyarat of Rasulullah. Maulana ended the waaz on the shahaadat of 
Imam Husain.

Maulana then 
resumed the bayaan 
and performed the 
10th waaz, arriv-
ing for maqtal and 
shahaadat bayaan. 
Maulana explained 
that it is this hour 
of Asr when Hu-
sain was killed that 
the Quran Majeed 
swears by in Surat 
al-Asr.

Maulana narrated Aqa Husain’s journey from Madina to Mak-
kah and onwards to Karbala. Muslim bin Aqeel was sent to Kufa, 
there, him and Hani bin Urwah, Hujjat’s of Husain, were killed. Qais 
bin Mushhir was also sent and he was told to pray lanat on Husain 
– when on the minbar (pulpit) Qais prayed salawaat on Husain and 
lanat on the one who asked him to pray lanat. Qais was killed. As 
the news of these killings reached Husain’s caravan, it became ap-
parent as to what would happen. Most people who were with the 
caravan in the hopes that Husain would establish a caliphate (tem-
poral rule) and they would reap the rewards left. Only 72 remained, 
72 who would be remembered till qayamat.

Maulana then prayed the heart rending shahaadats of Ashaab 
and Ahle Bayt. Bani Aqeel, then Aun, Mohammed, Qasim. Abbas, 
who lost his 2 hands in the khidmat of Husain. Ali Akbar, who was 
the flag bearer after Abbas, but the sole person under the flag. 
With Ali Akbar’s wasila, at the moment of Ashura shahaadat when 
emotions are at their apex during the 10 days, Maulana did the 
poignant dua: “Mumineen, with the wasila of the young Ali Akbar, 
I am addressing the youngsters (“naujawan”) of Dawat. Perform 
khidmat of Dawat and Dai. Be fearless of dushmano.”

Maulana culminated Ashara 1438H on the shahaadat of our 
Aqa, Imam Husain. Maulana performed sajda on takht and indi-
cated the place where Shimr applied his buthu khanjar. Mumineen 
cried profusely with their Aqa and Maula, Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din, and did purjosh matam until Magrib.

After namaaz, Maulana prayed “Ya Mohsino Qad Ja’akal 
Musi” and broke the laagan. Mumineen obtained sharaf of qadam-
bosi, where all were in shukur of their Dai, who performed his first 
Ashara as Dai with such shaan, one which only the true inheritor of 
the 53 Duat Mutlaqeen could do so.

10th Waaz Summary
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Marsiya
Prayed during 1438H Waaz in Hazraat of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

The following marsiyas have been uploaded along with au-
dio recording to fatemidawat.com/ashara. Each marsiya has been 
recited by the Fatemi Marsiya party in the hazrat of Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS during Ashara Mubaraka 

Mazlume Karbala Par Aao Bahale Aansu (Aqa Husain SA)

Main Husain Hu (Aqa Husain SA)

Abbas Tuje Ehle Wafaa Yaad Karenge (Abbas Alamdar AS)

Laachaar Husainaa (Aqa Husain SA)

Jhoolo Masoom Tashna Dahn Jhool (Ali Asghar SA)

Tanhaayi Mein Kaisay Uthega (Ali Akbar AS)

Salaam Unpar (Aqa Husain SA Salaam)

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban 
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

1438H Calendar
Fatemi Dawat Hijri Calendar 

Click here to read more

Annual Report
Shehrullah 1436H – Shehrullah1437 

Click here to read more

Sijill Article
“Taqreeb” – Bridging Divides by Finding 

the Common Denominator
Click here to read more
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Sijill Article

“The Ark of Salvation Carries On”

As we approach the 27th of Muhar-
ram we recall that on 27th Muharram 

1437H (8th November, 2015), the Urus day 
of Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed QR, Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA delivered a unique 
bayaan in the Urus Majlis, in the Poconos, 
USA. 

In the bayaan that day Syedna Qut-
buddin explained precisely the importance 
of Nass from one named Imam to anoth-
er (min Imamin musamman ila imamin 
musamman). He then explained clearly the 
sanctity of Nass and its importance in the 
succession of Du’aat Mutlaqeen. He ex-
plained that the Dai appoints only one who 
is like him through the ilhaam of Allah and 
his waliyy, that the one who he appoints 
he has imparted to him the divine knowl-
edge that only he has, the name of the one 
whom he appoints is in the Kitabul-‘Ilm that 
Amirul Mumineen SA gave to Hasan Imam 
SA and Husain Imam SA, and that the Dai 
is deputed to sit and lead Dawat from the 
gaadi of the Imam. 

Syedna Qutbuddin RA also said, “thus 
the chain (of Dais one after another) is con-
tinuing O Mumineen. And on this auspi-

cious day, the doer of ‘the good deed’ (amal 
salih) is the Dai. Every period’s Dai does 
‘the good deed’ (amal salih), and that is the 
anointing of his successor. I pray that this 
chain of Dawat continues until the Imam 
reveals himself … one (Dai) after another. 
If the 51st comes only then does the 52nd 
come; if the 52nd comes only then does the 
53rd come, and then further, and this will 
certainly continue until (the Imam) reveals 
himself. … As the Imam relies (has Tawak-
kul) on Allah Ta’ala, similarly the Dai relies 
(has Tawakkul) on Allah Ta’ala. The waves 
of fitnat may come. Many have come in the 
past and today also they continue…May Al-
lah Ta’ala protect [Dawat]. The ark of salva-
tion (najaat nu safinu) carries on. As Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin RA has said in his qasida 
“your Dawat is the ark of salvation, it car-
ries on cutting through the waves of its en-
emies”. 

On that day before the Majlis, Syed-
na Qutbuddin RA appointed his succes-
sor Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. Syed-
na Qutbuddin established the Dawat of 
Imam-uz-Zaman and ensured its continuity. 
Syedna Qutbuddin fulfilled his amaanat to        

Imam-uz-Zaman SA. 
May Allah Ta’ala grant Syedna Khu-

zaima Qutbuddin the highest station in Jan-
nat-ul-naeem and fulfill his aspirations in his 
successor, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin.

Legal Update
Bombay High Court 19th 
October 2016

The Chamber Summons filed by His 
Holiness Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS 
was listed to be heard by the Hon’ble 
Bombay High Court on October 19, 2016. 
The matter did not get heard for paucity 
of time during the day, and on October 
20, 2016 our advocates mentioned the 
matter before the Hon’ble Bombay High 
Court, when the Hon’ble Court directed 
that the chamber summons be listed for 
Directions on November 15, 2016, after 
the Diwali vacation.

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA
Your Dawat is the ark of salvation it carries on cutting through the waves of its enemies.
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Bakersfield, USA:
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Urus Majlis 

of Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed QR in Bakersfield, CA, USA on 27th 
Muharram 1438H (Thursday, 27th October). For program details 
contact info@fatemidawat.com.

Mumbai, India: 
In Mumbai, Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin will 

lead Maghrib Isha namaaz on eve of 27th Muharram (Thurs-
day, 27th October) followed by Urus Majlis of Syedi Fakhruddin 
Shaheed QR, at Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina. All Mumineen are 
invited for salawat jaman after majlis. 

Qasida Mubaraka composed by Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA in 
remembrance of Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed QR has been published 
with English translation and audio recording on FatemiDawat.com. 
A short biographical article on Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed has also 
been published.

The History & Biography Series aims to present the akhbaar 
and brief biography of our Hudaat Kiraam. We are pleased to pre-
sent this week, on the occasion of the Urus of Syedi Fakhruddin 
Shaheed QR. 

This is an excerpt from the article:
Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed was the son of Raja Tarmal, who 

along with his brother Raja Bharmal, converted to Islam at the hands 
of Mawlayi Abdullah, in the era of Mustansir Imam. Syedi Khawj bin 
Malak, one of the hudood of the 26th Dai Syedna Daud bin Ajabshah 
and the 27th Dai Syedna Daud bin Qutub Shah, has recorded in his 
Sitt Rasāāil the history of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Dawat in India in its 
earliest times. Raja Bharmal and Raja Tarmal were viziers of the Ra-
jput king of Khambat in present day Rajasthan, and both expended 
great efforts in spreading Islam and Iman in India in its nascent years. 
Raja Bharmal’s son Mawlayi Yaqub was the Imam’s appointed Waali 
in India, and he sent his cousin, Syedi Fakhruddin, to propagate Islam 

in the lands of the “Waaghar.” 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin writes 
that “all who became Muslim 
and Mumin in this region did 
so at Syedi Fakhruddin’s hands 
and through his efforts.” (Ma-
fatih, p. 276) 

Syedi Fakhruddin was 
killed on 27 Muharram by brig-
ands while he was conducting 
Dawat affairs in the Waaghar 
region; this is why he is remem-
bered as a martyr, shaheed. At 
the beginning of the month, he 

had per formed Azaye Husain in Ashara Mubaraka in Galiakot. He is 
buried in that hamlet of Galiakot (Taherabad). 

The complete article is available on FatemiDawat.com.

Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS led 
Maghrib Isha namaaz on 
eve of 16th Muharram 
(16th October) followed 
by Urus Majlis of Syedna 
Hatim RA, at Iwan-e-
Fatemi, Darus Sakina.

Photos of the Majlis 
are uploaded on 
FatemiDawat.com. 

5th Waaz Summary
On 6th Muharram Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb did many 

zikrs of all the Anbiya, Panjatan, the Imams and the Dai’s with 
detailed hikmat. He explained the meaning of the Quranic Ayat, 
“Mohammad is a prophet, prophets have passed before him, and 
when he died or was killed you turned away, turning your backs, 
and he who turns his back on his heels will not harm Allah, but 
indeed Allah will reward the grateful.” He drew parallels to recent 
historical circumstances, and explained that fitnats arose in the 
Dawat just as they did after the wafaat of Rasullullah - people 

Announcement & Amal Details

History & Biography Series

News & Events

Urus of Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed QR

Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed QR (From Sijill 91) 

Syedna Hatim RA Urus Mubarak 
Shehzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb 
Saifuddin Ashara Mubaraka 1438H 
Waaz Summaries 5-10
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turned away from the Haqq. Shahadat of Ali Akbar, Husain Imam 
and Rasulallah was recited and Mumineen’s hearts melted as they 
wept for the sacrifices our Nabi and his Ahle-bayt have given.

6th Waaz Summary

On 7th Muharram, Shehzada Saheb reminded Mumineen that 
it was on this day that the enemies of Husain blocked water from 
him and his Ahle-Bayt and Ashaab for three days until the massa-
cre of Ashura.  The waaz continued with the remembrance of the 
azeem shaan of Maulatuna Fatema and her shafa’at for Mumineen. 
Drawing on the bayaans of Syedna Taher Saifuddin and Syedna Mo-
hammad Burhanuddin, Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb related five 
virtues of Fatema: (i) Daughter of the Prophet, on whom his soul is 
ransomed and he said with a deep meaning that she is the mother 
of her father ; (ii) Bride of Ali, and because of the wedding of Ali 
and Fatema Allah gave in mahar the entry to heaven for the follow-
ers of the true Imams sons of Fatema ; (iii) Mother of Hasan and 
Husain who are the leaders of the youthful souls that enter heaven; 
(iv) The Dawat is the Fatemi Dawat, the true Imams and the Imam-
uz-Zaman is the son of Fatema, and it links to her (v) She is the 
leader of all women in the world. In shahadat bayan, the dream of 
Maulatuna Zainab on the night of Ashura was recited, where she 
saw Maulatuna Fatema sweeping the floor of Karbala with her hair 
so not a stone would hurt Husain. The shahadat of Imam Husain 
and of Maulatuna Fatema was recited and as Mumineen wept and 
did matam the bayaan of the shaanaat of Maulatuna Fatema and 
the tyranny she suffered filled Mumineen’s heart with sorrow.

7th Waaz Summary
On the 8th of Muharram Shehzada Saheb narrated several 

anecdotes of the infinite virtues of Maulana Ali and bestowed 
shukr in Mumineen’s hearts that we are the true Shi’a of Ali.  He 
related a bayaan from Syedna Burhanuddin about the meaning of 
the word ʿʿʿʿ  Ghadeer  where he said the   ʿ is for ai and the 
ʿʿ  is for a oon be ause he is the ʿʿ the hand of the ai. e too  
wasila of mushkil-kusha Ali and supplicated much doa, that he will 
be our aid for everything that burdens us.  He explained the reward 
of reading Surat al-ikhlas, once, twice and thrice, amounting to 
degrees of reward of reading the Quran. He explained the ta’wil of 
this for those: (i) who read once, those who believe in Ali in their 
hearts, (ii) who read twice those who believe speak their faith for 
Ali (iii) who read thrice, those who believe, speak their faith and 
undertake to assist their cause, of reaping 1/3, 2/3 and the reward 
of the whole Quran respectively.  Shehzada Saheb read from the 
hamd of Syedna Taher Saifuddin risalat, and explained that Al-
lah made what seemed impossible, possible for Rasulallah. As we 
strive through these difficult times, Allah is with us, the doa of 

Husain, or mushkil-khusha is with us, as we uphold our faith. What 
seems impossible will be made possible. He read the shahadat of 
Abbas Alamdaar and of Husain Imam, with much fervor and it felt 
like it was Ashura.

8th Waaz Summary
On the 9th of Muharram, Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb ex-

plained the aspect of ‘tadbir’ in the actions of our Awliya in re-
lation to the Quranic Ayat, “lahu Dawatul Haqq” (for Him is the 
Dawat of Haqq). He then explained in detail some of the strategies 
of Rasulallah, Maulana Ali and our Imams to sustain and propagate 
the Dawat through times of adversity.  He also continued to ex-
plain with insight the more recent times of Syedna Taher Saifuddin, 
Syedna Mohammad Burhanuddin and the hikmat with which they 
prepared and strengthened the Dawat.  Shehzada Saheb explained 
how Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin combatted all oppression, lay-
ing the ground for the preservation of haqq ni Dawat, and how he 
prepared his jaanashin Syedna Taher Fakhruddin, who today leads 
Mumineen with astute guidance through turbulent times.  He also 
related several anecdotes of Hasan Imam and Husain Imam, such 
as that of the pearl necklace of Maulatuna Fatema. He also detailed 
of how once Burhanuddin Maula came to Qutbuddin Maula’s house 
in Saify Mahal, and then said to him with a tenure of wisdom and 
foresight and giving doa, 
“one can see far from 
here.” He recited the 
shahadat of Abdullah, 
son of Hasan Imam, sha-
hadat of Husain Imam, 
and then the shahadat 
of Hasan Imam, depict-
ing the heartbreaking 
parting of Hasan from 
Husain.

9th Waaz Summary
On 10th Muharram, Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb said that, 

“if we breath today we breathe ‘Ya Husain, Ya Husain Ya Husain’” 
to express the profoundness of the sacrifice of Imam Husain. He 
continued that the doors of heaven are open to those who weep on 
Husain, the beloved of Rasulallah, of Ali, of Fatima, the brother of 
Hasan, the 5th of the Panjatan.  The Ashara waaz hall resonated 
with the sound of matam and echoed in the weeping of Mumi-
neen Mukhliseen.  Shehzada saheb recalled Syedna Burhanuddin’s 
bayaan of how the angels attend and gather the tears of those who 
weep on Husain and make them a treasure for the day of judge-
ment.  He expounded on the Quranic ayat, “do not consider those 
who have been killed in the path of Allah, as dead, no, indeed, 
they are alive, blessed near their Lord reaping wealth.”  Shehzada 
Abdeali Bhaisaheb related the akhbar of Rasulallah who said, even 
if the sun and moon were placed in his hands he would never for-
sake the mission, the Dawat, he had been entrusted with. He read 
the sacrifices of all Panjatan, our Imams, Dua’at and Hudaat, and 
of resolute Mumineen Mukhliseen. He elaborated on the sacrifice 
that Husain gave, and how he and 72 with him, stood for the sake 
of Islam, Iman and Dawat, when the masses went with Yazeed for 
worldly convenience. Husain is the symbol of truth against tyranny 
and the world will never forget him. In this context he also read 
the kalaam of Maulana Ali which explain that there are 4 pillars 
of Iman, faith: yaqeen (inner belief), sabr (fortitude), standing for 
one’s faith (jihad), and adl (justice).

10th Waaz Summary
On 10th Muharram, arriving for the maqtal bayan, Shehzada 

Saheb recited the kalaam, baqiyatu umrul mumine la qimata laha 
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(that which remains of the life of the Mumin is priceless) – She-
hzada Saheb expressed that no one knows if we will be here next 
year or not, and he urged Mumineen to reap all that is left of each 
of our lives with the remembrance of Imam Husain.  Ya Husain, Ya 
Husain resonated through the hall.  Pearls of doa through the wasila 
of Husain filled every moment. Shehzada Saheb said let us weep for 
Husain as if the tragedy of Karbala is happening today, before our 
own eyes. And that is indeed how it was. Mumineen were moved 
beyond words, through the power, fervor, sincerity, and grief in 
Shehzada Saheb’s recital of maqtal and shahadat of Ashaab, Ahle-
bayt and Imam Husain, they said they felt as if they were in Karbala. 
Grief for usain  love for usain  matam on usain filled every 
single moment; it was as if thousands filled the hall, and the angels 
said labbayk as Mumineen’s voices called out “Ya Husain ya Husain 
ya Husain.” 
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Sijill Article

Alchemy of the Soul

During the shukr ziafat offered by Halqa 
Saifiyah (students taking sabaq with 

Shehzadi Saifiyah Baisaheba), Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS delivered a short bayaan 
in which he emphasized the importance 
of the ‘ilm of Aale-Mohammed, its requi-
sites and its results. In the bayaan Syedna 
TUS quoted this bayt composed by Syedi 
Abdeali Imaduddin QS – the great scholar 
who received the ‘ilm of Aale-Mohammed 
from Syedna Abdeali Saifuddin RA:

If you wish to transform the copper of 
your soul into gold, then quieten the liquid 
mercury of your desires (lit. senses).

Referencing the age old tradition of 
alchemy, the bayt suggests that as copper 
can be turned to gold, the alchemy of the 
soul can be achieved by calming the mer-
cury of desires. Rising above the obses-
sion with worldly desires is a pre-requisite 
for seeking ‘ilm and for the alchemy of the 
soul. Obsession with worldly desires leads 
one to materialism while rising above them 
opens the horizon to the true knowledge 
and the Hereafter (Aakherat).

Through their sayings and through 

their examples, our Hudaat Kiraam have 
always guided us to lead our lives and pri-
oritize Aakherat. It is this mindset that de-
termines the matters in which we spend the 
most precious commodity each one of us 
has: time.

May Allah Ta’ala give us the taw-
feeq and strength to prioritize Aakherat 
and achieve the miraculous alchemy of our 
souls. May Allah Ta’ala grant longest life to 
Syedna TUS to continue to guide and im-
part the alchemical knowledge of Aal-e-
Mohammed to Mumineen.

(Halqa Saifiyah is the name be-
stowed by Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-
din RA for all the halqas that take sabaq 
from Shehzadi Bazat-Saifiyah Baisaheba, 
daughter of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin.) 
The following article is written by Sakina 
B., a student of Shzd Saifiyah Baisaheba.

Halqa Saifiyah has had the privi-
lege of annual shukr ziafats for Qutbud-
din Maula since 16 years.  This year’s 
ziafat for Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS 
was held in Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina, 
Thane. Fakhruddin Maula was escorted 
to the Iwan in a maukib, procession: a red 
and gold mazilla (parasol) was held over 
Fakhruddin Maula, and the halqa talabat 
walked in front of him reciting the qasida 
‘Ahlan Wasahlan Marhabban Marhaba’ 
(written by Qutbuddin Maula for Syedna 
Mohammad Burhanuddin), led by a talib 
carrying a banner with the aayat “nasrun 
minallahe wa fathun qareeb.” 

Maulana Fakhruddin arrived in the 
Iwan, and presided over the ziafat in front 
of a backdrop of a replica of the “Bab-
ul-Futuh” (the “Door of Victories” from 
Fatimid Cairo), which had a photo of Qut-
buddin Maula in the center, and the bayt 
“sahib al-asre waliyyy al-fathe wa al-nas-
ri -nsuri / abdaka al-adna ilayhe rahma-

News & Events

a a Saifiyyah Sh r 
Ziafat on 15 Muharram 
ul Haraam 1438H
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tan minka n-zuri”. A replica of a pillar from the al-Anwar masjid 
entrance was a backdrop for the seating for Busab and   Aaisab.

The ziafat program commenced with Tilawat-ul-Quran by a 
talib Husein Arsiwala (trained by Shehzadi Bazat Tayyebah Bai-
saheba). This was followed by a recitation of a madeh written in 
sanaa’ and shukr of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin by Shehzadi Bazat 
Saifiyah Baisaheba, recited by all the talabat in conjunction. Then 
the talabat talebaat all presented individual shukr speeches, ma-

dehs and poems they had 
written themselves. After 
this was the rasam of shar-
bat and wadhawanu, and 
najwa. Shz Bazat Saifiyah 
Baisaheba then did shukr 
araz in Hazrat Imamiyah 
Nooraniyah: she spoke of 
the bayaan delivered in 
Ashara waaz by Fakhrud-
din Maula that ‘the throne 

of the Haqq ni Dawat is on Water’, meaning that the foundation, 
identity and perpetuation of the true Dawat is ‘ilm, and expressed 
unending gratitude for the nazaraat of Qutbuddin Maula, and the 
azeem and unforgettable ne’mats, including the ne’mat of Aal-
e-Mohammad ‘ilm, bestowed by him and his waaris Fakhruddin 
Maula, and did araz for doa for talaqqi and khidmat of ‘ilm.

Maulana Fakhruddin then addressed the talabat with kale-
maat nooraniyah. He spoke of the importance, value and necessity 
of ‘ilm, reciting aayats from the Qur’an and quoting abyaat. He said 
that this ‘Ilm ni rozi” is a ne’mat which gives security here and 
in the Hereafter. ‘Ilm and learning should be the paramount focus 
and priority. He remembered Qutbuddin Maula, to whom we owe 
the greatest ne’mat, iman; he was aalim e aale mohammad, our 
mufeed, who inspired and ignited minds towards ‘Ilm; he was a 
noor na sahib, those who associated with him became noorani. He 
honored the talabat by saying that Qutbuddin Maula must be very 
happy in Jannaatun Naeem seeing their mohabbat, walwala, ikhlaas 
and marefat, and also that “Mamluke aale Mohammad na dil par 
ghani masarrat chhe.” He gave maw’ezat to the talabat to always 
do shukr for the ne’mat of ‘ilm they have received, and to learn 
‘ilm with dedication and to do khidmat, bestowing doa mubarak 
that Allah give them yaari and tawfeeq to fill their souls to the 
brim with ‘ilm and to put this knowledge into actions, and also 

one day participate in the most afzal hasanat of nashar of ‘ilm. He 
expressed khushi for Bazat Saifiyah Baisaheba’s khidmat, saying, 
“she prepares you to do khidmat and I see all of you here, day and 
night do khidmat; someone said to me that this is now our home, I 
replied that you are my children so of course it will be your home.” 
The bayaan ended with shahadat of Imam Husain and doa.

Then all talabat talebaat received sharaf of qadambosi. After 
zohor asar namaaz, Maulana Fakhruddin came for the ziafat thaal: 
the main course was a fondue, accompanied by salads, soup and 
risotto, and desserts.

Announcement Legal Update
Syedna TUS Chehlum Waaz in Boston, 
USA

Bombay High Court 19th October 2016

Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS will 
preside over Imam Husain 
SA Chehlum waaz on 20mi 
raat of Safar-ul-Muzaffar 
(Saturday 19th November) 
after Maghrib Isha namaaz 
inshaallah. All Mumineen 
attending are  invited for 
Salawat jaman.

The waaz Majlis will be held in Boston, USA. For further 
details please contact info@fatemidawat.com or call 
+1-832-510-7953

The Chamber Sum-
mons filed by His Holiness 
Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din TUS was listed to 
be heard by the Hon’ble 
Bombay High Court on 
October 19, 2016. The 
matter did not get heard 
for paucity of time during 
the day, and on October 
20, 2016 our advocates 
mentioned the matter be-
fore the Hon’ble Bombay 

High Court, when the Hon’ble Court directed that the chamber 
summons be listed for Directions on November 15, 2016, after 
the Diwali vacation.
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Sijill Article

“Treasury of Virtues” English 
  Paperback Edition 

Dirar b. Damrah, one of Maulana Ali’s 
SA companions, described Amirul Mumi-
neen and said, “Wisdom speaks upon his 
tongue.” Amirul Mumineen’s wisdom and 
eloquence resonate as powerfully today 
as they did hundreds of years ago. Some 
of his wise words have been compiled in 
several collections, one of which is al-Qadi 
al-Quda’i’s Treasury of Virtues – which has 
been edited and translated by Shehzadi Dr 
Tahera Baisaheba (see “Publications” sec-
tion).

One of the core themes of Amirul 
Mumineen’s sayings is the censure of this 
world and the focus on the Hereafter. The 
enticements of this World are near and 
tempting while the Hereafter is distant and 
uncertain. Amirul Mumineen’s sayings put 
these two concepts in perspective by high-
lighting the transience and fickleness of the 
pleasures of this World and the certainty 
and permanence of the Hereafter.

Quoted from “A Treasury of Virtues”, 
here is one of the passages in which Amirul 
Mumineen describes this Dunya:

“Ali said: This world is a place of per-

ishing and weariness, of vicissitudes and in-
struction:

Perishing is this – Fate stands stretch-
ing his bow, loading his arrows. His arrows 
do not miss and their wounds do not heal. He 
strikes the young with old age, the healthy 
with illness, and the living with death. He is 
a drinker whose thirst is never quenched; an 
eater who is never satiated.

Weariness is this – A man gathers 
food he will not eat, and builds edifices he 
will not inhabit. He leaves this world to go 
to God, with no edifice to take with him, no 
property to carry. 

Its vicissitudes are these – The world 
gladdens the deprived and deprives the glad. 
Between the two is only a pleasure that has 
ceased or a misfortune that has arrived.

Its lessons are these – A man is about 
to see his aspirations fulfilled when they are 
severed by the ending of his life. No aspira-
tion is attained, and no aspirer attains. 

God be praised! How deceiving are 
the pleasures of this world! How parching 
its drink! How scorching its shade! It is as 
though what existed in this world never did, 

and what is about to be already is. None who 
arrives is turned away and none who leaves 
can return. 

Truly, the hereafter is a place everlast-
ing, a place of permanence, whether para-
dise or hellfire. God’s elect attain paradise in 
the hereafter through patience, and realize 
their aspirations through good deeds. They 
become companions of God in his abode, 
abiding there as kings forever.”

The wisdom and eloquence of Amirul 
Mumineen’s kalaam are unmatched. The 
personification of fate draws attention to 
the futility of the pleasures of this World 
and the undeniable outcomes in its con-
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fines. The logic of Amirul Mumineen’s statements is undeniable.  
Amirul Mumineen’s exposure of these surprisingly plain realities 
is in sharp contrast to the majority’s oblivion to these facts as they 
bury themselves in their daily grind. Maulana Ali’s statements have 
broad universal applicability but are also personally relatable.

May Allah Ta’ala grant us inspiration and strength to take 
heed of the wise sayings of our Mawali Kiraam. May He grant wis-
dom and courage to guide our decisions in this World prioritizing 
the Hereafter. May he grant us the spirit and fortitude to follow the 
path of the Truth and the True Dai to attain paradise.

News & Events
Janaza Namaaz of Mumineen

a a Saifiyyah Sh r ia at  
15 Muharram ul Haraam 1438H

The wise words of Amirul Mumineen SA have been com-
piled in several collections, one of which is al-Qadi al-Quda’i’s 
Treasury of Virtues. Al-Quda’i was a judge in Fatimid Cairo. 
His compilation has been critically edited and translated by 
Shehzadi Dr Tahera Baisaheba as part of New York University 
Press’s Library of Arabic Literature project. The edition was 
originally published in hardback with side-by-side Arabic and 
English and then due to popular demand it was again published 
in paperback.

The publishers recently also published an English-only-
version of the Treasury of Virtues due to the broad readership 
of the book and the universality of its values. The edition is 
available for purchase on most online bookstores including 
amazon.com

The foreword for the English only edition was written by 
the former Archbishop of Canterbury the Right Hon Rowan 
Williams. This is an excerpt of the foreword:

It is a commonplace among some modern commentators 
to say that in understanding Islam we should remember that it is 
a much “Younger” faith than Christianity or Judaism, and thus 
further back in what has been called the curve of civilizational 
development (this is sometimes expressed in the historically 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS led janaza namaaz of Husai-
na bai Babasahi at Darus Sakina on 2nd raat of Muharram (Sun-
day, 2nd October) in Iwan-e-Fatemi. Syedna TUS also bestowed 
doa Mubarak for the marhoom for rehmat, shafaa’at of Panjetan, 
A’immat and Do’aat and for her family for Sabar.

Earlier, Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin led janaza 
namaaz of Younus bhai Shaikh at Darus Sakina on 23rd Zil-Hijja 
(Saturday, 24th September) in Iwan-e-Fatemi.

This week, Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb led janaza namaaz 
of Tara bai Shaikh (wife of Younus bhai) at Darus Sakina on 3rd 
Safar (Thursday, 3rd November) in Iwan-e-Fatemi.

They were buried in the Dawoodi Bohra Qabrastaan in Kausa 
(Near Mumbra).

The Fatemi Dawat Janaza Committee ensured that the janaza 
ghusl kafan and dafan was performed with dignity and correctly 
per the rites of our Fatemi mazhab, and that the family of the de-
ceased were cared for at every step of the way. All of this is only 
made possible by the guidance, raza and doa mubarak of our Aqa 
Mola Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. May Allah ta’ala grant Younus 
bhai, Husaina ben and Tara ben rehmat and Jannat, and shafaat of 
our Mawali Tahereen, especially the 51st, 52nd, and 53rd Dais.

(Halqa Saifiyah is the 
name bestowed by Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA for 
all the halqas that take sabaq 
from Shehzadi Bazat-Saifiyah 
Baisaheba, daughter of Syed-
na Khuzaima Qutbuddin.) The 
following article is written by 
Sakina B., a student of Shzd 
Saifiyah Baisaheba.

Halqa Saifiyah has 
had the privilege of annual 
shukr ziafats for Qutbud-
din Maula since 16 years.  
This year’s ziafat for Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin TUS was 
held in Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina, Thane. Fakhruddin Maula 
was escorted to the Iwan in a maukib, procession: a red and gold 
mazilla (parasol) was held over Fakhruddin Maula, and the halqa 
talabat walked in front of him reciting the qasida ‘Ahlan Wasahlan 
Marhabban Marhaba’ (written by Qutbuddin Maula for Syedna 
Mohammad Burhanuddin), led by a talib carrying a banner with 
the aayat “nasrun minallahe wa fathun qareeb.”

Click here to read the full article.

Publications
“Treasury of Virtues” English 
   Paperback Edition
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illiterate use of “medieval” to describe contemporary extrem-
ism). Well-meaning writers use this sort of description to recom-
mend patience and tolerance towards a tradition that has not 
yet matured properly; not-so-well-meaning observers treat it as 
confirming what they believe to be the essentially “anti-modern” 
character of Islam.

But what both ignore is what might be called the sheer 
density of tradition: an accumulation of reflective life whose roots 
are deep in the Western Asian world before even the rise of the 
religion itself. Modern Muslim primitivism, whose excesses and 
atrocities are so regularly portrayed in our media, gives no sense 
whatever of this “density”—of the sophistication of moral and 
spiritual thought and the intense intellectual life of early Muslim 
communities. Alongside the radical newness of the Qur’an, Islam-
ic culture built on an existing deposit of thought, often expressed 
in aphorisms and short narratives: the first great figures of Islam 
inhabited a world that was very far from the stereotype of simple 
desert-dwelling warriors beloved of contemporary essayists. The 
trade routes of the Western Asian world 
in the seventh and eighth Christian centu-
ries were channels of intellectual as well as 
material exchange: texts, stories and sayings 
travelled with the traders of the day and 
mingled creatively in the various centers of 
commerce and conversation that punctuated 
these routes.

And this is the world we find in the 
extraordinary collection of stories, prayers 
and aphorisms that is presented to us in this 
elegant translation by Tahera Qutbuddin. It is 
certainly a world in which warfare is fre-
quently present and in which the metaphors 
and idioms of the desert are omnipresent; a 
world in which a great intellectual figure can 
also be both a skilled military strategist and 
a poet of elegies and encomia woven around 
armed conflict: this collection contains po-
etry that, in its subject matter, would not be 
alien to the early medieval West, the heroic 
laments and celebrations of Welsh or Anglo-
Saxon verse from roughly the same period. 
But this is only a small corner of a remark-
ably diverse palette. Ali ibn Abi Talib was of 
course a military leader among other things, 
but a military leader in the Western Europe 
of the day would have been most of unlikely 
also to have produced prayers of eloquence 
and intensity, philosophical considerations of 
the “grammar” of God’s eternity and self-sufficiency, and “wis-
dom” sayings of profound economy and insight.

...
But what is striking and distinctive about Ali’s sayings and 

teachings is, first (as Professor Qutbuddin has stressed), the 
formation of a superbly fluent and musical Arabic as the vehicle 
for this material and, second, the sense of an unselfconscious and 
natural movement between devotional and intellectual material 
(perhaps the nearest to him in this respect in the Christian world 
is the seventh century Maximus the Confessor, a figure equally 
important for his writings on the contemplative life and his tech-
nical theological texts). Ail is clear that wisdom, clarity of mind 
and heart, is at the center of the believer’s experience, and more 
significant for entrance into paradise than any amount of exter-
nal performance; and the texts preserved in the One Hundred 
Proverbs (another cross-confessional echo here of the “centuries” 
of spiritual instructions popular in Syrian and Byzantine monastic 

culture) plainly define the heart as the source and home of this 
clarity. Ali understands the life of the faithful as one of constant 
entry into the depths of created identity, confronting the selfish 
and idle habits that keep us from the truth and turning repeat-
edly towards the revelation of unbounded divine compassion and 
forgiveness.

Bound up in this also is meditation on our mortality and on 
the urgency of acquiring spiritual self-knowledge before we face 
the judgement. All of this is an aspect of what I earlier called the 
“density” of tradition: Ali and the transmitters of his teaching 
are constantly both reworking a range of intellectual and spiritual 
resources in the light of the Qur’an and generating fresh insights 
and challenges. And the wit and economy of these fresh articula-
tions are notable: “Wisdom is the believer’s lost camel” is worth 
several pages of more abstract exposition. And “Acceptance is 
a free man, anticipation is a slave” again crystallises brilliantly 
a broad range of reflection on the futility of trying to possess a 
future that is in God’s hands alone and the supreme liberty that 

comes with the embrace of the present mo-
ment as the place where God is met.

Prominent at various points in these 
texts is a marked emphasis on forbearance 
and forgiveness. Faith rests on the pillars of 
“forbearance, conviction, justice and strug-
gle against evil”; the believer begins with the 
resolve to mirror God’s own forbearing atti-
tude towards the human creation. Every other 
person is either Islam “a brother in religion or 
an equal in creation,” and thus deserving of 
attention, service and patience. The forgive-
ness of enemies is a recurrent theme—and 
one that emerges in Ali’s own life after the 
attack which proved fatal to him, he refused 
to order the death of his assailant (though 
providing that, should he himself die, the 
assassin should receive an equivalent blow, 
whether or not it proved fatal) and explicitly 
prohibited punitive measures against the 
group from which his killer had come. If an 
enemy is conquered, the victor should give 
thanks to God and be merciful. Ali has to 
negotiate the difficult territory where justice 
must be done and the community of faith 
protected but also God’s mercy must be hon-
ored by human forbearance and willingness 
for reconciliation.

The importance of this in our present 
context is considerable. The typology popular 

with some which opposes “moderate” and “radical” Islam is sin-
gularly unhelpful in dealing with the realities of Islamic communi-
ties: the texts in this volume show that compassion and human 
realism about the cost of vengeance and sustained conflict are not 
a matter of some Islamic assimilation of Enlightenment values, but 
grounded in a self-aware and sophisticated discipline of spiritual 
growth and accountability to God for the human neighbour—a 
discipline whose roots go back to the very beginnings of distinc-
tively Islamic thought. Nor was this simply an abstract ideal. The 
biographical sources all make clear that ‘Ali was reluctant to 
assume the authority others wished him to take, though in the 
event he discharged that authority judiciously and decisively; and 
he consistently held back from activities that would deepen the 
divisions between factions within the Islamic community. It is sig-
nificant that he remains a figure of veneration for Sunni and Shiah 
alike, acknowledged as a paradigm of faithfulness, wisdom and 
responsible leadership. The publication of this translation offers 
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an opportunity for some overdue revision of many Western ste-
reo-types; but it also prompts questions about where the ground 
might be identified for serious engagement within and between 
diverse Islamic communities. It could hardly be more timely.

The temptation to which both believers and secular analysts 
often succumb is to think of religious traditions as timelessly set-
tled, frozen in a single moment of clarity and certainty, untainted 
by history or culture. But it is possible to believe uncompromis-
ingly in the truth of revelation and yet to see that this both takes 
up a legacy of insight and teaching that goes back far before the 
emergence of a new and wholly distinctive scheme of thought, 
and also unfolds in the creation of a tradition in which wisdom 
and perception accumulate. In these pages we see a major thinker 
gathering up such a legacy and shaping such a tradition: ‘Ali is 
a teacher whose extraordinary stature deserves full recognition 
by those outside the Islamic community, and whose genius as 

spiritual, practical and intellectual guide prompts many questions 
of wide general import in our current troubled global community. 
But perhaps- the most lasting impact will be through the briefest 
of aphorisms—the places where we encounter a rare distillation 
of immense truths into small compass. “What is the distance be-
tween the sky and the earth?” he asks, and replies, “An answered 
prayer.” Sayings such as this amply explain why his work contin-
ues to be so valued by Muslims of all schools, and why it matters 
so much that it should be made available more widely.

Rowan Williams Magdalene College, Cambridge

We will inshaallah regularly publish extracts from the 
“Treasury of Virtues” on Fatemidawat.com. The first excerpt is 
in this week’s Sijill Article - Kings Forever on the censure of this 
world and the focus on the Hereafter.

Announcement
Syedna TUS Chehlum Waaz in Boston, USA

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Imam Hu-
sain SA Chehlum waaz on 20mi raat of Safar-ul-Muzaffar (Sat-
urday 19th November) after Maghrib Isha namaaz inshaallah. All 
Mumineen attending are invited for Salawat jaman.

The waaz Majlis will be held in Boston, USA. For further 
details please contact info@fatemidawat.com or call 
+1-832-510-7953
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Surat al-Tawba: 32

They want to extinguish God’s [guiding] light with their utterances: but God will not allow 

[this to pass], for He has willed to spread His light in all its fullness, however hateful this 

may be to all who deny the truth.

A Weekly Newsletter by Fatemi Dawat

11 November 2016 11 Safar-ul-Muzaffar 1437HIssue: 144

Sijill Article

“Winter is Coming”  

This article is written by Dr Shehzada 
Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin.

As we prepare for the onset of winter 
we remember the many harsh winters that 
Dawat has faced through its turbulent his-
tory. One such winter was the seclusion of 
Imam Tayyib AS early in the 12th century 
AD. It was the foresight and preparations of 
the Imams which held us in good stead for 
this tumultuous event. Rasulullah SA him-
self had sent Maulana Ali SA to Yemen to 
lay the foundations of Dawat there. Later 
the 10th Imam al-Husain al-Mastur, in 
preparation for the zuhur of his son Imam 
al-Mahdi, sent Dai Abu al-Qasim to Yemen 
also to establish the Dawat there.

In the 5th century Hijri/ 11th century 
AD Maulana Lamak b. Malik, had come 
to Cairo to the hazrat of the 18th Imam 
Mustansir to ask permission for his Dai in 
Yemen, Syedna Ali b. Mohammad al-Sulayhi 
to go for Hajj. When Lamak asked for per-
mission to leave, the Imam only replied with 
these words of hikmat: “Why does Lamak 

ask for permission (to leave), as winter is 
coming.”

The Imam put him in the tutelage of 
Syedna al-Muayyad al-Shirazi, the Imam’s 
bab al-abwab (highest rank after Imam and 
his successor), whose knowledge was un-
surpassed, and who was a pillar of ikhlas in 
turbulent and testing times. Syedna Lamak 
stayed in the tutelage of Syedna al-Muayy-
ad for five years. Throughout the five years, 
whenever he would ask permission of the 
Imam to return to Yemen, the Imam would 
reiterate these same lines: “Why does Lam-
ak ask for permission (to leave) as winter is 
coming.”

Our Hudaat explain that the Imam was 
referring to the winter of satr (the seclusion 
of Imam Tayyib SA), a time of great difficul-
ty for Dawat and Mumineen. Syedna Lamak 
imbibed the greatest extent of knowledge 
of the Imams from Syedna al-Muayyad. 
He later returned to Yemen, taught his son, 
Maulana Yahya, who taught Syedna Zoeb 
b. Musa al-Wadii who was the first Dai al-

Mutlaq. Thus the knowledge of the Imams 
was transferred to the Dais of our time. The 
foresight of the Imam and his preparation 
of the satr, the imminent ‘winter’ that he 
referred to proved providential.

It is the foresight and planning (tadbir) 
of our Awliya that ensures the flourishing of 
Dawat through the summer times of plenty 
and the winter times of difficulty. Rasulullah 
was shown everything that would happen 
in his Dawat till Qiyamat. The inheritors of 
this knowledge are the Imams, which the 
Dais of satr have also received. “The Dai 
sees with the light if God.”

Today, we are in the thick of this win-
ter. The night of oppression is dark, and the 
fog of misguidance and confusion is thick, 
from those who have usurped control of the 
Dawat infrastructure. But the foresight of 
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the Dais, Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin RA, Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanud-
din RA, and Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin 
RA, has proved provi-
dential. Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin stayed up 
nights preparing Syed-
na Qutbuddin, impart-
ing the invaluable gems 
of knowledge that one 
Dai gives to another. 
He counselled him in 
detail to be strong and 
forbearing in the face 
of jealousy and attack. 
Syedna Burhanuddin 
appointed Syedna Qut-
buddin, as Mazoon and 

Mansoos almost immediately after he became Dai, foreseeing the 
storms of discontent, and gracing him with gems of ‘ilm and se-
crets of the Dawat. Despite this winter, Dawat and its Mumineen 
flourish today.

When he became Dai after the most tragic wafaat of Syedna 
Burhanuddin RA, Syedna Qutbuddin RA, in spite of overwhelming 
odds, fought for Dawat and for Mumineen. He put everything on 
the line to perform what he saw as his primary duty to the Imam 
and to his predecessors Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna 
Burhanuddin RA. A Mumin muhibb came to him in that critical 
moment and out of concern did araz that why did Maulana take on 
so much risk and so much danger upon himself. Syedna Qutbuddin 
replied, “it is my duty and I must do it, no sacrifice is too great, 
my forefathers have even given their lives for this cause, and I am 
prepared to do the same.”

It is with this same foresight, vision, and planning, that Syedna 
Qutbuddin prepared his son, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, at a 
time when he was beset by those envious of his decades of khidmat 
as Mansoos and Mazoon of Syedna Burhanuddin RA. He laid the 
foundations for Dawat for the next thousand years.

This foresight, planning, action, and sacrifice ensures that to-
day even in the thick of winter Mumineen are safe in the sanctuary 

of Allah Ta’ala, and the sunshine and warmth of summer will be 
returning very soon.

When a visionary does what he does, it is only the courageous 
and the forbearing who will stand up with him. When Rasulullah 
SA first gave the call to Islam, only the few who had the courage, 
the conviction, and the ability to see Rasulullah’s vision, came for-
ward, Maulatuna Khadija AS and Maulana Ali SA being the first of 
them. Similarly, today, after more than 1400 years, only the coura-
geous and the discerning have been able to see the vision of Syedna 
Qutbuddin and stand up with him. Today, his dynamic successor is 
taking this vision, this battle, a test of resilience, of forbearance, of 
faith, forward with energy and vigour. The courageous, the strong, 
those who have the ability to discern the vision, stand up with him. 
They will endure. They will persevere. And ultimately, they will 
be rewarded in the hereafter. This is the Dawat of Allah Ta’ala, of 
which He says, “They want to extinguish God’s [guiding] light with 
their utterances: but God will not allow [this to pass], for He has 
willed to spread His light in all its fullness, however hateful this may 
be to all who deny the truth.” (Surat al-Tawba: 32).

May Allah Ta’ala give Afzal al-jaza to Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
RA, to Syedna Mohammad Burhanuddin RA and to Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin RA, for ensuring the perpetuity of Dawat, and for 
paving the way for the prosperity and well-being of Mumineen for 

generations to come. And 
may Allah Ta’ala prolong 
the life of their successor 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 
TUS till the Day of Judge-
ment, to carry forward 
this mission and fulfil that 
for which his predeces-
sors persevered.

May Allah Ta’ala 
give Maulana Fakhruddin 
Nasre Aziz and Fathe Mu-
bin very soon, and may 
He give us Mumineen 
the courage to further his 

vision, standing strong with him, unflinching in faith, just as the 
Ansaar and Muhajirin stood with Rasulullah SA, just as the Shi’a 
stood with Ali SA, with Hasan AS and with Sayyidush-shuhada 
Husain AS.

Legal
Gujarat High Court 10th November 2016 – Judgment On Petition

The Hon’ble Gujarat High Court has pronounced an order 
(Civil Application No. 5650 of 2016) granting the applications 
filed by Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Saheb TUS and permitting 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Saheb TUS to be substituted in the 
place and stead of his predecessor Syedna Qutbuddin Saheb RA 
in pending petitions and dismissing Civil Application No. 4339 
of 2016 filed by Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin. On 10.11.2016, 
all the applications were listed for pronouncement of judgment 
before the Hon’ble Gujarat High Court. The Judgement is avail-
able to view on the Gujarat High Court website 

Syedna Qutbuddin Saheb sadly passed away in the USA on 
30th March 2016. Upon his passing away, his successor Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin Saheb filed applications before the Hon’ble Gu-
jarat High Court praying for substitution as petitioner in his place. 
In the applications, Syedna Fakhruddin Saheb stated that immedi-
ately after the passing away of Syedna Qutbuddin Saheb, Shehzada 
Mufaddal Saifuddin and his men had filed applications/affidavits/

purchis before Assistant Charity Commissioners with the objective 
of getting their Change Reports allowed ex-parte by falsely stating 
on oath that the Hon’ble Bombay High Court had dismissed the suit 
filed by Syedna Qutbuddin Saheb. Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin 
and his men were trying to take advantage of the passing away of 
Syedna Qutbuddin Saheb with the objective of getting their Change 
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Announcement
Syedna TUS Chehlum Waaz in Boston, USA

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Imam Husain 
SA Chehlum waaz on 20mi raat of Safar-ul-Muzaffar (Saturday 
19th November) after Maghrib Isha namaaz inshaallah. All Mumi-
neen attending are invited for Salawat jaman.

The waaz Majlis will be held in Boston, USA. For further de-
tails please contact fehmidac@yahoo.com or call +1-508-397-9701

Chehlum Program in Mumbai 
Shehzada Abdeali bhaisaheb Saifuddin will preside over 

Imam Husain SA Chehlum waaz on 20mi raat of Safar-ul-Muzaffar 
(Saturday 19th November) after Maghrib Isha namaaz inshaallah. 
All Mumineen attending are invited for Salawat jaman.

The waaz Mubarak will broadcast live using this link and will 
be available for replay.

Reports allowed ex-parte. 
Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin had also filed Civil Application 

No. 4339 of 2016 before the Hon’ble Gujarat High Court praying 
for an order that the petition filed by Syedna Qutbuddin Saheb be 
disposed of as abated and praying that the Charity Commissioners 
be directed to proceed with Change Reports. 

Upon the sad passing away of the 52nd Dai al-Mutlaq of the 
Dawoodi Bohra community Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin Sa-
heb in January 2014, a succession dispute arose between Syedna 
Khuzaima Qutbuddin Saheb, Mazoon for 50 years and Shehzada 

Mufaddal Saifuddin. Syedna Qutbuddin Saheb filed a suit in the 
Hon’ble Bombay High Court for a declaration that he was the 
anointed successor of the 52nd Dai al-Mutlaq and, therefore, the 
53rd Dai al-Mutlaq. Syedna Qutbuddin Saheb also filed petitions 
before the Hon’ble Gujarat High Court pertaining to a large number 
of Waqfs and Trusts of which the Dai is the Sole Trustee. 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Saheb’s Chamber Summons in the 
Hon’ble Bombay High Court to be substituted as Plaintiff in the Suit 
filed by Syedna Qutbuddin is scheduled for hearing and final dis-
posal by the Hon’ble Justice Shriram on the 7th of December 2016.

Ikhwanus Safa Article Series
‘ILM – Part 7 – The Journey of 
Knowledge: From Birth to Death

We are pleased to present the article, ‘Ilm 7 – The Journey 
of Knowledge: From Birth to Death, in the series of articles on 
the Rasail Ikhwanal-Safa. These Rasail were composed by the 
ninth Imam, Imam Ahmad ul Mastur SA, at a time when religion 
was pitched against or in contradiction to the advances of science 
and the enlightenment of philosophy. This article series is written 
by Shzd. Tayyeba Baisaheba.

The previous articles discussed the profound question, 
what is the purpose of our lives on this earth? The purpose of 
life is one of the most profound questions of humanity that many 
have tried to answer over the centuries, achieving the truth to a 
lesser or greater degree. The Ikhwan al Safa not only answer this 
essential question in their Rasail, they also present a compact 
and practical program by which man can achieve this ultimate 
purpose of life.

The Ikhwan explain that the supreme purpose of this life is 
for the individual soul to rejoin its Divine Origin, and the process 
of unification and purification of the soul begins with Ma’refat 
and Walayat/Muhabbat (recognition and love) for the representa-
tive of the Divine in this world, the Imam uz Zamaan. After 
Ma’refat and Muhabbat (recognition and love) of the Imam and 
his Dai, for the further purification of the soul the following vir-
tues are required:

1. Acquisition of knowledge – ‘ilm
2. Good actions in accordance with this knowledge – ‘amal
3. Good character traits and virtues – akhlaaq.

This week’s article is the seventh article in a 10-part-
sequence of articles on ‘ilm. This article explains the journey of 
knowledge from birth through the different stages of life (from 
Birth to 4 Years of Age, From 4-15 years: Power of Rational 
Speech (al-quwwa al-nateqa), from 15-30 years: Power of intel-
lectual thought (al-quwwah al-aaqela), from 30-40 years: Power 
of Wisdom (al-quwwah al-hikmiyya), from 40-50 years: Power 
of Legislation (al-quwwah al-namusiyya), from 50-end of life: 
Angelic Power (al-quwwah al-malakiyyah). Below is an excerpt 
from the article:

The Ikhwan us Safa say that the journey of learning begins 
as soon as one is born and continues till the end of one’s life. It is 
important not to think that one has stopped being a student once 
school or college ends, and to have the attitude of enthusiasm for 
learning throughout one’s life. The Ikhwan us Safa roughly divide 
this ‘journey’ according to age, though of course each individual 
progresses differently according to his or her ability, dedication, 
opportunity etc.

Read the full article on FatemiDawat.com.
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Publications
“Treasury of Virtues” English Paperback Edition

The wise words of Amirul 
Mumineen SA have been com-
piled in several collections, one 
of which is al-Qadi al-Quda’i’s 
Treasury of Virtues. Al-Quda’i 
was a judge in Fatimid Cairo. His 
compilation has been critically 
edited and translated by Shehza-
di Dr Tahera Baisaheba as part 
of New York University Press’s 
Library of Arabic Literature 
project. The edition was origi-
nally published in hardback with 
side-by-side Arabic and English 
and then due to popular demand 
it was again published in paper-
back.

The publishers recently 
also published an English-only-version of the Treasury of Virtues 
due to the broad readership of the book and the universality of its 
values. The edition is available for purchase on most online book-
stores including amazon.com.

The foreword for the English only edition was written by the 
former Archbishop of Canterbury the Right Hon Rowan Williams. 
This is an excerpt of the foreword:

It is a commonplace among some modern commentators to say 

that in understanding Islam we should remember that it is a much 

“Younger” faith than Christianity or Judaism, and thus further back 

in what has been called the curve of civilizational development (this 

is sometimes expressed in the historically illiterate use of “medi-

eval” to describe contemporary extremism). Well-meaning writers 

use this sort of description to recommend patience and tolerance 

towards a tradition that has not yet matured properly; not-so-well-

meaning observers treat it as confirming what they believe to be the 

essentially “anti-modern” character of Islam.

But what both ignore is what might be called the sheer density 

of tradition: an accumulation of reflective life whose roots are deep 

in the Western Asian world before even the rise of the religion itself. 

Modern Muslim primitivism, whose excesses and atrocities are so 

regularly portrayed in our media, gives no sense whatever of this 

“density”—of the sophistication of moral and spiritual thought and 

the intense intellectual life of early Muslim communities. Along-

side the radical newness of the Qur’an, Islamic culture built on an 

existing deposit of thought, often expressed in aphorisms and short 

narratives: the first great figures of Islam inhabited a world that 

was very far from the stereotype of simple desert-dwelling warriors 

beloved of contemporary essayists. The trade routes of the Western 

Asian world in the seventh and eighth Christian centuries were chan-

nels of intellectual as well as material exchange: texts, stories and 

sayings travelled with the traders of the day and mingled creatively 

in the various centers of commerce and conversation that punctu-

ated these routes.

And this is the world we find in the extraordinary collection of 

stories, prayers and aphorisms that is presented to us in this elegant 

translation by Tahera Qutbuddin. It is certainly a world in which 

war fare is frequently present and in which the metaphors and idioms 

of the desert are omnipresent; a world in which a great intellectual 

figure can also be both a skilled military strategist and a poet of 

elegies and encomia woven around 

armed conflict: this collection 

contains poetry that, in its subject 

matter, would not be alien to the 

early medieval West, the heroic 

laments and celebrations of Welsh 

or Anglo-Saxon verse from roughly 

the same period. But this is only 

a small corner of a remarkably di-

verse palette. Ali ibn Abi Talib was 

of course a military leader among 

other things, but a military leader 

in the Western Europe of the day 

would have been most of unlikely also to have produced prayers of 

eloquence and intensity, philosophical considerations of the “gram-

mar” of God’s eternity and self-sufficiency, and “wisdom” sayings 

of profound economy and insight.

...

Click here to read further on FatemiDawat.com
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Sijill Article

Determination in Despair – the 

Example of Maulatuna Zainab AS 

As we commemorate the Chehlum of 
Imam Husain’s SA shahadat, we recall that 
these are the days in which Husain Imam’s 
haram was marched from Karbala to Kufa 
and from Kufa to Shaam (Damascus). The 
ahle bayt were brought and made to stand 
shackled and without veil in the court of 
Yazid. As they stood there, the severed head 
of Imam Husain was brought and placed 
in a basin. With a cane, Yazid struck Imam 
Husain’s mouth mockingly saying that “you 
have such beautiful teeth.”

Having witnessed the massacre at 
Karbala and having been held captive and 
humiliated since, Maulatuna Zainab AS de-
livered a khutba in Yazid’s court. The remark-
able aspect of this khutba is the clarity and 
determination of Maulatuna Zainab in face 
of the oppression and tyranny. Standing in 
a vulnerable position of weakness as a pris-
oner in Yazid’s court while he sits haughtily 
on his throne, rather than succumbing to 
grief and humiliation, Maulatuna Zainab re-
minds Yazid of the punishment that awaits 
him.  “On the face of things, Zaynab is to-
tally in Yazid’s power; he has already killed 

Husayn and many of her kin, and subjected 
her and her sisters and nieces to abject suf-
fering. He could potentially do even more 
harm. But she is not cowed. Her words ex-
press conviction that she is on the side of 
truth, that there will be a reckoning for the 
oppressor, and that God is with her always.” 
(An annotated translation of Maulatuna 
Zainab’s AS khutba was published in Sijill 43 
and is available here.) Maulatuna Zainab as-
serts:

Do you think, Yazīd, that because we 
[she means here the women from the fam-
ily of the Prophet, after Karbala] have been 
forced to traverse the wide spaces of the 
earth, under the open sky, driven as prison-
ers are driven—do you think that it shows 
our littleness in God’s eyes and your honor? 
Do you think this happened because you 
are so important to Him? You raise your 
nose and look around yourself gay and 
happy when you see this world gathered 
to you, all its affairs, like a herd of camels, 
flocking to you. Beware! This is but a respite, 
these are the few moments you can breathe 
easy, before the punishment descends. God 

has said [and this is another quote from the 
Qur’an] “Let disbelievers not think that our 
giving them a respite is a good thing for 
them, indeed we give them a respite so that 
they may increase in trespass; and a crush-
ing punishment awaits them.”

By God, I do not fear anyone but God, 
and I address my grievances to none but 
Him. Plot your plot, do your worst, and ex-
pend all your efforts! By God, the shame 
of what you have done to us can never be 
washed away!

Maulatuna Zainab’s fortitude and 
courage, her clarity and conviction, her 
eloquence and devotion, highlight the 
strength of her determination in despair. In 
her powerful stance and speech is a lesson 
for all times.

As we see the images of millions of 
people flocking to the zarih of Imam Husain 
SA in Karbala during Chehlum remember-
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Let disbelievers not think that our giving them a respite is a good thing for them, 
indeed we give them a respite so that they may increase in trespass; and a crushing 

punishment awaits them
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ing his sacrifice, while Yazid is forgotten and buried in an unknown 
corner, we realize that while tyranny may be overwhelming, truth 
always prevails. The strength to know this in the face of tyranny and 
oppression is the challenge.

May we draw inspiration from the example of our Hudaat. May 

we not fear anyone but God. May Allah Ta’ala shower Imam Husain 
SA and his Ahle Bayt and Ashaab – especially the khatibat al-nisa’ 
Maulatuna Zainab AS – with his salawaat and rehmat.

Media Articles

Covering the Favorable Order of the Gujarat 

Ashara Mubaraka 1438H

Waaz 7,8 & 9 Dawat ni Zaban Talkhees

Various newspapers covered the Order passed by the 
Gujarat High Court granting the applications filed by Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin Saheb TUS and permitting Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin Saheb TUS to be substituted in the place and 
stead of his predecessor Syedna Qutbuddin Saheb RA in 
pending petitions and dismissing Civil Application No. 4339 
of 2016 filed by Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin. On 10.11.2016, 
all the applications were listed for pronouncement of judg-
ment before the Hon’ble Gujarat High Court. The Judgement 
is available to view on the Gujarat High Court website.

These include the Times of India – Ahmedabad Edition, 
The Free Press Journal, Ahmedabad Mirror, DNA, Indian Ex-
press, Business Standard, Mid-Day, India Today 

A selection of articles are presented in the Media sec-
tion on Fatemidawat.com.

Waaz 7 – Click Here To Read Dawat Ni Zaban Talkhees
On 8th Moharram, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS delivered the 

7th waaz for Ashara 1438H. Maulana addressed Mumineen as 
those who holdfast the walayat of Amirul Mumi-
neen, the one for whom Rasulullah gave bisharat 
(glad tidings) of nasre azeez (great help) and fateh 
mubeen (clear victory). “Shi’ato Aliyyin Humul Fai-
zoon”, it is through this walayat that Mumineen ob-
tain victory and success. 

Maulana related the riwayat (episode) of the 
A’rabi who asked Rasulullah what is habl-ul-lah 
(rope of Allah) that the Quran Majeed states one 
should hold fast to. Rasulullah indicated towards 
Amirul Mumineen who was at his side, and the 
A’rabi instantly embraced Amirul Mumineen and 
gave shahadat that “I have held fast to habl-ul-lah.” Maulana 
Taher Saifuddin has said in a wasila that it is our fortune that 
today, we holdfast the same hablul-lah, through holding fast 
to Imam-uz-Zaman, and his Dai.

Imam Jafar-us-Sadiq relates that when Ziyad bin al-As-
wad came to visit his father Imam Mohammed al-Baqir, Imam 
inquired why Ziyad’s feet were torn. Ziyad replied,

“Maula, I came here on a small carriage, I slowly earned 
to pay for it, it could not bear my weight so I often walked.” 
Imam had tears in his eyes, Ziyad did further araz “Maula, I 
have many sins, I fear I will perish, then I recall your mohab-
bat, I came to ask for forgiveness.” Imam Mohammed al-Baqir 
said with force, “There is no deen but mohabbat. There is no 

deen but mohabbat. There is no deen but mohabbat.” 
There is no leeway in walayat – other da’aim 

(pillars), there is, namaaz can be prayed sitting, wuzu 
can be done with dust, roza can be deferred if sick, 
zakaat is only to be paid if one has the capacity, Hajj is 
to be done if only one has the means and Jihad is not 
mandatory on the elderly. Surat al-Hamd is known as 
Surat al-walayat: if this surat is forgotten in namaaz, 
the namaaz must be repeated, unlike if any other Su-
rat is forgotten. Even then, the namaaz is only valid if 
the other Surat is forgotten unintentionally and not if 
one intentionally skips it.

Maulana then began the main bayaan by reciting and 
explaining the ayat “Indeed, We have given you, a clear vic-
tory. That Allah may forgive for you what preceded of your sin 
and what will follow and complete His favor upon you and 
guide you to a straight path. And Allah may aid you with a 
mighty victory.” (Surat al-Fath: 1-3). People of zahir say ayat 
was revealed after the peace treaty at Hudaibiya. 
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Qadi al-Noman and Syedna Taher Saifuddin explain that 
this refers to 3 kinds of wahy (revelation).   Syedna Fakhruddin 
explained these three types of wahy in detail. 

Maulana continued with the bayaan by stating 7 fasals 
(chapters) of fathe mubeen. 

Maulana recited hamd ibarat from Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
alaamat. He prayed salawaat and salaam on Imam-uz-Zaman 
and recited abyaat from qasida “Ya Ameeral Mumineena”. Amir-
ul Mumineen ibn Amirul Mumineen, grant us fathe mubeen. 
Maulana then did immense doa for Mumineen. 

Maulana also delivered a moving bayaan in Arabi ad-
dressed towards the Mumineen of Yemen, those who reside 
near the mazaars of Du’aat Mutlaqeen. Mumineen at Darus 
Sakina felt as if they were transported back in time to Yemen, 
witnessing Syedna Hatim or Syedna Idris performing bayaan. 
Click here to watch shahadat bayaan in Arabi.  

Waaz 8 –Click here to read Dawat ni Zaban Talkhees
On 9th Muharram, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS delivered the 

8th waaz for Ashara1438H. Maulana addressed Mumineen as 
Haq ni Dawat na farzando (children of the true Dawat), Dawat 
which Quran Majeed states is for ‘Him’. Panjetan, who estab-
lished Dawat, arbab-us-siqd (masters of truth), as Taher Saifud-
din Aqa states in a qasida, shaan of their like hasn’t occurred and 
nor will occur.” Rasulullah clearly stated at Ghadeer-e-Khum that 
“amongst you, I am leaving two things, Quran and my progeny 
those of you that retain both won’t go astray.”

Maulana began the main bayaan by reciting the ayat “In-

vite to the way of your Lord with wisdom and good instruction” 
(ud‘u ila sabile rabbika bil-hikmati wal maw‘izatil hasanah – Su-
rat al-Nahl: 125). He continued to explain that the first Imam was 
Adam-ul-Kulli who established Dawat of tawheed in this world 
as it was established in the spiritual world. Maulana then did 
bayaan of the Daur of previous 5 natiq-s: Adam, Nuh, Ibrahim, 
Moosa, Eisa. The names of their wasiy and anbiya in each Daur, 
their ages and the ages of their Daur. Finally, Maulana came    to 
Rasulullah, who spent 13 years in Makkah and 10 years in Ma-
dina and established Dawat.

Maulana explained that in one context, hikmat is a refer-
ence to ilm and mawaizat hasana to amal. Hikmat can be trans-
lated as wisdom, knowledge or philosophy. Quran states that

Allah Ta’ala grants hikmat to whom He wishes. The actions 
of a hakeem are not void of hikmat. Amirul Mumineen estab-
lished Islam with his sword and sheathed the same sword for 
its preservation, this was hikmat. Muslim scholars admit in their 
books that if Ali had not done so, Islam would not be preserved. 
Then Amirul Mumineen came to zahiri khilafat and after his sha-
haadat, Hasan Imam signed a peace treaty with Muawiyah with 
hikmat, since lots of Ashaab were martyred and the intent was 
to safeguard the remaining ashaab. Rasulullah stated in Ghad-
eer-e-Khum, “Hasan and Husain are true Imams, whether sitting 
or standing”, reference to whether they establish truce with the 
enemy or go to war. Hasan Imam returned to Madina from Kufa 
and advised the residents of Kufa “take care of your neighbor, 
welcome your guests and maintain mohabbat of Nabi’s prog-
eny.” Hasan Imam established Dawat from Madina and Muawiya 
was envious (“ankh ma rai pisai gai”). Husain Imam drew his 
word and did jihad, we remember him in every majlis. After 
Husain, Imam Ali Zainul Abedein returned to Madina and es-
tablished Dawat. Imam Ismail was hidden, Imam Jafar-us-Sadiq 
sent Mohammed ibn Ismail to Iran. Then Fargana, then Silmiya 
in Syria where 3 mastureen Imams stayed, Maulana Burhanud-
din built a masjid there. Then Mehdi Imam did zuhoor at Siijl-
masa, and then Imamate proceeds to Qahera (Cairo). Finally, 
Tayyeb Imam went into seclusion.

Maulana then went through all 53 previous Duats, taking 
their name for barakat and doing a brief zikr. Du’aat will remain 
established until qayamat or until the return of Imam who takes 
back the amaanat he gave for safe keeping. Maulana referred to 
himself, Mamlook-e-Aale Mohammed (servant of the progeny 
of Mohammed), Taher Fakhruddin, waris of 53 Duat, establishes 
Imam-uz-Zaman’s Dawat. Calls Mumineen towards the mohab-
bat of Imam-uz-Zaman. “Syedna Qutbuddin prepared me, my 
life is sacrifice on Imam-uz-Zaman, ‘Dawat is for Him’, Mumi-
neen, adhere to the 7 da’aim, do khidmat of Dawat, remain im-
mersed in bandagi and zikr of Awliyullah, do zikr and maatam of 
Aqa Husain.” Maulana counseled with various teachings about 
how we should live our daily lives.

Maulana prayed hamd ibarat from Syedna Qutbuddin’s 
Risalah Barakaatu-irthid-Du’aat (1435H) which had been pub-
lished as Syedna had pledged. Syedna stated that those who 
wish for a nuskha of the Risalat may araz and that a talkhis (sum-
mary) in English would also be published inshaallah.

He noted how tomorrow, we will come with lagan, re-
membering Husain’s hunger and thirst, to buy Jannat. Maulana 
completed on the doa that Syedna Qutbuddin prescribed when 
short on time, it is the most succinct dua: “Rabbana aatina fid-
dunya hasanatan, wa fil aakhirate hasanatan, waqina azaban-
naar berahmateka ya arhamar rahemeen.” Maulana ended on 
the shahaadats of Imam Husain and Imam Hasan.
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Waaz 9 – Click here to read Dawat ni Zaban Talkhees
On Aashura day - 10th Muharram, Syedna Fakhruddin 

TUS delivered the 9th and 10th waaz for Ashara 1438H. Maul-
ana addressed Mumineen as those who holdfast mohabbat of 
Panjetan, Aimmat Tahereen, Du’aat Mutalqeen and the Dai of 
our age, mohabbat ma ikhlaas na karnar, due to which we gain 
shafa’at of these awliyullah. Once upon a time, Imam Moham-
med al-Baqir said three times with josh (fervor), “By Allah, we 
will do your shafa’at.” For shafa’at, they sacrificed themselves, 
such was the shaan of the 5th one in Panjetan. In one riwayat, 
Rasulullah noticed a child playing in the street, took him in his 
arms and kissed him. Ashaab did araz “who this child was that 
was granted such honor”, Rasulullah replied “this young child, 
he placed his head near Husain’s feet, he has such mohabbat, 
he will go with Husain to Karbala. Because he holds mohabbat 
of Husain, I have mohabbat for him. I will do shafa’at for him on 
qayamat.” We maintain yaqeen (conviction) that due to Husain’s 
matam, we will be blessed with Rasululllah’s shafa’at.

Maulana began the main bayaan reciting and explaining 
the 7-9 ayat from Surat Ghafir.

On the night of Ashura, Aqa-Husain his Ahle Bayt and 
Ashaab (hamalat-ul-arsh and wa-man-hawlaho), spent the night 
in bandagi, spent the night pleading for forgiveness for the sins 
of Shia. They applied kastoori (fragrance), walwalo and josh to 
be fida on their Maula. And Imam Husain, Syed-ul-Abraar and 
Sahib-ul-Arsh, remained immersed in bandagi in khaimah.  He 
ordered Joon to sharpen his sword. Imam Husain recited abyaat 
commenting on the difficult zaman, that takes with it so many 
lives every morning and night. Imam Ali Zainul Abedin heard 
the words and understood the reference to shahaadat. Maula-
tuna Zainab could not bear and came running, “Husain, what 
are you saying, due to you, Panjetan are present.” Husain, thirsty 
for three days, wept and told Zainab to take care of Ali Zainul 
Abedin, perform his khidmat. She stood with ajab shaan, in 
Ubaidullah’s court, when Ali Zainul Abedin was in shackles and 
Ubaidaullah said “what, Allah did not kill Ali?” Imam respond-
ed with an ayat from Quran Majeed “Allad does not kill, rather 
gives wafaat to souls.” Ubaidullah was furious and ordered for 
Imam to be killed, Zainab came in between, protected Ali Zainul 
Abedin by saying “if you want to kill him, you must kill me first.”

Similar to Karbala shuhadaa’ are Duat Mutlaqeen, Syed-
na Abdeali Saifuddin (43rd Dai) once said in josh (fervor) “we, 
Du’aat, are no less than shuhadaa’ of Karbala, Uhud and Badr.” 
Similar to Husain’s arsh, Du’aat are established for Imam Tayyeb’s 
arsh of shari’at, they guide Mumineen to maintain shari’at. 53 
Dais, we remember their favors that due to them, today we re-
member Husain. Khuda Ta’ala states in Quran that “perform doa

and I will answer.” Perform doa with yaqeen, bayaan states 
that if not fulfilled here, it will be fulfilled in akherat (hereafter) 
at which point Mumin will hope if only all my doas were fulfilled 
in akherat. 

We take Aqa-Husain’s wasila in these days and do doa 
in sajda, bando is closest to Allah Ta’ala in sajda. There is no 
strength other than doa, it can even repel death, as Quran states 
“Khuda has the kitab and He can remove what He wishes, re-
tain what He wishes.” Syedna Qutbuddin had shaan in doa, he 
would do so tirelessly for Mumineen, Maulana Taher Saifuddin 
placed his seal when he said during Lailatul Qadr: “Khuzaima ni 
doa mustajab che.”

When Qabeel killed Habeel, Adam Nabi cried for 40 days. 
Imam Ali Zainul Abedin did not cry for 40 days, or for 40 months, 
he cried for 40 years. Water or food was not offered but tears 
would flow. People would araz, Maula we fear for your life, Imam 
would respond “I cannot help it. I remember my father Husain’s 
hunger and thirst, gala ma ducha avi jai (lump forms in the 
throat).” When Imam Ali Zainul Abedin arrived at Madina, the 
crowd gathered, a chair was placed and Imam had a red rumaal 
(handkerchief ) in his hand. He cried profusely; people would of-
fer taziyat (condolences). He asked them to remain silent and 
then addressed them, “How do I tell you, my Maula, your Maula 
and the Maula of the world, Husain was kept hungry and thirsty 
and was killed in Karbala. On the 7th date, they cut off water. On 
the night of Ashura, Husain spent the night in bandagi. On the 
day of Aashura, Ashaab and Ahle Bayt were fida. Husain wed my 
sister Sakina with Abdullah. Abbas went to Furat with a mashki 
(waterskin) to obtain water but was killed after both his hands 
were cut. Ali Akbar was killed with a spear and sacrificed him-
self. My young brother Ali Asghar was murdered in the arms of 
Aqa Husain. What is the surprise that you cry? The 7 heavens 
cried, the Earth cried, fish in the sea cried, leaves on the trees 
cried, malaikat did matam.”

The people addressed the Imam, “son of Rasulullah, main-
tain sabr.” Sasa bin Suhan did seven tawaf (circumambulation) 
of the Imam, then the Imam rode on a horse into the city and 
performed ziyarat of Rasulullah. Maulana ended the waaz on 
the shahadat of Imam Husain
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-
zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-
Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 

Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
Click here to read more

The Arkaan of Hajj

A Photo eBook
Click here to read more

Legal Update

Gujarat High Court 10th November 2016 – Judgment On Petition

The Hon’ble Gujarat High Court has pronounced an 
order (Civil Application No. 5650 of 2016) granting the ap-
plications filed by Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Saheb TUS and 
permitting Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Saheb TUS to be sub-
stituted in the place and stead of his predecessor Syedna 
Qutbuddin Saheb RA in pending petitions and dismissing 
Civil Application No. 4339 of 2016 filed by Shehzada Mu-
faddal Saifuddin. On 10.11.2016, all the applications were 
listed for pronouncement of judgment before the Hon’ble 
Gujarat High Court. The Judgement is available to view on 
the Gujarat High Court website

Click here to read further.

Ikhwanus Safa Article Series

‘ILM – Part 7 – The Journey of Knowledge: From Birth to Death 

We are pleased to present the article, ‘Ilm 7 – The Journey 
of Knowledge: From Birth to Death, in the series of articles on 
the Rasail Ikhwanal-Safa. These Rasail were composed by the 
ninth Imam, Imam Ahmad ul Mastur SA, at a time when religion 
was pitched against or in contradiction to the advances of sci-
ence and the enlightenment of philosophy. This article series is 
written by Shzd. Tayyeba Baisaheba.

This week’s article is the seventh article in a 10-part-
sequence of articles on ‘ilm. This article explains the journey 
of knowledge from birth through the different stages of life 
(from Birth to 4 Years of Age, From 4-15 years: Power of Rational 
Speech (al-quwwa al-nateqa), from 15-30 years: Power of intel-
lectual thought (al-quwwah al-aaqela), from 30-40 years: Power 
of Wisdom (al-quwwah al-hikmiyya), from 40-50 years: Power of 
Legislation (al-quwwah al-namusiyya), from 50-end of life: An-
gelic Power (al-quwwah al-malakiyyah). Here is an excerpt from 
the article:

The Ikhwan us Safa say that the journey of learning begins

as soon as one is born and continues till the end of one’s 
life. It is important not to think that one has stopped being a 
student once school or college ends, and to have the attitude 
of enthusiasm for learning throughout one’s life. The Ikhwan us 
Safa roughly divide this ‘journey’ according to age, though of 
course each individual progresses differently according to his or 
her ability, dedication, opportunity etc.

Read the full article on FatemiDawat.com.
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Sijill Article

Protecting the Traditions of Dawat

In his bayan in Udaipur, Shehzada 
Abdeali Bhaisaheb recited the ayat quoted 
above (There are those Mumineen who 
fulfilled the covenant (misaaq) they made 
to Allah Ta’ala; among them are those who 
have passed into the Hereafter and those 
who are waiting; they have not altered the 
faith – Surat al-Ahzab: 23). He explained that 
this ayat refers to the unwavering stand of 
Amirul Mumineen Maulana Ali SA and Imam 
Husain SA. 

He added that Syedna Abdeali Saifud-
din RA says in one of his risalats that this 
ayat also speaks of the Duat Mutlaqeen, 
who have fulfilled their covenant and not 
altered or corrupted the faith.

A young Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA 
once met with an elderly and senior lead-
er of India, the Diwan of Bhavnagar. He 
thought to counsel Syedna and said that, 
“the world is moving fast and you should 
move with it and not get hampered by old 
traditions of faith.” Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
replied, “our faith teaches us to build ac-
tively for this world on the foundations of 
the faith.” The Diwan, greatly impressed by 

the answer, said to those around him, “I had 
come to give counsel, but I leave having re-
ceived it.”

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin RA, and today Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin TUS all have, and contin-
ue to, tread this same path, they continue to 
protect Dawat and its traditions from those 
who corrupt and alter them. 

In the time of Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin, there were those in the ad-
ministration, who opposed his Mazoon, 
Syedna Qutbuddin, and who tried to corrupt 
and alter the traditions of Dawat for their 
own gains. In doing so, they caused strife 
and division in the community, not least of 
which was the division of the community in 
Udaipur. Syedna Burhanuddin then handed 
the reigns in Udaipur to Syedna Qutbuddin 
who strove to heal the wounds and reunite 
the community.

It is the same people today who have 
usurped the infrastructure of the commu-
nity and continue to divide and persecute 
the community even more severely, and 

by instituting policies and actions which 
have corrupted and altered the traditions of 
Dawat even further.

They have corrupted and altered com-
passion to persecution, tolerance to inquisi-
tion, social welfare to extortion, enlightened 
guidance to unfounded diktats, integrity to 
self-enrichment, fairness to nepotism and 
favoritism, and graciousness to crassness.

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, in his 
fight for the truth, fought for a return to 
compassion, fairness, spiritual and temporal 
guidance by knowledge, accountability in 
the administration, transparency in institu-
tions, autonomy of management to jamats, 
and other such principles administered by 
Du’at especially Syedna Taher Saifuddin and 
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin, and cor-
rupted and subverted by the usurpers of 
power. 

Updates

Sijill Article
Protecting the Traditions of Dawat

News and Events
Syedna TUS Chehlum Program in 
Boston, USA
Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin 
Udaipur Chehlum Program

Announcement & Amal 
Details
Imam Hasan SA Shahadat

Legal Update
Bombay High Court 15th November 
2016

There are those Mumineen who fulfilled the covenant (misaaq) they made to Allah 
Ta’ala; among them are those who have passed into the Hereafter and those who are 

waiting; they have not altered the faith.

Surat al-Ahzab: 23
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Syedna Taher Fakhruddin continues in the direction set by his 
predecessors by reinforcing these principles again. The Jamats in 
the East Coast of the USA and Udaipur have already been given a 
charter to run according to the true principles of Dawat by Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin.

See below for details and photos of Syedna Fakhruddin Che-
hlum program in Boston, USA and Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb 
Saifuddin Chehlum program in Udaipur. 

News and Events
Syedna TUS Chehlum Program in Boston 

Mumineen in the United States of America had the sharaf 
of hosting Aqa Maula Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS in Boston, 
Massachusetts on the occasion of Imam Husain SA Chelum.

On Friday night, Maula TUS arrived in Boston. Mumineen 
from the USA and Europe gathered at the airport to receive 
Aqa Maula TUS.

After Zawaal namaz on Saturday 19th Safar, Maula TUS 
graced the ziafat and luncheon reception hosted by a family 
of Mumineen Mukhliseen in Boston. Local community guests 

also warmly received Aqa Maula and welcomed him to Bos-
ton. He spoke with them about the Fatemi Dawat’s initiative 
to promote taqreeb, harmonious intercommunity relations.

After leading Maghrib and Isha Namaz, Maulana deliv-
ered waaz and remembered the musibat of Imam Husain, 
which brought tears to the eyes of Mumineen. He also ex-
pounded on the philosophy of Imam Husain’s remembrance. 
Mumineen were immensely blessed to hear shahadat bayaan 
from Imam Husain’s Dai.

After waaz, Mumineen received sharaf of qadambosi in 
bethak, in which each family present had the opportunity to 
personally araz in Hazrat Imamiyyah. 

Maulana gave raza and prayed doa for the official for-
mation of Anjumane Fatemi Jamaat in the East Coast of the 
USA. Bethak was followed by salwaat niyaz jaman.

Mumineen had gathered from all corners of the United 
States, Canada, and Europe and all felt a tremendous sense of 
warmth and community. The barakat of Maulana’s visit and 
waaz was evident to all who were present and Mumineen did 
shukr araz for this azeem nemat.

See below for highlights of Maulana’s TUS bayaan in 
Chehlum and selected video clips from the waaz. 

Bayaan Highlights & Video Excerpts
Syedna TUS Chehlum Waaz 1438H – Boston, USA

 On 20th Safar 1438H, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS delivered 
Chehlum waaz.  Below are a few highlights from the bayaan 
Mubarak (to read the full summary visit FatemiDawat.com).  
Click here to view video excerpts.

Maulana recalled that even today, millions of Shia remem-
ber Husain and weep tears. During Chehlum, Karbala takes on a 
scene similar to Haj where millions flock every year. Maulana did 
doa that “we prayed salaam, may it reach its destination, jannat 
ni tekdi. Remembering Husain’s difficulties, all difficulties of this 
world are pale in comparison, the world itself is pale in compari-
son, this is the falsafat (philosophy) of matam. We remember 
Husain in Ashara, then in Chehlum, every Jumoa (Friday), every 
day.” 

Once, a sha’ir (poet) visited Husain Imam’s ziarat and ex-
pressed in marsiya his regret for not being present with Husain. 
Husain visited him in a dream and said that your crying now – it 
is as if you were with us.

Husain visited him in a dream and said that your crying 
now – it is as if you were with us. Maulana then started the main 
bayaan on “shohada” – the word includes 2 meanings, one that 
is giving of qurbani (sacrifice), known in English as “martyrdom” 
and another meaning as “witness.” 

Maulana Fakhruddin counseled that we are tabe’een (obe-
dient) of our mawali who are ummat-e-wasat (the community 
of the middle path), similarly, we should maintain balance as 
excesses can lead to damage. Maulana narrated a zikr from 
Ikhawn-us-Safa that a human’s body has 4 components: bal-
gham (mucus), dam (khoon, blood), saudaa’ (black bile) & sa-

fraa’ (yellow bile). Their balanced mixture in the body maintains 
health.

Similarly, all things need balance. Maulana Taher Saifud-
din would advise that divide your time in 3 portions: bandagi 
(prayer), halal ni rozi (earn a halal living) and halal ni lazzat (halal 
pleasures). Maintain balance, one should not spend all this time 
on earning a living and neglect deen.

One should maintain balance in business, not venture 
into something so big (khatu itnu mhotu) that would take all 
his time. Take time out with children, spend time on their up-
bringing, have your meals patiently. Maintain balance in eating, 
people often diet with a specific focus, as any one component in 
excess can have negative effects on health. For example, sugar 
can cause diabetes. 

Similarly, maintain balance in day to day life, perform 
bandagi not to an extent that it causes excess fatigue. Amirul 
Mumineen has said “if nafilat tires you, suffice in farizat for a 
while.” If the body tires, one needs mental rest such as tafreeh 
(sight-seeing), which can rejuvenate. Maintain shariat in all fac-
ets of life, maintain deen and dunya, Amirul Mumineen said in 
his khutba “Those maintaining taqwa earned dunya and akher-
at, they partook in dunya while people of dunya did not par-
take in akherat.” Maintain both but deen first, then dunya. Live 
in dunya with the best of circumstances, the finest foods, return 
after death filled with provisions, namaaz, roza, feed the poor, 
do good deeds, maintain Shari’at and seven da’aim (pillars).

…
Read the full summary on FatemiDawat.com
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Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin convened Che-
hlum waaz and majlis in Udaipur on the day of Chehlum Sunday. 
More than 100 Mumineen were present at the solemn occasion 
to hear the zikr of gham and shahadat of Imam Husain AS. After 
waaz, Shehzada saheb lead Zohr Asr namaaz, after which there 
was niyaz jaman. This was followed by a meeting of Mumineen 
presided over by Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb.

Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb formed the jamat commit-
tee and gave it its charter and launched the Zahra Hasanaat 
Social Welfare Program in Udaipur (comprising of the Qutbi Ju-
biliee Scholarship Program (QJSP), the medical assistance pro-
gram, and the Financial and Business Advisory Program). These 
programs will be managed by the committee selected by com-
munity members in the meeting.

Shehzadi Arwa Baisaheba was also present and had ex-
tensive discussions with Muminaat behno present on how they 
could contribute to these Dawat efforts.

Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb and Shehzadi Arwa Baisa-
heba also did ziarat of Syedi Khanji Feer Saheb.

On the 21st of Safar, the day after Chehlum, some of the 
leading newspapers of the region, such as the Times of India, 
Dainik Bhaskar, and Rajasthan Patrika asked to interview She-
hzada Saheb on the launching of these initiatives of Dawat in 
Udaipur, which were widely covered the next day.

Shehzada Saheb performed the zikr of Imam Husain with 
great fervor such that tears were continually flowing from the 
eyes of Mumineen and Muminaat. Shehzada Saheb also did zikr 
of Panjatan, Aimaat tahereen and Duat Mutlaqeen. He recited 
an ayat from the Quran which speaks of Maulana Ali and also 
Imam Husain: “There are those from among mumineen who 
fulfilled the covenant (misaaq) they made to Allah taala; among 
them are those who have passed into the Hereafter and those 
who are waiting; they have not altered the faith.”

Shehzada Saheb added that this ayat refers to the Du’at 
Mutlaqeen. He explained that all the Du’at have protected 
the traditions of Dawat.  He also referred to the strife caused 
in Udaipur and the efforts to heal the wounds and reunite the 
community. (See Sijill 146 Article: “Protecting the Traditions of 

News & Events
Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin Udaipur Chehlum Program
Chehlum waaz convened in Udaipur with raza of 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS by Shehzada Dr 
Abdeali bhaisaheb Saifuddin

Dawat” for further details of Shehzada Saheb’s bayaan).
Udaipur in Rajasthan is a city filled with the history of 

Dawat. Syedi Lukmanji Saheb and Syedi Khanji Feer Saheb, two 
great luminaries have their mazars here. With Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin’s raza, the Udaipur Jamaat was given a charter that 
focuses on compassion, fairness, spiritual and temporal guid-
ance by knowledge, accountability in the administration, trans-
parency in institutions, autonomy of management to jamats, 
and other such principles administered by Du’at especially 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din RA.

Legal Update

Bombay High Court 15th November 2016

The date for hearing the Chamber Summons filed by His 
Holiness Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, in the Hon’ble Bom-
bay High Court has been fixed for 7th December 2016 by the 
Hon’ble Justice K. R. Shriram.

The Chamber Summons seeks the substitution of Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin as the Plaintiff in the Suit filed by his prede-
cessor His Holiness the Late Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA 
against Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin.
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Announcement & Amal Details
Imam Hasan SA Shahadat

In Mumbai, Shehzada Husain 
Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin will preside 
over Imam Hasan Shahadat Majlis on 
28mi Raat of Safar-ul-Muzaffar (Sunday 
27th November) after Maghrib Isha 
namaaz at Darus Sakina inshaallah. The 
Majlis will be broadcast live through 
this link and will be available for replay 

immediately after the completion of 
the waaz. Shz Husain bhaisaheb will 
recite the Shahaadat of Imam Hasan 
SA and Imam Husain SA. All mumineen 
are invited for niyaz jaman after Majlis.

Mas’uls (Coordinators) in each 
town should inform local mumineen 
about their respective programs. In 

towns where coordinators are listed, 
please contact them directly for further 
details. 

Mumineen who are unable to 
attend are urged to follow these amal 
details.
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Striving for Balance within our 
Bodies, Businesses and Bandagi

In his waaz on Chehlum of Imam Hu-
sain SA in Boston, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin 
TUS recited the ayat quoted above “In this 
way, we have made you the community 
of the middle path” (Surat al-Baqara: 143). 
Syedna stressed that we are followers of 
our Mawali Tahereen who are “the commu-
nity of the middle path” (ummat wasat) and 
so it is important to maintain balance in all 
aspects of our lives. Excesses and extremes 
inevitably lead to damage and detriment. 
Click here to view 8 Min Video of Syedna’s 
bayan on Balance.

Syedna referred to the Rasa’il Ikhwanus 
Safa, in which the Ikhwanus Safa explain 
that the human body’s health is maintained 
through a balance of four components (sub-
stances). These are 1) mucus (balgham), 2) 
blood (dam), 3) black bile (sawdaa’) and 4) 
yellow bile (safraa’). Any imbalance in these 
components causes illness and fatigue. 

Based on this analogy Syedna empha-
sized the importance of balance in various 
aspects of our life including time manage-
ment, business, diet and religion. 

Syedna recalled that Maulana Taher 
Saifuddin advised that we divide our time in 
three portions: prayer (bandagi), earning a 

halal living (halal ni rozi) and halal pleasure 
(halal ni lazzat). Neglecting any one aspect 
at the expense of the other is holistically 
detrimental.

In the context of balance in business, 
Syedna advised that one should not venture 
into something so big (khatu itnu mhotu 
kholide) that would consume all his time. 
It is important to keep time for children, to 
spend time in their upbringing (tarbiyat). 

In the context of eating, it is impor-
tant to keep time to have a meal in peace 
(tamakkun si). Balance in what we eat is also 
important. Too much of sugar risks diabetes. 
Anything in excess has negative effects on 
health. 

Even in the context of religion it is im-
portant to maintain a balance. Amirul Mum-
ineen SA has said that if a naafilat (non-com-
pulsory prayers) tires you, suffice in farizat 
(compulsory prayers) for a while. 

Syedna added that just as the body 
needs rest if it is fatigued, we also need 
mental rest to rejuvenate. 

Syedna concluded that the key to a 
fruitful life is balance. Maintaining the most 
important balance between deen and du-
nya leads to a productive and happy life 

in this world and paradise in the hereafter. 
As Amirul Mumineen SA said in his khutba 
“Those who are pious earn both Dunya and 
Aakherat, they partake in Dunya while peo-
ple of Dunya do not partake in Aakherat.”

While the balance between deen and 
dunya is critical, Syedna stressed that deen 
must always come first. He encouraged 
Mumineen to live in Dunya in the best plac-
es, eating the finest foods but while gath-
ering the provisions for the journey to the 
Hereafter. Living by the tenets of Shar’iat, 
praying namaz, doing roza, feeding the 
poor, doing good deeds are all actions that 
provide for our journey. 

We offer thanks for the guidance of 
our Mawali Tahereen and their successor 
Dai-z-Zaman TUS who guides us by words 
and by example. He is today the successor 
to the “community of the middle path”, his 
path is most certainly the most balanced 
path. May Allah Ta’ala grant us strength to 
follow his guidance and walk through life 
balancing the pails of deen and dunya. 

Updates
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In this way, we have made you the community of the middle path.
Surat al-Baqara: 143

Sijill Article
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Publications 

News and Events
Syedna TUS Chehlum Program in Boston 

We are pleased to present this audio podcast from Shehzadi 
Dr Tahera Baisaheba’s interview with the “Virtue, Happiness, and the 
Meaning of Life” project at the University of Chicago.  This project 
uses research focused on self-transcendence to advance under-
standing of the interrelations of virtue, happiness, and the meaning 
of life. They state that research suggests that individuals who feel 
they belong to something bigger and better than they are on their 
own—a family with a long history and the prospect of future gen-
erations, a spiritual practice, work on behalf of social justice —often 
feel happier and have better life outcomes than 
those who do not. 

Shzd Dr Tahera Baisaheba’s interview is 
titled, “Universal Human Virtues Found in Ara-
bic Literature”.  Below is an excerpt from the tran-
script.  Click here to listen to the audio.  

 Many of the really important texts of early 
Islamic literature remain in manuscript form, and 
many have not been translated into English, or 
have been translated in less than lucid render-
ings. In addition to my analytical research work, 
I’m also committed to making these masterpiec-
es of Arabic literature available in reliable edi-
tions and engaging translations, especially those 
among them that promote virtue and contemplation.

In this context, I edited and translated a volume of Sayings, Ser-
mons, and Teachings of Ali ibn Abi Talib, whom I mentioned before, 
who was the cousin and son in law of the prophet Muhammad, and 
the first Shia imam and the fourth Sunni caliph. (Library of Arabic 
Literature, NYU Press, 2013). The volume was compiled by al-Quda’i, 
who was a judge in medieval Cairo. The book is titled A Treasury of 
Virtues, and in beautiful desert metaphors and brilliantly pithy Ara-
bic, it enjoins universal human virtues such as justice, wisdom, and 
kindness, presenting them in an Islamic and Quranic framework. For 
example, “ The best words are backed by deeds” “Oppressing the 
weak is the worst oppression” “Knowledge is a noble legacy” “The 
true worth of a man is measured by the good he does” “There is no 
treasure richer than contentment” “A just leader is better than abun-
dant rainfall.”

Mumineen in the United States of America had the sharaf 
of hosting Aqa Maula Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS in Boston, Massachusetts 
on the occasion of Imam Husain SA Che-
lum.

On Friday night, Maula TUS arrived 
in Boston. Mumineen from the USA and 
Europe gathered at the airport to receive 
Aqa Maula TUS.

After Zawaal namaz on Saturday 
19th Safar, Maula TUS graced the ziafat 
and luncheon reception hosted by a fam-
ily of Mumineen Mukhliseen in Boston. 
Local community guests also warmly received Aqa Maula and 
welcomed him to Boston. He spoke with them about the Fatemi 
Dawat’s initiative to promote taqreeb, harmonious intercom-
munity relations.

After leading Maghrib and Isha Namaz, Maulana delivered 

waaz and remembered the musibat of Imam Husain, which 
brought tears to the eyes of Mumineen. He also expounded 
on the philosophy of Imam Husain’s remembrance. Mumineen 

were immensely blessed to hear sha-
hadat bayaan from Imam Husain’s Dai.

After waaz, Mumineen received 
sharaf of qadambosi in bethak, in 
which each family present had the op-
portunity to personally araz in Hazrat 
Imamiyyah. 

Maulana gave raza and prayed 
doa for the official formation of Anju-
mane Fatemi Jamaat in the East Coast 
of the USA. Bethak was followed by 
salwaat niyaz jaman.

Mumineen had gathered from all corners of the United 
States, Canada, and Europe and all felt a tremendous sense of 
warmth and community. The barakat of Maulana’s visit and 
waaz was evident to all who were present and Mumineen did 
shukr araz for this azeem nemat.

such as justice, wisdom, and kindness, presenting them in an 
Islamic and Quranic framework. For example, “ The best words are 
backed by deeds” “Oppressing the weak is the worst oppression” 
“Knowledge is a noble legacy” “The true worth of a man is measured 
by the good he does” “There is no treasure richer than contentment” 
“A just leader is better than abundant rainfall.”

I’ve recently completed editing and translating another volume 
for the series, this one being a compilation of the ethical and doctri-
nal sayings of the prophet Muhammad titled Light in the Heavens, 

by the same compiler, al-Quda’i. In a happy 
coincidence, its release date is today, No-
vember 8. The prophet Mu�ammad (d. 
632) is regarded by Muslims as God’s mes-
senger to humankind. In addition to God’s 
words—the Qur�an—which he conveyed 
over the course of his life as it was revealed 
to him, Mu�ammad’s own words—called 
hadith—have a very special place in the 
lives of Muslims. They wield an authority 
second only to the Qur�an and are cited 
by Muslims as testimonial texts in a wide 
array of religious, scholarly and popular lit-
erature—such as liturgy, exegesis, jurispru-

dence, oration, poetry, linguistics and more. Preachers, politicians 
and scholars rely on hadith to establish the truth of their positions, 
and lay people cite them to each other in their daily lives. These ha-
dith disclose the ethos of the earliest period of Islam, the culture 
and society of 7th century Arabia. Since they also form an integral 
part of the Muslim psyche, they reveal the values and thinking of the 
medieval and modern Muslim community. Most importantly, they 
provide a direct window into the inspired vision of one of the most 
influential humans in history. These are a few sample hadith from 
the volume, which list traits that God loves: “God loves gentleness 
in everything,” “God is beautiful and loves beauty,” “God loves those 
who beseech him,” “God loves those who are virtuous, humble, and 
pious,” “God loves the believer who makes an honest living,” “God 
loves the grieving heart.”  Click here to read the transcript and listen 
to the audio of the interview FatemiDawat.com

Shehzadi Dr Tahera Baisaheba Interview on the Virtue Blog
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Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin convened Che-
hlum waaz and majlis in Udaipur on the day of Chehlum Sunday. 
More than 100 Mumineen were present at the solemn occasion 
to hear the zikr of gham and shahadat of Imam Husain AS. After 
waaz, Shehzada saheb lead Zohr Asr namaaz, after which there 
was niyaz jaman. This was followed by a meeting of Mumineen 
presided over by Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb.

Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb formed the jamat commit-
tee and gave it its charter and launched the Zahra Hasanaat 
Social Welfare Program in Udaipur (comprising of the Qutbi Ju-
biliee Scholarship Program (QJSP), the medical assistance pro-
gram, and the Financial and Business Advisory Program). These 
programs will be managed by the committee selected by com-
munity members in the meeting.

Shehzadi Arwa Baisaheba was also present and had ex-
tensive discussions with Muminaat behno present on how they 
could contribute to these Dawat efforts.

Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb and Shehzadi Arwa Baisa-
heba also did ziarat of Syedi Khanji Feer Saheb.

On the 21st of Safar, the day after Chehlum, some of the 
leading newspapers of the region, such as the Times of India, 
Dainik Bhaskar, and Rajasthan Patrika asked to interview She-
hzada Saheb on the launching of these initiatives of Dawat in 
Udaipur, which were widely covered the next day.

Shehzada Saheb performed the zikr of Imam Husain with 
great fervor such that tears were continually flowing from the 
eyes of Mumineen and Muminaat. Shehzada Saheb also did zikr 
of Panjatan, Aimaat tahereen and Duat Mutlaqeen. He recited 
an ayat from the Quran which speaks of Maulana Ali and also 
Imam Husain: “There are those from among mumineen who 
fulfilled the covenant (misaaq) they made to Allah taala; among 
them are those who have passed into the Hereafter and those 
who are waiting; they have not altered the faith.”

Shehzada Saheb added that this ayat refers to the Du’at 
Mutlaqeen. He explained that all the Du’at have protected the 
traditions of Dawat. 

News and Events
Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin 
Udaipur Chehlum Program

Chehlum waaz convened in Udaipur with raza of 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS by Shehzada Dr 
Abdeali bhaisaheb Saifuddin

He also referred to the strife caused in Udaipur and the ef-
forts to heal the wounds and reunite the community. (See Sijill 
146 Article: “Protecting the Traditions of Dawat” for further de-
tails of Shehzada Saheb’s bayaan).

Udaipur in Rajasthan is a city filled with the history of 
Dawat. Syedi Lukmanji Saheb and Syedi Khanji Feer Saheb, two 
great luminaries have their mazars here. With Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin’s raza, the Udaipur Jamaat was given a charter that 
focuses on compassion, fairness, spiritual and temporal guid-
ance by knowledge, accountability in the administration, trans-
parency in institutions, autonomy of management to jamats, 
and other such principles administered by Du’at especially 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din RA.

Bayaan Highlights & Video Excerpts

Syedna TUS Chehlum Waaz 1438H – 
Boston, USA

 On 20th Safar 1438H, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS delivered 
Chehlum waaz.  Below are a few highlights from the bayaan 
Mubarak (to read the full summary visit FatemiDawat.com).  
Click here to view video excerpts.

Maulana recalled that even today, millions of Shia remem-
ber Husain and weep tears. During Chehlum, Karbala takes on a 
scene similar to Haj where millions flock every year. Maulana did 
doa that “we prayed salaam, may it reach its destination, jannat 
ni tekdi. Remembering Husain’s difficulties, all difficulties of this 
world are pale in comparison, the world itself is pale in compari-
son, this is the falsafat (philosophy) of matam. We remember 

Husain in Ashara, 
then in Chehlum, 
every Jumoa (Fri-
day), every day.” 

Once, a sha’ir 
(poet) visited Hu-
sain Imam’s ziarat 
and expressed in 
marsiya his regret 
for not being pre-
sent with Husain. 

Husain visited him in a dream and said that your crying now – it 
is as if you were with us. Husain visited him in a dream and said 
that your crying now – it is as if you were with us.

…
Maulana then started the main bayaan on “shohada” – the 
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bandagi not to an extent that it causes excess fatigue. Amirul 
Mumineen has said “if nafilat tires you, suffice in farizat for a 
while.” If the body tires, one needs mental rest such as tafreeh 
(sight-seeing), which can rejuvenate. Maintain shariat in all fac-
ets of life, maintain deen and dunya, Amirul Mumineen said in 
his khutba “Those maintaining taqwa earned dunya and akher-
at, they partook in dunya while people of dunya did not par-
take in akherat.” Maintain both but deen first, then dunya. Live 
in dunya with the best of circumstances, the finest foods, return 
after death filled with provisions, namaaz, roza, feed the poor, 
do good deeds, maintain Shari’at and seven da’aim (pillars).

…
Read the full summary on FatemiDawat.com

word includes 2 meanings, one that is giving of qurbani (sacri-
fice), known in English as “martyrdom” and another meaning as 
“witness.”

….
Maulana Fakhruddin counseled that we are tabe’een (obe-

dient) of our mawali who are ummat-e-wasat (the community 
of the middle path), similarly, we should maintain balance as 
excesses can lead to damage. Maulana narrated a zikr from 
Ikhawn-us-Safa that a human’s body has 4 components: bal-
gham (mucus), dam (khoon, blood), saudaa’ (black bile) & sa-
fraa’ (yellow bile). Their balanced mixture in the body maintains 
health.

Similarly, all things need balance. Maulana Taher Saifud-
din would advise that divide your time in 3 portions: bandagi 
(prayer), halal ni rozi (earn a halal living) and halal ni lazzat (halal 
pleasures). Maintain balance, one should not spend all this time 
on earning a living and neglect deen.

One should maintain balance in business, not venture 
into something so big (khatu itnu mhotu) that would take all 
his time. Take time out with children, spend time on their up-
bringing, have your meals patiently. Maintain balance in eating, 
people often diet with a specific focus, as any one component in 
excess can have negative effects on health. For example, sugar 
can cause diabetes. 

Similarly, maintain balance in day to day life, perform 
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Sijill Article
A Wave Like the Mountains - A Series on the 
Events After the Wafaat of Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin Aqa RA: Part 1

This Sijill article is the first of a ten-
part-series by Shehzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisa-
heb Saifuddin on the detailed events after 
the wafaat of Syedna Mohammed Burha-
nuddin Aqa RA. 

On the solemn and holy occasion of 
the 3rd Urus Mubarak of our beloved Aqa 
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA we 
present the first part of this 10-part-series 
about the monumental, tragic, and historic 
events which took place at the time of wa-
faat of Syedna Burhanuddin RA and until 
the wafaat of his waaris and mansoos, the 
53rd Dai, Aqa Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin 
RA.

These were the minutes, hours, days, 
and months that shaped, and will shape, the 
future of Dawat and Mumineen for genera-
tions to come. These were times of tragedy, 
pain, and sorrow, but also times of stead-
fastness, resolve, vision, and action.

In short, history has been unfolding 
in front of our eyes. Generations to come 
will look back on these events and take 
lessons from these stories with admiration 
for the makers of this history: the Duat of 

Aal-e-Mohammed, Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
RA, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, and today 
bearing the mantle, our beloved 54th Dai, 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.

Part 1- The Decision of a Dai to Sacri-
fice for Haq  

Immense grief, tragic and unbearable 
loss, and the enormity of the task ahead. 
When our Aqa Mola Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin RA passed away, his Mazoon 
and successor, now 53rd Dai, Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin RA was faced with one 
of the biggest challenges of his long and 
steadfast service of Dai and Dawat.  But the 
weight of the responsibility lay on experi-
enced and wise shoulders. 

I was right there, with Syedna Qut-
buddin, Bawajisaheb. Even so, there is no 
measure by which to calculate the almost 
insurmountable pressure which Syedna 
Qutbuddin faced in that moment. To leave 
everything, Saify Mahal, the life Syedna 
Qutbuddin had known for more than 50 
years, the inevitable tragic consequences 
to his family; to fulfil his duty to and Syedna 

Mohammed Burhanuddin, Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin and to Imam uz-zaman. On the 
one hand the pressure, chaos and heat of 
the situation seemed inescapable, but on 
the other, the Mazoon of 50 years, the man-
soos of Syedna Burhanuddin, now Dai-z-
Zaman, inspired by the Imam, had absolute 
clarity as to what he had to do.

 The decision came in moments and 
it was emphatic: Syedna Khuzaima Qut-
buddin would proceed to Darus Sakina, his 
bungalow in Thane, and announce to the 
world that he was the Mansoos of Syedna 
Burhanuddin and the 53rd Dai al-Mutlaq. 
Syedna Qutbuddin was mindful of the need 
to make the announcement immediately 
so that he could lead the janaza namaaz of 
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin.

Day 1: A Sun among Duat sets on the 
horizon of the Imam

It was as if the world had come to an 

Updates

Sijill Article
A Wave Like the Mountains – A Series 
on the Events After the Wafaat of 
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin Aqa 
RA: Part 1

Qur’an Majeed Series
Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burha-
nuddin’s Qur’an Majeed Video Series

Announcement and 
Amal Details
-52nd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Moham-
med Burhanuddin RA Urus – Tabarru-
kaatu Ayyamil-Urs (14th, 15th and 16th 
of Rabiul Awwal - Monday December 
12th, Tuesday December 13th and 
Wednesday December 14th) 
-Milad un Nabi SA (12th Rabiul Awwal - 
Sunday, 11th December)

We gave him wisdom and decisive judgment.
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end. Apocalypse. Syedna Mo-
hammad Burhanuddin,who was 
our life-giving sun, our world, 
had passed away. The tidal wave 
that struck the ship of Dawat was 
the biggest since Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin passed away 50 years 
ago. This wave was followed by 
a wave of la’anat and violence 
against Syedna Khuzaima Qut-
buddin by Shehzada Mufaddal 
Saifuddin and his group.

 The tragic news came 
when Syedna Qutbuddin was at 
a clinic in Colaba, Mumbai, for 

cataract surgery, in the surgery room. At that time, about 11am, a 
call came to my phone from someone at Saify Mahal saying that 
everyone was gathering at Syedna Burhanuddin’s private apart-
ment and it seems very serious. Within about 10 minutes a second 
call came confirming the tragic news that Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin had indeed passed away. Grief stricken we went to 
araz to Bawajisaheb. I could tell he had already read it in our eyes 
before I even spoke of the tragic news.

 The doctors said that it was necessary to remain in the recov-
ery room for 3-4 hours, but Bawajisaheb Maula called the surgeon 
and informed him of the tragic events, and said to him that, “I have 
to leave now, so please do whatever you can within the next few 
minutes”. We then rushed to Saify Mahal, and proceeded directly to 
Syedna Burhanuddin’s apartments where the janaza mubaraka lay. 

 Syedna Qutbuddin paid his respects to the janaza mubara-
ka. He kissed the forehead and the feet of Syedna Burhanuddin. 
Although just out of eye surgery, Bawajisaheb said he wanted to 
do sajda. The doctors had cautioned him strictly against bending 
down for two weeks because of the surgery. We got some cushions 
which were lying on the side and Bawajisaheb Maula did sajda to 
Burhanuddin Maula on the cushions.

From there Syedna Qutbuddin returned to his apartment in 
Saify Mahal, prayed Zohr and Asr namaaz, and took the decision to 
go to Darus Sakina and make the announcement. The announce-
ment could not be made from Saify Mahal. The intentions of those 
now taking control of the Dawat infrastructure were very clear. They 
wanted control at all costs, and they would go to any lengths to 
keep and further that control - which they had proven by their track 
record so far. If Syedna Qutbuddin was to be able to freely make his 
announcement to the world, and then carry on his mission as the 
53rd Dai al-Mutlaq, it could not be from Saify Mahal, surrounded by 
those who would go to any lengths to harm and try to destroy his 
mission. Syedna Qutbuddin’s freedom and well-being was essential 
for the continuity of Dawat.

Mumineen Muhibbeen Mukhliseen had gatheredoutside 
Syedna Qutbuddin’s apartment in Saify Mahal. I conveyed to them 
that Qutbuddin Maula would be proceeding to Darus Sakina forth-
with.

We all started quickly packing, not knowing when we would 
be returning. I asked my wife to take the children and go to our flat 
next to Saify Mahal and pack whatever she could.

We loaded the bags into the cars. Between about 5pm and 
6pm Syedna Qutbuddin left Saify Mahal. News spread and many 
Mumineen Muhibbeen khidmat guzars also made their way to 
Darus Sakina sensing that something was happening. As we passed 
Rozat Tahera on the JJ flyover, Syedna Qutbuddin had the car 
stopped to pray salaam on Syedna Taher Saifuddin. As we stopped 
in front of Rozat Tahera we heard the azaan from a close-by Masjid.  

Syedna Qutbuddin prayed Maghrib and Isha namaaz on the 
way to Darus Sakina.

Immediately after we arrived at Darus Sakina, Syedna Qutbud-
din set about preparing for the announcement. Mumineen contin-
ued to gather, from Mumbai, and around India.

The first thing Syedna Qutbuddin did was to write a letter to 
then-Mukasir, Shehzada Husain Husamuddin and Shehzada Mu-
faddal Saifuddin laying out the 
facts about the Nass of Syedna 
Burhanuddin on Syedna Qutbud-
din, and stating that as the suc-
cessor of Syedna Burhanuddin, 
Syedna Qutbuddin is the rightful 
person to lead the janaza namaz. 
In the letter Syedna Qutbuddin 
also asserted that Shehzada Mu-
faddal Saifuddin should indicate 
to Syedna Qutbuddin that he or 
his men will not cause disruption 
at the janaza of Syedna Burha-
nuddin, if Syedna Qutbuddin 
comes to lead the namaaz.

By this time hundreds of 
Mumineen had gathered in Darus Sakina and were waiting, it was 
late night by now, around 2am on the 18th of January 2014.

Syedna Qutbuddin arrived in the bethak hall at Darus Sakina 
at around 2.30am on this same night, where Mumineen had already 
gathered. With immense grief and sorrow Syedna Qutbuddin first 
told the gathering and the world - as his announcement was made 
public - that our Aqa and Dai Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin has 
gone to his heavenly abode; that Syedna Qutbuddin had been ap-
pointed as Mansoos by Syedna Burhanuddin 50 years ago at the 
same time that he was appointed Mazoon; that the claims made 
by Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin were false; that taking advantage 
of the health of Syedna Burhanuddin Shehzada Mufaddal Saifud-
din and his coterie had staged his appointment, and attempted 
to defraud and beguile lakhs of Mumineen; that he had written to 
Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin for Syedna Qutbuddin to lead the 
namaaz on the janaza mubaraka of Syedna Burhanuddin.

In a heart rending moment, Syedna Qutbuddin held high the 
Quran Majeed from which Syedna Taher Saifuddin used to pray and 
said that, still, if someone doubts what I am saying, I am holding 
this Quran and swearing by Allah Ta’ala that I am the successor of 
the 52nd Dai.

The flag of Haqq, lahu Dawatul Haq, had been firmly lodged. 
A moment which 
history will remem-
ber as the moment 
when Dawat ul-Haqq 
and Mumineen were 
saved by the resolve, 
and the sacrifice, of 
Syedna Khuzaima 
Qutbuddin, the true 
successor of Syedna 
Qutbuddin Shaheed 

RA.
What unfolded in the next few days no one could imagine, 

Syedna Qutbuddin was prevented from going to the Janaza of Aqa 
Burhanuddin; Shehzada Mufaddal Saifuddin violated the rites due 
to Janaza of Dai al-Haqq; attacks and violence from small fanati-
cised groups at Darus Sakina; cursing and disdainful behaviour to-
wards Syedna Qutbuddin.  Yet all this was countered by the iron will 
of those who remained steadfast with Syedna Qutbuddin to endure 
and prevail.

 
Further details will continue in Part 2 of this series insha’allah.
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Qur’an Majeed Series
Introduction and Chapter 1 - Shehzada Dr. 
Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin’s Qur’an 
Majeed Video Series
 We are pleased to present the We are pleased to pre-
sent on the most auspicious occasion of Milad-un-Nabi the first 
chapter of Shehzada Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin’s Qur’an 
Majeed Series on the Fatemi Dawat YouTube channel. In this 
Qur’an Majeed Series, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb beautifully 
recites ayaats from the Qur’an, and, based on bayaans from our 
Awliyaullah and Hudaat,explains the necessity to understand the 
deeper meaning of these ayats so that we can apply them in our 
daily lives.  
 Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb is Haafizul Qur’an and with 
raza and doa of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA spent 
many years in Cairo, Egypt, where he learned the art of recita-
tion of the Qur’an (tarteel and tajweed) from some of the most 
stalwart and well-known reciters. He has been invited to recite 
Qur’an at eminent conferences and functions by various univer-
sities and communities around the world, including the pres-
tigious Qur’an Conference at the University of London. When in 
high school, with doa mubarak of Syedna Burhanuddin RA and 
Syedna Qutbuddin RA, he stood first in a city-wide inter-school 
recitation competition in Cairo. He received sabaq from Syedna 
Burhanuddin RA and Syedna Qutbuddin RA about the meanings 
of the Qur’an. With their raza and doa, he also received a doctor-
ate degree (PhD) in 2009 from the University of Cambridge, UK, in 
the Qur’an and its interpretation according to the Fatimid Imams.

Series Introduction Video (18 minutes)
 In this introduction video, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb 
explains the motivation behind the Qur’an series and what it 
endeavors to accomplish. First, he emphasizes and explains the 
fundamental importance of the Qur’an Majeed.  He then quotes 
Quranic ayats that demonstrate the Qur’an Majeed’s all encom-
passing nature and its critical role in every day and age for guid-

ance.  Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb explains that ayats in the 
Qur’an have a zaahir (literal meaning) and a taawil (hidden mean-
ing), but that often, it is only the taawil meaning that is meant. 
The literal meaning in such ayats is not applicable as it does not – 
upon a close examination – provide a rationally understandable 
interpretation. Such ayats serve as irrefutable indicators towards 
the existence of deeper hidden meaning in the Qur’an viz. taawil, 
and emphasize the need for an interpreter in each day and age 
who is the true inheritor of the knowledge of the Qur’an from 
Rasulullah SA viz. the Imam and Dai. 
 Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb points out that in each 
chapter of this series, he will put forward one example from such 
ayats where the literal meaning is not meant, and only the taawil 
is to be taken as the true interpretation. 

Chapter 1 Video (12 minutes): Surat al-Kahf, Ayats 74 and 80
In the first chapter, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb elaborates on 
the meaning of the Quranic ayats that narrate Nabi Musa’s SA 
questioning of a learned man who killed a young person because 
he felt that, in the future, the boy would betray his parents.  She-
hzada Husain Bhaisaheb explains why this zahir meaning is not 
applicable, and therefore the ayats’ true meaning is in its taawil.   

Click here to view the videos on FatemiDawat.com

Announcement & Amal Details
52nd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA Urus – Tabarrukaatu 
Ayyamil-Urs 
 Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Maghrib Isha 
Namaz on the 14mi, 15mi and 16mi raat of Rabiul Awwal in Bak-
ersfield, California, USA (Monday December 12th, Tuesday De-
cember 13th and Wednesday December 14th). Urus Majlis will be 
followed by Salawaat Jaman. On Urus Mubarak Night, Darees will 
be prayed on Niyyat of Syedna Hatim RA, Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
RA and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA.
 In Mumbai Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin 
will preside over Urus Majlis on eve of 14th, 15th and 16th of Ra-
biul Awwal (Monday 12th Dec, Tuesday 13th Dec and Wednesday 
14th Dec) after Maghrib Isha Namaaz. The Urus Night Majlis on 
16mi Rabiul Awwal will be broadcast live and will be available for 
replay using this link.
 These are days for us to recite Qur’an Majeed on the ni-
yyat of Syedna Burhanuddin RA. These are days for us to remem-
ber and offer shukur for his countless ihsanaat on us. These are 
days for us to pray salaam on Syedna Burhanuddin and seek his 
nazaraat from ‘aalamul Quds (heaven) and with his tawassul be-
seech doa to Allah Ta’ala. Mumineen are urged to follow these 
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Milad un Nabi SA 
 Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Milad 
un Nabi SA Khushi Majlis 
on 12th Rabiul Awwal (Sun-
day, 11th December) in 
Bakersfield, California, USA 
at 11am followed by Zohr 
Asar namaaz. All Mumineen 
are invited for salawaat and 
khushi jaman. For venue and 
other details please email 
info@FatemiDawat.com
 In Mumbai, She-
hzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb 
Saifuddin will lead Maghrib 
Isha Namaz and preside over 
Milad un Nabi Khushi Majlis 
on 12mi raat Rabiul Awwal 
(Saturday 10th December) 
in Darus Sakina, insha’allah. 
All Mumineen are invited for 
salawaat and khushi jaman. The Majlis live broadcast will begin at 
6:30 PM IST and will be available for replay after broadcast using 
this link. On this auspic;ious occasion, Mumineen are urged to 
follow these amal details
 Mumineen should recite qasida mubaraka Tahan-nabi 
yyul Mustafa Khayrul Wara composed by Syedna Taher Saifuddin 

RA (PDF with English translation and audio on FatemiDawat.
com)
 Mumineen should recite 
qasida mubaraka Salla ‘Ala 
Muhammadin Rabbuhu 
composed by Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin RA. Mumineen 
should also pray Khatmul 
Qur’an for Ummul Mumineen 
al-Muqaddasa Amatullah Aai-
saheba Aqeelat Syedna Mo-
hammed Burhanuddin RA. 
Click here to read this Sijill 
Article, “The Eid of Milaad” - 
The Religion of Islam and the 
Shari’at of Muhammad” by 
Shehzada Dr Aziz Bhaisaheb 
Qutbuddin, which urges us 
to reflect that as we celebrate 
Milad-un-nabi we should also 

recognize the greatness of our Prophet and offer thanks for the 
path of Shari’at that he showed us. Click here to read this his-
torical article about the Prophet Mohammed’s life written by 
Shehzadi Dr. Bazat Tahera Baisaheba. It was published in Islam: 
A Short Guide to the Faith in 2011. Click here to view the  “Salla 
‘Ala Mohammadin Rabbuhu” Module on FatemiMadrasa.com.

amal details (click here to view amal details on 14mi, 15mi, and 
16mi on FatemiDawat.com).
Mumineen are also urged to read,
 •“Syedna Burhanuddin’s Legacy” (from Sijill 103),
 •“Qasida Me’awiyyah Photo Book” (from Sijill 98),
 •Sabar & Shukur – Remembrance of Our Beloved Syedna  
 Mohammed Burhanuddin RA (from Sijill 47).
Mas’uls (Coordinators) in each town will in-
form local mumineen about their respective 
Majlis programs. In towns where coordina-
tors are listed, please contact them directly 
for further details.
 After the wafaat of the 51st Dai Syed-
na Taher Saifuddin on 19th Rajab 1385H, his 
successor the 52nd Dai, Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin RA, resolved that the 51st Dai’s 
Urus Mubarak would be commemorated for three days: the 17th, 
18th and 19th of Rajab. Syedna Burhanuddin RA gave the his-
toric name Ayyamul Barakaatil Khuldiyya (the days of heavenly 
barakaat). The numerical value of Ayyamul Barakaatil Khuldiyya 
is 1386, which is the year of the first Urus of Syedna Taher Saifud-
din RA. 
 Following the tradition of his predecessor, Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin RA resolved in 1436H that the Urus Mubarak of 
the 52nd Dai, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, will be com-
memorated on the 14th, 15th and 16th of Rabiul Awwal. Syedna 
Qutbuddin RA gave the historic name Tabarrukatu Ayyamil Urs 
(seeking the barakaat of the days of the Urus). The numerical val-
ue of these words is 1436, the year of Syedna Burhanuddin’s first 
Urus. An additional historic name is ‘Sa’aadatu ‘ursi Syedna Mo-
hammed Burahnuddin’ (the auspiciousness/blessedness of the 
‘Urs of Syedna Mohammed Burahnuddin). The numerical value 
of these words is also 1436. 

asdfasfasdfas Mas’uls (Coordinators) in each town will inform lo-
cal mumineen about their respective Majlis programs. In towns 
where coordinators are listed, please contact them directly for 
further details.
 After the wafaat of the 51st Dai Syedna Taher Saifud-
din on 19th Rajab 1385H, his successor the 52nd Dai, Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, resolved that the 51st Dai’s Urus 

Mubarak would be commemorated for 
three days: the 17th, 18th and 19th of Rajab. 
Syedna Burhanuddin RA gave the historic 
name Ayyamul Barakaatil Khuldiyya (the 
days of heavenly barakaat). The numerical 
value of Ayyamul Barakaatil Khuldiyya is 
1386, which is the year of the first Urus of 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA. 
 Following the tradition of his predeces-

sor, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA resolved in 1436H that the 
Urus Mubarak of the 52nd Dai, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 
RA, will be commemorated on the 14th, 15th and 16th of Rabiul 
Awwal. Syedna Qutbuddin RA gave the historic name Tabarru-
katu Ayyamil Urs (seeking the barakaat of the days of the Urus). 
The numerical value of these words is 1436, the year of Syedna 
Burhanuddin’s first Urus. An additional historic name is ‘Sa’aadatu 
‘ursi Syedna Mohammed Burahnuddin’ (the auspiciousness/
blessedness of the ‘Urs of Syedna Mohammed Burahnuddin). The 
numerical value of these words is also 1436. 
Mas’uls (Coordinators) in each town will inform local mumineen 
about their respective Majlis programs. In towns where coordi-
nators are listed, please contact them directly for further details.

Announcement & Amal Details
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-
zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-
Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

The Arkaan of Hajj
A Photo eBook

Click here to read more
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Sijill Article

Adopt the Best of Everything

Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA often said, 
“I have lead my life according to the tradi-
tions and guidance of our Awliyaa’ Kiraam.” 
We strive to apply their traditions and say-
ings in all aspects of our lives. These tradi-
tions serve as the code code that direct our 
moral and spiritual compass and it is the 
basis on which we make our life’s choices 
and decisions. These traditions define our 
identity. 

But in addition to following their tradi-
tions, which are the core of our moral code, 
our Hudaat Kiraam also encourage us to 
“adopt the best of everything” (khuzu min 
kulli shay’in ahasanahu). 

When a Mumin who had travelled to 
Germany to study medicine returned to 
Mumbai, he came to do qadambosi of Syed-
na Taher Saifuddin. After he did salaam, Aqa 
Taher asked him in detail about his daily rou-
tine in Germany and about the culture and 
tradition of the Germans. The student talked 
about many things including the discipline 
with which the Germans followed traffic 
rules, stopping at a red light even late in the 

night when very few cars were on the road 
(which was quite astounding relative to the 
prevalent practice in Mumbai traffic at the 
time). Syedna Taher Saifuddin referred to 
this example many times in his sabaqs high-
lighting the importance of discipline.

Our community is a trading com-
munity and our Hudaat Kiraam encour-
aged Mumineen to travel far and wide to 
seek their livelihood. That resulted in many 
Mumineen settling in new places across the 
world. In this context, our Hudaat Kiraam 
have emphasized the importance of main-
taining our identity as a Mumin and at the 
same time adopting all that is good in the 
culture and country we live in. There are 
some who talk of total assimilation – fully 
adopting the host culture while forgoing 
one’s identity— and there are others who 
promote isolation – being completely intro-
verted and always maintaining a distance 
from those around us. Our Hudaat have 
always encouraged a balanced approach: 
maintain your identity but espouse all that 
is good from those around you.

In today’s world, one does not need to 
immigrate to a distant country to mix with 
different cultures. With the forces of glo-
balization, we are exposed to different cul-
tures and traditions especially through tel-
evision and the internet. The solution is not 
isolation – globalization is all around us no 
matter where we are. The solution is to be 
conscious of our values and identity, and to 
espouse the good practices and traditions 
that we see around us. This is what we need 
to practice. This is what we need to teach 
our children.

May Allah Ta’ala grant us the strength 
and inspiration to appreciate and maintain 
our values and traditions and to discern and 
adopt the good practices around us. May 
Allah Ta’ala grant longest life to our Dai, 
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS, who guides us to 
the middle path, away from the extremes of 
total assimilation and isolation.

Updates

Sijill Article
Adopt the Best of Everything

Sijill and 
Fatemidawat.com Survey
A short (5 min) questionnaire 

News & Events
Milad-un-Nabi SA
 
Urus Syedna Mohammed             
Burhanuddin RA

Qur’an Majeed Series
Introduction and Chapter 1 - Shehza-
da Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanud-
din’s Qur’an Majeed Video Series 

Amirul Mumineen SA 
Adopt the best of everything
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Fatemidawat.com and Sijil Survey

News and Events
Milad-un-Nabi SA

On Sunday 12th Rabiul Awwal 
1438H, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS pre-
sided over Milad-un-Nabi SA khushi 
majlis. After tilawat of Quran Majeed, 
Qasida (Tahan-Nabi) and sharbat 
wadhawanu, Syedna delivered an in-
spiring bayaan in which he did zikrr of 
the shaan of Rasulullah SA, especially 
the importance of Eid-e-Milad and the meaning of “rehmat.”

Maulana began the bayaan describing Rasulullah’s fateh (vic-
tory) through which he established the religion of Islam and ensured 
that the Imamate would continue. In the seclusion of the Imam, 
a Dai would remain amongst Mumineen, one who would remain 
steadfast in his allegiance. Maulana offered hamd and shukr that to-
day, after 900 years and 53 Duat, our belief is the one of Rasullulah’s.

Maulana also recited some verses from Syedna Taher Saifud-
din’s qasida, in which Milad-un-Nabi is described as “the most 
auspicious Eid.” Maulana continued to narrate the bayaan from 
Ikhwan-us-Safa about the four Eids: 1) Eid-ul-Fitr,2) Eid-al-Adha, 3) 
Eid-e-Ghadeer-e-Khum, 4) Eid-Milad-un-Nabi. It is because of the 
birth of Rasullulah that Islam was established and the world was illu-
minated. Maulana also related the events surrounding Rasulullah’s 
birth and early childhood, especially  his tarbiyyat by Abdul Mutallib 
and Abu Talib. 

Maulana then narrated the events surrounding Rasullulah’s 
Prophethood (nubuwat).  When he became Prophet, Rasullulah was 
40 years old, and he established Islam and Kalema-tus-Shaadat with 
great strength, courage and character.   He exterminated ignorance 
(“jahiliyat”) and idol worship that people were engrossed in, even 
over Baitullah. Maulana explained that the Quran characterizes Ra-
sullulah as “rehmatul aalameen” – meaning that Rasullulah was not 
just sent for this World, but for the entire Universe.  Maulana also 
explained that “rehmat” has several meanings: it is commonly trans-
lated as “merciful”, however a deeper meaning refers to the tayeed 
& faiz (divine guidance), that is continuously flowing to Sahib-uz-
zaman from the spiritual world. Rasulullah embodied rehmat and 
delivered faiz & barakat.  He showed those who answered the call of 
Dawat and gave misaaq, the path towards Jannat and najaat. 

Syedna Fakhruddin emphasized that we must have ma’refat 
and mohabbat of Rasullulah – we must hold steadfast to the 7 pil-
lars of Islam and understand the social, religious and other laws es-
tablished by Rasullualh.  We must do this for our own najaat but also 

for the good of the community and society of Islam in this world. 
Thus, in Rasullulah’s shariat there is barakat in all aspects of life.

Maulana   explained that as Rasulullah gave guidance to those 
in his day and age, it would not be just that after Rasullulah’s wa-
faat the people would have no one to guide them. Here, Maulana 
recounted a unique conversation which occurred with a Christian 
friend. Maulana then recounted that after Rasulullah’s wafaat, Amir-
ul Mumineen was in his maqam (stature), then Hasan Imam, then 
Hussain Imam, then Aimmat, until Imam-uz-Zaman. Syedna Qut-
buddin RA, would often say that only one person maintains contact 
with the spiritual world. 

Then Syedna Fakhruddin prayed wasilo, salawat and doa that 
may Mumineen remain safe and in peace. Maulana prayed for peace 
throughout the world – especially for Muslimeen. Recounting Syed-
na Qutbuddin’s tawakkul and how he established Dawat, Maulana 
did doa for the protection of Dawat. 

Maulana prayed the shahadat of Hussain Imam, through 
which all other difficulties of this world fall pale in comparison. 

Near the end of the bayaan, Maulana counseled Mumineen 
that Rasulullah was referred to as “ameen” - meaning “trustworthy.” 
As people of Rasullulah’s Dawat, we should demonstrate our identi-
ty as his followers by our actions. We should strive to do good deeds 
(“khair na amal”), helping others should be in our character, may 
Khuda grant us tawfeeq.

Mumineen who had gathered from all over California offered 
shukrr in Hazrat Imamiyyah for the blessings they received at the 
hands of the Rasulullah’s Dai on Rasullah’s Milad. Mumineen were 
invited to Salawat Khushi Jaman after Majlis. 

A short 5 min Survey

The Fatemi Dawat Website and Sijil teams would like 
your nput. Please take this five minute survey now so 
we can make our website and newsletter better.

Click here to start
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Urus Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS presided over Khatmul Quran Majlis 
on the occasion of the Urus Mubarak of 52nd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA in Bakersfield, CA, USA.
On the eve of Urus, after Khatmul Quran, Syedna recitedSadaqallah 
Doa in which he described Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin with 
the following eloquent words: 
He was the dazzling proof of God’s religion, burhan. His excellent 
virtues shone like the sun. In greatness, he equaled Nabi Sulayman. 
In the eyes of God and Imam-uz-zaman, he held a noble position. 
He was a kind, loving father to Mumineen. He was a refuge for 
seekers of refuge, a sanctuary for seekers of sanctuary, and a safe 
haven for seekers of protection.
After Sadaqallah, Darees was recited on the Niyyat of Syedna Ha-
tim RA, Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din RA and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. Salaam and Marsiya 
in remembrance of Syedna Burhanuddin RA were also recited. 
Mumineen were invited to Salawat Niyaz Jaman after Majlis.  Pho-
tos of the event have been published on FatemiDawat.com.

We are pleased to present the We are pleased to present on the 
most auspicious occasion of Milad-un-Nabi the first chapter of 
Shehzada Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin’s Qur’an Majeed 
Series on the Fatemi Dawat YouTube channel. In this Qur’an Ma-
jeed Series, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb beautifully recites ayaats 
from the Qur’an, and, based on bayaans from our Awliyaullah and 
Hudaat,explains the necessity to understand the deeper meaning 
of these ayats so that we can apply them in our daily lives.  
 Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb is Haafizul Qur’an and with 
raza and doa of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA spent many 
years in Cairo, Egypt, where he learned the art of recitation of the 
Qur’an (tarteel and tajweed) from some of the most stalwart and 
well-known reciters. He has been invited to recite Qur’an at emi-
nent conferences and functions by various universities and com-
munities around the world, including the prestigious Qur’an Con-
ference at the University of London. When in high school, with 
doa mubarak of Syedna Burhanuddin RA and Syedna Qutbuddin 
RA, he stood first in a city-wide inter-school recitation competi-
tion in Cairo. He received sabaq from Syedna Burhanuddin RA and 
Syedna Qutbuddin RA about the meanings of the Qur’an. With 
their raza and doa, he also received a doctorate degree (PhD) in 
2009 from the University of Cambridge, UK, in the Qur’an and its 
interpretation according to the Fatimid Imams.
Series Introduction Video (18 minutes)
 In this introduction video, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb 
explains the motivation behind the Qur’an series and what it 
endeavors to accomplish. First, he emphasizes and explains the 
fundamental importance of the Qur’an Majeed.  He then quotes 
Quranic ayats that demonstrate the Qur’an Majeed’s all encom-
passing nature and its critical role in every day and age for guid-
ance.  Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb explains that ayats in the 

Qur’an have a zaahir (literal meaning) and a taawil (hidden mean-
ing), but that often, it is only the taawil meaning that is meant. 
The literal meaning in such ayats is not applicable as it does not 
– upon a close examination – provide a rationally understandable 
interpretation. Such ayats serve as irrefutable indicators towards 
the existence of deeper hidden meaning in the Qur’an viz. taawil, 
and emphasize the need for an interpreter in each day and age 
who is the true inheritor of the knowledge of the Qur’an from Ra-
sulullah SA viz. the Imam and Dai. 
 Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb points out that in each chap-
ter of this series, he will put forward one example from such ayats 
where the literal meaning is not meant, and only the taawil is to 
be taken as the true interpretation. 
Chapter 1 Video (12 minutes): Surat al-Kahf, Ayats 74 and 80
In the first chapter, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb elaborates on the 
meaning of the Quranic ayats that narrate Nabi Musa’s SA ques-
tioning of a learned man who killed a young person because he 
felt that, in the future, the boy would betray his parents.  She-
hzada Husain Bhaisaheb explains why this zahir meaning is not 
applicable, and therefore the ayats’ true meaning is in its taawil.   

Click here to view the videos on FatemiDawat.com

Qur’an Majeed Series
Introduction and Chapter 1 - Shehza-
da Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanud-
din’s Qur’an Majeed Video Series

News and Events
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Sijill Article

Celebrating Christmas – The Birth of 
Eisa Nabi AS

On the 25th of December*, millions 
of Christians celebrate the birthday of Eisa 
Nabi AS (Jesus Christ) and just a few weeks 
ago we celebrated the Milad of Rasulullah 
SA.

Sijill ArticleWe too celebrate Eisa Nabi 
AS – he is our Nabi. Our Nabi, Rasulullah - 
the seal of the Prophets (khatamul anbi-
yaa’) – recognized Eisa Nabi along with the 
other Anbiyaa’, as the Quranic Ayat attests 
“He (Rasulullah) came with the Truth (haqq) 
and confirmed the Prophets” (Surat al-Saaf-
faat: 37). We believe in Eisa Nabi as the 5th 
Naatiq (lit. “Speaker” – one who established 
a new religion). We pray Salawaat on him 
every Shehrullah on Aakhir Jumoa till the 
end of the month and remember him and 
his virtues in Ashara ever year on the 5th of 
Muharram.

While we assert our belief in Rasu-
lullah and the religion of Islam, we respect 
the earlier Prophets, including Eisa Nabi as 
he brought “the word of God” (Surat Aal-
Imran: 45). He was a Naatiq, a Prophet, who 
performed great miracles with God’s per-
mission (Surat Aal-Imran: 49), a Prophet of 
great wisdom and a Prophet who gave the 
ultimate sacrifice when he was crucified.

Although there are differences in our 
belief in Eisa Nabi compared to Christians, 
we acknowledge and respect him as a great 
Prophet. Our Hudaat in their kitaabs and 
their bayaans speak of his life, his wisdom 
and his sacrifice (for example, read Sijill arti-
cle 101, 104 and 126).

One such pearl of wisdom from Eisa 
Nabi is “fear not those who kill the body, but 
fear those who kill the soul.” This profound 

saying emphasizes our belief and the belief 
of all prior Prophets and religions: salvation 
is of the soul. The body is bound to perish, 
either naturally or killed by another. The soul 
has the potential for salvation and eternal 
bliss. Those who “kill the soul”, draw it away 
from religion and deny it eternal salvation.

May Allah Ta’ala give us the confidence 
in our conviction to “adopt the good from 
everything” and the wisdom to emphasize 
our similarities and not our differences.  May 
we always be thankful for this immense 
blessing of ilm, wisdom, and aqeedo, faith, 
that we receive at the hands of Sahib-uz-
zaman, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.

* Many Eastern churches celebrate 
Christmas on the 7th of January and other 
days as well
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Finance In Fatemi Tayyibi Doctrine

Part 2: Is share trading and investment allowed?

Media Articles

 We are pleased to present the third article in this series which 
explains a selection of ideas from the PhD thesis submitted to the 
University of Manchester by Shehzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb ibn 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. (The PhD was completed in 2003 
with the raza and doa Mubarak of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 
RA). In this article are the following sections: 

Section 1: What exactly is share trading and investment and 
the common misperceptions surrounding it

Section 2: The guidelines and principles of share trading and 
investment

Section 3: Instances of Duat Mutlaqeen endorsing and practic-
ing share trading and investment

Below are some excerpts from the article, click here to read the 
full article on FatemiDawat.com

... 
What are common misperceptions around share trading?
The most common and biggest financial misconception and 

misinterpretation in the Dawoodi Bohra community is that most 
forms of securities trading (share trading) are haram because they 
involve elements of riba, gambling and speculation.

In reality, share trading is not haram at all. On the contrary, our 
Duat Mutlaqeen have both endorsed (advised others) and practiced 
share trading themselves. 

... 
Investment in shares has been deemed morally acceptable by 

Fatimi Tayyibi law for one key and simple reason – that it promotes 
investment in productive enterprise 
and enhances social welfare. It spurs 
(leads to) economic development and 
promotes prosperity for all

Duat Mutlaqeen have permit-
ted equity (share) investments with 
certain qualifications / conditions. 
Investment in companies is allowed 
keeping one principal criteria in mind: that the company’s primary 
or core business should be halal. Investments in companies whose 
core products or services are haram, or in contravention with the 
principles of Fatimi Tayyibi law, are prohibited. 

This excludes companies whose primary business falls into one 
of the following categories:

1. Alcohol or narcotics
2. Tobacco
3. Pork or pork products
4. Gambling
5. Prostitution and pornography
6. Other products/services which are haram
Investments in shares of companies that do not fall into these 

categories are generally permitted.
... 
Click here to read the full article in eBook and PDF form on 

FatemiDawat.com

Sijil 150

Third Anniversary

By the grace of Allah Ta’ala, the nazaraat of his Waliyy Imam-uz-zaman SA, and the doa mubarak of Aqa Maula Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS, today is the 150th edition of Sijill.  It is this weekly newsletter’s third anniversary.

“Islamic banking can be a success in 

India” Article by Shehzada Abdeali 

Saifuddin published on “DailyO” Blog

We are pleased to present this article on “Islamic banking can 
be a success in India

But only if it is implemented in spirit as well as the letter of 
its principles”, authored by Shehzada Abdeali bhaisaheb and pub-
lished on the “DailyO” blog on the 5th of December 2016 (DailyO is 
an online opinion platform from the India Today Group- http://www.
dailyo.in/business/islamic-banking-muslims-rbi-riba-nasser-social-
bank-npas-indias-nationalised-banks/story/1/14383.html).

Shehzada Abdeali bhaisaheb received a Bachelors degree in 

Journalism and Mass-Communication from the American University 
in Cairo and a PhD in Islamic Law & Finance from Manchester Univer-
sity. He is an authority on Fatimid-Tayyibi Financial Principles and se-
lections of his PhD thesis have been published on Fatemidawat.com.

This is the article:
Would it be beneficial to introduce Islamic banking into India? 

This is the question everyone is asking ever since the Reserve Bank 
of India floated the idea.

Consider these facts.
From almost nothing to $2 trillion in 40 years, international Is-

lamic banking and finance industry’s trajectory of growth has been 
nothing short of phenomenal.

India has a population of more than 170 million Muslims today, 
from around 70 million in 1976. However none of that $2 trillion ac-
tion has taken place in India.
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Whatever the varied reasons for that may be, there is today 
serious talk in the RBI and government of introducing an Islamic 
window in banks. The stated goals for this proposed move are to fa-
cilitate the inflow of some of the $2 trillion from the Gulf and other 
countries into India, and to facilitate the inclusion of millions who do 
not participate in the banking industry because their faith does not 
allow them to give or receive interest.

It is widely known that Islam does not permit usury (riba). There 
are many Muslim religious scholars and leaders in India who define 
usury as referring only to excessive and exploitative interest. By this, 
they allow for interest as charged and given by commercial banks.

There are others who say that riba includes all kinds of interest, 
and therefore transacting with commercial banks on this basis is not 
permissible.

A third group says that an element of sale can be introduced 
into interest-based transactions between the client and the com-
mercial bank. This would happen in a tacit agreement between the 
bank representative and the client, which would neutralise any ele-
ment of interest as far as the client is concerned, allowing him or her 
to go ahead with the transaction within the bounds of Islamic law.

Islamic banking and finance, contrary to common perception, 
are not only about not dealing in interest, they are also about equita-
bility, compassion, protecting the weak, encouraging and support-
ing enterprise, and giving an opportunity to those, who otherwise 
would not have it, to climb the economic ladder.

Nasser Social Bank was established in 1971 in Egypt as a social 
effort to provide credit to the disadvantaged classes who did not 
have access to the conventional commercial banking system.

According to some scholars, the current state of the Islamic 
banking, finance and insurance industry is such that it has come to 
resemble the conventional banking, finance and insurance industry, 
which it intended to replace, and is representing those very ideas 
and practices which it started out condemning.

The nationalisation of banks in India in 1969 and then 1980 
was also done with equally noble intentions of providing banking to 
the large mass of the population who did not have access to it. There 
are mixed opinions as to how far these goals were achieved. What is 
almost universally agreed upon is that the move lead to long-term 
inefficiency, corruption, and a build of a disproportionate amount of 

non-performing assets in nationalised banks.
The disadvantage India has today of being a late entrant to 

this industry can be turned into an advantage. The lessons that have 
been learnt from 40 years of Islamic banking need to be carefully 

considered.
For example, there is criticism among many Islamic economists 

that the stated goals of Islamic banking to replace the commercially 
exclusive and sometimes exploitative practice of conventional com-
mercial banks were never achieved. They were simply re-vamped 
and introduced in different clothing.

On the other hand, the World Bank has lauded the Islamic 
banking industry for becoming an effective tool in financing de-
velopment worldwide, and that it has the potential to address the 
problems of extreme poverty and boost shared prosperity.

The key for India to benefit from the introduction of Islamic 
banking is if it is done to implement its spirit as well as the letter of 
its principles.

Whether it is done under the name of Islamic banking or not, 
it would be beneficial if it is taken as an opportunity to re-introduce 
ethical banking in India. Where loans are given on merit to busi-
nesses rather than cronyism and kickbacks; where means are actu-
ally devised to service those who need a boost to rise economically; 
where provisions are made so that these schemes do not fall prey to 
political machinations.

The advantage Islamic banking has in this regard is that it has 
a religious-moral underpinning to its activities, which could sustain 
itself in spirit, if it is woven into the norms of Islamic banking without 
stifling their freedom of business operation.

A short 5 min Survey

The Fatemi Dawat Website and Sijil teams would like 
your nput. Please take this five minute survey now so 
we can make our website and newsletter better.

News and Events

Milad-un-Nabi SA
On Sunday 12th Rabiul Awwal 1438H, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS 

presided over Milad-un-Nabi SA khushi majlis. After tilawat of Quran 
Majeed, Qasida (Tahan-Nabi) and sharbat wadhawanu, Syedna de-
livered an inspiring bayaan in which he did zikrr of the shaan of Ra-
sulullah SA, especially the importance of Eid-e-Milad and the mean-
ing of “rehmat.”

Maulana began the bayaan describing Rasulullah’s fateh (vic-
tory) through which he established the religion of Islam and ensured 
that the Imamate would continue. In the seclusion of the Imam, a 
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Dai would remain amongst Mumineen, one who would remain 
steadfast in his allegiance. Maulana offered hamd and shukr that to-
day, after 900 years and 53 Duat, our belief is the one of Rasullulah’s.

Maulana also recited some verses from Syedna Taher Saifud-
din’s qasida, in which Milad-un-Nabi is described as “the most 
auspicious Eid.” Maulana continued to narrate the bayaan from 
Ikhwan-us-Safa about the four Eids: 1) Eid-ul-Fitr,2) Eid-al-Adha, 3) 
Eid-e-Ghadeer-e-Khum, 4) Eid-Milad-un-Nabi. It is because of the 
birth of Rasullulah that Islam was established and the world was illu-
minated. Maulana also related the events surrounding Rasulullah’s 
birth and early childhood, especially  his tarbiyyat by Abdul Mutallib 
and Abu Talib. 

Maulana then narrated the events surrounding Rasullulah’s 
Prophethood (nubuwat).  When he became Prophet, Rasullulah was 
40 years old, and he established Islam and Kalema-tus-Shaadat with 
great strength, courage and character.   He exterminated ignorance 
(“jahiliyat”) and idol worship that people were engrossed in, even 
over Baitullah. Maulana explained that the Quran characterizes Ra-
sullulah as “rehmatul aalameen” – meaning that Rasullulah was not 
just sent for this World, but for the entire Universe.  Maulana also 
explained that “rehmat” has several meanings: it is commonly trans-
lated as “merciful”, however a deeper meaning refers to the tayeed 
& faiz (divine guidance), that is continuously flowing to Sahib-uz-
zaman from the spiritual world. Rasulullah embodied rehmat and 
delivered faiz & barakat.  He showed those who answered the call of 
Dawat and gave misaaq, the path towards Jannat and najaat. 

Syedna Fakhruddin emphasized that we must have ma’refat 
and mohabbat of Rasullulah – we must hold steadfast to the 7 pil-
lars of Islam and understand the social, religious and other laws es-
tablished by Rasullualh.  We must do this for our own najaat but also 
for the good of the community and society of Islam in this world. 
Thus, in Rasullulah’s shariat there is barakat in all aspects of life.

Maulana   explained that as Rasulullah gave guidance to those 
in his day and age, it would not be just that after Rasullulah’s wa-
faat the people would have no one to guide them. Here, Maulana 
recounted a unique conversation which occurred with a Christian 
friend. Maulana then recounted that after Rasulullah’s wafaat, Amir-
ul Mumineen was in his maqam (stature), then Hasan Imam, then 

Hussain Imam, then Aimmat, until Imam-uz-Zaman. Syedna Qut-
buddin RA, would often say that only one person maintains contact 
with the spiritual world. 

Then Syedna Fakhruddin prayed wasilo, salawat and doa that 
may Mumineen remain safe and in peace. Maulana prayed for peace 
throughout the world – especially for Muslimeen. Recounting Syed-
na Qutbuddin’s tawakkul and how he established Dawat, Maulana 
did doa for the protection of Dawat. 

Maulana prayed the shahadat of Hussain Imam, through 
which all other difficulties of this world fall pale in comparison. 

Near the end of the bayaan, Maulana counseled Mumineen 
that Rasulullah was referred to as “ameen” - meaning “trustworthy.” 
As people of Rasullulah’s Dawat, we should demonstrate our identi-
ty as his followers by our actions. We should strive to do good deeds 
(“khair na amal”), helping others should be in our character, may 
Khuda grant us tawfeeq.

Mumineen who had gathered from all over California offered 
shukrr in Hazrat Imamiyyah for the blessings they received at the 
hands of the Rasulullah’s Dai on Rasullah’s Milad. Mumineen were 
invited to Salawat Khushi Jaman after Majlis. 

To read further highlights from the bayaa Mubarak and to 
view photos, click here.

Urus Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS presided over Khatmul Quran Majlis 
on the occasion of the Urus Mubarak of 52nd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna 
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA in Bakersfield, CA, USA.
On the eve of Urus, after Khatmul Quran, Syedna recitedSadaqallah 
Doa in which he described Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin with 
the following eloquent words: 
He was the dazzling proof of God’s religion, burhan. His excellent 
virtues shone like the sun. In greatness, he equaled Nabi Sulayman. 
In the eyes of God and Imam-uz-zaman, he held a noble position. 
He was a kind, loving father to Mumineen. He was a refuge for 
seekers of refuge, a sanctuary for seekers of sanctuary, and a safe 
haven for seekers of protection.
After Sadaqallah, Darees was recited on the Niyyat of Syedna Ha-
tim RA, Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din RA and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. Salaam and Marsiya 
in remembrance of Syedna Burhanuddin RA were also recited. 
Mumineen were invited to Salawat Niyaz Jaman after Majlis.  Pho-
tos of the event have been published on FatemiDawat.com.

News and Events
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Sijill Article

The Philosophy of Celebrating Milad of 

Imam-uz-zaman

خدا تعاىل قران مجيد ما فرماوے چهے كه ”هر ايك چيز 
امام مبني ما سامئييل چهے“ (وكل يشء احصيناه يف امام 
مبني – سورة يس : ١٢)،  امام علة االكوان چهے ، سبب 

االمن واالمان چهے، هر زمان ما خدا نا ويل امام الزمان زمني 
ين پيتهـ پر حارض انے موجود چهے، واجب الوجود چهے، 

اپنا جانو نا قبلة چهے، هداية نا آپنار چهے، شفاعة نا كرنار 
چهے، امام ين معرفة نا سبب نجاة چهے، آ دنيا نا عامل يس 
چهتكارو چهے،  رسول الله صلع يه فرمايو  چهے كه ”جه 

شخص نے پوتانا زمان نا امام ين معرفة  كرا بغري موت 
آؤےس تو اهنو موت جاهلية نو موت“،  اسالم نو پهلو 

دعامة والية چهے، جه والية ين معنى يه ج چهے كه امام 
الزمان ين معرفة كرے انے طاعة كرے، 

گرچه امام پرده ما چهے، اپنو يه عقيدة چهے كه محمد انے 
عيل ين نسل ما  امام هر زمان ما موجود چهے، آجے بهي 

امام الزمان آ زمني ين پيته پر  حارض چهے موجود چهے، امام 
وه روحاين سورج چهے كه جه ين ر وشني سرت ين رات ما 

اهنا داعي نا وساطة يس چمكے چهے، كه جه داعي هداية 
نا چندرما چهے، جيم چندرما ما سورج ين روشني چمكے 
چهے ايج مثل هداية نا چندرما نا اندر - داعي ما- هداية 
نا سورج ين، امام ين ر وشني چمكے چهے، چندرما رات ما 
داللة كرے چهے كه سورج چهے، داعي نو وجود سرت ين 
رات ما داللة كرے چهے كه امام چهے، خدا ين يه حكمة 

چهے كه دن پچهي رات آوے،  مگر كويئ عقلمند سمجهدار 
شخص ايم نهيں كهے كه رات تهئي تو هوے سورج چهے 
ج نهيں، يه ج مثل خدا ين حكمة ما ايم چهے كه امام  نو 
ظهور هويئ انے پچهي امام كهف التقية ما سدهاري جايئ، 

پرده تهئي جايئ، تو كويئ عقلمند سمجهدار شخص ايم نهيں 
كهے كه هوے امام چهےج نهيں، 

امام الزمان صع نا ميالد نو دن، چوتهي ربيع اآلخر، يه 
مؤمنني واسطے امام الزمان نے ياد كروا نو دن چهے، امام نا 

نام ين تسبيح كري اهنا احسانات ياد كروانو دن چهے،  يه 
موىل نے اپن اهنا داعي نا هاتهـ پر ميثاق آپو چهے بيعة 
آپو چهے، يه موىل نا سبب اپنا واسطے هداية چهے انے 

نجاة چهے،  امام الزمان نا والدة نا دن ين خويش مناوي نے 
اپنا  عقيده نے مضبوط كرئے چهے كه امام الزمان، خليفة 

الرحمن، رحمة نا خمرية نا وارث، برشي قالب ما آج نا دن ما 

آ زمني نا ايك موضع ما جلوه افروز چهے، يه چهے تو آزمني 
آسامن چهے، يه چهے تو سورج ين روشني چهے انے زندگي 

چهے، 

اپن امام الزمان نو ميالد چوتهي ربيع اآلخر مناوئے چهے 
، يه سكان كه چوتهي ربيع اآلخر ٢١ ما امام موالنا االمام 

الطيب أبو القاسم امري املؤمنني صع نو والدة نو دن چهے، 
جه  ٢١ ما امام ظهور نا زمان ما، 20 ما امام آمر باحكام الله 
نا گهر ما جنايا، آمر امام يه آپنا فرزند انے وارث  ٢١ ما امام 
نے حدود فضالء نا ساتهے پرده كري ديدا، انے موالتنا حرة 
امللكة نا هاتهـ پر دعاة مطلقني نو سلسلة جاري كيدو، هر 

ايك داعي امام نا نائب چهے قائم مقام چهے، امام ين دعوة 
سرت ين رات ما قائم كرتا رهے چهے،  سرت نا زمان ما يه دعوة 

طيب امام ين دعوة يس اولكهايئ چهے، سرت ما باوا پچهي 
فرزند٢١ ما امام ين نسل ما امامة نو سلسلة جاري رهے 

چهے، انے جيم اپن اپنا زمان نا امام نے ”طيب العرص“ يس 
اولكهئے چهے، اپنا هداة يه ايم رسم كيدي كه امام الزمان 

نو ميالد، طيب العرص نو ميالد، ٢١ ما امام طيب امام نا 
ميالد نا دن مناوا ما آوے، ته يس چوتهي ربيع اآلخر ٢١ ما 
امام طيب امام نو والدة نو دن چهے انے اهنا شهزاده امام 

الزمان طيب العرص واالوان نا ميالد نا جشن مناوا نو دن 
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Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Milad Imam-
uz-Zaman SA Khushi Majlis on 4th raat of Rabiul Aakhar (Sunday 1st 

January 2017) after Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Bakersifeld, USA. Majlis 
will be followed by Maghrib Isha Namaaz and Khushi Jaman.

In London Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin will pre-
side over Milad Khushi Majlis on eve of Milad Imam-uz-Zaman SA, 
4th raat of Rabiul Aakhar (Sunday, 1st January 2017) at 6.00 PM fol-

lowed by Khushi Jaman. The Majlis will be held in Edgware, North 
London. Please contact on 07980100584 or email fatemidawatuk@
gmail.com to inform us if you are able to attend and for location 

In Mumbai Shehzada Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin will 
preside over Milad Khushi Majlis on eve of Milad Imam-uz-Zaman 
SA, 4th raat of Rabiul Aakhar (Sunday, 1st January 2017) after 

Maghirb Isha Namaaz. The Majlis will be broadcast live at 6:30 PM 
IST and will be available for replay using this link.

Mumineen in other towns and cities should take barakaat on this auspicious occasion. Click here for amal details.

On 4th of Rabiul Aakhar 524H, the 21st Imam, Imam Tayyib 
Abul Qasim SA was born. The 20th Imam, Imam Aamir sent the 
good tidings (bishaarat/bushra) of the birth of his noble son to his 
Hujjat Maultuna Hurratul Malika in Yemen in an iconic Sijill (epistle/
letter) which is famously known as the Sijill-ul-Bisharat (the Epistle 
of Good Tidings). The 19th Dai Syedna Idris Imaduddin in his kitab 
Uyun ul Akhbar presents the text of the Sijill.

چهے، 

خدا نو حمد انے شكر كرئے چهے كه خدا تعاىل يه اپنے اپنا زمان ناداعي نا وساطة يس اپنا 

زمان نا امام ين معرفة  كرنار كيدا، اهني معرفة كري نے اهنا ميالد ين خويش مناؤنار كيدا، 
بصرية ين آنكهـ يس امام الزمان نا نور نے اهنا داعي موالنا طاهر فخر الدين طع ين پيشاين ما 

ديكهنار كيدا، اهنے بيعة انے ميثاق آپي نے نجاة نا پرامنار كيدا، 

Hikayat Series

The Power of Music

Hikaayat (lit. stories) refers to the morals and fables that are 
presented in the books of Da’wat. Many of these Hikaayat are 
presented in the Rasail of Ikhwanus Safa. The morals presented in 
these stories often highlight the transience of this world and the 
importance of the goodness of character. We are pleased to present 
a selection of these Hikaayats on Fatemidawat.com.

Below is an excerpt from the hikayat (translated by Dr Shatha 
Almutawa) presented with illustrations by Tahera Vajihi. This narra-
tive very simply conveys the Ikhwanus Safa’s understanding of the 
power of music.

A group of men from that craft were assembled by invitation of 
an important man who was a leader, when a ragged man came 
in wearing the clothes of ascetics. The host chose him over all the 
others to sit at the head of the assembly, and denial appeared on 
their faces. He wanted to explain his virtue, so he asked him to play 

something, so he took out some pieces of wood and put them 
together, and stretched on them some strings which he had with 
him, and moved them. He made everyone in the assembly laugh, 
from pleasure and joy, then he turned around and moved the 
strings in a different way, and made everyone in the assembly cry, 
from sadness and sympathy, then he turned around and moved 
them differently, and made them all fall asleep, then got up and left 
and no one heard of him again.

Announcement & Amal Details

Milad Imam-uz-zaman SA 4th Rabi-ul-Aakhar 1438H 

London

Mumbai and Broadcast Link

Dawat History Series

Sijill-ul-Bisharat – The Announcement of Imam Tayyib’s SA Birth (From Sijill 50) 
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Dawat History SeriesIn the Sijill, Imam Aamir informs Maula-
tuna Hurratul Malika AS that he has been blessed with a son and 
successor whom, “Allah Ta’ala has brought forth from the essence of 
prophecy, light brought forth from light.” This is a powerful image 
of one Imam coming after another from a unified source of light.

On the occasion of Milad we are pleased to present a full 
translation of the Sijill by Shehzadi Dr. Tahera baisaheba including 
a preface to the Sijill in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s RA Risaalat Daw’u 
Nooril Haqqil Mubeen 1385H (pp. 58). This is an excerpt, the full doc-
ument and English translation is presented on Fatemidawat.com. 
God’s blessings on me cannot be counted. They have no boundary 
and no limit, and minds cannot encompass them. For they are like 
clouds—each time a cloud pours down and moves away, another 
richly heavy cloud takes its place. They are like the sun, blazingly 
bright. Continuous, connected, unending. They are like the rain-
clouds, coming one after the other, morning and evening.

Among the most sublime of these blessings in value, the 
greatest in eminence and distinction, and the loftiest in majesty 
and pride, is the gift which God has just given me: a pure son, right-
eous and pleasing, virtuous and God-fearing. (His birth) took place 
on the eve of Sunday, 4th of the month of Rabi ul Akhar in the (Hijri) 
year 524 (=March 1130 AD).

The royal pulpits revel in the fragrance of his name, the hopes 
of Bedouins and city dwellers alike stretch toward his gifts, dark-

nesses are illumined by his brow’s glow and his forehead’s splendor, 
and the Fatimid empire’s pearls of virtues and eminence are strung 
together in him.

God has brought him forth from the essence of prophecy, 
light brought forth from light, giving him to me as a gift that strike 
sparks from delight’s flint-stones. I have named him Tayyib, because 
of the pure fragrance, teeb, of his essence, and given him the fil-
ionymic, kunyat, Abu-l-Qasim, which is the kunyat of his grandfa-
ther, prophet of right guidance; for his substance, jawhar, has been 
brought forth from his substance.

I offer gratitude to God Most High for this great blessing, for 
He has made a brilliant star rise in the skies of my empire, a glowing 
light in the firmament of my majesty and loftiness. I offer gratitude 
in the hope that it will ensure the continuity of God’s blessings and 
the steady rain of His gifts and kindnesses. I ask God to fulfill my 
dearest hopes in him, to keep the rope-chain of the Imamate’s links 
unceasingly connected, one link after the other, as long as days are 
connected with nights. I ask God to make him a refuge for guid-
ance-seekers, proof against nay-sayers, succor for the distressed, a 
rain-cloud for the drought-stricken, shelter for the fearful, and bliss 
for people of perception—so that the world gains by his felicity the 
largest share and portion of bliss, and the Imamate smiles widely in 
happiness.

On the auspicious occasion of Imam-uz-Zaman SA Milad, we 
recall that three years ago, soon after Syedna Burhanuddin’s RA wa-
faat, Syedna Qutbuddin RA took Misaaq of Mumineen for the first 
time as Dai on 4th Rabiul Aakhar 1435H. On this occasion, the first 
issue of Sijill was published. The issue presented news of the Misaq 
Majlis and highlights from Syedna Qutbuddin’s bayaan Mubarak 
and photos.  Below is an excerpt from the highlights and photos 
published three years ago.

RemembranceSyedna Qutbuddin presided over Imam-uz-Za-
man SA Milad Mubarak Majlis in Darus Sakina. He chose this occa-

sion for taking the first misaaq of Mumineen as Dai al-Mutlaq.
In his bayaan, Syedna explained the importance of misaaq 

as a religious ceremony that establishes a spiritual connection be-
tween the believer and the Imam through his Dai. The misaaq is 
the path to Jannat. He highlighted the meaningful coincidence that 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA also took the first misaaq of Mumineen 
after becoming Dai on the 4th of Rabiul Aakhar, after Syedna Abdul-
lah Badruddin RA’s wafaat on the 10th of Rabiul Awwal.

Syedna Qutbuddin’s bayaan emphasized the necessity of the 
Imam’s presence in every day and age for the salvation of mankind. 
And just as the sun rises and sets, when the sun of Imamat (Imamat 
na aftaab) sets - when the Imam goes into seclusion - it is necessary 
that his Dai is present amongst the people to guide them. As such, 
the sequence (silsila) of Dai-s began after Imam Tayyib SA went into 
seclusion after the appointment of Syedna Zoeb RA, the 1st Dai, and 
continued till the 51st Dai Syedna Taher Saifuddin and our revered 
52nd Dai Syedna Burhanuddin, who appointed Syedna Qutbuddin 
as the 53rd Dai-l-Mutlaq.

Syedna Qutbuddin also asserted that in history, in periods of 
uncertainty, Mumineen have trusted and believed the Mazoon-e-

Remembrance

Imam-uz-zaman SA Milad & Syedna Qutbuddin’s RA First Misaq Majlis
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Dawat. He narrated briefly the history of Syedna Jalal Sham-
suddin RA who was appointed as successor by his predecessor 
Syedna Yusuf Najmuddin RA. Syedna Yusuf Najmuddin was in Yemen 
when he conferred Nass upon his Mazoon Syedna Jalaal, who was 
in Ahmedabad. Before the messenger reached Ahmedabad, Syedna 
Jalaal saw a dream in which the Imam informed him that Syedna Yu-
suf has passed away and had appointed him as his successor. Syedna 
Jalal, then Mazoon, informed the Hudood of his dream. The Hudood 
and Mumineen believed Syedna Jalaal and submitted to him. Such 
was the trust Mumineen had in their Mazoon that they acknowl-
edged his position based solely on a vision he had of the Imam.

Throughout the bayaan, Syedna Qutbuddin asserted that he 
is the true Dai appointed by Syedna Burhanuddin by the ilhaam of 
Imam-uz-Zaman. As the Imam’s Dai, taking Mumineen’s first misaaq 
is an essential responsibility. Syedna affirmed that establishment of 
the Imam’s Dawat and guidance and well-being of the community 
is his focus.

RemembranceSyedna Qutbuddin asserted that the commu-

nity’s success and prosperity in Deen and Dunya are both important. 
Leading a life according to the tenets of Shari’at ensures prosperity 
in both this World and the Hereafter. He quoted the Imam’s kalaam, 
“religion is not only prayer and fasting; rather, religion is the build-
ing of both Dunya and Aakherat.”  Syedna stated that he has many 
aspirations for – khair-khuwahi – doing good for the community. His 
aspiration is that all members of the community, not just a handful, ac-
tively participate in the building of the community with their expertise, 
suggestions, knowledge and skills. Syedna prayed for tawfeeq and yaari 
from Allah TA for this. Many details of this aspiration and vision will be 
presented on the website in the coming days.

Syedna Qutbuddin has advised that a more detailed version of 
his vision and philosophy of Da’wat -outlining details of jamaat for-
mation, financial management and other issues – be posted on this 
website shortly.

Click here to read further and view photos from this misaaq 
majlis on FatemiDawat.com.

Islamic Finance Series

Part 2: Is share trading and investment allowed?

Part 2: Is share trading and investment allowed?

IFSWe are pleased to present the third article in this series 
which explains a selection of ideas from the PhD thesis submitted to 
the University of Manchester by Shehzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb ibn 
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. (The PhD was completed in 2003 
with the raza and doa Mubarak of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin 
RA). In this article are the following sections:

Section 1: What exactly is share trading and investment and 
the common misperceptions surrounding it

Section 2: The guidelines and principles of share trading and 
investment

Section 3: Instances of Duat Mutlaqeen endorsing and practic-
ing share trading and investment

Click here to read the full article on FatemiDawat.com and view 
the video

Media Articles

“Islamic banking can be a success in India” Article by Shehzada Abdeali Saifuddin 

published on “DailyO” Blog

We are pleased to present this article entitled “Islamic bank-
ing can be a success in India But only if it is implemented in spirit 
as well as the letter of its principles”, authored by Shehzada Abdeali 
bhaisaheb and published on the “DailyO” blog on the 5th of Decem-
ber 2016 (DailyO is an online opinion platform from the India Today 
Group).

Shehzada Abdeali bhaisaheb received a Bachelors degree in 
Journalism and Mass-Communication from the American University 
in Cairo and a PhD in Islamic Law & Finance from Manchester Uni-
versity. He is an authority on Fatimid-Tayyibi Financial Principles and 
selections of his PhD thesis have been published on Fatemidawat.
com. An excerpt from the article is published below:

Would it be beneficial to introduce Islamic banking into India? 
This is the question everyone is asking ever since the Reserve Bank 
of India floated the idea.

Consider these facts.
From almost nothing to $2 trillion in 40 years, international Is-

lamic banking and finance industry’s trajectory of growth has been 
nothing short of phenomenal.

India has a population of more than 170 million Muslims today, 

from around 70 million in 1976. However none of that $2 trillion ac-
tion has taken place in India.

IFSWhatever the varied reasons for that may be, there is today 
serious talk in the RBI and government of introducing an Islamic 
window in banks. The stated goals for this proposed move are to fa-
cilitate the inflow of some of the $2 trillion from the Gulf and other 
countries into India, and to facilitate the inclusion of millions who do 
not participate in the banking industry because their faith does not 
allow them to give or receive interest.

Click here to read further.
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-
zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-
Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 

Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
Click here to read more

The Arkaan of Hajj

A Photo eBook
Click here to read more

Fatemidawat.com and Sijil Survey

Click here to start

A short 5 min Survey

The Fatemi Dawat Website and Sijil teams would like 
your nput. Please take this five minute survey now so 
we can make our website and newsletter better.
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6 January 2017 8 Rabi-ul-Akhar 1438HIssue: 152

Sijill Article
Four Things for Success in Life: The 
Example and Teachings of our Awliya 
Kiraam on the Milad of Imam-uz-zaman

This article is written by Shehzada Dr 
Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin

It is a happy coincidence that the eve 
of the mubarak day of the Milad of Imam 
Tayyib AS was the same day as the Grego-
rian New Year, 1 January 2017. I look at this 
as a harbinger for a very happy, prosperous 
and good year ahead for Mumineen. A new 
beginning.  We must approach the next year 
with optimism, enthusiasm and resolve, in 
spite of challenging times ahead. On the 4th 
of Rabiul Akhar we look at 4 instances from 
our history which teach us how to be opti-
mistic and how to succeed in our resolutions 
and in life. I then distil the lessons gleaned 
from this history into 4 points based on the 
teachings of our Awliya.

Four Historical Examples of Optimism, 
Resolve, and Vision 

1.Mohammed Rasulullah SA 
His singularity of purpose, clarity of 

vision, and unwavering resolve lead to the 
establishment of Islam. For the first 8 years, 
it was only Maulana Ali who prayed namaaz 
beside Rasulullah. The 13 years in Mecca 

were full of hardships and the few who had 
the courage and conviction to follow Rasul-
lulah faced persecution by boycott - it was 
so severe that even food and water was hard 
to come by. Rasulullah sent many Mumi-

neen away to Ethiopia, where a Christian 
king provided refuge.

2. The Imams
 •The 10th Imam, Maulana Husain 

al-Mastur SA, the father of Mehdi Imam SA, 
prepared the ground for Imam Mehdi’s vic-
torious arising from seclusion (zuhur). His 
planning was immaculate, detailed, and vi-
sionary - and it was all executed from a place 
of seclusion - proof of the Imam’s tayyid from 

Allah Ta’ala. The Imam selected and pre-
pared key people who went out and tilled 
the ground, and made it ready for the zuhur 
of Mehdi Imam SA. Dai Abil Qasim went to 
Yemen, Dai Abi Abdillah went to North Af-
rica, and virtually without raising the sword, 
they created the foundations for an empire, 
the Fatimid empire, which reigned for more 
than two hundred years. 

 Syedna Idris Imaduddin RA, the 
19th Dai al-Mutlaq, says that upon the 
mubarak birth of Imam Tayyib AS, his father, 
the 20th Imam Amir AS, wrote a letter called 
the Sijill ul-Bisharat (the letter of good news) 
to Maulatuna Hurratul Malika, the very loyal 
Hujjat of the Imam and Queen of Yemen. In 
the Sijill he informed Maulatuna Hurratul 
Malika of the happy news of the birth of 
this blessed child, and in the Sijill itself per-
formed nass by indication on Imam Tayyib. 
In the Sijill Imam Amir says describing his 
son Imam Tayyib says that, Allah Ta’ala has 
connected the rope of Imamat by him, that 
he is the proof against those who deny the 
truth, that he is the refuge for the destitute 
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and the persecuted, that he is the success and the victory for those 
who know and accept him, that the world will partake of his good 
fortune, happiness and prosperity in the largest measure. Amir 
Imam, instructed Maulatuna Hurratul Malika to appoint the Dai al-
Mutlaq in the name of, and as vicegerent of Imam Tayyib. The Duat 
who enlighten the world with the light of the Imam, even in his se-
clusion, for the next thousand years. Even on the eve of the seclu-
sion (satr) of the Imam, Imam Amir is full of happiness and optimism 
for the birth of Imam Tayyib. The Duat of the Imam are the ones who 
will hold aloft the banner of Dawat in this long night of winter. We, 
as Mumineen, can learn: take great heart from this, that in spite of 
difficult and challenging times ahead, the Imam only gushes forth 
with tidings of good days to come. 

3. The Duat Mutlaqeen. 
 There are so many shining examples. One which stands 

out is Syedna Dawood bin Qutubshah RA, the 27th Dai al-Mutlaq. 
Sulaiman made false claims of being the Dai against Syedna Da-
wood. Some of the children of the previous Dai, Syedna Dawood 
bin Ajabshah, who appointed Syedna Dawood bin Qutubshah, 
joined hands with Sulaiman. They allied with the Sultans of Gujarat, 
and inflicted much persecution on Mumineen. Syedna was forced 
into hiding, and lived in an underground cave for three years. Even 
in these circumstances, Syedna Dawood’s resolve, clarity, and vision 
was such that he guided his Hudud, the senior officers of his Dawat, 
to make representations in the court of the Mughal Emperor Akbar, 
who then convened a council to look into the matter. Syedna Da-
wood appeared in Akbar’s court, and Akbar ultimately ruled in favor 
of Syedna Dawood, whereby security and prosperity was restored 
to Mumineen.

 Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. When the earth shook 
and the storm gathered force, after the wafaat of our beloved Syed-
na Mohammed Burhanuddin Aqa RA, Syedna Qutbuddin was the 
epitome of steel resolve, steadfastness, clarity of vision, decisive-
ness, planning, and trust in God, Imam, and the duty that both the 
51st and 52nd Dais had entrusted him with. He left Saify Mahal, his 
home for more than 70 years, risked everything, including his life 
and his family, to establish the call of Dawatul Haq, and raise the 
banner of truth against those who would mislead Mumineen away 
from it. This voice of truth now resonates around the whole world, 
despite the efforts of those who have usurped the Dawat infrastruc-
ture.

4. Dai-z-Zaman
 Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. When Syedna Qutbuddin 

RA passed to his heavenly abode, Mumineen were shaken by the 
loss of their beloved leader, the lion of the pulpit and the battlefield, 
in the midst of this battle for truth. With the tayyid of the Imam and 
with steadfastness, Syedna Fakhruddin decisively took the reins of 
Dawat and all matters in his hands with such strength that we felt 
not a shudder in the ship of Dawat.

The 4 Points for Success in our Endeavors and Resolutions
 1.Develop Your Vision and Ideas Through Re-

flection and Deep Thought. 
Rasulullah said, “one hour of deep thought is the equivalent of 

one year of worship.” Thought and reflection is necessary not only 

to maintain a perspective on life, but also to maintain clarity of vi-
sion and direction so that we don’t lose sight of our overall purpose 
in the day-to-day grind of modern life. Maulana Qutbuddin often 
used to say that, “you must take out even a short time everyday 
where you reflect, without distracting yourself with anything else.”

2. Have Resolve, Determination and Trust in 
God.

 The Quran says, “… resolve, and put your trust in God.” Reflec-
tion and thought must lead to a resolution, a firm decision to em-
bark in a certain direction. Only by arriving at a firm decision based 
on careful consideration and reflection can resolve be achieved. 
Decision and resolve is necessary, half measures and undetermined 
plans do not work. Maulana Ali said, “to sleep with certainty is bet-
ter than to pray with doubt.” Certainty leads to resolve, which gives 
a singularity of purpose, which is a key ingredient for success. Re-
solve must be buttressed by trust in God - trust in His wali Imam and 
his Dai.  We must take the wasila of our Awliya Kiram, as the Quran 
says, “O believers, fear Allah, and take wasila towards Him.”

3. Plan (Tadbir)
Mauana Ali SA said, “planning (tadbir) is half of life.” Planning 

is absolutely essential for success in any endeavor. Maulana Ali also 
said, “strategy and planning before the bravery of the brave ones; 
that is first, and bravery is second.”  Our Awliya’s planning has re-
sulted in the continued success of Dawat even after 1400 years after 
Rasullulah’s wafaat, in spite of severe and innumerable headwinds, 
storms and challenges.

4. Take Action
Imam Sadiq said, “Faith is all action.” Action (amal) is the cul-

mination of thought, resolve, and planning. Syedna Taher Saifud-
din said in his nasihat, “Take action every minute and every second, 
for action is the bridge to salvation (success); intend to fully jump 
into action, for faith is all action; only by action can all wishes be 
achieved.”

Today, even in the khidmat of Dai of Imam-uz-zaman and 
Dawat, we remember these lessons that our Awliya Kiram have 
taught us, and know that success and victory will come. May Al-
lah Ta’ala and his Wali Imam-uz-zaman give fateh mubin and nasre 
aziz to their Dai Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS very soon, and may 
He give us the strength to stand steadfast and unflinching behind 
him always. May Allah Ta’ala give our Aqa Syedna Fakhruddin long-
est life till the day of Qiyamat, and keep Mumineen safe, happy and 
prosperous under his cool shade always.

Sijill & FatemiDawat.com Survey
A short (5 min) Questionnare

 The Fatemi Dawat Website and Sijill Teams would like your 
input. Please take this five minute survey now so that we can make 
the website and our newsletter better.

Click here to start.
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News & Events
Imam-uz-zaman Milad Bayaan

On 4th Rabi ul-Akhir 1438H, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS deliv-
ered bayaan on the occasion of Milad Imam-uz-Zaman SA. Maulana 
remarked that tonight is the auspicious night of Milad of Tayyeb 
Imam, wiladat on 4th Rabi ul-Akhir, like his jadd (forefather) Rasu-
lullah whose Milad is on 12th Rabi ul-Awwal, and they both share 
the kunyat (honorific title) ‘Abul Qasim’. Even during seclusion, the 
chain of Imamate continues, from father to son through nass. Quot-
ing Ibn Hani’s qasida, Maulana explained that the Imam is the rea-
son for the existence of the entire Universe, the rising sun gives sha-
hadat (witness) to the presence of Imam-uz-Zaman. Now the reason 
for the world’s existence, the Imam, has gone into seclusion, but his 
Dawat remains established, giving witness to the presence of Imam-
uz-Zaman, Duat Mutlaqeen establish his Dawat. Maulana did zikr of 
Maulatena Hurrat al-Maleka, the azeem (great) hujjat of Imam, who 
received faiz from the Imam, as Amir Imam prepared for satr. 

Maulana recalled how Qutbuddin Maula would always state 
that perform shukr and you will lead a life of peace. Maulana re-
counted an incident that occurred with a Mumin bhai, who main-
tained a large business at the time and had done khidmat of Dawat. 
Maulana asked him how was his business, to which he gave a luke-
warm response, “thandu che, chale che”. Maulana inquired further 
that is it going well, to which he replied yes, so Maulana commented 
that one should say so, Alhamdolillah, perform hamd for the nemats 
bestowed, even though life in this world is full of difficulties. Maula-
na also recalled that on a recent tafreeh (sightseeing) trip, he came 
across a version of the common English saying “glass is half full or 
half empty”. In this instance, it said, “glass is half full, and the other 
half tasted delicious”. One should maintain such a positive attitude, 
not let what others do or say have an impact on one’s self, rather 
maintain shukr which leads to a life of peace and tranquility.

Returning to the zikr about Sijjil-al-Bisharat, Maulana explained 

how Amir Imam performed shukr, performing shukr is ibadat in and 
of itself. Amir Imam does shukr for the baland (great) nemat, that of a 
farzand and then does praise of Tayyeb Imam. Maulana also empha-
sized on the several indications Amir Imam gave in the letter, regard-
ing the nass towards Tayyeb Imam.  

Maulana explained how the 3 nukta in “Tayyeb” indicate that 
during satr, Dawat will remain established through 3 maratib: Dai al-
Mutlaq, Mazoon and Mukasir. One nukta is separate from the other 
two; the Dai is unique since he is the representative of the Imam.

Maulana then did bayaan on Duat Mutlaqeen, their Dawat is 
mansub (connected towards) to Tayyeb Imam. The azeemush shaan 
Duat in Yemen, who authored kitaabo of haqiqat, to prove that 
Imam is present although in seclusion. Maulana quoted Rasulullah’s 
hadith that one who dies without recognizing Imam-uz-Zaman has 
died in jahiliyat.  Duat have stated that Imam has been in seclusion 
for a long time – now 900 years have passed, Imam is still in seclu-
sion yet Dawat remains established. Maulana stated that we have 
gathered on the night of milad and offer mubarakbadi and tehniyat 
in Hazrat Tayyibiya. Maulana also gave mubarakbadi to Mumineen, 
those who had given misaq.

Then with great shaan, Maulana expounded in verse-by-verse 
detail the mana (meaning) of one of Maulana Taher Saifuddin’s qasi-
da in shaan of Imam-uz-Zaman, “Ya Azharan Zaharat Behiz-Zahrau 
- Wazahat Ala Khadra-e-hal-Ghabrao”. 

Finally, Maulana Fakhruddin himself did araz to Imam: “I am 
qurban, fida on you with my father and mother, my life, my wealth, 
my children. May the roshni of these fuyuz qudsiyyah remain ever 
flowing. We pray salawat on Imam-uz-Zaman, the sun of aale Mu-
hammad, until the sun continues to shine.” Maulana ended the 
bayaan on salawat and doa: for nasre azeez and fateh mubeen, for 
his health and long life in khidmat and fida on Imam-uz-Zaman and 
Dawat, for Mumineen, for their safekeeping (“ek baal waaqo na thai”) 
and for their izzat.

News & Events
Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin’s Keynote Address at the Jawaha-
rlal Nehru University

Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin was invited to 
deliver the opening keynote address at an international interdisci-
plinary conference on Society, Culture and Morality: East and West, 
held at one of the most prestigious universities in India, Jawaharlal 
Nehru University (JNU), from 26-29 December 2016.  

Addressing more than a 100 scholars and students, who had 
come to attend the conference from around India and abroad, She-
hzada Husain Bhaisaheb spoke on the pertinent subject of “Reading 
Morals from Islamic Scriptures”. He presented a detailed analysis of 
the various challenges and issues that are faced by scholars today 
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in the exercise of deriving moral values from the Qur’an and Hadith 
(the sayings of Rasulullah SA). 

Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb concluded his address by thank-
ing the organizers of the conference, especially the Centre of Arabic 
and African Studies at JNU. Emphasising the critical importance of 
such forums of intellectual exchange, he elaborated upon one of the 
primary aims of Fatemi Dawat’s Qutbi Jubilee Scholarship Program 
(QJSP): to promote and sponsor occasions of intercommunal learn-
ing that can encourage taqrib and harmonious coexistence between 
Muslim denominations, as well as between Muslim and non-Muslim 
communities. 

The keynote – which lasted for around 50 minutes, and was 
followed by a stimulating question and answer session of over an 
hour – was well-received and appreciated by the attendees. Dur-
ing the conference, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb was also invited to 
chair and present his evaluation of a panel of papers on the subject 
of “Moral Values in Arabic Poetry”.

Hikayat Series
The Power of Music

Hikaayat (lit. stories) refers to the morals and fables that are pre-
sented in the books of Da’wat. Many of these Hikaayat are presented 
in the Rasail of Ikhwanus Safa. Below is an excerpt from the hikayat 
(translated by Dr Shatha Almutawa) presented with illustrations by 
Tahera Vajihi. This narrative very simply conveys the Ikhwanus Safa’s 
understanding of the power of music. 

A group of men from that craft were assembled by invitation 
of an important man who was a leader, when a ragged man came 
in wearing the clothes of ascetics. The host chose him over all the 
others to sit at the head of the assembly, and denial appeared on 
their faces. He wanted to explain his virtue, so he asked him to play 
something, so he took out some pieces of wood and put them to-
gether, and stretched on them some strings which he had with him, 
and moved them. He made everyone in the assembly laugh, from 
pleasure and joy, then he turned around and moved the strings in a 
different way, and made everyone in the assembly cry, from sadness 
and sympathy, then he turned around and moved them differently, 
and made them all fall asleep, then got up and left and no one heard 
of him again.
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Sijill Article

Syedna Burhanuddin’s RA Milad – The 

Burhan & Light from Allah Ta’ala

سجل نو مقالة - سيدنا محمد برهان الدين رض 
نا ميالد – خدا نا نور انے برهان

سيدنا طاهر سيف الدين رض آپنا قصيدة ما ايم 
لكهي فرمايو كه ”رسول الله صلع نو ميالد نو 

دن مسلمني واسطے عيد نو  دن چھے“، كيمكه 
يه ميالد نو دن وه دن  چھے جه ما اپنا هادي، 
اپنا رهرب، اپنا نجاة ين متهيد نا كرنار پيغمرب حق 
ين والدة تهئي، ته يس يه دن ما اپنا  نبي اكرم ين 

والدة ين خويش انے يه رسول پاك يه جه اسالم 
نو دين قائم كيدو اهني خويش مناوئے چھے، 

ايج مثل امام الزمان نا ميالد نو دن چوتهي 
ربيع اآلخر نا دن انے ٥٢ ما داعي سيدنا محمد 
برهان الدين نا ميالد نو دن  ٢٠مي ربيع اآلخر 

، يه  دنو ما بهي آ موايل كرام ين والدة ين خويش 
انے يه موايل كرام يه جه دعوة قائم كيدي اهني  

خويش مناوئے چھے، 
١٤٣٦هـ ما سيدنا قطب الدين رض يه امام 

الزمان صع نا ميالد ين مجلس ما بيان فرمايو، 
اهام سجل البشارة ما يس ذكر فرماوي، كه سجل 

البشارة ما ٢٠ ما امام آمر امام  صع يه موالتنا 
حرة امللكة نے ٢١ ما امام طيب امام صع ين 

والدة ين خوش خرب آپي، يه سجل ما  ذكر كرے 
چھے كه طيب امام ين والدة ين سوں شان چھے 

كه ”جيم نور ما يس نور نكلے“، سيدنا قطب 
الدين رض يه ايم فرمايو كه  نوراين والدة ين 

خويش ما متام  قاهرة معزية ما روشني كروا ما 
آوي، 

پچاس (٥٠) ما داعي سيدنا عبدالله بدر الدين  
نا وفاة بعد چاليس دن پچهي چهلم نا موقع 

پر سورت ما متام مساجد انے ديؤري پر روشني 
كروا ما آوي تهي، ديواؤ جالوا ما آيا تها، انے 

عناية الهية ايم هتي كه امام الزمان ين نظرات 
يس تيوارے ٥٢ ما داعي ين والدة تهئي، جيم 

طيب امام ين والدة تهئي انے روشني كروما ما 

آوي ايم طيب امام نا داعي ين والدة پر متام شهر 
ما روشني تهئي، سيدنا برهان الدين ين والدة 

بهي يه ج شان هتي كه ”نور ما يس نور نكلو“، 
قران مجيد ما خدا فرماوے چھے  كه ”خدا نا 

نزديك يس متارا واسطے ايك برهان آيا چھے، 
انے همے متارا اوپر ايك نور نے اتارا چھے“ (قَْد 
ِبيًنا  بُِّكْم َوأَنزَلَْنا إِلَيُْكْم نُوًرا مُّ َجاءَكُم بُرَْهاٌن مِّن رَّ

– سورة النساء ١٧٤)، سيدنا محمد برهان الدين 
خدا نا دين ين وه برهان تها كه  جه امام الزمان 
ين دعوة نے پچاس سال تك قائم كيدي، انے وه 
خدا نا نور تها كه جه هداية انے نجاة نا رسته 

نے روشن كيدو،
اپن سيدنا برهان الدين نا ميالد ين خويش مناوئے 

چھے، تو  اپن كويئ عام سالگره نتهي مناؤتا، 
بلكه وه دن ين خويش مناوئے چھے جه ما ايك 
روشن ستاره آ عامل ما آيا، جيوارے نور ما يس 

نور چميك اتهو.
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O people, a Burhan (proof ) has now come to you from your Lord, and We have revealed 
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Announcement

Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA Milad Majlis – 20th Rabiul Aakhar 1438H

 Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over the Khushi 
Majlis of Maulana al-Muqaddas fi A’la Ilyyeen, Syedna Moham-
med Burhanuddin RA Milad Mubarak on the eve of 20th of Rabiul 
Aakhar (Tuesday, 17th January 2017) in Bakersfield, California, USA, 
after Maghrib Isha Namaaz. Darees will be recited in the Majlis to 
remember and take wasila of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA.   

Mumineen are invited for Salawaat Khushi jaman after Majlis.
In Mumbai Shz. Abdeali bhaisaheb Saifuddin will lead Maghrib Isha 
Namaaz on Milad raat (Tuesday, 17th January) followed by Khushi 
Majlis. All Mumineen are invited for Salawat and Khushi Jaman after 
Majlis. The Majlis will be broadcast at 7pm IST using this link here. 
Click here for Amal Details.

Announcement

Dai-z-Zaman Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Milad Majlis – 26th Rabiul Aakhar 

1438H – 50th Milad

 26th Rabiul Aakhar is the auspicious occasion of the 50th 
Milad of Dai-z-Zaman Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. Syedna will 
lead Maghrib Isha Namaaz on Milaad raat (Monday, 23rd January 
2017) in Ivan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina, Mumbai, followed by Khushi 
Majlis. All Mumineen are invited for Salawat and Khushi Jaman after 

Majlis. The Majlis will be broadcast live from Darus Sakina.
Wadhawanu program for Muminaat will be held on Milad day at 
5pm IST inshaallah.
Please contact your Mas’ul for the Milad program in your locality.

Announcement

Syedna TUS Three Days Sabaq Program in Milad Ayyaam – 27th to 29th Rabiul 

Aakhar 1438H 
 The true ‘aalim of Aal-e-Mohammed, Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS, is the spring of pure knowledge and wisdom. For 
all those regularly taking part in Sabaqs that continue throughout 
the year (see page xx of Annual Report for further details), Syedna 
TUS has graciously granted an opportunity to partake the barakat 
of ‘ilm of Aale Moahmmed directly from the source, from the Dai of 
Imam-uz-zaman SA. These exclusive Sabaqs will take place be-
tween the two auspicious occasions of the Milad of Dai-z-Zaman 
TUS (26th Rabiul Aakhar) and the Milad of Syedna Qutbuddin RA 
(29th Rabiul Aakhar). 
This is the schedule for Sabaq: 

 First Sabaq – 27mi raat of Rabiul Aakhar (Tuesday, 24th 
January 2017) after Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina.   

 Second Sabaq – 28mi raat of Rabiul Aakhar (Wednesday, 
25th January 2017) after Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina.   

 Third Sabaq – 29mi raat of Rabiul Aakhar (Thursday, 26th 

January 2017) after Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina.   
The Sabaq will be accessible live only to those taking part in regular 
Sabaqs throughout the year.
 

Media Articles
Bombay High Court Succession Case Among “Cases to Watch Out for in 2017”
 The Declaratory Suit pending in the Bombay High Court 
was highlighted among the “10 Sensational Cases to Watch Out for 
in 2017” by Midday Newspaper in Mumbai on the 1st of January 
2017. 
 Syedna Succession Row - The battle for Bohra community 
leader Syedna is likely to continue in the Bombay High Court before 
justice KR Shriram. After the death of the 52nd Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin, his half brother [Syedna] Khuzaima Qutbuddin and 

son [..] Mufaddal Saifuddin (in pic) were in a legal battle over the 
title, but Qutbuddin died this year.
Qutbuddin had claimed that he was the 53rd Syedna Dai-al-Mutlaq 
(community leader), as his brother had in public declared him ma-
zoon (second in command). Now, Qutbuddin’s son Shehzada Taher 
has challenged the matter in the high court. 
Click here to read the article on Mid-Day website

News and Events
Imamuz-Zaman SA Milad Majils in London

With raza of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, Shahzada Dr Abdeail 
bhaisaheb Saifuddin presided over milad majlis of Imam-uz-Zaman 

SA in London on 4th Rabi ul Aakhur (Sunday 1st January 2017) at 
6:00pm, followed by jaman, in Edgware, North London.
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When Imam Tayyib SA was born his father, the 20th 
Imam, Molana al-Amir AS, wrote to his loyal hujjat and 
queen of Yemen Molatuna Hurratul Malika, informing 
her of the joyous news of the birth of his blessed son 
Imam Tayyib AS, and the nass conferred on him.
Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA’s qasida mubaraka was 
recited and Shehzada Dr. Abdeali bhaisaheb Saifuddin 
did bayan. 
In the bayan Abdeali bhaisaheb read the letter in Arabic, 
and translated it. He talked about new beginnings, how 
the birth of Imam Tayyib was a harbinger for the boun-

ties of the satr period, and the Duat Mutlaqeen who 
would lead Dawat in these difficult times to come.
He said that it is a happy coincidence that we start 
the Gregorian new year with the celebration of this 
happy and joyous occasion of Milad Imamuz-zaman.
Shehzada saheb recited these and other historical 
events from the history of Dawat, and what they 
and our Awliya teach us about making new begin-
nings, being optimistic, steadfast, and planning for 
the times ahead, and ultimately succeeding in our 
resolutions and endeavours.

News & Events

Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin’s Keynote Address at the Jawaha-

rlal Nehru University

Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin was invited to 
deliver the opening keynote address at an international interdisci-
plinary conference on Society, Culture and Morality: East and West, 
held at one of the most prestigious universities in India, Jawaharlal 
Nehru University (JNU), from 26-29 December 2016.  

Addressing more than a hundred scholars and students who 

had come to attend the conference from around India and abroad, 
Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb spoke on the pertinent subject of 
“Reading Morals from Islamic Scriptures”. He presented a detailed 
analysis of the various challenges and issues that are faced by schol-
ars today in the exercise of deriving moral values from the Qur’an 
and Hadith (the sayings of Rasulullah SA). 

Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb concluded his address by thank-
ing the organizers of the conference, especially the Centre of Arabic 
and African Studies at JNU. Emphasising the critical importance of such 
forums of intellectual exchange, he elaborated upon one of the pri-
mary aims of the Qutbi Jubilee Scholarship Program (QJSP): to promote 
and sponsor occasions of intercommunal learning that can encourage 
taqreeb and harmonious coexistence between Muslim denominations, 
as well as between Muslim and non-Muslim communities. 

The keynote – which lasted for around 50 minutes, was fol-
lowed by a stimulating question and answer session of over an hour 
– was well-received and appreciated by the attendees. During the 
conference, Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb was also invited to chair 
and present his evaluation of a panel of papers on the subject of 
“Moral Values in Arabic Poetry”.
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Sijill Article

The Month of Milads

The month of Rabiul Aakhar is indeed 
the month of Milads: the Milad of Imam-uz-
Zaman on the 4th and the Milad of three Dais, 
the 52nd, 53rd  and 54th Dai-z-zaman TUS 
(20th, 29th and 26th Rabiul Aakhar respective-
ly). The flow of barakaat continues from the 
beginning of the month right until the end.

Last year, Syedna Qutbuddin RA deliv-
ered his very last bayaan on the occasion of his 
Milad in Bakersfield, California. Excerpts of the 
bayaan’s audio recording were published on 
Fatemidawat.com. In that bayaan, Syedna 
Qutbuddin said that it was his 79th Milad and 
bestowed priceless doa for Mumineen. He 
then stated, “my most radiant son Taher, his 
birthday is on the 26th of this month, between 
the Milad of two Dais, the 52nd and the 53rd. 

He received both barakaat. I am also cele-
brating that occasion.” 

Today we understand the full mean-
ing of Syedna Qutbuddin’s words - he was 
not only celebrating the birthday of his son, 
but he was demonstrating his 
nazaraat on his successor. He 
was alluding to his high sta-
tion and the confluence of 
the barakat of the Milads and 
personas of the 52nd and 
53rd Dai in his son and suc-
cessor, Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din TUS.

As we celebrate 50 years 
of Syedna Fakhruddin’s life 
between the two auspicious Milads, we 
pause to remember 

the benevolence of the 52nd and 53rd 
Dais. We rejoice in the presence of their suc-
cessor in our midst and pray that as we are l

Celebrating the 50 years of 
his life this year, may we and our 
children and our children’s chil-
dren, one day celebrate 

100 years of hislife.  May 
the barakaat of the Du’aat Mut-
laqeen, especially the 52nd and 
53rd Dais, continue to flow to us 
through their true successor, the 
54th Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher 

Fakhruddin.
We also pray, that as we are celebrat-

ing Syedna’s takht nashini on the joyous oc-
casion of his Milad, may we very soon cele-
brate Syedna’s Fath-e-mubeen.
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Syedna Taher Saifuddin

You are Tayyib you are Taher. Your noor shines amongst the people.

الولد االغر طاهر اهنو 26 مي والدة چھے، آ مهينه ين، 
بيوے داعي نا ميالد نا درميان، 52 ما داعي نے 53 ما 

داعي، بيوے بركة ميل، يه مرسة بهي مناؤ چهوں،
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Announcement & Amal Details
Dai-z-Zaman Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Milad Majlis & and Takht Nashini 

Announcement 
Syedna TUS Three Days Sabaq Program in Milad Ayyaam – 27th to 29th Rabiul 
Aakhar 1438H

26th Rabiul Aakhar is the auspicious occasion of the Milad of 
Dai-z-Zaman Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. On this joyous occa-
sion, upon the heartfelt araz of Mumineen, Syedna TUS has granted 
raza for celebration of takht-nashini (Syedna’s ascension to the 
takht of Dawat).

Syedna will lead Maghrib Isha Namaaz on Milaad raat (Mon-
day, 23rd January 2017) in Darus Sakina, Mumbai, and then proceed 
in julus to Ivan-e-Fatemi for Khushi Majlis where Syedna will deliver 
Waaz mubarak on this joyous occasion.

Milad Majlis & Waaz Mubarak will be broadcast live using this 
link. The broadcast will begin at 7pm on Milad raat (23rd January 
2017) insha’allah.  All Mumineen are invited for Salawat and Khushi 
Jaman after Majlis.

Wadhawanu program for Muminaat will be held on Milad day 
at 4pm IST inshaallah.

Mumineen are urged to contact their local Mas’ul for program 
details in their area and are urged to follow these amal details,

Pray Qasida “Ya ayyuhat Tayyibu wat-Taheru” by Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin RA.

Pray Madeh written on Syedna Fakhruddin Milad this year by 
Shzd Dr. Bazat Tahera Baisaheba

Pray tawassulaat namaaz on milad night after Maghrib Isha or 
in the day between Zohr and Asar.

Serve sodunnu on thaal – and gather with fellow Mumineen 
where possible

View Syedna TUS Bayaan Mubarak broadcast on the occasion 
of this Milad (1438H) and in celebration of Takht Nashini.

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Milad Majlis & Jumadal Ula Pehli 
Tarikh Qadambosi 

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over the Khushi Ma-
jlis of Maulana al-Muqaddas fi A’la Ilyyeen, Syedna Khuzaima Qut-
buddin RA Milad Mubarak on the 29th of Rabiul Aakhar (Friday, 
27th January 2017) at 4pm in Darus Sakina, Mumbai. Darees will be 
recited in the Majlis to remember and take wasila of Syedna Khu-
zaima Qutbuddin RA. After Maghrib Isha Namaaz Mumineen will 
receive sharaf of Pehli tarikh of Jumadal Ula qadambosi inshaallah. 
Mumineen are invited for Salawaat Khushi jaman after Majlis.

Mumineen are urged to contact their local Mas’ul for program 
details in their area and are urged to follow these amal details,

Recite Darees in remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin to take 
his wasila.

Pray Qasida “Ya khayra mu’tarafin bil majdi wal karami” com-
posed by Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS on Syedna Qutbuddin’s Mi-
lad in 1436H (available with English Translation and audio record-
ing)

The true ‘aalim of Aal-e-Mohammed, Syedna Taher Fakhrud-
din TUS, is the spring of pure knowledge and wisdom. For all those 
regularly taking part in Sabaqs that continue throughout the year 
(see page 16 of Annual Report for further details), Syedna TUS has 
graciously granted an opportunity to partake the barakat of ‘ilm of 
Aale Moahmmed directly from the source, from the Dai of Imam-
uz-zaman SA. These exclusive Sabaqs will take place between the 
two auspicious occasions of the Milad of Dai-z-Zaman TUS (26th 
Rabiul Aakhar) and the Milad of Syedna Qutbuddin RA (29th Rabiul 
Aakhar).

This is the schedule for Sabaq:
- First Sabaq – 27mi raat of Rabiul Aakhar (Tuesday, 24th Janu-

ary 2017) after Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina.
- Second Sabaq – 28mi raat of Rabiul Aakhar (Wednesday, 

25th January 2017) after Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina.
- Third Sabaq – 29mi raat of Rabiul Aakhar (Thursday, 26th 

January 2017) after Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina.

The Sabaq will be accessible live only to those taking part in 
regular Sabaqs throughout the year.
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Publications
Sijill Volume 3

It is with great pleasure and pride that we present this 3rd vol-
ume of compilation of Sijill issues 100-150, its third consecutive 
year of weekly publication. The 1st volume of Sijill was published on 
the occasion of Syedna Qutbuddin’s Milad (in issue 53) and it is a 
happy coincidence that we publish this 3rd volume on Syedna 
Fakhruddin’s TUS Milad in issue 154.

Sijill has seen a lot in this past one year - since the Milad of 
Imam-uz-zaman in 1437H to the same auspicious day in 1438H.

It has seen the light of truth, strength and confidence in the 
continued cross-examination of Syedna Qutbuddin RA in the Bom-
bay High Court. The fervor of faith and the gushing of Imami tayeed 
in the last Ashara waaz of Syedna Qutbuddin RA.

It has shed floods of tears at the great tragedy of the wafaat of 
our beloved Aqa Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA.

It has witnessed with awe-filled eyes the grand and auspi-
cious Takht-e-Nashini (ascension) of his Mansoos Aqa Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS to the takht-e-imami.

It has recorded in these challenging times the miraculous 
spread of the word of the Dawatul-Haq even farther and wider 
through the waaz of Syedna Fakhruddin broadcast worldwide and 
watched by lacks of Mumineen : 528,000 Mumineen visited the of-
ficial Dawat website www.FatemiDawat.com for a total of about 11 
million times. It has recorded the establishment of numerous ja-
mats in India and worldwide.

It has rejoiced at the victory of Syedna Fakhruddin in the Gu-
jarat High Court and the dismissal of the petitions of Shz Mufaddal 
Saifuddin.

It has been humbled by the great privilege of being a part of 
the historic and formative eras of both Dais, Aqa Syedna Khuzaima 

Qutbuddin RA and Aqa Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.
We, the khidmat guzars of Sijill have the great honour and 

privilege to present to you this volume as a monument to these, 
our, times. We hope you will treasure it as much as we have treas-
ured the opportunity to be a part of history in the making.

Click here to view the Sijill PDF online

Madeh
In Celebration of Takht-Nashini & Milad – by Shehzadi Dr. Tahera Baisaheba

We are pleased to present the text and audio of this beautiful Madeh composed by Shehzadi Tahera baisaheba on the occasion of 
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin’s TUS takht nashini and Milad celebrations. Click here to read and listen to the Madeh.
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Fatemi Madrasa
Milad Cards and Community Service Report
 This year, to commemorate the auspicious occasion of 
Milad Mubarak of the 52nd Dai Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din RA, the 53rd Dai Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, the 54th 
Dai Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS the children of Fatemi Madrasa 
took part in community service in their respective local commu-
nities. They participated in activities such as giving food to the 
needy, donating books to a library, toys/kits/supplies to a hospi-
tal, warm clothes to a shelter for the homeless, etc. The Fatemi 
Madrasa initiative to promote community service on the occa-
sion of Milad Mubarak was very successful behamdillah. All re-
ports were arazed to Syedna. The children of Fatemi Madrasa’s 
Milad cards were also arazed in Hazrat Imamiyyah.  Syedna was 
very pleased and bestowed doa mubarak for the children of Fate-
mi Madrasa and for Muallimeen who participated in this activity 
for khidmat of Dawat and service of their communities. Syedna 
also bestowed doa mubarak for the children’s success in their 
education in Fatemi Madrasa and in their schools and colleges.
 A selection of the Milad cards and community service re-
ports have been uploaded to FatemiMadrasa.com

Image Gallery
Syedna Mohammed Burhannuddin RA, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, Syedna 
Taher Fakhruddin TUS

In this month of Milads, and especially on the joyous occasion of 
Syedna’s takht nashini and Milad, we are pleased to present a 
high resolution photo gallery of Syedna Mohammed Burhanud-
din RA, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, and Syedna Taher 
Fakhruddin TUS.  We have published these images here so that 
Mumineen may use them for printing.

Click here to view the Gallery

The Declaratory Suit pending in the Bombay High Court was 
highlighted among the “10 Sensational Cases to Watch Out for in 
2017” by Midday Newspaper in Mumbai on the 1st of January 
2017.

Syedna Succession Row - The battle for Bohra community leader 
Syedna is likely to continue in the Bombay High Court before jus-
tice KR Shriram. After the death of the 52nd Syedna Mohammed 
Burhanuddin, his half brother [Syedna] Khuzaima Qutbuddin 

Media Articles

Bombay High Court Succession Case Among “Cases to Watch Out for in 2017”

and son [..] Mufaddal Saifuddin (in pic) were in a legal battle over 
the title, but Qutbuddin died this year.

Qutbuddin had claimed that he was the 53rd Syedna Dai-al-Mut-
laq (community leader), as his brother had in public declared him 
mazoon (second in command). Now, Qutbuddin’s son Shehzada 
Taher has challenged the matter in the high court.

Click here to read the article on Mid-Day website
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This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-
zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com

Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-
Bisharat’.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi 
Doctrine

Everything that you Wanted to know 
about Complex Islamic Finance in 

Simple Terms
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS

Click here to read more

The Arkaan of Hajj
A Photo eBook

Click here to read more




